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ABSTRACT 

Regional economic integration has become a major issue in international trade. 
Existing literature has failed to evaluate or quantify the implication of policy 
measures adopted by regional economic blocs on shipping transport services. This 

thesis quantifies the distorting effects of the European Union's Agricultural Policy 
(CAP) on the grain trade via the impact on shipping transport. 

Three different sets of econometric models were developed and estimated for each 
bulk carriers market sub-sector (Capesize, Panamax, Handysize), which incorporate 

protection subsidy component of the CAP. The results revealed that the CAP has a 
significant depressing effects on international grain prices and its pattern of trade, 
hence has consequences for the structural changes of demand for shipping transport 

of grain. 

This work also undertakes counterfactual analysis to investigate the impact of 
possible liberalisation of CAP on the structure of demand for shipping transport of 
grain. The econometric version of the theoretical model is used to simulate a 
number of alternative policy scenarios in the Uruguay Round (WTO) of negotiation 
(EU and USA proposals). The simulation model suggests that the USA proposal 
will increase the North Atlantic grain trade and consequently the demand for 
"Capesize" will increase. However the EU proposal would not create a significant 
change to the existing situation. 

This original study contributes to the literature in a number of ways, In terms of 
economic modelling, a non-related shipping element (agricultural subsidy) is 
incorporated to the model as an endogenous variable. In the theoretical aspect the 

relationship between supply and demand in shipping market is highlighted. In 

econometric techniques, different methods are used for the first time to differentiate 

the specific nature of each sub-market in the grain trade for different bulk carrier 
sub-sectors. This research has highlighted the importance of non-shipping related 
policy measures for the grain shipping sector, especially when it is implemented by 

an important economic blocs. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION, SCOPE AND 

JUSTIFICATION FOR THE STUDY 

1.1 Issues 

The classical model of maritime economics suggests that the demand for shipping 
services is a derived demand. McConville (1999: 35) defines derived demand as 
44arising as a direct result of the demand for commodities which are required to be 
hauled by sea. Shipping is, therefore demanded not for itself, but because it is part 
of the production process of other goods". 

Considering the above statement it is important to investigate the impact of policy 
measures in other sectors of economy on the shipping industry. Such studies have 

not been carried out in the shipping literature so far. The focus of this study is on 
the impact of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) on the structure of demand 
for shipping transport of grain. 

Grain is an important agricultural product. This is because there is a close 
relationship between grain prices and the prices of other agricultural products. 
Grain competes with other agricultural products for land. Thus grain prices 
determine the allocation of land to these products, and, therefore, their prices. Grain 
is important for producing pork, poultry, eggs, beef and milk. The revenue from 

these products and from grain accounts for about 66% of the EU's total agricultural 
revenue. Hence, the market organisation for grains was one of the first to be set-up 
within the EU and many other regimes are formed or dependent on the grain 
regime (Gawei & Addy Suhut, 1997: 15). 

Furthermore, since grain is an important contributor to seabome trade. Changes in C, 
its demand significantly affect the structure of demand for shipping transport 
services. Grain mostly uses sea transport to serve its foreign trade. About 90% of 
grain traded is moved by sea and this volume makes this commodity very 
important for shipping business (Drewry, 1996: 6 1). Zn 

Among the five major dry bulk commodity trades, grain trade is ranked third, with 
almost 200 million tons per year (Fearnley, 1996: 14), shipping transport of grain 
forms about 5% of the total world seaborne trade volume (including petroleum). It 

corresponds to 25% of the five major dry bulk commodities (UNCTAD, 1996: 21). 
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Thus ocean transport of grain can be clearly seen as a factor affecting shipping 
market conditions. 

Figures 1.1 illustrates trends in the volume of seaborne trade in the three major dry 
bulk commodities- iron ore, coal and grain between 1965 and 2000. While one 
could observe an increasing trend in dry bulk commodity trades such as iron ore 
and coal, on the contrary, the volume of seaborne grain trade remains almost 
unchanged since 1980. According to statistics compiled by Feamleys, the volume 
of grain carried by merchant vessels during 1965 was 70 million tons. This 
increased at an annual rate of about 6.8% until 1981, when it reached 206 million 
tons. There was a decrease to 200 million tons in 1982, and it remained at almost a 
constant level after that. 

Figure 1.2 shows that the pattern of ton-mile demand generated by these 

commodities is similar to that of volume of trade in these products. While there is 

an observed increase in the ton-mile demand for coal and iron ore, that of grain 
remain relatively constant. Figure 1.3 shows that over the period 1965-2000, the 

proportion of grain in the sea borne trade for these three commodities has 
decreased from 23% to 18%. Similarly, Figure 1.4 shows that the proportion of 
ton-mile demand for grain has decreased significantly from 39% in 1965 to 20% in 

2000. 

These trends clearly illustrate that the share of grain in the international trade for 

major dry bulk commodities has reduced. This suggests grain is losing its 
importance as a major source of demand for shipping transport. It was pointed out 
that the demand for shipping is a derived demand and thus depends on activities in 

other sectors or markets in the economy. A major factor which influences activities 

within any sector or market is the implementation of policy measures. Activities in 

the international grain market have been significantly affected by the CAP which is 

a policy measure implemented by the EU. 
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Figure I. I: Volume of Seaborne Trade in Three Maior Dry Bulk Commodities 
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Fi2ure 1.3: The Ma*or Dry Bulk Car2o Share (Volume) 
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Source: Feamley (2000). 
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Figure 1.4: The Major Dry Bulk Cargo Share (Ton-Mile) 
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Policy measures implemented collectively by a group of countries to achieve 

economic integration, such as the EU, tend to be more influential in international 

trade than those implemented by individual countries. Regional economic 
integration is concerned with the discriminatory removal of all trade barriers 
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between participating nations and with the establishment of certain elements of co- 
operation and co-ordination between them-' 

The EU is a unique entity, comprising a group of nation states, but also including a 
supranational organisation with the power to make (and enforce) its own policies. Z71 

The EU is founded on a set of treaties between its 15 member states, providing a 
framework for co-operation between national governments and also establishing an 
economic organisation with a legal identity in its own right. This combination of 
international co-operation and supranational policy-making is distinctive, and thus 
difficult to categorise in terms of formal models of regional economic integration. 
The importance of the EU as a generator of demand for shipping transport is 
discussed in more detail in Section 1.4. 

One of the most important EU policies is the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). 

This policy provides a high level of subsidies to farmers to increase production of 

agricultural products such as grain. This is the most protectionist policy in the EU. 

On average it has absorbed two thirds of the EU's budget since mid-1980s (Gawei 

& Addy Suhut, 1996: 16). The main objective of the CAP is food security. Cereals 

as a major food raw material received the highest level of protection under the CAP 

regime, to satisfy the security of food supply. Classical trade theories argue that 

protectionism has a strong effect on international trade. 

Since the grain trade is mainly seaborne and is also one of the major dry bulk 

commodity trades, policies and developments in the grain trade affect the 

aggregated demand for shipping. The shipping industry has a complex structure. It 
is highly disaggregated by sector (tanker, dry bulk), and differentiated by size into 

different sub-markets. This complexity is intensified when one needs to analyse the 

role of each different shipsize in a specific commodity market. "Therefore it is 

better for analytical purposes that the industry be regarded as a group of related 
industries with distinct sectors" as suggested by the Rochdale Report (1970). There 
is a need for disaggregated studies in shipping literature which combine shipsize 
form and commodities. 

The co-ordination between the member states depends on the form that integration takes, 
such as Sectional Integration, Free Trade Area, Costumes Union, Common Markets 
Complete Economic Union or Complete Political Integration. See Appendix I for further 
detail. 
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Since grain is a low value commodity, transport cost forms a large proportion of its 
landed price. Transport cost generally has not received proper attention in new 
classical models of international trade and few conceptual and empirical studies 
have realised its importance for internationally traded commodities. The shipping 
literatures considers the demand for shipping to be totally inelastic and is treated 

exogenously. Thus the possible effect of freight rate on pattern and volume of 
international commodity trade has not been investigated strongly. Therefore there 
is a need for a consideration of this issue in a study of international trade and 
shipping. 

The issues outlined above which this thesis investigates are the role of policy 
measures in other sectors, specifically the CAP, in influencing developments in the 

shipping industry; the relationship between the implementation of the CAP and 
observed trends in the international grain trade in terms of volume; and the 
importance of regional economic integration for shipping transport via its impact 

on international trade. 

1.2 Research Aims - Theoretical Approach and Methodology 

This thesis aims to investigate the impact of the Common Agricultural Policy 
(CAP) on the structure of demand for shipping transport of grain. This has 
implications for the importance of trade agreements involving regional economic 
integration and their policy measures for international commodity trades and 
shipping transport services. 

The thesis addresses a lacuna in the literature in that for the first time it seeks to 

estimate quantitatively the impact of the CAP on the structure of demand for 

shipping transport of grain. This thesis focuses on the nexus between agricultural 
policies and international trade and transport. Increasingly, the process of 
globalisation is influencing trade and agricultural policies and this is being 

reflected in the policy making process of organisations such as the WTO and the 
EU. This thesis also highlights the importance of transport cost for transport of 
grain as a low value commodity. 

The main hypothesis is that the formation and development of the EU together with 
implementation of the CAP have contributed to the structural changes in demand 

and production of international grain trade. These structural changes in grain trade 

altered the pattern of demand for different shipsizes. This arises because of port and 
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routes restrictions for particular shipsize. This hypothesis is principally similar to 
the Glen (1990) differentiation hypothesis for tanker market. The thesis focuses on 
the possible impact of the CAP on the structure of demand in the markets for 
different size bulk carriers ships (Capesize, Panamax, Handysize). 

The thesis adopts various analytical tools to achieve the aims and objectives of the 

study. These include statistical data analysis, conceptual analysis, economic 
modelling, econometric estimation and simulation analysis. The main hypothesis is 
developed as a result of the literature review, a conceptual analysis of the CAP and 
the analysis of shipsize performance in the grain trade. Following the main 
hypothesis, there are other sub-hypothesis which specify the movement of shipping 
factors (e. g. bunker price) in grain freight market and how different shipsizes have 
been affected by the reduction of the EU grain imports and increase of the EU grain 
exports. 

The hypothetical framework is examined quantitatively by developing three 
different sets of models (each market sub-sector has been modelled separately). 
The empirical research uses recently developed econometric methods and 
techniques to model and test the hypothesis. These methods test for the stochastic 
behaviour of the series and examine the dynamic interrelationships between 
different variables of the models for different size vessels. This is because the 
hypothesis indicates a dynamic interrelationship. 

Furthermore, simulation analyses are conducted, using the models developed for 

the study, to quantify the impact of the possible liberalisation of CAP on the 

structure of demand for shipping transport of grain. The rationale for the 

simulations is to be found in the WTO negotiations regarding the liberalisation of 
the CAP. In the Uruguay Round, the EU and the USA had two different proposals 
for the partial liberalisation of agricultural support on the world grain market. 
These two proposals are used in this thesis to evaluate the effects of possible 
changes of the CAP policy measures on structure of demand for ocean grain 
shipping services. 

Annual Data for the period 1970 to 1998 is used in the estimations. There are three 

reasons for this choice. These are data constraints, the CAP implementation date of 
1967 and thirdly the recognisable time for differentiation in bulk carriers market 
could be referred to the early 1970s, when Capesize appeared in the market for first 

time. 
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Most of the shipping data has been collected from different issues of world bulk 
trades published by 'Fearnleys' and Clarksons. Agricultural data was obtained from 
the US Department of Agriculture and International Grain Council (IGC). 
Moreover, disaggregated data has not been easy to collect and collate. As a result Z: lz: ) ': ý 
of this difficulty, this study constructs a freight rate data set by using time charter 

2 
rates within the estimation period . 

There are many different definitions for grain from different sources. Therefore, 

grain itself needs to be defined specifically for this work to highlight the accurate 
impact of the CAP on the structure of demand for shipping transport. Only 

agricultural products which receive protection under the CAP will be included in 
this definition. 

In the shipping literature, grain is regarded as dry bulk cargo. Without any 
convention in shipping literature, grain refers to wheat, maize, rye, barley, oats, 
sorghum, and soybean. 3 Rice is excluded as it is transported in packaging. In the 
statistics of the UN Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO, undated), kaoliang 
is excluded from the grain definition. The statistic by the US department of 
agriculture and international grain council includes neither soybean nor rice. 
Soybean is not include in the CAP cereal regimes as the amount and the type of 
protection which it receives is different with the other cereals (Gawei & Addy 
Suhut, 1996: 18). Therefore, soybean is not included in the grain definition adopted 
by this work. The definition of grain considered by this study includes wheat, 
maize, rye, barley, oats, and sorghum. 

2 This data set is constructed in two stages: firstly, time charter rate for "Capesize", collected 
from Drewry Shipping Consultant. By using a model based on some assumptions, the data 
set transfornied to spot equivalent (freight rate $/ton). However, since this data set (time 
charter rate) goes back to 1980, the second stage was introduced to calculated the 
"Capesize" freight rate back to 1970 (ten years). Therefore, in the regression model, the ZI Capesize spot rate equivalent (produced in the first stage by using the model based on time 
charter rate), together with the "PaDamax" freight rates, were used to produce the Z: ý "Capesize" freight rate back to 1970. Zý 3 Fearnley (1996), UNCTAD (1996), Drewry (1996), and many other shipping data 
producers. 
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1.3 The European Union as a Generator of Demand for Shipping 
Transpor 

According to the WTO (GATT) 1996 report, the world is moving towards more 
regionalism. Figure 1.5 illustrates the trend of the regional agreements from 1948 Z71 

to 1996. As the figure indicates, the numbers of agreements have surged in the 
beginning of the 1990S. 4 However these integrations are different in nature. 
Different stages of integration could create different effects on international Zý 
commodity trades. As countries move towards full integration and become a 
political union, their effects on international trade could be considered as one big 
country. 

Figure 1.5: Trend in Relzional Economic Allreement 
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In economic regional integration the general situation is that the agreements have Z-ý 
some initial, but not lasting effects and the regions are participating less in total 

5 international trade (Wijnolst & Wergeland, 1997: 49) . 

Wijnolst and Wergeland (1997) report that only the EU shows unambiguously 
increased regional trading and at the same time increased importance in Z7, 

4 This is mainly a reflection of the many agreements being signed among the former Eastern 
European and one between these countries and Western European countries (as many as 20 
of 32 agreements is between on Eastern European country and one Western European 
partner, 4 agreement are between Eastern European countries and remaining 8 are all other Zý 
types, including the NAFTA and the EU) (Wijnolst & Wergeland, 1997: 49). 

5 Based on Haaland & Wooton (1993) and Fielke (1992). 
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international trade. Furthermore, compared to other modeles of economic regional 
integration, the EU shows extensive progress towards complete political 
integration. Thus of the eight modeles of economic (regional) integration identified 

the EU could be the most influential in world commodity trade (Wijnolst & 
Wergeland, 1997: 48). 
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Figure 1.6: Experience of Some Main Rellional Economic Agreements 
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By 1968, all tariff barriers to trade had been abolished between the original six 
European community member states, although many non-tariff barriers were to 
persist. The available evidence suggests that the removal of intra-community tariffs 
gave rise to trade creation amounting to a substantial proportion of the 
community's trade with non-member countries, and that the trade diversion effect 
was appreciably smaller (Barrass and Madhavan, 1997: 23). Therefore the general 
hypothesis in the shipping literature which argues that "regional economic 
integration normally leads to relatively less demand for shipping transport services, 
because of diversion of longer hauls to shorter due to more intra-regional trade" at 
least could not be valid in the EU case (Wijnolst & Wergeland, 1997: 47). This 
indicates that there is a need for a new theory regarding the impact of the regional 
economic integration on demand for shipping transport services that incorporate the 
nature and structure of specific regional economic integration. 6 The impact of such 
integration on the shipping industry has not been scholarly investigated. 

In addition to the removal of barriers within the EU, in the case of agriculture, EU 

policies serve to protect the EU internal market from international markets. The 

effects of such protection are amplified if the protectionism policy is implemented 
by an economic union such as the EU which is effectively involve in international 

trade. 7 

It could now be argued that the European Union is the most important economic 
and political integration of the contemporary world. The European movement 
towards a complete economic union, has led to a deepening and also broadening of 
the effects of EU policy on international commodity trades. Within the Economic 
Union, any necessary economic action could only be taken at union level, because 

national measures would be ineffective. Furthermore, after the disintegration of the 
former Soviet Union, the political environment changed in favour of European 

union. Presently, the considerable political role of the EU is recognised by other 
countries and USA, which means the EU can play an increased role in GATT 
(WTO) and consequently in international trade. 

The classical theory of international trade states that establishment of a customs 
union results in the removal of trade barriers between the member states. The 
importance of the customs union for international commodity trades depends on 

This will be dealt with in Chapter Four Section 4.6.1. 
The Economic Union could be considered as one very big country. 
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how it creates, diverts or deflects international commodity trades. Trade creation 
means that a certain quantity of output that is initially produced domestically in a 
member state is now to be imported from another Member State. The original value 
of this product is c1pl, where the p, is the price in importing member country. The 

new value of this product in importing country is qP2 where P2 is the price in 

exporting member country. Trade creation means that qpl> qP2 i. e. pl> P2. Trade 
diversion occurs when cheaper initial imports from third country are replaced by 

expensive export from a member state. Trade deflection means that member states 
that initially imported a commodity directly from an outsider, now import it 
indirectly via the member states with lower tariff rate, provide the price differential 

exceed the necessary transport charges (Agraa & Jones, 1981: 21). 

The importance of the CAP within the EU framework needs to be recognised since 
its effectiveness as a protectionism policy rests in the unique framework of the EU 

as well as its measures. Other developed countries, like the United States and 
Japan, also afford protection to their domestic farmers. Thus the CAP is not unique, 
but merely the most important protectionist policy that underpins the structure of 
international grain trades primarily because of changes it has brought to the EU and 
world grain market. 8 

Since the creation of European integration, a remarkable expansion of trade 
between member states has taken place. This is largely due to the strengthening of 
the links within the preferential trading circuits. The effect of the relative diversion 
from outside sources is particularly marked in agricultural products including grain 
(Saunders, 1975: 19). The specific measures of the CAP also create deflection of 
investment from other sectors of the economy within the EU. 9 High support prices 
under the CAP are the major cause of to rising farm output and increasing degrees 

of self-sufficiency. 10 Self-sufficiency has increased for both individual countries 
and the EU as a whole. The EU reached this level in virtually all grain products. 

According to the statistics provided in Chapter Three, the EU is now one of the 4: ) 
world's biggest exporters of wheat and barley. This was achieved because there 

was no cheaper way of releasing surplus food. This growth in agricultural exports 

effectively implies a bigger share for the EU in world grain trade. " For analysing 

8 Many studies which are reviewed in Chapter Two (literature review) have documented this. 
9 Different measures of the CAP are explained in Chapter Four. 
10 This will be discussed in Chapter Two. 
II See Chapter Three for the different statistics. 
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the CAP effects on international grain trade, apart from its protectionism nature, 
there are other specifications related to the EU itself which have to be highlighted. 
The CAP as well as its protectionism nature carries general characteristics of EU, 
'preferential' treatment to member states as discussed previously in this. 

It was mentioned earlier that the general shipping hypothesis concerning the impact 

of regional economic integration on the demand for shipping transport services 
needs to be revised for the EU case. The above discussion provides a foundation 
for the argument that there is a need for a new hypothesis regarding the impact of 
economic integration and its policy measures on shipping transport services that 
incorporates the nature and structure of the specific regional economic integration. 

1.4 Structure of Thesis 

Chapter Two presents a comprehensive review of previous studies which model 
and analyse the shipping market, the international grain trade, including the role of Z: ) 
the CAP in this trade, as well as studies which focus on ocean grain freight 

services. The objective of reviewing this combination of literature is to present a 
general overview of past research, which touches upon areas of the relevant aspects 
of this thesis, and supports the research theme in this thesis. 

Chapter Three discusses the economics of grain trade and the role of the EU in this 
trade. This chapter provides statistical evidence together with a historical 
interpretation of the date for the grain trade. This chapter also gives an insight into 
how the different shipping sectors and shipsizes (such as Capesize, Panamax, and Z: ' 
Handysize) can contribute to the grain trade. This is achieved through an analysis 
of ship handling characteristics, port constraints and vessel size performance in the C, 

major dry bulk commodity trades. 

Chapter Four provides conceptual analyses of the CAP and the main hypothesis of 
the thesis together with the sub-hypotheses. The main hypothesis suggests that, 

structural change in demand and production of the international grain trade has 

altered the pattern and volume of demand for different shipsizes due to port and 
routes constraints for particular shipsizes. Following the main hypothesis, there are 
other sub-hypotlieses which specify the movement of shipping factors in the grain 
freight market and explain how different shipsizes have been affected by the 

reduction of the EU grain imports and increase of the EU grain export. 
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Chapter Five presents and discusses the econometrics of the estimation methods 
and tests which are used in Chapters Six and Seven to quantify the models of the 

study. The main concern of this chapter is to explain the multivariate dynamic 

modelling techniques known as Simultaneous models and Vector Autoregression 
(VAR). 

Chapters Six and Seven present and discuss the functional form and results of the 
models developed to test the general hypothesis, together with results of different 

statistical tests which were employed to prepare the data for the models and the 
simulation resLilts. Chapter Six deals with the "Capesize" model. Structural 

modelling based on the maintained hypothesis was possible in this case. A 

simultaneous equation framework (2SLS) is utilised to estimate the impact of the 
CAP upon employment opportunities for "Capesize" bulk carriers in the grain 
trade. Chapter Seven focuses on models for the "Handysize" and "Panamax" 

sectors. Since the specific relationships between variables in these models cannot 
be based (either formally or informally) on a fully specified economic theory, 
Vector Autoregressive models (VARs) are utilised to estimate the impact of the 
CAP on these segments. This allows the models to capture the dynamic 

relationship existing within the model, and the lag structure and dynamic 

adjustment process, as important aspects of the model's specification and testing. 

Finally Chapter Eight offers a brief summary and conclusions to the thesis. Z: ) 
1.5 Conclusion 

Grain, as an important source of demand for shipping transport services, generates 

about 20% of total demand generated by three major dry bulk commodities in 

1995. However, its volume of trade and ton mile has been unchanged since early 
1980s. Consequently its share among other major dry bulk commodities, whose 

seaborne trade shows an increasing trend, has been reduced. 

Grain also is a primary agricultural product, whose price affects other agricultural 

products' prices. Furthermore, final grain price as a low value commodity is 

extensively influenced by changes in freight rates. 

Since the aim of this study is to investigate the impact of the CAP on the structure 

of demand for shipping transport services through grain seaborne trade, the 4: 1 

definition of grain for this study should be used to highlight this impact. Thus in 
Cý 

contrast to definition of grain in the shipping literature, soybean is excluded from 
C 
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the definition of grain used by this study, because soybean does not receive similar 
(high) protection level under the CAP as cereals such as wheat and barley do. 

The CAP as an agricultural protectionism policy, implemented by the EU (which is 

efficiently involved in international trade) is an important element for international 

agricultural commodity trade and consequently for shipping transport. This chapter 
revealed that the general hypothesis in the shipping literature, that argues that z: 1 

economic (regional) integration normally leads to relatively less demand for Z: ý 
shipping transport services because of diversion of longer hauls to shorter due to 
more intra-regional trade, is not valid in the EU case. 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.0 Introduction 

The aim of this chapter is to review the literature, which is useful in analysing the 
impact of the CAP on the structure of demand for shipping transport of grain. There 
is no single theory or model that deals specifically with this subject. In the light of 
this, it is necessary to draw insights from theoretical and empirical works which 
have attempted to model the demand for and supply of sea transport, the literature 

on the grain trade and the role of the CAP in international grain trade, the market 
for ocean grain freight and how bulk carriers perform in this market. The structure 
of this chapter is as follows: 

Section 2.1 surveys previous studies regarding supply and demand in freight and 
ship markets. The role of this section is to provide an understanding of shipping 
variables and their relationship, and how they may be affected by exogenous factors 
(e. g. the CAP). Therefore, this section mainly focuses on models and theories rather 
than methodologies and results of previous studies. Z: ) 

A specific aim of Section 2.2 is to review previous studies regarding international 

grain trade. Government intervention has been and continues to be a highly 
influential factor in grain trade. ' 2 This section is designed to provide an 
understanding of the effects of government intervention on the level and volatility 
of grain prices, the volume and pattern of international agricultural trade and the 
important influential role of the CAP in this trade. Thus the main concern of this 
section is theories and results rather than models and methodology. 

Section 2.3 looks at studies which have dealt with ocean grain freight services and 
the interdependence of ocean grain freight with the actual grain market. This section 
looks at models and theories as well as methodologies and results of previous 
works. 

2.1 Shippiný4 and Ship Market Models 

The objective of Section 2.1 as outlined at the beginning of this chapter is to review 
the econornic and econometric models of shipping and shipbuilding industry. The 

12 Knudsen & Nash (1990) noted that "agricultural policy in developed and developing nations 
is a tangle of contradiction. Through out the world, governments have one foot on the 
accelerator and one foot on the brake, simultaneously encouraging and discouraging 
increased farin production". 
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structure of demand for shipping services is complex, including a wide range of 
commodity trades. The complexity dictates a development in the ship building 
industry to construct of specialised ships which can be employed for certain types 
of commodities and/or routes. 

This led the shipping industry into an area in which the shipping market gradually 
started to become disaggregated by sector (tanker and dry cargo) and differentiated 
by size in to different sub-market as Glen (1992) outlined for the tanker sector. 
Specific ship types and sizes are involved in a wide range of commodity trades! 3 

There are similarities among the different ship size and shipping sector, therefore, 
there is some degree of substitutability between them. This implies similar 
economic functioning in different shipping sectors and various sizes, and 
consequently the existence of substitutability and spill over effects. 

On the other hand the extent to which these ship categories are not substitutes may 
suggest that they react differently to external influences such as the CAP. Due to 
these similarities among the shipping sectors some theories could be extended from 
the tanker sector to the dry bulk and vice-versa. However, there is always a need for 

some modification due to the extent of differences in economic behaviour. 

Moreover, since ( grain is one of the main seaborne commodities, any changes in Z71 

volume and/or pattern of this trade may effect shipping services as whole. 14 On the 
other hand, grain only accounts for a portion of total dry bulk trade. Consequently 
the supply function of shipping capacity for grain is subject to changes as events 
happen in other dry bulk commodity markets. 

This section deals with three categories of works which are introduced in both 

shipping sectors (tanker and dry bulk). The main concern of the review of shipping 
literature in this section is models and theories without considering the different 

shipping sectors. This is because as outlined previously the theories and models 
which have been used in one sector could be implemented in the other sector 
subject to modification and adjustment. The three different categories are as 
follows: 

9 Basic shipping models which define demand and supply in shipping in terms z: 1 

of influential variables such as: aggregated shipping tonnage, fuel price, 

13 For instance, a "Panamax" bulk carriers may carry coal on one voyage and grain on the next 
voyage. Cý 14 Grain is categorised as a major dry bulk commodity in shipping literature. Z-1 
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freight rate, aggregated shipping demand and fleet performance. These are 
the factors which influence aggregated shipping supply. Reviewing studies 
which attempts to model an aggregated shipping market provides an 
understanding of general factors influencing the shipping market, including 

sea transport of grain and how these factor may be affected by changes in 

grain seaborne trade. 

* Disaggregated and interrelation models which analyse the shipping market in z: 1 It, 

terms of individual shipping routes and commodities. In those models the 
behaviour of the ship-owner is assumed to be determined by his expectation 
of the market. These models outline the influential factors for specific sectors 
of the shipping market and the close relationship between shipping freight 

market and ships market. These factors are crucial to understand before 

modelling any sector of the shipping market. 

Time varying volatility models in shipping, which use a set of observations 
on the values that shipping variables take at various points in time and 
volatility of the freight rate in different shipping sub-market. This section C, 
very briefly provides the essential knowledge which is needed to understand 
how characteristics in various shipping sub-markets are different. 

2.1.1 Basic Shipping Models 

Models reviewed in this section have similar structures, based on the assumption of 
market equilibrium and that the ship-operator is a profit maximiser. It means that 

supply is proportional to the size of the fleet and is positively related to freight rates 
and negatively relative to fuel prices and operating costs. On the demand side, the 

popular assumption is that demand is treated exogenously and assumed to be totally 
inelastic to freight rates. ZD 

Tinbergen (1931) developed the basic model used in shipping economics. 
Tinbergen studied the dynamic relationship between shipbuilding and the shipping 
industry, by means of a series of mathematical equations. He utilised a model which 
has formed the basis of subsequent studies in shipping economics. 

Tinbergen suggested that at time (t) the level of tonnage (L) be negatively related to 
I- 

freight rate (Fr). It means expansion of the fleet size has negative impact on freight 

rate and visa versa. This would be expressed as: 
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Fr, =f 

Secondly, he assumed that fleet tonnage at time (K) is equal to the new orders (Ot-k) 

minus losses and scraps. 

Kt =f (ot-k (2.1.2) 

where k is the time for an order to be delivered. 

In the third instance he suggests that ordering new ships is positively related to the 
freight rates. 

(2.1.3) 

Tinbergen and Koopman (1934) investigate the sensitivity of the freight rate to the 
determinants of the supply (Qs) and demand (QD). They assumed the fleet tonnage 
(K), fuel price (Pb), and freight rate (F, ) as the major determinants of shipping 
supply. 

Demand for shipping has been considered totally inelastic with respect to freight 

rates. Other factors such as operating costs are also specified to influence freight 

rates, but they consider this factor as a constant factor. Operating costs are assumed 
to be more or less constant through the cycle in relation to other variables. 

Qs =f (K, Pb 

, F, ) 

QD--: totally inelastic 

They suggest that there is a positive relation between supply and freight rates. C, 
Supply (expressing in ton miles) also shift with change in fleet size. On the other 
hand there is a negative relation between bunker price and shipping supply. 
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Fiý! tjre 2.1: Supplyand Demand Curves According to the Model 

Fr 

Q 

The equilibriurn freight rates will be achieved when supply becomes equal to 
demand. 

Q=S (2.1.6) 

They solve the above equation as follows: 

Fr=f(Q, K, Pl, )= Q", K", Pb' 

In order to obtain the significance and elasticity of the variables in the model, they 
estimated equation (2.1.7) in the following log-linear form. 

Fr = aQ + bK + gP 

Finally, the paper drew conclusions about the important influence of such variables 
on determination of freight rates, by using an annual data set from 1870 to 1913. zn 
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The basic shipping models could be criticised on the grounds that the high level of Z7, 

15 
aggregation makes it difficult to draw a specific conclusion from the results . 
Further more such models are not able to capture the interactions of the freight 

markets among themselves as well as the interaction of freight markets and ships 
market. This problem was subsequently addressed by Hawdon, who introduced his 
disaggregated shipping model in 1978. 

2.1.2 Market Disaggregation and Inter-relation 

The difference between disaggregation and inter-relation models and the previous 
type of models (basic shipping models) are not theoretical . 

These differences are 

mainly due to the level of aggregation and the factors and variables chosen by the 
different authors (e. g. time at port). These factors are of minor importance because 

they are less volatile over time. Thus, in one extreme their impact could be 

considered as constant. In addition the modeles recognise the dynamic relationship 
between the freight market and shipbuilding market, and also the relationship Z71 
between spot and time charter rate in the shipping market. 

The market expectation hypothesis also plays an important role in such models. 
This hypothesis states that individual economic agents use current available and 
relevant information in forming their expectations and do not rely purely upon past 
experiences (Sliaw, 1984: 47). Expectation theories in shipping have been used to 

model the relationship between spot and period markets as well as the dynamic 

relationship between shipping and ships markets. 

In the majority of studies that use expectation theory in modelling the shipping 
activities, the econometric specifications are not always consistent with rational 
behaviour (Beenstock & Vergottis, 1993b: 43). As a result of these the definition of 
market expectation tends to be arbitrary. Market expectation as outlined by 
Beenstock and Vergottis (1993b) is very important in shipping markets, because 

economic life of ships depends on market condition. 16 Therefore, decision making 
regarding scrapping a ship, ordering a ship or contribution in a second-hand market C, 
is influenced by long and short-term expectation of the shipping market. 
Furthermore, adoptive expectations are generally assumed to be generated by 

extrapolation of past developments in market factors which would be used to 

predict the future condition in market. As outlined by Beenstock and Vergottis 
(1993b) this creates a Paradox in which the model's own predictions will in general 

15 For instance, freight rates for specific routes, and commodity and specific ship size. 
16 Sometimes extended over 20 years. 
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not agree with those generated by the extrapolated forecasting mechanism 
embedded in the niodels. 

Relationship Between Shipping and Shipbuilding Markets 

The various models reviewed in this section indicate that considerable differences 

exist in markets for the second hand, scrapping and shipbuilding structures. 
Therefore, the dynamic relationship between these markets as well as markets for 
freight rate is a controversial issue. Furthermore, the levels of disaggregation are 
varied between the models, which makes a specific conclusion difficult. 

Early studies of this kind in the shipping industry were put forward by Koopman 
(1939). Kooprnan considered the role of future market expectation of the ship- 
owners in the determination of the ship prices. He suggested that the expected 
prices of ship building materials and labour force wages may be the determinants of C, 

ship prices. 

Beenstock and Vergottis (1989b: 49, following Howdon, 1978) bring the 
interdependency of shipping and ships markets to the fore, in a wider sense. They 

argue that freight and ships market are so related and interdependent that "a proper 
understanding of the dynamics of the one can not achieved without an analysis of 
the other". 

Hawdon (1978) in a pioneering study, utilised the first integrated shipping model 
for tanker freight rates, which assumed that tanker freight rates are a function of Z-7 
world oil trade. This model determined freight rates in the tanker market in the short 
and long-run. In the short-run, freight rates are determined by contraction of supply Z-1) 

and demand in the freight market, and fleet capacity is fixed. In long-run, the fleet 

capacity changes with market conditions and ships market is considered explicitly. 
The modification involved uses the proportion of active fleet and the variables in 

the supply side of the shipping market such as capital and labour costs, the 

economies of scale and bunker prices. In addition, the dry bulk freight rates are 
entered into the rriodel as a variable. The idea behind that was that during the 

estimation period the tanker fleet was engaged in dry bulk market, in the time of the 

weak tanker freight. C, 

The model has been examined by estimating and rejecting the non-significant 
variables involved in both tanker and dry cargo freight rates. Furthermore, 
independent variables in the dry bulk freight rates equation included dry bulk fleet 
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tonnage, dry bulk commodity trade, fuel price tanker freight rates and dummy 

variables. 

where: 

TFR Tanker Freight Rates 
DFR Dry Cargo Freight Rates 
DFRI Dry Cargo Freight Rates Index 
TFRI Tanker Freight Rates Index 
TFS World Tanker Fleet Size 
DFS World Dry Bulk Fleet Size 
WSTO World Seaborne Trade in Liquid Commodities 
WSM World seaborne Trade in Dry Bulk Commodities 
BP Bunker Prices 
D Dummy Variables 
OR Orderfor New-building 
SP Ship Price 
DEL New Deliveries 
SC Scrap Tonnage 
FS Fleet Size 

To specify the relationship between the tanker and dry bulk carriers market there 

was a need to model the economics of shipbuilding industry. This has been done 

through a five-equation system, namely new building order, ship price, delivery, 

scrap and level of fleet tonnage. Each of these variables is explained by a series of 
other explanatory variables. The conceptual model of the work is provided below 
(Figure 2.2). 

Variables included in the model have been chosen through a testing procedure, 
whereby each variable's parameter is specified and excluded if a low level of 
significance is observed. The system of non-linear regressions with different growth 
rate for variables is simulated until the system settles into an equilibrium position. 
This method allowed for different types of shocks to be experienced (i. e. transitory 

or permanent) within the system to monitor reflection of different variables with 
time lag. Three scenarios were put forward. First, in the seventh year, a permanent 
10% shock has been applied to the exogenous variables i. e. price of steel, fuel 

prices, oil trade, and average size of fleet. It suggested that the 10% shock to the 

system will have maximum effect on the freight rates in the first year and then it 
dies out, in fact, it will have negative effect on freight rates in the long- run. 
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Figure 2.2: Collceptual Model of Economics of the Shipbuildinj! lndHýtrj 

Frei(flit Markts Tanker Ship Building 
C 

Tanker Demand: 

TFR=J'(dFRl, 'f'FS, WSTo, BP, D) OR, =f (SP,, TFR,, WSTo,, DTFR) 

FR Supply: 

Dry Cargo SP, =f (TFR,, TFS,, TFR 
-,, 

WSTo) --0 

DFR=f(tFRl, DFS, WSTd, l3P, D) New Delivery: 
DEL, =f (OR 

-I, 
OR 

1-21 
OR 

-3, 
DTFR) 

Scrap: 
SC, =f (TFR,, FS,, TFR 

-,, 
WSTo) 

Fleet Size: 
FS, FS + DEL, - SC, 

Source : Hawdon (1978) (Reorganisation of the model) 

It has been found that a 10% increase in the bunker price creates a constant effect 
on freight rates over time. A shock in trade flows within the model will cause the 
scrapping rate to decrease in the short-run but in the long-run it will be increased 

gradually. 

In the second scenario, the impact of reopening of the Suez Canal on freight rates 
has been examined. This impact is found to be permanent and more significant on 
tanker rates rather than dry bulk rates. This is an unexpected result since many large 
tankers do the round cape trip and dry bulkers are frequent users of the canal. 

The third scenario was designed to test the role of the higher freight rates and 
consequently decisions for new orders on the stable freight markets. The result 
shows that there is no strong supporting evidence that the freight rates have an 
impact on new orders in long-run. 
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Charmeza & Gronicki (1981) introduced a "Shipping & Ship Building Model". 
This is a remarkable example of a disaggregate and interrelated model in which the 
authors recognised the existence of two sectors of shipping industry (dry bulk and 
tanker) as well as two blocks of shipping market and ship market. This article used 
the dynamic version of supply/demand equations, considers that the demand and 
supply for shipping services are in disequilibrium and adjust themselves in long-run 
by a fraction of their corresponding differences each period. 

The important characteristic of this model is that the classical assumption of market 
clearing freight rates determination through equilibrium in a static form is relaxed. 

D, - D, 
-l =a (D* - DI), a ý! O 

where D, is the current demand, D, 
-, , 

D* are last period demand and long run 
demand for shipping services respectively. A similar equation is defined for the zn 
supply of shipping services and changes in the freight rates are assumed to be C, 

related to the difference between shipping supply and demand in the following 
form. 

D, - S, = f(A Fr) 

Beenstock (1985) introduced a" econometric model of ship prices". He assumed 
the ship as an asset which produces wealth for the owner not only by eaming freight 
but also by changes in its value. Z: ) 

According to the paper, the combination of capital assets speculation and rational 
expectations assumption in the shipping market direct the ship-operators into the 
future and they act accordingly. However, it has been suggested that such behaviour 

could be different for anticipated and unanticipated shocks to the market. 

The paper introduced a conventional approach of supply and demand in spot 
(tramp) freight rate determination equation. The author also utilised a model for the C, 

market for ships using the fleet size and its changes through new deliveries and Z: ) 
scrap rate. The demand for shipping is positively related to world trade, and 
negatively related to freight rates. The supply for shipping services can be described 4n 

as a function of frei-ht rate, bunker price and the size of the fleet. Z: I 

On the other hand, he modelled the market for ships using the fleet size and its 

changes througli new building deliveries and scrap rate. "Return on capital 
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investment" has played the central role in Beenstock's model. He explained the 

relation between the demand for ships and return on this investment by rational 
expectation theory, as follows: 

[a(F-C, )-(I-a )C2 Ep -p ER =1 (2.1.11) 
pp 

where: 

ER is the expected return on the investment. 
C, is the cost of ship operations. 
C2 represents the opportunity cost in lay up. 
EP, j is the expected future value of the ship. 
F and P represent freight rate and ship prices for the current period 
respectively. 

The expected return on ship investment for specific period of time, ER, is explained 
by the discounted revenues from ship operations (F-CI) minus the opportunity costs 

when the vessel is laid up (C2). 

The proportion of the wealth of the investor invested on a ship is directly related to 
the return on ship investment and negatively related to the return on other business 

activities. 

The shock to the system will shift the supply and demand schedules in new building 

and scrap markets to bring back the fleet volume to equilibrium with a new ship 
price. 

In the model the freight rate and ship's price are closely related. Colinearity 

problems are prevented by the individual determination of both variables. Ship's 

price and freight rate have been determined by two methods. Firstly, changes in 
zn 

ship's price and freight rates are considered to be Zero (AF=O, AP=O). This 

condition is a stationary state. Secondly, price and freight rates could evolve over 
time from one eqLiilibrium state to another, which express the dynamic situation. 

In the first assumption, ship's price and freight rates are considered stationary. The 
following equations determine the freight rates, ship's price, and fleet size 
respectively. 
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F =A I 
WT + /12 Ps +A3 Pe -A4W+A5 R* + 

A6 C2 (2.1.12) 

P:::: WT + A, P, + Ag P, + W+ AIIR*- AI, C2 (2.1.13) 
A7A 

10 

K= 11 13 WT -A 14 
P' +A 

15 
P' +A 

16 
W+A 

17 R* -A IS 
C2 

Beenstock suggests that, the ship-owners beliefs about future markets (ship and 
shipping market) are the main elements to influence his future behaviour. Based on 
rational expectation theory, ship operators use all current information in order to 
predict the future with a minimum error. The aim of this prediction is profit 
maximisation and risk minimisation. Based on this assumption, the behaviour of the 
ship prices over time is captured by adding a subscript of time (t) to the equations 
previously defined for freight rate (F), ship's price (P) and fleet size (K). The 

simplification made by the author omits some of the other variables, except ship 
prices, world trade and fleet size. He assumed that the only important variable to 
influence ship's prices is world trade. Thus the following equations have been 
defined: 

- aiF, + a2WT = K, + a3F, (2.1.15) 

K, = Y Ft +Y5 IE(Pt-i) - Ptl - (Y 
4- 

Y 
5) 

pt 
1 

A Kt= 5 jPt - (52Kt-I (2.1.17) 

The first equation is derived by equating shipping supply and demand, while the 

second and third equations are the simplified forms of the equations for demand for 

ships and fleet size. 

Finally based on rational expectation theory and manipulating the variables in the 

above equation the author derives the following general equation for ship's price. 

P= rP +0 WTt - I)WT, tI t-I 4 
+04(61- 

-1 
- 

[04Y5 
j 

rl)-'[E, (WTj+, ) + ((5, - I)E, (WT,,, ) + ((5, - I)Et (WTt+i) + (t52 
- I)E, 

-, 
(WTt+i-, ) 

r5 i=O 

(2.1.18) 
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It could be understood from the above equation that if the world trade seems to 

remain at a constant level, the ship's prices depend only on the current level of 
world trade. It also could be noticed that the rational expectation theory is valid in 

ship markets. Cu rrent ship's price depends on the price of ship in last period, world 
trade in the last period and a weighted average of expected future of world trade. 

Two scenarios could be introduced in ship's price simulation model by applying the 

rational expectation theory. This is with contrast with the Hawdon (1978) 

simulation model. The shocks to the system in Beenstock (1985) model could be 

considered as anticipated and unanticipated. Unlike the Hawdon model the 

simulation model of Beenstock illustrates the difference between the behaviour of 
the prices when the shocks are expected and when there is no Possibility to expect 
them. 

Results for 10% increase in world trade and its impact on ship prices under two 

assumptions (al; ents anticipated the shock and shock unanticipated by agents) is 

shown in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1: Effect of 10% Increase in World Trade on Ship Prices 

Time World Trade P Anticipated P Unanticipated 

0 1 1.0 1.0 

1 1 1.0625 1.0 

2 1 1.1723 1.0 
3 1 1.3558 1.0 

4 1.1 1.6845 1.265 
5 1.1 1.651 1.258 

6 1.1 1.62 1.251 

Oc 1.1 1.136 1.36 

The over shooting effect in the market is greater when the shock is anticipated and C, 

both markets reach the equilibrium condition in the long-term. Temporary shocks 
also have been monitored through a similar table in this paper. 

Glen (1990) for first time pointed out that, the tanker market is not homogeneous, 

and market differentiation by size and by route emerged during the 1970s. 
However, easy entry conditions ensure competitive structure in the long-run. Four 
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routes were selected by the author to test the differentiation hypothesis. 17 They were 
chosen to maximise the variation in volume of oil lifted and length of haul. 18 The 

author defined the volatility as coefficient of variation19 of estimation gross profit 
margins, and gross profit margins estimated by utilising a simple model of tanker 

costs. 

The results revealed, profit margin volatility increased with size across three routes 

under consideration. Caribbean-US Gulf route was exception. 

The author criticises himself in his later work (Glen and Martim 1998) by saying, 
the data used was yearly average and on short time period. Furthermore, he criticise 
his model as being naive. I 

Beenstock and Vergottis (1989a) utilised an econometric model of dry bulk 

shipping. This model is an extension of Beenstock (1985) based on same 

assumptions. This work utilised a disaggregated and interrelated model for shipping 

market. 1n this model the relationship of lay up, second hand and new ship prices 
fleet tonnage and freight rates are jointly and dynamically determined. This model 
has been designed in two main part ship markets and shipping markets. These two Z71 
parts are in interaction and rational expectation theory and market efficiency 
hypothesis have been applied in different ways to both parts. 

In this model the rational expectation hypothesis is applied to shipping freight 

market and the study is carried out in a sector of the industry (dry bulk). This paper 
suggests that the time charter rates reflect the rational expectations of spot market's 
freight rate and cost. 

Specification of shipping market sector (dry bulk) in this article provides more 

accurate results than aggregated shipping market as in the previous attempt by 

Beenstock. The ships have been considered as capital assets and it is assumed that 
the quoted price for a new ship is a reflection of expectations of the price of a 

comparable vessel prevailing at the time of the delivery. Thus the demand for new 

17 Hypothesis explored that size difference makes the large tanker a more risky asset to keep, 
because unemployment risks will increase due to less demand on some routes. Furthermore, 
the growth in tanker capacity is greater than the port capacity. In addition, route 
differentiation and limitation of large tanker employment results in unfair competition in 
favour of inar-inal vessels. 

18 Routes are Persian Gulf Japan, Persian Gulf West Europe, Caribbean US Gulf, West Africa 
and North America. 

19 The coefficient of variation is defined as the standard deviation of sample divided by its 
mean. 
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ships has been considered to be influenced by the rational expectation of the second 
hand price in future. 

In this work like many other works freight rate determines where there is 

equilibrium between supply and demand. Among other minor factors supply 

expressed in ton-rniles is proportional, to the tonnage of active fleet and average sea 

speed of the fleet. Average speed is considered to be same optimum speed at time 4: 1 

(t) and is the function of bunker prices and freight rates. Thus the supply could be 

define as follows: 

S=f (K, F, Pi� Z) 

where S is the supply of fleet in ton miles, K is the fleet size in tons, F is the freight 

rates in US $, PI, is the price of bunkers in US $, Z is a vector of exogenous 

variables affectiua, the supply of shipping services. I 

Considering the above definition the decision to either operate in the market or lay 

up the ship is related positively to freight rate (F) and lay up cost (Lc), and 

negatively to price of bunker (Pb) and operating cost (Rc). Thus the modified 

version of supply equation is assumed as follows: 

=f (K 
, F, Pi� Z) 

Demand on freight market has been determined by the volume of seaborne trade 

and freight rates. The world trade is incorporated into world economic activity in 

terms of industrial production and consumption. In this model, as in many other 

shipping models, increase in freight rates may seem to have an adverse effect on 

demand for sea transport. Given that there is no other alternative transportation 

mode for shipping transport, in the sense of transportation cost and economies of 
Z: ý 

scale, the impact of freight rate on the structure of demand for shipping could be 

ignored. Thus this paper assumed world economic activities (WEA) as a proxy for 

the demand (D) for shipping. 

WEA (2.1.21) 

The freight model is fulfilled by considering an equilibrium condition within the 

freight market, at any time. The freight rates clear the market. 
D, = S, (2.1.22) 
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or: 

Ft =f (K, *, WEA, Pi�, Z, ) (2.1.23) 

The authors suggest that the fleet tonnage at any specific time is equal to fleet 

tonnage in the last period plus new deliveries and minus scraps and losses. Thus 

they defined the fleet size by the following equation. 

K, = &I + D, - S, - L, (2.1.24) 

where &I fleet twinage, at previous period (D, ), S, and L, are deliveries and scrap 

and losses in current period respectively. 

Furthermore, similar to Beenstock (1985), the proportion of capital that ship 

operators are willing to invest on vessels is considered to be a function of profit in 
Z: ' 

the shipping market and expected return on investment through future prices. It will 

also depend on return on investment in other markets. Thus the following functional 

forms has been defined: 

I+ E, ll, =i E, Pi-i 
(K*PIW), =f ( 

P, , P, , R) (2.1.25) 

Where the left hand side is the proportion of wealth invested in shipping portfolio, 

the first term on the right hand side is expected return on investment through ship Z71 

operation. The second term represents the return through expected capital gain and 

the third term is the return on other investments which is negatively related to 

investment decision. 

The above functional form allows the authors to estimate a dynamic set of 

simultaneous relations in the shipping market, which include rational expectations 

and interaction between two-parts shipping markets (spot and time charter) and ship 

markets which consist of second-hand, scrap markets and newbuilding. 

Beenstock and Vergottis (1993a) investigate the interdependence between shipping 

sectors. This is an extension study to the authors previous attempts to model tanker 

and dry bulk sector of the shipping market. This study focuses on econometric 

analysis of the spill over effects between the two sectors of the shipping market. 
The authors assurned three forms of interrelation for these two sectors. 
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Scrap market, ship building industry and combination carriers are three linkage 

points of shipping sectors. Higher scrap prices in one sector could result in scrap 
price reduction in another sector. This cyclical phenomenon will keep moving 
between two sectors. There is a capacity constraint within shipbuilding industry as 
well as scrap yards and ship's types price also influence the shipbuilders to produce 
more ships of one type. This causes activities in one sector to affect other sectors. 

The third link between two sectors is combination carriers, which has a capability to 

switch from one sector to other. Ship-operators as economic agents aim to 

maximise their profit. Thus the combine carriers operators tend to operate in the 

sector which leaves the ship-operators better off after cost. 

This linkage has been econometrically analysed with a simulation, using anticipated 
and unanticipated shocks on different exogenous variables. The framework in this 

paper is quite similar to one utilised by Vergottis (1989) and Beenstock and 
Vergottis (1989a and 1989b). 

Relationship Between Spot and Time Charter Market 

There is a strong presumption in shipping literature that spot rates ought to be 
C) 

related to time period rates in some systematic way, in which the spot rates are the 
basis for the forn-iation of the expectation of the period rates. 

The existing hypothesis in shipping literature regarding the relation between spot 

and period rates was realised by Zannetos. Zannetos (1966a) assumed that the 

period rate is a function of level and changing trend of spot rate. The period rate 
follows the direction of the spot rate with less volatility. Throughout the regression 

analysis he examined the level of spot rate's (XI) effects on period rates, then effect 

of spot rate changes (X 5 )20 on period have been evaluated. The level of spot market 
(XI) and period rate turns out to be positively and strongly related. Furthermore 

relationship of changes (X5) of spot and period rate turn out to be negative at 5% 
Z: ) 

significant. 
21 

In an another approach Zannetos (1966b) investigates the structure of the oil tanker 

market. He used pooled, data on spot and period rates 1950-59. Based on "price 

20 (X5) is a geometrical distributed lag composite of the spot rate changes. Z7) 
21 The lo, - form of variables has been used and many other explanatory variables were involved L- 

in the regression analysis. 
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elastic expectation Siq'22 he suggest that an increase in freight rate causes the casual z: 1 

demand to increase, this is because shippers expect the rate will increase further in 

the near future and therefore rush to the market to charter ships. On the other hand, 

ship-operators tend to wait and see, if the rate increases further. This procedure 
pushes the freight rates up further. C, 

Glen et al. (198 1) criticise Zannetos work on two grounds. Firstly, they pointed out 
that the effect of different ship size has not been recognised, consequently the 
degree of substitutability and various rate formation was not considered. Secondly, 

they criticise the Zannetos econometric model on the grounds that it was very crude, 
employing only a one-period lag and fixed weighting system. 

Alternatively Gleil et al. utilised a model based on expectation theory in which ship 
operators knowledge of current rates form the future rates. It could distinguish 4: 1 

different shipsize and allowed for substitutability between these sizes. Furthermore, 

the models were able to include fixtures of various charter duration (from spot to 
long-run). Their model was also designed to captured the effect of rate expectation 
upon rate formation. 

Their reduced form model of formation of rate expectations enabled them to also 
test Zannetos hypothesis of "price-elastic expectations". 2' Results do not provide 
support for price-elastic expectations hypothesis. They added, formation of rate 
expectations can be explained on the basis of exponentially declining weight. Thus 

they comment, other explanations are needed for fluctuation in rates. 

Work by Binkley and Bessler (1982) examines the role of the future expectations of 
shipping operators in freight rate determination. Different charter contracts are 
compared (trip vs. th-ne charter). They propose that the impact of future expectation 
on freight rate determination would vary with employment duration. 

Following Zamietos argument, on the "elastic expectations" in the tanker market 
(which could be very similar to dry bulk carriers market), the authors utilised on 

22 Zannetos argued that if the rates are rising, then charterers try to fix their tonnage 
requiremeiii: to avoid higher rates which itself helps the market to rise further. On the other Z-- 
hand, when the rates are falling ship owners try to hire their vessels to avoid expected future 
falls while charters are waiting for lower rates. This will lower the rates further. 

23 The reduced form model: R, U, r, -, + /1+ 
T=0 

Where Rt is ýictual payment, P, is random error term, Ut is normally distributed error term, 

, U, is constam. r is ship operator's discount his expectation in spot rate. 
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auto-regressive equation for monthly dry bulk time and trip charter rates to examine 
the effect of expectations on their determination. They argued that, with an increase 
in charter contracts duration, more concern will be on the expected future 

conditions (cost and rates) than the current conditions. 

SP, = 11.89 + 0.946 SP, 
-, + 0.165 SPt-5 - 0.185 SP, 

-8 
(2.1.26) 

(2.82) (19.63) (2.65) (-4.31) 

Tet = 12.29 + 1.550 Te, 
-I - 

0.846 (2.1.27) 
(2.93) (4.63) (5.31) 

Estimation of these two auto-regressive equations revealed that there is a significant 
difference between the determination of these two freight rates in terms of the 
dependence on the past values. It has been found that the voyage charter rates are 

more dependent on the near past than the time charter rates. The data generating 

process for time charter rates exhibited longer memories than the spot charter rates. 

Beenstock and Vergottis (1989) work is based on a profit maximisation model and 

the rational expectations theory to explain the relationship between spot and time 

charter rates. The authors assume that the relationship between time charter and spot 

markets could be defined under two differences. Firstly, the time charter rates in 

contrast to the spot rates give an opportunity to the ship operators to hedge 

themselves against the risk of disrupted movements in the market by long-run 
Cl 

commitments. Secondly, in time charter contracts the voyage costs (bunker cost) are 

associated. Thus the ship operator's profit in time charter contracts is determined 

differently by spot market. 

Based on rational expectation theory the authors argue that the first difference 

expresses the notion that the future spot rates will influence the current time charter 

rates. The second difference implies that the future voyage cost (bunker price) is an 
important variable to determine current time charter rates. 

Thus the following forward looking relationship for time charter rates and bunker 

prices has been introduced: 

F, * =f (E, E, (Pi,, 
-, 

), K, ) (2.1.28) 
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24 
where F, * assumed to be one year time charter rates , E, (F, 1) and E, (P,, 1) are 

one period ahead spot rates and bunker price respectively. 

Hale and Vanags (1989) used the expectation hypothesis which is explored in the 
financial literature to explain the relationship between long and short-term interest 

rates. Based on modification of the bond market model, they suggest that the 

changes in the one year time charter rate could be a function of the market spread 
between the long and short-term rates. Their model has some similarity with Glen et 
al. (1981). Hale and Vanags (1989) allowed for shipsize differentiation as Glen et 
al. did. However unlike Glen et al. (1981) they used a model where time horizon is 

finite. The authors used the following models to investigate their hypothesis. 

(I- L)R, =[(I -(5) 1a (1-(5)u, (2.1.29) 

R, = (I / (5)(R, -l - S, -, ) + S, -, +a (I - 5) + ut (2.1.30) 

Hale and Vanags (1989) provide little or no support for the expectation hypothesis 

in the dry bulk market. For 30,000 DWT shipsize, results led to a clear rejection of 
hypothesis. The 55,000 DWT hypothesis was also rejected and the result for 

120,000 DWT are less clear in rejection of the expectation theory. 

A study by Evans (1994) could be a good representation of such view. He suggests 
that in the short-run, the market for bulk carriers (including tankers and dry bulkers) 

are efficient. However, in the long-run it is argued that the market is far less 
25 

efficient with many factors combining to prevent levelling of supply and demand . 

Regarding the short-run market efficiency, Evans attempted to answer this question: 
"does the bulk carriers market operate in such way that the freight rate is equal to 

the marginal cost? " 

He answers this question by using the equation that marginal cost is equal to 

marginal revenue. He explains the mechanism of the market such as how optimum 

ship speed is determine, the effect of change in fuel prices and capacity utilisation. 
The model 1, -iiored the port stay time. The author concludes that in the short-run, Z: ' 

according to the model of perfect competition, there is good knowledge of the 

24 Since the author used annual data, one period ahead meant next year and time charter rates 
are annual. 

25 Such factors cause difficulty in controlling tonnage to be ordered, so anticipation of increase 
in demand ývould always result in a capacity surplus. 
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market through inany organised exchanges, such as Baltic Freight Exchange. Many 
Z7ý 

inter-related markets exist in which rates are determined by interaction of supply 

and demand. 

In the long-run, demand increases generally in a secular fashion. Demand is related 
to increases in economic arowth in developed countries and world population and 

consequently the commodity trades. However, the ship-operators act rationally but 

do not seem able to organise the level between supply and demand in efficient C, 

manner. 

Andreassen (1996) classifies the hypothesis regarding the relationship between spot 

and time charter in shipping literature under four different groups. Namely: C, 

Zannetos hypothesis, applied Zannetos hypothesis, rational expectation hypothesis, 

conventional wisdorn hypothesis. These hypotheses are tested for three distinct 

market and shipsizes in 40 quarters. He used cointegration analysis to test the 
hypothesis, utilising both the Dickey-Fuller method and Johansen likelihood ratio 
tests. 

This is additional to a previous hypothesis which reviewed Koyck Lag Hypothesis 

introduced by Koyck (1954) on distributed lags and investment analysis considered 
by Andreassen (1996). The linear version of this theory is normally abbreviated to a 
function of the lagged dependent and the contemporary explanatory variables. In a 

shipping context it means that the time charter rate is a function of the lagged time 

charter rate and contemporary voyage cost. 

Another hypothesis which is recognised by Andreassen (1996) is the so called 
Conventional Wisdom hypothesis. It defines the time charter rate as a function of 

only the changes iii the short-term spot rate. A set of models design to test each 
hypothesis whicli are as follows: 

Yit = Time charter freight rate in market i in period t ($/dwUmonth), C, 

Rit Time charter freight rate in market i in period t (Way), 

Si, Spot freight rate in market i in period t ($/ton). 

Zi, Spot freight rate in market i in period t ($/day), 

Vi, Voyage cost in market i in period t ($/day). 
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The Zannetos hypothesis: 

Yj, = J'(Si,, A Si, )whereA Si, = Si, - Si,, -, or in logarithmic analytical form 

Yit ýa oi +a I iSii +a 2i Iýk Sit+ eit 

The conventional wisdom hypothesis: 
Yj, =, f (ASil)or 

Yi, = aoi+ a liAsi, +ei, 

The lagged Zannetos hypothesis: 

Yi, =f (Si,, 
-,, 

A Si,, 
-I) or 

Yi, ýa oi+ a isit-, + a 2ilýkSil-l+ej, 

The Koyck-Lag hypothesis: 
Ri, = J'(Ri,, -,, Vi, )or 

ri, ::: ý a 0i +a li l'it-I +a 2i Vit + eit 

The rational expectation hypothesis: 
Ri, =f (Ri,, 

-,, -Z Z i,, -I)or 
ri, = aOi +a li rZi, -l + a2i Zil + ej, 

where rZi, -, = In(Ri,, -, - Zi, t-, ) 

Results suggest that Zannetos and lagged Zannetos hypothesis were rejected, the C, 

result of Koyck lag and rational expectation hypothesis shows all of the impact on I 
time charter rates come from the lagged dependent variable in Koyck lag. Thus, the 

Koyck lag hypothesis has been rejected. In case of rational expectation, the results 

of two tests are inconsistent. Results from Dickey-Fuller confirm the hypothesis but 
2 Johansen 

'z statistic reject it. 

Rational expectation hypothesis includes the lagged dependant variable and that the 
Johansen test has been found to be the better of the two, therefore the author accept 
the Johansen results and reject the rational expectation hypothesis. Both Dickey- 
Fuller and Johansen test clearly accepted this hypothesis for three markets under 
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consideration. Thus he concluded that the conventional market wisdom is correct. 
The change of trend in spot rates is important to obtain the period rate but levels of 

spot rates are not. 

2.1.3 Time Varying Volatility Models in Shipping 

In regression analysis, the residuals i. e. the error terms are normally distributed, 

with constant inean and variance. Then the OLS estimates of parameters are 
BLUE. 26 Problems arise when residual and error terms are not normally distributed 
(heteroscadasticity exist in the residual). Thus the estimates of the parameters of 
regression by OLS are not BLUE. 

To examine the error terms of the regression for heteroscadasticity, different tests 

are developed by statisticians e. g. Park(1966), Glejser (1969), Goldfeld and Quandt 
(1972), Breush and Pagan (1979), White (1980), Engle (1982) and Bollerrslev et al. z:, 

(1988). 

To explain the behaviour of the variance of the regression over time, various 
repressors have been used (e. g. independent variables, the past value of error term zn 
or lag variance itself) in different forM27. ln the shipping literature, time varying 
volatility model has been used to examine the time varying behaviour of the freight 

rate in different sector of shipping markets as well as aggregated time and spot rate 
and price changing behaviour in ship market. 

Kavussanos (1996a) applied such a model to analyse the time varying behaviour in 
freight rates for dry bulk of different size, as well as aggregated spot and time 

charter rates. First he modelled the conditional mean of the series, then conditional 
variance and fiiially the conditional density of the error term in the regression 
equation using ARCH and GARCH model. 

He defined the conditional mean of the freight rate as follows: 

FR f (IP, Pb, K) 

26 BLUEs are the best linear unbiased estimator of the parameters. 
27 Details ol'tinic varying volatility models are available in Appendix 1. 

tý 
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Where FR is the freight rate, IP is index of industrial production and K is the zn 
capacity of the shipping fleet. 28 

Z: ' 

Time Charter rate (TC) by size is defined as function of current expectations of the 

spot rates and cost (bunker prices). 

TC f [El (FR,,, ), E, (BPtl)] (2.1.32) 

The above relationship translates into a general regression equation with 
corresponding maximum likelihood functions as follows: 

Y, =B X'I + e, e, -N (0, h) (2.1.33) 

LL = -(T I 2)Inh -(I/ 21i)Y-E, (2.1.34) 

When the variance of the error term is time invariant, maximum likelihood or OLS 

estimate of the above provide BLUE estimators. However, if this is not the case, the 

estimators are still uiibiased and consistent but they are not efficient. 

The ARCH model approach for testing the hypothesis of constant variance in OLS 

regressions rejected the hypothesis. Thus the GARCH models approach utilised in 

following form. 

Yt = D+et e, -N (0, h, ) (2.1.35) 

ao+ 
Lie 

2 
.+ 

ibill, 
_, 

(2.1.36) 
i1 1-1 iýl 

LL = -(T I 2)Inh, -(I 12h, ) I e, (2.1.37) 

Firstly, OLS regression estimations of the conditional mean have been utilised. 
Secondly, simultaiieous estimations of the conditional mean and variance have been 

analysed. Then the results of these two different approaches are compared. 

This study by Kavussanos, apart from its result, is important in that, ARCH and 
GARCH models are implemented in the shipping literature for first time. 
Furthermore, results revealed the significance of ARCH and GARCH parameters 

28 Data used in this study was monthly, which could not allow for using the world trade. Thus, 
the alternative OECD industrial production index was used. 
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and a better fit when a better compression made on two alternative approaches of 
modelling the freight rate (i. e. classical linear model and GARCH model). C) 
Additionally, the result of this study suggest that the variances should be modelled 
with means for monthly series of different shipsizes freight rates and time charter 
rates. 

Based on the above argument, Kavussanos concludes that the risk in dry bulk Z: I 

freight market is time varying. 29 Finally, he noted that the time varying risk in 

various dry bulk sub-market (freight rates) can be different. The result specified that 
freight rate in market for large ship is more volatile than the smaller sub-market. He 

also noted that period rate is more volatile with wider fluctuations over time than 

the corresponding spot rate. The results also support Zannetos (1966) "price-elastic 

expectation" hypothesis. 

In another study, Kavussanos (1996b) analysee the volatility of monthly tanker 

price changes across three different tanker size (Afarmax, Suezmax and VLCC). 

The technique which is used in this study is quite similar to one used for dry bulk 

carriers (Kavussanos 1996a). The methodology in this paper is very much similar to 

the Kavussanos (1996a). However, some differences in methodology still exist. In 

this paper the conditional mean is defined as the changes in prices through ARIMA 

form models. Furthermore, the explanatory power of the conditional mean 
improved by including structural and seasonal variables to the initial ARIMA 

models so that they become ARIMA-X. Thorough unit-root tests, the levels of 
prices prove to be non-stationary 1 (1). Thus the changes in prices (AP, ) which 

approved to be stationary used for analysis. Then ARCH and GARCH model which 

are the same as in the previous attempt by the author are implemented. Kavussanos 

found that, increase in oil price will have a negative impact on aggregated tanker 

prices and a positive impact on volatility. 

He also noted that the inclusion of oil prices in the time varying volatility models 

will result in more parsimonious models and better specification of the GARCH 

models. It could be interpreted as showing the importance of oil prices as a 
determinant of the mean and variance of the changes in tanker prices. In addition 
the study revealed that there is a positive relationship between size and price 

variance. The variance of larger tankers prices are more responsive to oil price than 

the smaller tanker. 

29 Large shocks tend to induce high volatility, and steady markets have low volatility. 41 0 
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In another attempt Kavussanos (1997) analysed the time varying variance of 
second-hand dry bulk prices. The size categories are recognised in this model 
(Handysize, Panarnax, and Capesize). The methodology is quite similar to previous 
attempts by the author, except the seasonal behaviour of the series have been 

considered and tested (deterministic and stochastic seasonality). 

The study suggests that the volatility are varying across the size categories, and the 

price of smaller vessels tend to be less volatile than larger vessels. Furthermore, he 

suggests that the conditional variance of the prices of Handysize and Panamax are 
positively related to interest rates, but the variance of the price changes of Capesize 

ships are inflLienced by period rates. 

Following Kavussanos attempts, Glen and Martin (1998) estimate the conditional 
volatility by size categories and between types of period charter in the tanker 

market. This study replicates Kavussanos (1996a) study. However, the estimation of 
conditional mean (mean freight rate) has been done by a different model. in which 
past lagged values of the freight rate and exogenous variables have been used in log 
form on a monthly basis. Data sources also are different to Kavussanos. However, 

comparing the result of this study with Kavussanos, they are consistent. 

2.2 International Grain Trade 

Agricultural trade has been a problem area in international commerce for several 
decades. Different views on international agricultural trade come from the ideas of 
free trade and protection. Free trade implies an unrestricted flow of goods across 
national frontiers, where as protection implies, imports are subject to tariffs, levies, 

or other physical restrictions in order to protect the domestic products. 

The ideas of free agricultural trade suggest that pervasive government intervention zn 

in the agricultural sector in many countries has distorted the location of world 
production and the extent and patterns of trade flows. Such intervention has 

restricted the gains from trade that accrue to world consumers, arising from 
Cý 

differences in the costs of production of agricultural goods between countries. 
Furthermore, agricultural trade has not been effectively governed by the 

30 institutional framework for international trade relations . 

30 This framework was provided by GATT (WTO) in 1947. 
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Since two main problems of the agricultural industry are farmer's low incomes and 
fluctuation in this income, there is a strong tendency to support the protectionism 
view in agricultural trades. 31 Studies for many countries and different periods often 
show incomes in agriculture as being below those in other occupations. These 

actual or potential problems of low incomes in agriculture are essentially the result 
of the industry not being able to adjust itself quickly enough to changed conditions. 

Koester (1985) tries to address the question of whether the free trade is always 
better than protection in agricultural trade. He argued that trade in agricultural 4: 1 

products is more affected by national policies than trade in industrial products. This 
is due not only to specific agricultural policy objectives; it is also due to some 4n 

32 
specific characten s tics of agricultural markets . 

He suggests that there is no way to quantify the state of disarray of world 
agriculture or to assess the likely world welfare loss on sound empirical grounds. 
However, countries could probably be better off if they chose to intervene 
differently in agricultural market. It seems to be the consequence of forces on the 

political market for protectionism. 

Agricultural protectionisin has increased substantially over the past few decades. 
However, the costs and distortions associated with intervention fall when world 
markets are strong and rise when they are weak. 33 

Escalating trade conflict, in combination with growing budgetary costs of 

agricultural support, brought the issue of agricultural protectionism to the front line 

of the international economic policy agenda, in the Uruguay Round of trade 
34 negotiations in the GATT (WTO). Jabara (1981) examines the relationship 

between domestic agriculture and trade policies of selected group of grain C, 

importing and exporting countries. The author suggests that, because of the strong 

31 See Chapter Four Section 4.1 for further details. 
32 The fari-ners' income. 
33 For instance, during the 1970s, in the aftermath of the commodity price boom, agricultural 

trade was buoyant and public concern over agricultural support was muted. However, 
agricultural trade becomes a progressing economic and political issue in 1980s. Growth in 
global consumption of farm products slackened in the early 1980s under the influence of 
world recession and macroeconomic instabilities, whilst production kept increasing under the 
stimuli of technological advances and government support in developed countries. 

34 Commenced in September 1986, high priority was given to reforming domestic agricultural 
policy which distorted agricultural trade. The negotiations aimed (i) to liberalise world 
agricultural trade, and (ii) to make it more orderly and predictable. 
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link between domestic and trade policies, it will be difficult to reduce/remove trade 

restrictions in international grain markets in trade negotiations. 

Work by Trela et al. (1987) focuses on the nature of international policies and 
international aggreements in agriculture. They emphasised how agricultural policies I 
work in the three niajor trading areas (the EU, the USA, and Japan). They also 
discussed how international agricultural agreements do little to fundamentally 
liberalise agriCLI]tural trade. Cý 

To a certain extent inost of the studies in agricultural market have been motivated 
by the important role agriculture has played in GATT negotiation. e. g. Cline et al. C 
(1978), Valdes and Zietz (1980), Bale & Lutz (1981), Burniaux (1985), Chisolm 

and Tyers, (1985), Parikh et al. (1986)and Tyer and Anderson (1991) Josling (1994) 
Shaffer (1996). 

2.2.1 Agricultural Policy in Developed and Developing Countries 

Various policy rneasures apply to agricultural sector in different countries. It is 
important to realise that different measures have different impacts on international 

trade and other areas. 

One can categorise the policy measures in agriculture, into two groups of polices. Z: ý 
The first group that is mostly implemented by developed countries is protectionism 
measures. The second group includes measures which highly tax agricultural 
activities to provide financial instrument for industrialisation. The second group of 
measures is mostly implemented by developing countries. 

Early studies in price formation in world grain market outlined two different views. 
McCalla (1966), McCalla and Joslining (1981), suggest that price formation in the 

world grain market is largely determined by the major exporters agricultural 
policies. The alternative view suggests that world grain prices are essentially 
determined by the grain importers policy. Carter and Schmitz (1985) support the 
latter view by considering the EU as a major importer. 

Comparing the agricultural policies in developing countries with policies in 1.7 C, 

developed countries, they said in general, the agricultural sector in developing 

countries is heavily taxed while that in developed countries service substantial price 
protection. Thus the effects produced by these two type of policies are diametrically 

opposite to each other. Bale and Lutz (1981) estimate the effects of agricultural 
price distortions on output, consumption, trade and rural employment for nine 
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countries. Additionally, the effect on distribution of income between producers and 
consumers, on government revenue and foreign exchange and the net social losses 

I 
of the policies are calculated. 

The authors used the standard partial equilibrium comparative static analysis in the 
Marshallian economic surplus framework. Their results indicate large annual 
welfare losses due to misapplication of resources in both developed and developing 

countries. Prodtiction in developed countries will be less in the absence of 
intervention, while in developing countries it is more. The consumption it would be 
less in developing countries while in developed countries would be more. The 

effects on trade are merely a combination of the effects on production and 
consumption. This caused a reduction in exports of developing countries and 
decrease of imports by developed countries. 

2.2.2 Methods To Measure Government Intervention 

Since many policy packages apply to agricultural activities over the world, there is a C, 

need to translate these various measures to a common measure which could be used 
either to evaluate the impacts of a specific package or to compare the effects of 
different packages. C) 

Most of the studies in this field mainly use three different methodologies as a 
yardstick for measuring government intervention in the domestic agricultural sector, Z7, 

and what will happen with their removal. 

The most coininoiily used methodology is Producer and Consumer Subsidy 
Equivalents (PSEs, CSEs). The PSE is an estimate of the level of subsidy required 
in order to compensate producer for a removal of government programmes. This 

measurement device was written into the Canada-US FTA and it has also been used 
by the OECD as aii indicator of trade distortions and is obtainable by the following 
formula: 

%PSE = 100 (total PSE)IQ (PD) +D-L (2.2.1) 

Total PSE =Q (PD - PVV) +D-L+B (2.2.2) 

Where Q is level of production, PD is domestic producer price, Pw is reference price 
(or world price) D is direct Payments to producers, L is producer levies and B is 

other budget payinei-its to producers. 
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Another method is Nominal Rates of Protection (NRP). NRP is exactly measuring 
by way of goveniment intervention in agriculture. The NRP measures the tariff Z: ) 
effects on output price. The NRP can be written as follows: 

NRP=(P -P)IP (2.2.3) 

P' is the output price with the tariff in place and 

P is the free trade output price. 

The NRP is useful for measuring consumption effects of trade barriers but it is a 
poor indicator of the protective effects on production. 

Sampson and Yeats (1977,1978) measured the level of protection offered to EU 

producers by linposition of levies on imports of agricultural products. They 

measured the noininal and effective rates of protection for grain in the EU as a 
whole. They estimated the advaluorm tariff equivalent of import levies on grain in 
1969/70 to be 52% and average effective protection rate to be 127%. 4: ý 

In another study, Jabara (198 1) by using the same method of translating the variable 
levies to tariff, examined levels of protection from EU import levies on an 
individual country basis. He thereby included the effects of border taxes and 
subsidies (Monetary Compensatory Amounts). This study mostly focuses on the 

effect of MCA's on EU trade with Third countries. 35 

Trade Distorting Equivalent is another method used to measure government Z7 

intervention, which is similar in principal to the Producer Subsidy Equivalent. 

TDEP measures the transfers from consumers and government to producers-and in 

the case of TDE", transfers to/from consumers-but gives greater (less) weight to 
those policies that are most (least) trade-distorting. Algebraically, the TDEs can be 
defined as: 

TDEP = w, Q, 
) 
(Pd - PVV) + W2 D- W3 L+ W4 B (2.2.4) 

and 
TDEc = WI Q((P61 - PW) + IV2 G (2.2.5) 

35 Monetary Conipensatoi-y Amounts (MCA) applied in addition to import levies in member 
countries to account for exchange rate fluctuation. 
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where TDEI' (TDE") is the trade distorting equivalents affecting producers 
(consumers), wi, i=I... 4 are the weights to be attached to the individual 

components of government policies and the other variables are defined as above. Z7 

No explicit guidance on the value of the weights has been given. Cahill and Legg 

(1990) suggest that they will vary between I (for the most trade-distorting policies) 
and 0 (for the least trade-distorting policies). Consequently, given that the trade- 
distorting effects of agricultural policies can be ranked (McCalla and Josling, 1981), 

then a reasonable weighting system for the TDE" would be I ýý WI ýý'W2 -" W3: ý'W4 0 z: 1 t: ) 
and for the 

TDE', I ý! wi > w, > 0. 

A comparison of each of these measures for selected commodities (wheat and 
coarse grains) used in the modelling framework is given in Appendix 4. The results Z71 

show considerable variation between the alternative measures of government 
intervention. Typically, the PSE measure is greater than both the TDE and NRP 

measures due to the fact that the NRP ignores all non-market support policies, and, 
with the TDE, these policies are given a lower weighting relative to the PSE 

measure. In many cases, the TDE is similar in magnitude to the NRP measure. This 

arises due to the prevalence of market-price support instruments used in the 
domestic market in many developed countries (OECD, 1989). 

Harling (1983) and Valdes and Zietz (1980) discussed at length the methods of 
calculating tariff equivalent and ensuring problem. The comparison between these 

methods has been reviewed by Cahil and Legg (1990) and Schwartz and Porker 
(1988). 

2.2.3 Models for International Grain Trade 

As highlighted in the previous section, limited methodologies have been used in 

existing literature as yardsticks for measuring the government intervention in 

agricultural activities. However, to model the effects of government intervention on 
grain trade and other sector of economy, various methods and models have been 

utilised by many StUdies. 

This section provides general specifications of these models together with their C, 
advantages and disadvantages, which will be useful to model the impact of the CAP 

on structure of deniand for shipping transport of grain. Z71 
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The first series of attempts to estimate the international grain trade flows used 
methodologies sufficient for long-run projection. 36 McCalla (1966) suggested that 
the United States, Australia, and Canada, who used to export about 73% of total 
wheat, should be modelled as co-operating oligopolists when large grain stocks are 
held. He also su,,, gest that when grain stocks were large as was the case before the 

event of 1973-74, small price changes would result in compensating behaviour on 
the part of the major exporters. 37 

Following the McCalla study, Tweeten (1967) point out that with depleted stocks, 
adjustment in net exports by the major traders must come from extremely inelastic 
domestic consumption markets. The small trade elasticity of other traders are no 
longer dominated by large elasticity of the major exporters. Accurate estimation of 
those elasticity then becomes more important, and the assumption that free market 
behaviour is sufficient to find the response of a country's net import demand to 

changes in international prices may no longer be valid. 

The projection methodologies in agricultural economics utilise estimates of C, 
domestic supply and demand equations by either ignoring or entering exogenously 
the government intervention into the model. 

Coffin (1970) and Blakeslee et al. (1973) have analysed international grain trade 

using projectiori metliodologies. The inadequacy of these methodologies, due to 
ignoring the government role and imperfections of the market, could clearly be seen 
in the work by Timmer (1997), where the result indicate that the price of rice 
relative to the price of fertiliser varies considerably between countries. They suggest 
that government intervention in domestic market and control the prices, thus 
international prices are separated from the domestic price due to government 
policies. 

However, the models which have been utilised to estimate grain trade flows, could 
be classified under different categorise. This categorisation comes from restrictions 4: 1 

placed on economic theory and functional specification of the models. Extreme 

cases for this type of models are spatial equilibrium models and systems dynamic 

models. Other alternative models which could be placed between these two 

extremes are (a) straight forward estimation of reduced form equations from a 
structure that 111CILides import and export behaviour, (b) an allocation system for 

36 It was particularly due to the existence of large grain stocks and the potential for 

oligopolistic behaviour of major exporters. Cý 37 The event of world food crisis. 
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distributing import among various suppliers, (c) a set of models which distinguish 
4n 38 

commodity by producers . 

Most of the above models used multi-country multi-commodity (agricultural 

commodity). It differs fundamentally from the simple analysis one product and two 

country. The world prices are not important in this analysis as a reference point for 

measuring the cost of the production. Since the home country is large, the price 
support affect the international prices. The effects of the policy could be estimated 
with respect to world price without existence of the policy. 

Measuring this counterfactual price needs formulating demand and supply functions 

for countries and cornmodities involved, then solving the system at a national, 

unobserved equilibrium. 39 

This analysis is used for the estimation of domestic policies effects on international 

trade. Once world equilibrium is computed by considering the supply equal to 
demand, the resulting prices and trade flows can be compared with the actual ones 
and the distortions implied by the existing policies can be demonstrated. 
Furthermore, the effects of the policies on the real income of other countries can be 

calculated. 

The most advanced model in this type is Tyers (1986)40 which is used by the World 
Bank. It incorporates seven agricultural commodities and 30 countries. The inter- 

sectoral links are captured by cross-elasticity in both supply and demand. 

Furthermore the overall framework regarding the models are either partial or 
general equilibrium analysis. Partial equilibrium analysis considers that the price of 
all other goods remain constant. In other words substitutability and complimentarity 
in consumption and production between the goods studied and other products is 
ignored. The partial equilibrium framework also assumes that all demand is final. 
However, the demand for agricultural products in many cases is the derived 
demand. 

Computable general equilibrium models have an ability to capture non- agricultural 
sectors, macroecoiiomics factors within the model. The Ohlin international trade 

38 This model was basically utilised by Armington (1973). 
39 This is called coLinterfactual analysis. This will be discussed in detail in Section 2.3.4. 
40 See Tyers & Anderson (1986) and also Tyers & Anderson (1987a; 1987b); earlier versions 

of the same model are used in Anderson & Tyers (1984), Chisholm & Tyers (1985) and 
Tyers (1985). 
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model is the base model for general equilibrium models. However, the general 

equilibrium models are higher-dimensional analogues. Each country in the model 
has a production function with primary and intermediate inputs and demand 

functions derived from utility maximisation. The countries are constrained by their 

total factor eiidowinents. The balance of payments or parts of it, is modelled 
explicitly and coiistrained by external conditions. A global general equilibrium is 

set by international prices for all goods and factors such; (i) all markets clear; (ii) Z: ' 
the zero-profit coiiditions are met in all industries; and (iii) the external accounts of 
each country satisfy the constraints. The Armington heterogeneity assumption often 
made to account for cross- section of globally traded goods .41 The basic structure of 
computable general equilibrium models is discussed in detail in Whalley (1984), 
Whalley (1985a), Winters (1987), Whalley (1985b) outlines some of the 
methodological problems that applied this type of models. 

Spatial Equilibrium Models 

The sole idea of spatial model is that, an importer may not consider wheat, for 
instance, that is produced in Canada to be identical to that produced in Argentina. 
The theoretical fi-ainework of spatial models was utilised by Samuelson (1952) to 

specify prices, quantities and pattern of the trade. 

The products Hi tlils model are assumed to be homogeneous so the consumer selects 
the exporters on the basis of lower price, including transport cost. Thus if goods 
produced by two different countries are perfect substitutes in consuming markets 
one could expect those models to predict multilateral trade flows and prices as any 
alternative model. If different types of goods are imperfect substitutes in 

consumption market, then one may expect a spatial model to predict fewer and 
different trades occurring then would actually occur. C) 

The standard form of the spatial equilibrium model is a deterministic description. It 

can be made stochastic, where the equilibrium price on a market is assumed to be 
isolated from surrounding markets are determined by local demand and production. 

Schmitz and Bawdei-i (1973) used spatial equilibrium model to analyse the impact 

of different linport and export agricultural policies of developed countries. 
Additionally, the role of developing countries, and the impact of different growth ZD 
rates of their agricultural productivity were considered. The study projects the world 

41 The Anniiigton assumption postulates that similar goods from different countries are 
imperfect substitutes. 
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excess supply for 1980 at 1964-66 prices, instead of projecting wheat price for 
1980. 

This study categorised the world into 15 areas. Eleven were endogenous to the Z-- 
model which wheat price, consumption and trade flows determined for each area. 
The rest of the world is categorised into other America, other Europe and other 
Asia. Transport cost between these regions are estimated, determined by the 
distance between the trade partners. 

A study by Johnson (1976) for USDA employed a spatial model to project world 
grain trade for 1980. Commodities included wheat, coarse grains, and rice and the 

world is devided into 22 regions. For each region, a separate demand and supply 
equation was estimated. 

The study projects the world excess supply that would exist in 1980 at 1964-66 

prices. The precise results depend on the assumed values of exogenous variables. 42 

The result of this study corresponds closely to the results of a study by Blakeslee 

and Heady (1973). The structure of the model is very similar to Schmitz - Bawden. 

The major difference is that they make a greater afford to diversify trade flows by 
43 adding direct restraints . 

The problem with the spatial model is the extent to which exporters concentrate 
their sales in a small number of markets. Spatial models have an inherent bias 

toward specialisation that results from the objective of minimising transport costs. 
The implication of this bias is that the trade matrix predicted by a spatial model has 

many more zero entries than an actual trade matrix. This also creates errors in the 

predicted direction of trade, since the model predicts that countries will buy 

primarily froin the nearest exporter. This bias stems from the logic of spatial 
models. That is, they are designed to predict trade flows for homogeneous good. If a 
good is homogenous, then international price differences for the good result only 
from transport costs and trade barriers. 

If the objective is to estimate production, consumption, prices and trade in world 
grain market, a spatial rriodel that generates a trade matrix that minimises the 
transport cost fron-i producers to consumers could be appropriate. Furthermore the 
trade flows geiierated by the model could be compared with actual trade flows, and 

42 Exogenous variables in this study are Green Revolution effects, weather conditions and tariff 
I 

chan-es. zn 43 This numerical restraint they imposed was based on historical trade flows. 
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deviation of actual trade from predicted values can be interpreted as forecasting 

errors, and also the result could be use to measure the inefficiency of the actual 
trade flows relative to the optimal trade flows generated by the model. 

Spatial models possess many desirable properties for long-run forecasting purposes. 
An attempt to modify thein to overcome the difficulties encountered in their use for 

short-run forecastiiig may prove to be fruitful. However, most of these problems are 
better dealt witli by constructing a model that directly incorporates historical trade 
behaviour. 

Modification of Spatial Models 

As mentioned earlier the idea of spatial model determines trade flows by 

maximising the riet social pay off and minimising transport cost. In fact the world Z:, 

does not behave this way. Thus there is a need to adjust such a model to comply 
with the world inarket behaviour. 

Modificatioii of spatial models could be done by incorporation of trade barriers and 
government interveiition to the model, such models are summarised by Schmitz and 
Bawden (1973). Aiiother modification could be to impose quantitative restrictions 
that direct trade flows. The USDA 44 studies by Johnson (1976) adopted such 
modifications. This study developed such a model for several agricultural products. 
He found it difficult to estimate demand elasticity from the elasticity of substitution 
in different agricultural markets. C, 

Work by Abbott (1979) on grain trade could be a good example of such a modified 
spatial model. The author criticises the use of spatial models for estimating grain 
trade on the basis that government intervention is often ignored or interred 

exogenously into the model. Thus it assumes that the market for international 

agricultural products is a perfect market which is efficient and there is no distortion 

within the market. Abbott claims that this model is quite inadequate to capture 
endogenous impact of government intervention on trade behaviour. Z:, 

The alternative inodel utilised in his paper considered government intervention as 
an endogenous variable in contrast to spatial equilibrium trade models. Basically, 

the structure of this i-nodel is the same as one in which supply and demand will be 
balanced by tracle. However the balance is achieved only in a specific part of the 

national market. International and domestic prices may be separated by many 

44 United States ol'Anierica Department of Agriculture. 
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barriers, (i. e. tariffs or non-tariffs). The important factor which determines how a 
country responds to changes in international market is the relationship between 

world and domestic price. 

Instrumental variable estirnation techniques were used because estimates of net 
import demand equations which depend on international market price are subject to 

simultaneous eqLiatioii bias. A set of equation models has been presented. 

Firstly he attempts to model the grain price behaviour, in terms of relationship 
between domestic and world price. Abbot uses the spatial equilibrium framework, 

which assumes th,, tt don-iestic price (PD) equals to the international price at that 

country's border (PW), or the international price times one plus an ad valorem tariff 
(r). 

When the domestic price (PD) is not being a function of world price (PW), it means 
that the Country ignores the international market, and government intervenes into 

the domestic market. This intervention could be undertaken by constant quota, 
determined froti-i domestic market, or such one operating in the EU by variable levy 

system. In which PD = PW (I + z-), where (, r) is the policy instrument to maintain 
the desired (PD). 

Other factors affecting grain prices have been discussed in the paper. In the case of 1 :14: 1 

importing countries in which foreign income constraint is a matter of consideration, Z: ) 
low domestic price would be inappropriate for the government. The level of 
domestic production may affect the level of government intervention. Levels of 
stocks holding also affect domestic support price producer's price and stock 
released could also be found. 

The next attempt is to show that the effect of international price on consumption is 

the result of the response of the domestic market to change in domestic price to the 

world market price. The effect of international market price on supply is the 

combination of respoiise of producer price and market surplus to international 

prices. 

In the next step, Abbot introduced a supply model. Supply in this model is 

considered to be only a function of trade and domestic production, where trade is 

varied and depend upon the volume of domestic production. 
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A Model of A llocative System for Distributing Import and Export among Various 
Exporters and Importers 

Models for trade flows in non-homogenous goods mean that the products produced 
by one country are an imperfect substitute for the same product produced in other 
country. For instance Argentinian grain is not a perfect substitution for Canadian 

grain in the EU's market. 

This differeiitiation is caused by two reasons. Firstly, the quality of product 
produced by diffei-eiit countries may be different. Secondly, preferential treatment 

given either by exporter or importer. 

Schmit and Vaiideiiborre (1992) outlined that preferences in grain market are due to 

price factors (export price and transport costs), quality differences and existing 
long-run or shoi-t-ruii political, economic and cultural ties. 

Cramer el tit. (1993) utilised a global rice spatial equilibrium model to estimate the 
impact of trade liberalisation in twelve exporting and forty-six importing countries. 
The model also recognises product differentiation and allows substitution among 
various rice types and qualities. The model estimated a large increase in both trade 

volumes and price for all rice types. The importance of this work to the research is 

the model itself, which is a special equilibrium model which is modified for 

recognition of different quality of same products. 

Johanson (1973) developed such a model for several agricultural products. The 

study by Blandfoi-d (1983) is a good example of such model in grain trade. This 

study on the Ecoiiomics of World Grain Trade aims to examine the determinants of 
grain prices and the pattern of international grain trade. 

In the first instance, they introduced a model for world wheat trade, based on above 
discussion. In this model the world is divided into six endogenous regions and an 

exogenous rest of the world. Six endogenous regions are subdivided to two group 

exporters and iiiiPorters. Exporting areas are Argentina, Australia, Canada and the 
45 United States, iiiiporthig areas are Japan and the EU . 

45 This categorisation is based upon the 1970s market situation, in which the EU was a major 
importer at that time. 
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Supply is also considered as an exogenous factor, thus the prediction of effect of 
change supply and other outside variables on world grain trade flows and prices are 
the main output of the model. Three main assumptions within the model are: 

The marginal rate of substitution between any two kinds of wheat is 
independent of any other goods in the consumer's market basket. 

2. The elasticity of substitution between any two kinds of wheat in a given 
market is a constant. 

3. The elasticity Of Substitution between any two kinds of wheat in given market 
equals the elasticity of substitution between any other kinds of the goods in the 

same market. 

The study outlined that on the import side, the EU's Common Agricultural Policy 

and Japan Food Agency controls import of wheat by variable levy and currency C 
control. On the supply side the Canadian and Australian wheat Boards are domestic 

monopolists in the grain marketing system. Argentina has controlled exports Z: ý 4: 1 

through taxes, quotas, and multiple exchange rates. The United States apply export 
subsidies and limited quantitative controls and wheat policy and the rest of the 

world treated as exogenous factor. The result of the model is beyond the scope and 
interest of this work, because the structure of wheat trade has been changed 
dramatically since 1970s by appearing the EU as major exporter in 1980s and 
1990s. 

Dynamic Models 

Dynamic behaviour of the agricultural market was first addressed by Schultz C) 

(1964). Proper consideration of dynamic behaviour as Blandford (1983) suggests is 

not important just iii the evaluation of market performance but also in the analysis 
of the elective and distributive effects of policy interventions. 

Nerlove (1988), outlined that supply in agriculture is represented by a mechanism 
of partial adjustment of production to prices. It models government action explicitly 
by using "transinission elasticity" which determines what proportion of a world 
price shock is passed throuCFh to domestic producers and consumers. It includes 

stockholding behaviour endogenously, and it estimates welfare effects on 
consumers and producers, and changes in government budgets and stock holders' 

profits. Finally, he concluded that the market is dynamic in nature. It means that it 

allows for differences in the short and long run effects of policy. 
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The paper by Wrig-lit (1993) considers models of agricultural markets in which the Z7 
dynamics run in two directions, forward from current conditions to expectations of 
future prices, and back from price expectations to current decisions. Thus the 

policies will be analyse in the way that they could improve the market situation 

He stated that the central challenge of market analysis in agriculture is to infer from 

market observations whether markets are behaving in ways that could be improved 

upon with the help of government policy. Considering his two ways directions 

model, the errors in the direction of intervention can often seem as consistent with 
economic IntUition as they are pleasing to those who stand to gain from 
intervention. 

The study by Patterson and Abbot (1994) analysed the relationship between export 
pricing behaviour and market structure in the US wheat and com export sectors. 
The study used a pooled data set . 

46 The cross-sectional components correspond to 

country destinations for US grain export. 

The results for both wheat and corn showed that the export price mark-up was 
positively related to US exporter concentration in foreign markets. Also the results 
suggest that the pricing behaviour of US grain exporter does not reflect pure 
competition, as there is systematic price discrimination by destination which is 

related to the export market structure. 

2.2.4 Effect of Government Intervention, Liberalisation and the Role of the 
CAP 

The previous section discussed the studies which attempt to analyse the 
international grain market. This section provides the results of the models. Reason 

Z7 
for models and results presented in separate sections is that, most of the studies are 
used more or less the same framework with different variables. Thus the results are 
different. Once the model has been specified the results of the studies could be 

compared and diSCUssed in more details. 

Most of the resLilts confirm that the protectionism policies in agriculture affecte the 
three areas M gram market. Firstly, the level and patterns of the grain trade have 
been changed. Secoiidly, price level and instability of the prices have been affected. Z7 
Finally, the welfare of both the countries which implement such policies and also 
other which did iiot implement such policies have been affected. 

46 The elasticity ol'clemand, market share and other market structure variables was estimated. 
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However, as nientioned in introduction to the chapter, these effects are so related 
and interdependent, that when one investigates a specific effect (for instance the 
interest of this research is to investigate the effect on volume and pattern of the 

grain trade) one can not ignore the others. 47 On the other hand, analysing their Z: ) 
relationship while they are affected by other factors is very dynamic and 
complicated. 

Existing literature contains a number of studies which provide some indication of 
the global impact of aggricultural protection; and hence the gain that might be 

I 
involved in liberalisation of agricultural trade. Government intervention in the 

pricing and inarketlný,,, of (,, rain has led to increased use of restrictive trade practices 
to preserve doiiiestic price levels and ensure orderly marketing of domestically 

produced and imported grain. 4=1 

The important ISSLie regarding the agricultural protectionism policies is externalities C, 

and market distortions. The externalities are the effects of the policy on instability 

and the level of world commodity prices, the volume and pattern of international 

agricultural trade and welfare of the rest of the world. Studies regarding each effect 
are reviewed in this section under different subsection. 

The methodological approach that is used in most studies to estimate the price 
variability, price level and volume of the trade due to protectionism policies is the 

counterfactual equilibriurn analysis. There is no hard and fast rule for the choice of 
the appropriate counterfactual. Firstly, there was a need to define a measure of 
variability, then the price variability of counterfactual equilibrium is calculated (for 
CAP effects, eqUilibritin-i calculated without the CAP) and compared to actual price 
variability. 'Base case, depends on what the specific question addressed is, if the 
focus is on a cost-benefit analysis of the policy then the free trade competitive 
equilibrium is the obvious choice. If on the other hand, the objective is an 

47 For instaiice, wider the CAP the EU achieved self-sufficiency at the expense of cheaper 
imports. (1) Mai)y of these imports come from developing agricultural exporting countries. 
Thus this daiiiaged the export levels of these countries, and their international agricultural 
market reduced. (ii) High national prices created over-production which need more export 
subsidies to dunip the EU surplus on the world market. Thus the international agricultural 
market has beeii depressed and consequently eroded the export earning of the developing 
countrics. (]III) The EU common agricultural policy stabilised inside the union higher price 
while the iiistability iii the world market has been increased. As price adjustment is 
prevented by the EU, the burden of adjustment is shifted into world market through exports. 
Moreover, variatloii M volume of exports created price shocks to the world market. This 
phenomeiioii Hicreases the financial risk of export and can distort the investment in any 
export sector of exportiiig counties including port facilities. 
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48 
evaluation of an alternative policy package , then it is the appropriate 

counterfactUal. The first approach is conceptually simple. The second requires a 
detailed spellliil,,, out of the components of the alternative policy package. 

The counterfaCtUal equilibrium analysis is sometimes misleading. Counterfactual 

world trade equilibrium, due to various factors, which is considered by different 

authors is calculated differently. Furthermore, counterfactual world price calculated 
by computations offree trade counterfactual equilibria is very sensitive to elasticity, 

and are based ori various assumptions of demand and supply elasticity in the EU 

and rest of the world. However, accurate information of elasticity has never been 

available. 

However, the estimates show that without the protection measures, the world prices 
for all agricultural commodities examined, significantly increased. The effect is 

more in wheat and coarse grain and dairy products. This is because these 

commodities received greater protection than others. (Sampson and Yeats 1978; Z: ' 

Koester and Taiigermanii, 1985, p88). 

In most studies the agricultural policies in developed countries in general and the zn 

CAP in particular have been pointed out as major influential factor within the 

market. Thus the liberalisation of the market considered by conterfactual 

equilibrium which either remove the CAP or reduced its support measures. 

Trela et al. (1987) summarised how agricultural policies work in the three major 
trading area (the EEC, the US and Japan), with emphasis on their perverse effects 

on international agricultural trade. They also analysed how international agreements 

would not liberalise agricultural trade. The authors utilised a general equilibrium 

model with the world divided into nine regions. Results from this model suggest 
that the potential for gains from liberalising global trade in grain is large, even more 
than the gains 1`170111 further liberalisation among developed countries in all 

manufactures. 

Carter (1988) discusses the prospects and payoffs from more liberalised grain 

markets. He ai-LIed that the basic problems in world grain markets is one of 

oversupply in the developed world. Agricultural policies in the developed world 

will have to be 11beralised, he argued or alternatively modified to reduce the over 

48 Such as inalutaiiiiii- unchan-ed nominal support price for a certain period of time. 
L- C 
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supply. If the EU decide to lower its internal price to world price levels, then its 

exports would be dramatically reduced. 

The paper discusses sorne alternative approaches to measuring trade barriers. It then 

provides estirriates the potential gains from freer trade in grains. The likelihood of 
success froin agricultural trade negotiations is commented on. 

An OECD study (I 987a) utilised a partial equilibrium model for estimating cost to 
the consumer. The study assumed inelastic demand for agricultural products in the 
EU. Results shows the cost of agricultural policy to the consumer at about $28 
billion in 1980 prices. 

Tyers (1985) and Tyers and Anderson (1986,1987a, 1987b) estimate the costs of 
the CAP alone and of the CAP plus domestic policies respectively. Their study is 

superior to others because, firstly, government intervention is entered into the 

model and asSLIi-ncd to be different in short and long-run. Secondly, the degree of 
disaggregation is liigher than the others (24 countries in 1985 and 30 in Tyers and Z: ' 1ý7 
Anderson paper). Stock holding behaviour is also incorporated in the model. 
Compared to the previously reviewed studies which used partial equilibrium, Tyers 

and Anderson used a computable general equilibrium model which distinguishs 
between none, more and less flexible regions . 

49 Different degrees of isolation of the 
domestic market are captured by price transmission equations, estimate significantly 
higher result regarding effects on GDP and total welfare than any other partial 
equilibrium study. -(' 

Anderson and Tyers (1991) is a work based upon their previous work (Tyers & 
Anderson, 1986). The proposed aim of the study (partly) is to assess the potential 
effects of liberallsiii- agricultural trade under Uruguay Round of GATT. 

For this propose, the authors have used a simulation model of world markets for 

seven commodity groups (wheat, coarse grains, rice, ruminant meat, non-ruminant 
meat, dairy products and sugar). They use a partial, rather than a general, 
equilibrium model, because there was a need for a multi-commodity model to 

capture the interactioiis iii production and consumption between these products. 
Furthermore, the agriculture accounts for less than 5% of GNP and the same 
amount of total trade volume in many industrial countries. 

49 For example, the US and Latin America assumed to separate their markets less than EU. 
50 It is 1.117c of GDP of EU-9 in 1980 and 1.3% in 1985. Transfer ratio is 1.88 and 1.2 

respectively. 
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In the first instance the model was used to assess the effects of agricultural 
protection on price and trade, and then, to assess the impact on welfare in the 

protected countries and in other countries. The authors set out a number of 
qualifications to the results of their study, and then discussed the implications of the 

results for the post-UrUguay Round period. They suggest that a general equilibrium 
model would probably generate similar effects. But it may provide distortion effects ZD 
on manufacturing and service sectors, land price, employment, etc. Z-- 

Comparing this work with their similar work in (1986), the results are different 
because of the following changes (i) the results in 1991 are related to the years 
1980-82,1990 atid 2000 rather than 1985, (ii) the results for the EU in 1991 include 
Spain and Portugal, (iii) all values are expressed in 1985 rather than 1980 American Cý 
dollars, (iv) there have been slight revisions to a parameter of long-run price 
transmission elasticity which, the authors explain, was previously assumed to be 

unity, but was replaced by econometric estimates, which were typically less than 
unity. 

McCorriston (1992) work is based on the EU's Proposal in the GATT (WTO) 
Uruguay Round in December 1990.5 1 He utilised a model of world cereal market. 
The EU objective to rebalance the cereal substitutes sector (soybean) was assessed 
by this model. The USA proposal for more reduction of agricultural protectionism 
was also considered. 52 The results show that the EU would have gained from the 
more limited reform proposal inclusive of rebalancing, while the US would have 
benefited more from her radical proposal. 

Effect of Government Intervention on International Price Instability 

Price instability iii agricultural market has been an issue of concern. The main issue 
is that protectionism policies separate domestic prices from international price 
movements and teiid to increase world price instability. The important feature of an 
analysis of world gram trade outlined by Blandford (1983) is that government 

51 The EU proposed a 30% cut in agricultural support in OECD countries to be accompanied C by a rebalancin, g of' the CAP. The base year from which these changes were to be initiated 
was 1986. 

52 The US proposed a 90% cut in export subsidies and a 75% reduction in all other trade 
distortions in OECD countries, with 1988 taken as the base year. For a more detailed review 
of how the negotiations relating, to agricultural trade issues have progressed, see Rayner et .7 al. (1990) and O'Con nor et al (199 1). 
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intervention has ofteii been directed at domestic price stability and the resulting 
trade controls have reduced the stabilising effects of world trade. 

Most of the stuclies agree that support price and isolation of a market (depending on 
the size of the iiiarket) have a significant effect on the stabilisation of world 
commodity prices. Furthermore international markets and the welfare of developing 

countries have been affected by this price variation. 

World price variability is defined as the absolute value of the difference between 

expected and actLial price adjusted for mean. This definition is based on the 

assumption that only unanticipated variations are harmful enough to trigger a surge 
in protectionisin. Tliere is another definition of price variability which is based on 
the premise that any price variation, expected or not, is associated with higher 

adjustment costs and is likely to encourage protectionism. 

Calculation of price variability has been done by using either the coefficient of 
variation or standard deviation. 53 The standard deviation depends on the level of the 

mean (the price level), thus if the prices remain stable after liberalisation, the 

standard deviation will be different. There is a possibility that the coefficient of 
variation may be biased. Under the coefficient of variation method, instability is 
being measured by deviations from linear trend values. 

Koester (1982) SLI-aests correcting the coefficient of variation by the explanatory 
power of the trend regression to obtain a better measure of variability. By using 
random Supply and demand shocks, most of the studies calculated the 

corresponding coLimerfactual equilibria and then apply one of the methods of zn 
standard deviation or coefficient of variation of the resulting distribution of prices to 

measure variability. 

Yi Shei and Thorripsoii (1977), suggest that price stability in the international wheat 
market will be achieved by more trade liberalisation. To investigate this, a thirteen- 

region quadratic programming model of world wheat trade is utilised to simulate 
three different experii-nents. The three scenarios are categorised by the level of 
restrictions, whicli are imposed by different regions. The mechanism and level of 
international price reflection into the domestic market are specified for each region. 
As the nuinber of regioris whose domestic markets respond to the world market 

53 Koester ( 198-1: 53-4) diSCLISSCS at length the different measure of variability. I 
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increased iii the sh-nulation, the instability of international wheat price is smaller in 
54 

reaction to a shock . 

It was conclLided that greater world market price variability results as more 
countries prevent the world market price from reflecting in their domestic market by 

various forms of trade restriction. 

The share of price variability due to the CAP measures is high, and it is higher in 

the grain market. TIILIS the CAP is the most destabilising factor in the world 
markets. The reasons for the CAP being a major influential factor in grain price 
instability are that, the major instrument in this policy is variable levies. This 

55 instrument isolates domestic consumers from world price variation . 

Blandford (1983) estimate transmission coefficients that calculate the extent to 

which changes in trade rather than in domestic consumption are used to stabilise the Cý 
domestic market. He concludes that the EU transmits a larger amount of domestic 

variability in grain to the world market than any other group of countries. This 

conclusion also implies that the transmission of short-term variability in domestic 

supply and demand is a major cause of price instability in the grain market. 

Ardy (1987) criticises the Blandford's study on the basis that the analysis does not 
support the conclusion. Ardy rejected the analysis because the amount of instability 

transmitted seemed to be oreater than that absorbed and secondly because the trade Z. 7 
equation as specified could not be estimated as each country's production variations 
must be correlated with world price variation. 

The studies regarduig the effect of government intervention on international price 
instability could be criticised on two grounds. Firstly it is not clear whether all price 
policy measures iiicrease instability, or whether they only increase it to some extent. 
While Bale and Lutz (1978) show that some protection measures do not effect 
world price instability, others estimate a different level of transfer instability to 

world price by differei-it countries. 

Secondly, world price in theory can be stabilised even if most countries insulate 

their domestic niarkets, as long as countries or private individuals operating in the I 
free market hold enough stocks. Thus the issue is, ultimately, an empirical one. t-- 

54 The shock such as anticipated change in former soviet imports or U. S. export controls. 
55 See Matthews (1985a: 21 1). 
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Bale and Lutz (1981) using different models demonstrate that various trade 
intervention policies have very different effects on the instability of international 

prices. They provide a comprehensive analysis of different trade restrictions and of 
how and to what extent the protectionism in agriculture affectes price instability. 

This study outlMed the factors, which may cause instability in the price of 
agricultural products. The authors suggest that among other factors, such as supply 
fluctuations due to output variations resulting from natural phenomena, the break- 
down of buffer stock arran('Tement and fluctuation in demand over the course of 
business cycles, goveriii-neiit intervention in agriculture is the main factor. It is not 
only the policies tlieniselves but also the relative size of the countries implementing 
the policies is aii important issue. The study concluded that by substantial 
liberalisatioii tlie stability of the prices would be greater. 

Meike and deGorter (1989) theoretically demonstrated world price variability and 
the protectionisni. They also concluded that different trade and domestic policies 
generate different degree of price variability and that a move away from free trade C, 

need not exacerbate price variability. 

Anderson and Hayanii (1986) looked at protectionism and price variation from 
different a perspective. They argued express that during the last three decades, the 

aim of agricultural policies in many developed countries was to raise and stabilise 
the price for agricultural products. The common approach adopted to achieve such 
objective is to Insulate the domestic market from the unstable world market. 
Therefore, the "protection level in agricultural policies fluctuate substantially 
around their loiig-run upward trends in response to fluctuation in international 

prices" (Anderson and Hayami, 1986: 4). They conclude that the fluctuation in 
international prices caused agricultural policies to be dynamic changing all the 
time. 

Larue and Ker (1993) investigate the direction of the prima facie causal relationship 4: 1 

between unanticipated world price variability and protectionism policy and 
determined the sioti of the effect of protectionism on world price variability. They 

conclude that prinia facie causality from unanticipated world price variability to 

protectionisin cspecially is significant for the EU and Japan. This is because these 
two countries attenipt to stabilise their domestic prices more than the others. This 
discussion is similar to the Meike, K. D. and deGorter (1989). 
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Effect of Government Intervention on International Price Level 

A number of einpirical studies have analysed the EU and other major traders' 
agricultural policy. Some of the results which are more specific to the EU are 
Koester (1982), Sarris and Freebairn (1983) and Anderson and Tyers (1984). They 

estimate that world wheat prices would increase by 9.6,17,9.2,13 and 9% 

respectively, with the removal of the EU wheat policy. Sarris and Freebaim (1983) 

and Anderson and Tyers (1984) conclude that the EU is responsible for 85% and 
65% respectively of the decrease in world wheat prices due to the agricultural 
policies, while Carter and Schmitz (1989) argue that the EU (in conjunction with 
Japan) depress world prices by up to 50%. 

Loo and Tower (1988) argue that liberalisation of agricultural markets will lead to 
economic gairi iii the developing world. They estimate that a 10% increase in the Z. -- 

price of agriCUltural cornmodities would increase the income of developing 
56 

countries by $26 billion per year (in 1985 dollars) . 

Carter, Mccalla and Schmitz (1989) reviewed seven different mathematical world 
trade models. Each model made projections about the impact of freer trade in 

agricultural products. The models were consistent in that they projected gains to the 
developed world from trade liberalisation in the developed world in wheat and 
coarse grain mai-kets. Most of the models predict price increases from a few 

percentage points to more than 25%. Z: ) 

The OECD (1987) study which utilises a partial equilibrium model emphasised 
multilateral liberalisation. The study predicts a counterfactual equilibria which is 

not free trade equilibriun-i, but a reduction on nominal protection across the world. 
The study estiniates that liberalisation of the EU market would cause prices to fall. 
This is because of the decrease of demand for feed grain. Thus again the calculation 
of counterfactual prices is important for estimation of the effects of trde value on 
world price level in the international grain market. This is because they give a basis 
for the estimation and also provide the amount of distortion in the world market. 

Meilke and Gorter (1988) analyse the impact of the CAP on wheat's international 

prices. The results of this particular work indicate that the CAP has a smaller impact 

56 Of the $26 billion gain, close to $22 billion arises from indirect effects resulting from a 10% 
increase in price. 
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on world price, than is found in previous studies. Many factors has been left 

unattended in this Study. These could be highlighted as; imperfect substitutability in 
demand between imports and domestic products, the simultaneous import and 

57 export of wheat by the EU, the distinct impact of threshold price , monetary 
compensatory aInOUntS, 58 intervention price policy and imperfect transmission 
between intervention and market prices. 

According to the paper, the simultaneous import and export of wheat by the EU 

relaxed the impact of the CAP on international wheat prices. 59 Three different 

policy experiments simulated (1) an elimination of monetary compensatory 
amounts (2) intervention price set same as international price and (3) both 
intervention and threshold price set equal to international price. Any changes in 

wheat price are assumed to be applied into the coarse grain sector. 

The effect of the elimination of monetary compensatory amounts (MCAs) is to raise 
domestic prices in countries with depreciating currencies and high rates of inflation, 

and lower price in countries with a low rate of inflation and appreciating currencies. 
This results iii an increase of wheat production of 2% and little decrease in 

consumption. 

By a reduction of 15% and 16% of EU's wheat intervention price, the level of EU 

prices are set to international prices. As a result the EU's production declines by 
9%, 5.1 Mt of' domestic wheat is substituted for 2.9 Mt of imported wheat, net 
exports decline by 7.5 Mt (124%) and world price increases by 5%. 

By setting the intervention and threshold prices equal to world market prices, when 
the estimated excess demand elasticity value of -19.1 is used, world market price is 

slightly higher than the previous experiment. However, the farm prices for wheat 
declined by a further 5% and production declined by a further 1.2 Mt. Wheat 
demand increased by 0.5 Mt as imported wheat replaces more than an equivalent 
tonnage of domestic wheat. Overall results from the simulation model suggest that, 
the intervention prices have a significant effect on world market prices, but the 

estimated figures show less impact compared to other studies of EU grain policy. zn 

57 Threshold price is the price set at the EU's frontiers which must be reached by imports. It 
insures that the tai-get price cannot be undercut by importers. 

58 Compensatory paynients were introduced to compensate farmers for their loss in earnings. 
Receipt of conipensatoi-y payments is conditional upon the setting aside of land. The 
paynient Is CaICL[lated Oil the basis of average yields in each farming region. 

59 See Appendix 2 for the inodels. 
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The higher the domestic reaction to liberalisation the stronger the impact on world 
price will be. The factors which account for the differences in results are the 
different Country and commodity coverage and the base year. Anderson and Tyers 
(1984); Tyers and Anderson (1986,1987b) and Matthews (1985a), all use 
multicommodity models and estimate that the impact of the liberalisation on 
individual commodity prices are different. The models which are utilised for few 

products and which do not consider the market interaction predict higher 

counterfactual prices. Thus these studies overestimate the effect of the CAP on 
world prices. Sometimes only a few markets have liberalised, then the pressure 
from the other(still protected markets) will spill over via substitution, and the 
observed effects will be amplified. 

Effect of Government Intervention on Domestic Welfare 

The simplest way to examine the effects of price support on domestic welfare 
60 

and 
international tracle is the single good partial equilibrium analysis. This analysis C, 

assumes that the COUntry is a price-taker in the world market. This "small country" 
assumption i-neans that, no matter what the level of domestic protection is, the world 
prices WOLI]d not influenced by "small country" measures. 

Estimation of the effects on welfare has been affected by many scholars with 
different assumptions commodities and models. In the case of the EU which is a 
large country, the analys are different. 

The basic inetliod of intervention in the EU is price support. This is achieved by a 
variety of instrurrients. The price support policies of CAP, where a wide range of 
commodities is covered, can have a considerable effect at home, such as on total 
employment and the allocation of capital and labour. This would affect other sectors 
of the national econoiny. Such interactions can exert a significant influence on the 
welfare gains or losses from agricultural policies. Given the range of coverage of 
the CAP, rnacroeconornic considerations should be bom in the mind. The CAP 
price support could have sizeable effects on the external balance of the economy 
and consequently, the exchanI-ne rate and/or the relative price of tradeables and non- 
tradeables and shift the Lyeneral supply and demand curves. 1ý 

The majority of the studies treat the community as one entity, although some 
provide estin-iates of the effects on a country by country basis. Most of the studies 

60 Domestic weffare is referred to the country which implies agricultural protectionism policy. 
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also view the total welfare cost in terms of consumer and government (or taxpayers) 
loss and prodLicer benefit. 

With the exception of Koester and Schmitz (1982) all of the studies used multi- 
sector models, covering all or most of the CAP commodities. 61 Most of the welfare 
analyses refers to counterfactual world price under free trade and calculate the 
welfare costs. 

Agricultural lobbies in the EU are always opposed to the liberalisation of the CAP 

without considerhig, its budgetary and welfare burden (Koester, 1985; Gerken, Z7) 
1986). Koester (1977) postulate that as long as the member states are able to supra- 
nationalise costs of national support, radical reform of the CAP measure could not 
be secured. 

Josling (1979) has discussed the Expansion of the EU to southern Europe. He 

concludes that the CAP's coverage of a wider range of products and shifting the C, 

political balance within the EU, increase the CAP's costs, contribute further to a 
budgetary crisis and increase the international effects of the CAP. 

One of the studies which attempts to estimate the effect of the CAP on individual 

members is Breck-Iiiia et al. (1987). Using a general equilibrium model, they Z71 

estimate the effects of the CAP on four EU members (Germany, France, Italy, and 
United Kingdom). They suggest that the CAP's effects extend beyond the welfare C> ý-- ZD 
framework analysis. For all countries taken together, manufacturing industries lose 
between 1.1 wid 2.5 % of potential gross output and between 4.4 and 6.2% of the 
exports and total cinployment is reduced by around 1%. 

Buckwell et al. (1982) also estimate the welfare costs by country. They estimate the 
transfer ratio as 1.50 for the EU as a whole. It is highest in the UK (2.07) and Italy 
(1.87). Spencer (1986) ranked the members by their gain from the CAP. By using a 
general equilibrium model he evaluates which country would do better outside the 
CAP, and by how much. The only loser was Ireland. Denmark gained the least. 
Comparing the study by Spencer with the one by Buckwell et al, the main 
difference is Netherlands. In the former Netherlands appears to be losing from the 
operation of the CAP while in the latter the less than unity transfer ratio indicates 
that the country is benefiting. The results of the studies of the EU welfare could be 

61 They examined the effects of the EU sugar protocol (a mixed system of price support and 
quotas) on LDCs, inter-EU transfers and the EU welfare. 
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summarised irito two categories: a low, with net losses ranging from 0.32% to Z: ' 

0.55% of ffie EUs GDP. 

Morris (1980) LISiIIE cowiterfactual free trade prices estimates the effects of price 
support for the iiiaiii CAP corrimodities. The counterfactual free trade prices in this 
work are not the reSUItS of free trade equilibria, but are postulated ad hoc. 

The market for 16 groups of agricultural commodities was modelled by Thomson Z: ) 
and Harvey's (1981). The interaction is captured by a set of cross-elasticity. This 

study evaluates the CAP with respect to its stated objectives and does not address 
62 the wider social costs. Measure of overall efficiency is the transfer ratio of 1.77 . 

One of the few studies which takes into account intra-EU transfers resulting from 

community preference schemes, the common financing of the CAP and MCAS63 is 
Buckwel et al. (1982). Their model also includes many commodities and markets, 
and the effects of the CAP on these markets which are connected by cross- 
elasticity . 

64 The I-eSLIltS in this paper could be compared with Thomson and 
Harvey's (198 1) and the study by the Australian Bureau of Agricultural Economics 
(1985). However, the latter one treats the EU as one entity but distinguishes 
between different commodities. Their results imply significant costs from the 
operation of price support around 0.3% of total EU-10 GDP. 

Effect of Government Intervention on Welfare of Other Countries 

Studies in this fleld mostly Used partial equilibrium model with different coverage 
in terms of coLintry and commodity. However, they agree on two issues, a) the 

amount of the effect on each group country is not large compare to their GDP or 
their total exports and b) removal of the CAP would results in losses for developing 

countries and the effect on developed countries is under doubt. Regarding the 

partial equilibrium model, the result should be treated with caution. Since the 

secondary effects on the non- agricultural sector have never been under 

consideration. 

As a result of the CAP effects on the international agricultural trade, real income of 
non-EU counti-ies has eventually been affected. The common view as outlined by 

many studies is tliat a unilateral liberalisation in the EU will benefit the exporters 

62 The transl'cr ratio is the cost to the economy of an increase in farmer's income by one unit. 
63 Monitory conipci-isatory amounts. 
64 These study is similar to that of Thomson and Harvey (1981). 
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and harm the importers of Temperate Zone products by increasing their prices 
(Anderson & Tyers, 1984; Matthews, 1985a; OECD, 1987). The CAP transfer 
income from EU consumers and taxpayers to less developed countries through 

cheaper prices. 

Estimation of the effect on non-EU members shows large degree of differences. 
Studies by Koester (1982) and Koester and Schmitz (1982) show less impact 

compared to otliers. This coLild be due to the commodity coverage by these studies 
which are cereals and sLig gar respectively. I 

Matthews (1985a) estiniates the smallest effect on LDC. As he predicts a low 
65 

amount of coniniodity protection and smaller supply elasticity than other studies . 
Anderson aiid Tyei-s (1984) adopt a different counterfactual experiment. They 

predict the effect of a 2% annual decrease in EU support prices from 1981-1990. 
The results of their study is hard to interpret. However, the final effect of the 

reduction In Support is significant but it was never compared with total 
liberalisation. 

The most detailed model with a high degree of disaggregation was utilised by Tyers C, 

and Anderson (1986,1987a). They estimate the highest welfare loss for developing 

countries. They suggest in their 1986 study that developed countries will lose due to Z717ý 
the increase in grain prices resulting from the liberalisation effect. Zý- C5 

Studies regai-din., , the effect of government intervention on the welfare of other 
countries coLild be criticised on the basis that, categorising the countries under 
developed and developing countries and reviewing the effects on each group could Z7 
be insufficient. Tliei-e is a need to understand how the gains and losses are 
distributed arnong the countries within each group. Distribution of the effects within I 
the groups is dependent on whether the country is net importer or exporter of the 

product. 

There are two other cliffereiit criticisms regarding the results. Firstly, reliable long- 

run supply elasticity measures are not available which makes it difficult to measure 
the potential switchirig, effect accurately. The second criticism is the limitation of 

66 the methodology (partial equilibrium methods) . 

65 Extensive emj)irical research has shown that long-run supply elasticity in LDCs are rather 
IOW, t`IUCtUItIII, II betweeii 0.1 and 0.3 for grain (see Bale & Lutz, 1979b; Scandizzo & Bruce, 
1980). 

66 A unilateral libcr. dMitioii Hi the commodity trade will also affect other sectors of the 
economy. 
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To overcome Such pFoblems, general equilibrium model have been used. Bumiaux 

and WaelbFoeck (1985) use this model to calculate the effect of liberalisation of the 
CAP in 1985 would have on the welfare of developing countries in 1995. They 

suggest that the income of the developing countries would rise by 2.9% by 
liberalising the CAP. This estimate could be explained under the assumption that 
developing countries ai-e facing a shortage of foreign exchange. Thus they should C, 
rely on agricultural exports. Therefore, the increase in agricultural prices would 
benefit the developing countries. =1 I 

There is another view in favour of gains by developing countries which argues that 
if the EU income rose as a result of a more efficient allocation of resources through 
liberalisation, developing, countries would earn more by increased demand for their 

export. With the exception of Mathews (1985) many other studies did not consider 
such effects on the welfare of developing countries. Thus there is a possibility of an 
underestimating of the effects. 

A general summary of the quantitative analysis in this section could be as follows: 

all countries WOLIM iiot lose due to the price support of the CAP. Thus liberalisation 

would bring gaiii to some and loss to others. In particular net importers of 1. -- 
agricultural coniiiiodities would lose due to removal of the CAP whereas the net 
exporter may gaiii. Distribution of gain and losses are differing among the 
individual countries, although the amount of the effects is small. ZD 

Effect of Governinent Intervention on Pattern and Volume of Trade 

Estimation of the volume and pattern of trade, either by multilateral trade 
liberalisation or abolition or reduction of CAP protection has been done in many 
studies. With the exeption of one study Tyers and Anderson (1986) all studies 
report that the CAP decreased the volume of trade by considerable amount and 
liberalisation of it increases the trade volume. This is due to large increases in EU 
imports, prompted by lower consumer and higher producer prices. Researchers use 
different notations to provide their estimations or without any quantitative results, 
based on different assumptions provide some comments. 

There are differeiit results provided by the studies. This is because of the data 
differences, the iiietliodologies which are used in the studies and the parameters 
used (e. g. dorriestic deniaiid elasticity). 
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The estimation of the studies on the effect of the CAP on international trade could 
be summarised as the CAP depresses the international agricultural prices. As a 
consequence of that, trade flows are severely distorted. The EU exports have 
increased at the expense of net exports of other countries. This process keeps the 
volume of world trade at a lower level than it would otherwise be. They finally 

conclude that these effects are more significant in agricultural markets which are 
heavily protected such as wheat and coarse grains. 

Schnittker (1993) SLIggests that the agricultural trade expansion (including grain ýZD Z: I 
trade) does surely not depend on trade liberalisation or free trade 6' although the rate 
of expansion does. On one hand, the author refers to the factors which limit free 

agricultural trade, particularly trade restrictive measures associated with the EU, 

and Japan's agricultural policy. On the other hand, the factors for influencing 

expansion of agricultural trade are highlighted by the authors. These are the demand 
for livestock Products, difficulties in former USSR, new relationship of China with 
rest of the world, and indications that even with Green revolution spreads, the 
developing countries have difficulty in meeting their food needs. 

Roarty (1985) explained that under the CAP the EU reached self-sufficiency in 

many agricultural products including grain. Moreover the EU began to erode the 
markets of other countries by becoming a major food exporter. It has achieved this 4: 1 

status because there was no cheaper way of releasing surplus food. 

The growing Volume of subsidised exports reflects a policy of dumping surplus 
production on the world market which has significantly depressed world prices. 
Thus hard-pressed exporters in other countries not only faced declining demand due 

to EU protectionism but also suffered the added disadvantage of lower world prices. 
An analysis referred to by the author indicates that abolition of the CAP would 
result in 13% iiicrease in wheat prices and a 14% increase in the volume of world 
trade. 68 

The paper is einphasises on the changing direction of food trade from developing 

countries to industriallsed countries and vice versa. It indicates that "while the 
industrialised countries spend lavishly on farm subsidies in the quest for self- 
sufficiency, developing countries tax their farmers in order to finance Z-- 
industrial i sati on. Weak financial incentives have discouraged food production and 

67 Mostly depend on population growth. 
68 Study ClUOtCd In LI(IYICUltURIl pOliCies in the European Community, op. cit., p. 156. 4-- 
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help to explain why, on, balance, developing countries have become net importers 

of food. " 

Roarty (1985) examining the external effects of CAP. Refers to the distorting 

effects on world trade in general and the damaging effects on the economic 
development Of COLintries which are largely dependent on agricultural exports. He 

contends that for inany developing agricultural exporting countries, the agricultural 
protectionisni of the CAP has led to the reduction in their share of world trade in 

commodities like SLIgar and grains as high-cost EU production displaces lower-cost 
imports froin outside the EU. 

A general cornmetit on the studies in this section is that, in the EU self-sufficiency 
has created a need to find export out lets. As a result of the CAP the EU has 

emerged as a mljol- exporter of sugar and grains. 

Mackel et al. (1984) approached the issue in another way. They analyse the CAP 

effects on niany protected commodities. However, they also considered the impact 

of the CAP on trade of products which were protected. They suggest that the CAP 
has increased imports of substitute products to the EU. These products are manioc 
and Soya. 

2.3 Relationship Between Market For Ocean Grain FreitZht and International 
Grain Trade 

In this section of the literature review the studies regarding market for ocean grain 
freight services Lind relationship between this market and international grain market 
are reviewed. The aim of this section is that, through the reviewing the existing 
literature and their findings one could specify how these two markets may effect 
each other, and how dry bulk carriers perform in the grain trade. Furthermore it 

could provide a criticism of the studies which were reviewed in two previous 
sections. 

The majority of the studies in shipping literature reviewed in Section 2.1, attempt to 
analyse the supply and demand for shipping market, considering the demand for 

shipping to be totally inelastic to supply and derived by final demand for goods. 

On the other liand, new classical models of international trade assume a frictionless 

environment in xhicli transport costs are not considered in the models. In 
international aaricLiltural trade models, transport costs are also often ignored. They 
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are considered as a function of distance between trading partners, or alternatively, to 
be a simply fixed proportion of commodity prices. 

How Bulk Carriers Perf6rin in Grain Trade 

Bulk carriers are involved in a wide variety of commodity trades, ranging from 

grain, Iron ore, and coal to semi - manufacture products. Therefore it is important to 
understand how they could perform in international grain trade. This is essential for 

a specific analysis of any effects of agricultural policy on the structure of demand C, 

for bulk carriers. This section reviws the views of the authors who attempted 
theoretically to analyse this issue. 

Seaborne grain ti-ades are considerd to be transported mostly by general-purpose 
bulk carriers . 

69Harris (1983) outlined that more than 93% of grain is transported by 
tramp services. The market is unrestricted and rates are set by bargaining between 

shipper and ship-operators. Thus as there is no economic or diseconomy regulation, 
it could be considered as a perfect market. In such a market the supply function for 
bulk carriers is highly elastic at lower price and inelastic at higher prices. 

Dunn (1987) asSUrned that the grain freight market is a competitive market with an 
asset fixity problem analogous to that of production agriculture, that in the short- 
term the supply of shipping for grain trade is limited, but high demand induces 

operators of other bulk commodity markets (e. g. ore, coal or even oil) to penetrate 
the grain ocean transport market. Furthermore, grain only accounts for a portion of 
the total dry bulk trade. Consequently, the supply function of shipping capacity for 

grain is subject to change as events happen in other dry bulk commodity markets. In 

A model for the ocean grain market based on the above assumption has been 

exployed by Dunn (1987) and also by Hsu and Goodwin(1995) to explain how bulk 

carriers perform in the grain seaborne trade. The model is as follows: Z7, 

69 See Binkley and Harrer (1980); Nagatsuka (1986). 
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Fif,, ure 2.3: Model for Ocean Grain Market 

The analytical model shows that demand shocks do not produce considerable 
changes in freight rate if these occur along the flat portion of the supply curve DI, zllý 
D2. However, if stich clianges happened to be in the vertical portion, they bring Z. 7 
about large increases in freight rates (e. g. D2, D3). Z71 C71 

Supply shocks lead to considerable changes in freight rates. These shocks may 
occur as result of changes in any variable inputs (e. g. fuel prices). Thus the 
volatility in grain freight markets may result from supply and demand shocks. If the 
capacity utilisation is relatively low, market demand shocks would be expected to 
have little influence on the freight rates, while supply shocks significantly influence 
the freight rate in this market situation. In high capacity utilisation of the market 
demand shock rnay inflLience the rate significantly. 

Hsu and Goodwin (1995) developed a vector autoregressive model to evaluate the 
dynamic elenients of the ocean grain transport market. Dynamic relationships are 
evaluated, LISiIIO iiiontlfly data that include ocean freight rate for grain, monthly 
grain shipiiients, idol slilp tonnage (in the dry bulk commodity market), new ship 
deliveries (Iii dry bulk- inarket) and fuel prices. The data for five variables covers 
the period Jan 1978 dirough to May 1990. Z7 
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The statioiiary properties of the five variables are considered, using Dickey Fuller 

unit root tests. The results show that the data are not stationary. Thus Litterman's 

prior is applied iii the estimation and seasonal dummy variables are included in the 

model to accouiit for seasonal effects not captured by the five variables. 

Empirical results of estimation using VAR models such as impulse responses and 
forecast error variance decomposition are generally not invariant with respect to the 

ordering of variables in the system. The ordering implies a casual chain, which in 

turn influences the results. 

The results illustrate considerable lags in adjustment to market shocks. Freight rates 

are not responsive to demand shocks. In the short term freight rates are influence by 

any shock in fLiel price. In contrast freight rates decrease as a result of new delivery. 
Cý 

Generally speaking, the results imply that the adjustment to the market shocks is 
Cý 

relatively slow. The other important conclusion could be one concerning the 
dynamic nature of the fi-eight market. 4: ) 

The Importance of the Shipsize in Grain Trade 

Economies of size have been realised in the dry bulk carriers market in the last three 
decades, when an expansion in market movements of grain (during 1970s) have 

increased the volume to be transported. Large volume shipments to export 
destination provide an opportunity for reducing costs of transport . 

70 Furthermore, 

the market has gradually become differential by size. A number of sub-markets has 

been approved, base on tonnage of the shipS71 (handysize, Panamax, Capesize in dry 

bulk market). This section provides different views on how shipping cost may 
influence differeiit shipsize to contribute to the international grain trade. 

The discussion of economies of scale for ships has led scholars to investigate the 

involvement of different shipsizes in grain trade. The main arguments relate to port 

and at sea cost. Shipping cost should be divided into at sea cost (e. g. fuel) and port 

cost (e. g. port charge S)72 

70 Econoinies of scale for normal trade practice suggest to use the largest ship that can be 

acconiniodated at both origin and destination ports. Cý 71 Glen (1990) aiid KavLissanus (1996) show that the risk characteristics differ by size, and that 
profit mar-his vary across routes. This is taken as evidence of the differentiation within the 
market. 

72 Directly depeiids oii the t1ine a ship spent at port for loading or discharging. 
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Ships of all size spend a large part of their operational lives in port, and this idle 

time adds Substantially to the cost of providing shipping service. Technological 

progress has made possible the construction of larger, faster and more economical 
ships. The arguinew is that the at sea cost savings achieved by larger vessels are too 

often negated by excessive idle time in port, during which many costs continue 
unabated. 

Many studies have given general indications of the proportion of time which vessels n Zn 
spend in port, (e. g. Goss, 1967; Heaver and Studer, 1972; Robinson, 1978; etc). ZD 
Heaver and StLider (1972) focus on time spent in port by each ship size regarding 
the grain trade. The main argument of this study is that, whether port time increases 

as ships get larger. The purpose of this study was to investigate this issue for ships 
which have loaded grain in the port of Vancouver. The data include the 1305 

observations on grain loading in the port. This sample data constitutes the entire 
population of ships which loaded more than 5000 tons of grain between 1964-65 

and 1967-68. 

The ship's types range from small general purpose tramp ships to the largest bulk 

carriers and tankers diverted into the grain trade. The actual distribution of load 

sizes observed in the sample is presented. For each crop year the range of 
observations is considerable, and can be noticed that the dispersion increases over 
time. The Jar-est carao loaded in 1964/65 amounted to some 29,000 tons, whereas Z: ) Zn 
the largest cargo loaded in 1967/68 was 84,000 tons. C: ) 

The main part of this study is the analysis of loading time and rate and vessel size. 
This part is decomposed into three. Firstly, the relationship between loading days 

and ship size was examined. Secondly the relationship between ship size and 
loading rate was examined and finally at this stage the number of berths visited by a 
ship was introduced as influential factor. 

The base hypothesis of this study specifies that larger ships spend more time 
loading than si-naller ships. The evidences in this work supports such a hypothesis 
based on the average number of loading days which increased from 4.50 to 4.74 

1 
days over the first three years but fell to 4.17 days in 1967/68, the year during 

which average vessel size declined. Regression of ship size against loading time in 

this particular work showed that the proportion of loading time which can be 

attributed to ship size is very low. 
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To produce more significant results the authors regressed ship load against loading 
Cn 

time and in this case the relationship improved for 50% of the variation in loading 

time . 
73 The relationship between vessel size and loading rates was quantified by 

regression analysis. The results reveal that there is a distinct tendency for loading 

rates to increase with ship size. 

In the next step of the study, by combining time costs for different sizes of vessels 74 

with the vessel loading rates obtained in this study, the authors estimated the time 

costs of loading cargo for different size ships. The results support the hypothesis 
I C) 

that cargo loadiii- costs decline as vessel size increases. Thus this results supports 1=1 

the notion of ecotiomies of scale at port as well as at sea for larger vessels involved 

in grain trade. 

Kendall (1972) ii-itroduced a theory of optimum ship size by investigating the 

market for graiii arid ore ocean transport. The determinants of optimum ship size 
have been specified and calibrated for two sample commodities (grain and iron ore) 
in this study (this review eiriphasises calibration of grain sample). In addition to 
basic assumptioris which assume normal trade, the practice is to use the largest ship 
that can be accommodated at both original and destination ports that happens to be 

available at the time. The author assumes that volume of trade, length of route and 

value of product could be of importance in determining the ship size. 

The optimum ship size for grain is derived by direct observation of the port of 
Rotterdam, and cornparing these observations with the theory of optimum ship size. 
The Optimum ship size defined by the author will be that which minimises the total 

transport costs. These costs include not only the cost at sea but also the port costs. 

The total transport costs is obtained by the combination of shore and ship charges. 
Before the effects of changes in volume of trade and distance on optimum ship size 

I 
are investigated. For a given volume of trade and distance, the ships are C) 

economically discouraged from being above a certain size by the cost per ton of 
handling and storage rising faster than the fall in ship costs per ton. 

Based on historical observation rather than theoretical analysis, the author suggests 
that an increase in turnaround time for larger ships would tend to reduce the 

optimum ship size for a given volume and distance, and vice versa. Z-7 

73 This regression was introduced to overcome the problem of partial cargoes loaded. 
74 The daily vessel costs Lised are derived from the cost of bulk carriers estimated by Heaver 

(1968). 
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The optimum ship size to carry grain, for a round voyage of 10,000 miles and I 

million toils per year has been established as 40,000 dwt. Finally, the author 
comments that based oil assumptions, trade volume, value and distance are the basic 
influential factors for the optimal ship size. Ship size could be changed annually on 
specific routes. 

However, there is a strong body of evidence that larger ships have less opportunity 
in grain trade due to many constraints. These constraints as highlighted by Drewry 
(1994) are as follows: 

The grain trade which is extremely diverse and volatile makes for unpredictable 
trade patterns which iri turn makes investment in port facilities for large vessels 
uneconomical. 

Small shipment of grain 
Cargo loading/discharging rates restrict shipload size. Z: 7 

* Port infrastructure in many developing countries is unsuitable for vessels in 

excess of Panamax size. 
The spot freight market nature of much grain business does not offer the 

same level of employment security as the iron ore and coal trades, which is 

an importarit consideration for owners of "Capesize" bulkers. 
The North Atlantic grain trade is unlikely to be the same as in the 1970s, due 

to high production of grain within the EU. 

Therefore wlierever and whenever these factors do not exist, the opportunity for 
large ships in grain the trade will increased. 

Z: ) 

Impacts of the Freight Rate on International Grain Trade 

The previous sectioii sucYgests that bulk carriers of different size may be influenced 
CC) 

by shipping costs M their contribition to seaborne grain trade. This section prepared ZD 

to outlines how bulk carrier performance in grain trade may affect international 

grain trade, by referrim, to previous studies. 

Transport costs still play an iinportant role in the economics of commodity markets. 
There was a big redLIC6011 in ocean freight rates due to technological improvement 
in freight rates by the end of the nineteenth century. During the twentieth century 
the rate of decrease has been much slower in the 1980s with freight rate 
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representing about 10% to 30% (depending on the destination) of total grain 

prices. 75 

The importance of transport in grain flows is discussed by Fedeler and Heady 
(1976). This study focuses on inter-regional transportation (inland transportation) of 
grain within the USA between place of production and US ports. In this study, they 
conclude that specific variation in transport costs creates substantial changes in the 
volume and directions of individual interregional grain flows, but only small 
changes in the location of production and in the total flows. 

Binkley and Harrer (1982) outlined that many factors which are specific to shipping 
may influence ocean fi-eight rates for grain, and freight rates are not directly 

proportional to distance. Geraci and Prewo (1977) also note that the use of distance 

as a simple proxy for transport costs has not proven to be very effective in 

predicting grain trade flows or volume. 

In contrast to the general shipping models which are reviewed, Dunn (1987) suggest 1 
that the cost of transport may be substantial in the trade of a commodity. He added 
that this is specially true for agricultural commodities, which generally are of low- C, 

value and bLilky, i-naking the transport cost a substantial proportion of the delivery 

price. 

Work by Binkley and Revelt (1981) analysed the major determinants of cross- 
sectional differences in freight for sea transport of grain. The main focus of this Z: ) 

analysis is on the factors which produce rate differences and not on the level of 
rates. The study differentiated between the effect of port costs and at-sea costs on 
rate differences. It also estimated the effects of major port areas on rates. Hence the 

role of these factors in determining comparative port advantage in grain trade is 

examined. The most important feature of this study is that it shows the relationship 
between international shipping and the comparative advantage of countries in the 

world grain trade. 

In this model oceaii grain trade is considered to be transported mostly by general 
purpose bulk- carriers. Freight rates are specified by shippers and ship owners, 
negotiating dirotigli brokers, and there is no economic regulation governing the ý7 
market. In a ,, eiienal form, rate differences are defined as following: 

I 

75 Roelmer (1996), also see Appendix 1. 
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RATE: f (DIST, SIZE, TERMS, QUART, FLAG, VOL, PORT), 

76 
where RATE is rate (dollars per long ton) , DIST, voyage distance (thousands of Zn 
miles); SIZE, shipnient size (thousands of tons); Terms, loading and unloading 
terms '77 FLAG, i-egistry of ships (U. S. or foreign); QUART, quarter in which the 
shipment occui-rccl; VOL, volume of grain trade on route in question, 1972-76 
(hundreds of slilpineiits); and PORT, origin/destination port area of shipment. 

This model does not consider input price factor. As these factors assumed are to be 

sufficiently invariant across routes and therefore have no perceptible impact on 
cross-sectional differences. Two linear models were estimated using OLS. The first 

one is designed to analyse the average effect of the variable described previously Cý zn 

and the second niodel examined issues dealing with economies of scale, port costs, 
and at-sea costs. The dependent variable is freight rates. 

The evidence provided, indicated that the average freight rates declined steadily as 
average shipment size increased. The other interaction effect examined was to 
determine whether the functions relating rates to distance vary across shipment size 
class. The results provide support for the diseconomy in port and economies at-sea 
hypothesis. " 

The analysis also confirms that shipping distance may be insignificant if large 

vessels are employed. The author suggests that the grain producer's competitive 
position depends not only upon production but also on his advantages in shipping. 
The critical factor in shipping advantage is the nature of port systems at origins and Z: ý 

destinations. The results suggest that the rates from port areas near major trading 
routeS79 are lower than those from areas less favourably located . 

80 

The results also showed that less developed countries are at a competitive 
disadvantage in world agricultural trade regarding shipping transportation. The 4: ) 
average rate to less developed countries is more than twice that of North Central 
Europe and Japan and stibstantially above the average to other areas. 

76 A lon- ton is 2,240 pounds. Tliroughout the balance of the discussion, the word "ton" is 
understood to inean "long ton". 

77 The loading and unloading terms are described in the contract of carriage. 
78 Because as size of ship increases, such factors as horsepower and manning requirements 

increase less than prol)ortionally, so use of larger ships presents a means of lowering costs, 
or at least those costs incurred at sea. However, both Kendall (1972) and Janson (1978) have 
claimed that 1)ort costs rise with size of ship. 

79 South Africa, the eastern part of the United States and Canada. 
so Great Lakes arca, the North Pacific Coast and Australia. 
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Roehner (1996) analysed the effect of changing transport costs on volume, volatility 
of prices and levels of spatial prices differentials in various agricultural 
commodities and cornpared them. He used a stochastic model rather than a 
deterministic one to provide prediction for variables (volume, volatility of prices 
and level of spatial price differentials). 

Port fees as a pai-t of the transport cost, play an important role in grain flow to the 

exporting aud iiiipoi-fing ports. The extent to which port charges alters the flows of Z: ) Z: ) 

trade seem to clepeiid oii the inagnitude and the form of the fee. An input-output 
zn 

model was used by BLIshnell et al. (1984) to analyse the effect of port user fees on 
various sectoi-s of the ecouomy. They concluded that, the effect of the user charge 
would be small. The a(gricLiltural and other large volume commodity trade market I 
were to be the i-nost affected. 

Deaton and Loi-oque (1992,1994) noted that in a dynamic model, storage and 
transport costs play an important role in final agricultural prices, and subsequently 
on trade volume and flows. Viseencio and Fuller (1986) evaluate the impact of the 
deepdraft port Liser fee on grain export flow patterns, and of the marketing system 
adjustment costs which may result from diverted flows. The result shows grain 
patterns to be affected by port fee which is largely based on weight . 

81 

Barnett et al. (1982) used a network model to evaluate US port capacity constrain 
and its effect on national and international grain trade flows. Koo and Uhm (1986) 
developed a spatial equilibrium model based on quadratic programming algorithm 
to analyse tile interdependency of trade restriction and ocean freight rate on the 

spatial price determination for US wheat. Koo and Thomson (1991) analyse the 

effect of changing freight rates on the US grain industry. Their analysis is based on 17, Cý Zn 
spatial eqUIlibruirn theory and a mathematical programming model developed to 

evaluate the inipact. Their results show that changes in ocean freight rates at a 
particular route and port affect not only seaborne trade pattern from US ports but 

also US dornestic grain flows. 
I 

Most studies have beeii concerned with the relationship between the efficiency of 
domestic ý, raiii distribLition and transportation costs as well as capacity. Trade flows 
in grain are affected more by changes in ocean freight rates at a particular route than z: 1 
by a uniforni chaii-e oii all routes. If freight rates change uniformly on all routes the 

81 The poi-t f'Ce niight be based on weight oi- value (ad valorem). 
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trade flow does not chanae but the overall volume of trade would. Several works Cý 
also analysed the effect of inland waterway user charges on grain producers and 

participants in the grain marketing system (Binkley 1983). 

The Centre for Applied Research at the Norwegian School of Economics and 
Business Adi-rifflistration has also undertaken a considerable amount of theoretical 

and empirical studies on the shipping markets. These include the few works which 

model the dernand side of the shipping market. 

One of these studies is Eriksen (1983) which considers different pattern of dry bulk 

commodity trades in terms of a trade matrix. The ijth element of this matrix 
illustrates the volume of commodities moved by vessels. Average distance is 

calculated by dividing, the total volume of commodities by total distance. He 

calculated the theoretical ton-mile demand which could accrue if the traditional 

pattern of every year has been such as to minimise total transport costs. By 

calculating the ratio of the theoretical 'cost transportation minimising ton-miles' to 

actual ton-miles for every year, he concludes that when the ocean freight rate is 

high, the pattern of the seaborne trade tends to be more in short haul and vice-versa. 
Thus this result suggests that the demand for ocean freight has a negative 

relationship with frei -fit rates. 

In another study by Wergland (1981), an aggregated model of the world freight Z-) 

market for bLilk carriers is estimated. The model defined the supply function in a 

manner very similar to Tiribergen (1934). The demand function, following Eriksen 

(1983) is considered to have positive relation to the volume of the world commodity 
trade and riegatively related to freight rates. 

T 15 F-' (both 5 and e are positive) 

Where Q is deniand, T world commodity trade and F is freight rates. 

Impact of the International Grain Trade on Freight Rates 

Within the mteriiatioiial grain market generally grain transport is generally an 
important and imegral part of the marketing system for grain. The major 

components of tile grain marketing system are defined by Binkley (1983) as 
17 Zý 

transport, storage aiid handling facilities. Those generally need a high level of fixed 
I Cl 

investment. ThLIS , Adjustment to varying demands are made with difficulty and at Z71 

high cost. He suggests that the inherent inflexibility of the international grain 

marketing system dUplicates the impact of trade instability and leads to higher 
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marketing cost for cyrain trade. Sea transport as important part of the grain C, ZD 

marketing systeni selected as case study by Binkley, provides a sufficient empirical Z. 7 
evidence supporting the above suggestion. z: l Z: ) 

Theoretically, the international grain marketing system is assumed to be perfectly 
competitive . 

82 Thus tlie long-term supply for marketing system would be infinitely z: I 

elastic. Dernaiid for marketing services is considered as final demand by grain 
consumers. 83 Furthermore, he suggests that because of instability in the grain trade, 
the freight rates Would need to be only high enough to provide a normal return on 
investment, witli no costs because of non-optimal vessels capacity. Like Fuller et al. 
(1982), the author suggests that shipping costs for grain can rise as significantly as ZD 
port costs due to variation in trade. 

Zannetos (1966) estimated an aggregate short-run supply function for tankers. He 
found that if 95% of shipping capacity is being utilised, a 1.66% increase in demand 

would increase rates by 83%. He outlined that the dry bulk shipping market is 

qualitatively similar to those for oil, and similar supply and demand relations are 
probably applicable. Therefore, the influence of changes in commodity trade on 
freight rate is more when capacity utilisation is high and it is less when utilisation is 
low. 

2.4 Conclusion 

This chapter presented the review of the literature that is related to this study in 

three different areas, shipping market, International grain trade, and the relationship 
between market for ocean grain freight and international grain trade. C, 

The first section reviewed a number of economic and econometric studies starting 

with the pre WWII work of Tinbergen and Koopmans. This was followed by a Z: 5 

discussion of the work of Beenstock (1985) and Beenstock and Vergottis (1989a; 
1989b). The main critique of these studies which adopted simplistic assumptions 
about market conditions is that the role of expectation theory was largely ignored. 

This omission was addressed by other studies such as those by Zanetos (1966) and 
Glen (1981). However rnore recently authors such as Vanags (1989), Glen (1997) 

and Veenstra (1999) have debated the relevance of using assumptions related to the 
Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) in studies which investigate ship prices and the 
formation of period rates. 

82 See Binkley (1983)) For further explanation. 
83 Similar to shipping market. 
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The literature review iii this section revealed that there is little or no consensus in 

the findings of' these econometric studies which test different theories in the C, 

formation of ship prices and freight rats. This state of affairs could be explained by C, 

factors relatin- to the data and techniques used. Some of the authors do not 
recognise that the data used may have a stochastic element which would adversely 
affect the results obtained from the particular statistical tests and model which were 
employed. Furthermore, in some cases, one could argue that the use of certain 
models was not Suitable as no regard was given to the possible impact of trade 
related factors on sli1pping market conditions, rates and prices. Z-ý 

In the literature regarding the grain trade, different models and approaches have 
been reviewed. hi ii-iany studies government intervention is ignored or entered 
exogenously iiito the model. Thus these models indicate that the market for 
international graiii is a perfect market. Other studies claim that such an approach is 

I 
inadequate tO CýIptffe the endogenous impact of government intervention on trade z: 1 

behaviour. 

More specifically, studies related to the CAPS indicate that firstly under the CAP 

the EU achieved self-sufficiency at the expense of cheaper imports. Many of these 
imports come from developing agricultural exporting countries. Thus this damaged 

the export levels of those countries and reduced their contribution to the 
international a-FICUItUral market. Secondly high international prices created over- 
production which needed more export subsidies to dump the EU surplus on the 

world market. Thus the international agricultural market has been depressed and 
consequently eroded the export earning of the developing countries. Thirdly the EU 

common agricultural policy stabilised higher prices stability within the union while zn 
the instability in world market has been increased. As price adjustment is prevented 
by the EU the burden of adjustment is shifted onto the world market through 
exports. Moreover, variations in the volume of exports create price shocks to the 
world market. This phenomenon increased the financial risk of export and can 
distort the investment in any export sector of exporting countries including port and 
shipping. However, none of these studies recognise the importance of freight rates 
and transportation cost for grain trade. 

With regards to the relationship between the market for ocean grain freight and the 
international grain trade, the literature suggested that the grain freight market is a 
competitive market. In this market the following apply (i) in the short-term the 
supply of shipping for grain trade is limited, but high demand induces operators of Z71 
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other bulk commodity markets (e. g. ore, coal or even oil) to penetrate the grain 

shipping market. (11) Grain only accounts for a portion of the total dry bulk trade. 

Consequently, the supply function of shipping capacity for grain is subject to 

change as events happen in other dry bulk commodity markets. (iii) It is postulated 

that an increase in turnaround time for larger ships would tend to reduce the 

optimum ship size for a given volume and distance, and vice versa. (iv) Specific 
1=1 

variation in transport costs create substantial changes in the volume and directions 

of individual Interregrial garain flows, but only small changes in the location of 17, Z71 

production and in the total flows. (v) The shipping cost for grain can increase 

significantly ina manner similar to port costs due to variation in trade. The main 

critique of these StUdiCS is that even though the freight rates entered into the models 
but influenced by distance and not by shipping factors such as fuel prices etc. 

This thesis uses a disaggregated multivariate dynamic models which unlike the zn 1: ý 

existing models of international grain trade and shipping models include influential 
z:: ) 

factors in international grain trade specifically protectionism together with shipping 
factors sucli as fleet capacity, bunker prices etc. 
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CHAPTER THREE: THE ECONOMICS OF 

GRAIN TRADE AND SHIPPING TRANSPORT 

3.1 Introduction 

As mentioned iri Chqter One, data analysis is one of the methodological tools for 

this study. The rnain concern of this chapter is to explain the economics of grain 
trade and the role of the EU in this trade. Furthermore, this chapter investigates the 
different shipsize contribution to the grain trade. In this respect, the main focus is on 
volume and patteni of international grain trade and vessel size performance in this 
trade. 

Since different sliipsizes are involved in various commodity trades there is a need to 
analyse sl-iipsize performance in other commodity trades such as Iron ore and coal 
as well as grain. Additionally, the main factor governing shipsize performance in 

grain trade is port and route restrictions. Therefore, in a further section the grain 
ports capacity and facilities will be analysed. This will help in formulating the final 

model and specil'ying the influential variables. Appendix 8 also provides 
information on grain ports capacity. 

This chapter is designed to provide the statistical evidence together with a historical 
interpretation needed to explain the nature of the international grain trade and 
specific characteri sties of this trade in North Atlantic. Similar data analysis is 

provided for the contribution of different shipsizes to the grain trade. 

Statistical evidence reveals that the pattern of the world grain trade has changed 
dramatically. Most changes happened in the North Atlantic, where the U. S., Canada 

and the EU were involved in grain trade. To be more specific about the North 
Atlantic grain trade, there is a need to have a clear definition of this route. Since the 

aim of this work is to specify the impact of the CAP on the structure of demand for 

shipping transport of grain, the involvement of the EU in North Atlantic grain trade 
is a main concern, and the North Atlantic grain could be defined as export of wheat 

and other coarse orajii to the EU from US and Canada. Thus this definition does not 
include US and Caiiada export to North African countries and other Mediterranean 

countries. The North Atlantic grain trade was an important part of the global trade Z71 
in this product. The North Atlantic trade in the 1970s averaged about 20 M. tons. 84 

84 10% oftlic totýil olobal grain trade. 
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On the other hand, the EU became a major exporter of grain since mid 1970s, 

creating new routes with departure from the EU. Thus in addition to North Atlantic 

grain trade, these new routes will also be specified. 

As Stopford (1997: 117) outlined, important factors affecting the demand for sea 

transport are the volume of seaborne commodity trades, average haul and ton-mile 

demand, and transport cost. At a more detailed level, changes in volume, pattern 

and transport cost of the commodity trades could influence the different market sub- 

sectors supply/demand eqUation. 

Different shipsizes are involved in a wide variety of commodity trades, ranging 
from grain, iron ore, and coal to semi-manufactured products. Therefore as demand 

in other corrinioclity inarket changes, the supply in the grain freight market will be 

affected. The volurne of shipment, distance and freight rate along with port facilities 

at places of loadMo and discharging are the factors which are responsible for 

allocating the vessel to carry a cargo. Z: ý 

In the international market, grain trade is subdivided on the basis of usage, into 

food-grain and feed-grains. 8' Total seaborne trade in grain as defined in this 

research relates primarily to shipment of four main commodities; wheat, maize, 

barley, sor-lium and other grains (rye, oats, etc. ) representing a mere 1% of total 

trade per annuin (Drewry, 1998a). Wheat is the most important food-grain, although 

a considerable amount is consumed annually as animal feed. Therefore this chapter 

looks at eacli wheat and coarse grain supply, demand and trade to provide more 

detailed information regarding the contribution of each producing country in the 
zn Z: ' 

grain market. 

Wheat also is the laragest and most widely cultivated cereal crop, but the major part, 
86 

about 60% of the world's cereal production consists of coarse grains. Most of the 

coarse grains are consumed in some part as human food, usually directly in the 

country of origin, but the international trade primarily exists to satisfy import 

demand for aminal feed. 

As mentioned in Chapter One Section 1.3 the definition of grain in the shipping 
literature includes soybean. Thus the data regarding the involvement of each 

85 Grain has bccii defiiied specifically for this work in Chapter One. 
86 See Tables '). 4 imd 3.6. 
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shipsize in the grain trade also includes soybean shipment among the other grains. " 

Therefore there is a further need for this research to specify the pattem of soybean 
trade. Since the U. S. A. is the major exporter of this product and the EU is the main 
importer, fOCLIS wi II be on soybean trade in North Atlantic. This chapter is organised 
as follows: 

Section 3.2 discusses the world grain production, consumption, trade and prices to 

provide a general view regarding the above issues. Section 3.3 specifies the supply L- It) ZD 
and demand factors for grain to illustrate how grain production, consumption and I 
trade may could beinfluenced. Section 3.4 is concerned mostly with production and 
consumption by individual countries and their role as producer and consumer. 
Discussing the trade by country provides essential knowledge of the pattern of Z7 
trade. Section 3.5 concentrates on shipping demand which could be generated by 

grain and how it is related to the pattern and volume of trade, and soybean trade will 
review in Section 3.6. Section 3.7 analyses the different bulk carriers size and their 

characteristics to specify their potential ability. Detailed analysis of the dimension 
for each ship size are provided within this section. The allocation of ship size for 

specific route and commodity trade should be incorporated with on shore 
infrastructures. Section 3.8 provides an analysis of handling characteristics, port 
constraints and vessel size performance regarding three major dry bulk commodity 
trades. " Section 3.9 specifies the role of different ship size in grain trade, and 
Section 3.10 micludes. 

3.2 Historical Development in Production, Consumption and Trade (Whea 

and Coarse Grain) 

Table 3.1 illustrates historical data for total grain, including, consumption, trade, 
production and stock. Based on these data, world total grain production over the last 
thirty years grew froin a low of 826 M. tons in 1969/70 to a high of 1509 M. tons in 
1997/98. Average increase in world grain production was 25 M. tons per year. 
Consumption rose in line with the production for this period from 880 M. tons in 
1969/70 to 1482 M. tons in 1997/98. 

Consumptioii figw-es indicate that world grain consumption showed a steady 
upward trejid iii this period. On the other hand production is somehow volatile, 

87 This data was produced by Fernely's shipping and has been used in this thesis for measuring 
the impact ofthe CAP on the structure of each bulk carriers size. 

88 The iinportance of'other two i-najor dry bulk commodity trades (iron ore and coal) for grain 
is discLissed (tlicorctically) in Chapter Four. 
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fluctuating year by year, but its overall trend is upward (see Figure 3.1). Carry over 

stock which is held for security of the supply and prevents strong fluctuation of 

price, was only 201 M. tons in 1969/70 in major producing countries. It increased to 
415 M. tons in 1986/87,200 M. tons more than trade in this year. This forced wheat 

price down to 110 US$/ton in this particular year, although the stock has been kept 

at a level of 260 in last 10 years, which helped the price to be higher than during 

1980s., 9 

'rable 3.1: Selected Historical Data For Grain 

I duction Iro Trade Feed use Total use Ending 

stocks 

Price 
$/ton 

1969/70 540.4 1.6 826.1 89.1 421.7 879.9 201.4 53 

1970/71 530.3 1.63 865.8 101 432.3 903.1 164.1 60 

1971/72 537.2 1.79 961.6 101.3 467.4 936.8 188.8 60 

1972/73 528.4 1.76 931.7 129 483.4 964.4 156.1 91 

1973/74 551.9 1.86 1025.5 134 495.5 1019.0 162.5 177 

1974/75 552.8 1.77 977.9 129.3 451.8 969.5 170.9 164 

1975/76 564.7 1.76 993.7 141.9 458.9 984.6 180.0 152 

1976/77 575.1 1.92 1106.4 147.2 488.8 1045.3 241.1 113 

1977/78 570.7 1.87 1068.9 161.7 511.4 1076.8 233.2 116 

1978/79 569.7 2.08 1183.1 165.1 556.3 1144.2 272.2 141 

1979/80 569.4 2.03 1153.7 185.5 571.6 1164.3 261.6 174 

1980/81 577.7 2.01 1159.6 202 560.2 1183.2 239.4 182 

1981/82 587.6 2.05 1203.8 198.7 573.8 1179.1 264.0 171 

1982/83 575.8 2.17 1248 188.7 591.5 1199.3 312.9 159 

1983/84 502.3 2.07 1162.1 196.9 582.9 1218.0 257.0 154 

1984/85 566.5 2.32 1315.2 206.2 609.2 1262.0 310.2 148 

1985/86 570.1 2.33 1328.6 167.4 619.1 1258.8 380.0 128 

1986/87 504.615 2.39 1348.6 173.7 651.8 1313.8 414.8 110 

1987/88 -43 9 2.36 1283 205.4 662.3 1337.9 360.0 124 
_ 

1988/89 541. 2.25 1217.9 202.6 626.7 1312.4 265.6 167 

1989/90 547.6 2.42 1326.7 208.4 649.6 1350.2 242.2 162 

1990/91 547.6 22.59 1416.6 189.8 665.1 1378.9 279.9 118 

1991/92 544.3 2.49 1353.3 206.8 655.7 1365.3 267.9 150 

1992/93 547 2.62 1434.1 204.5 665.4 1394.2 307.7 143 

1993/94 540.1 2.52) 1358.8 186.1 654.8 1401.1 265.4 143 

1994/95 538.6 2.6 1398.2 195.6 674.8 1409.3 254.4 146 

1995/96 533.3 2.51 1339.4 184.4 639.8 1392.8 201.0 151 

1996/97 553.1 2.69 1490.5 190.9 677.7 1459.1 232.4 150 

1997/98 544.6 2.77 1508.7 185.8 693.3 1482.4 258.6 152 

Source: World A-ricultural Outlook and Situation (1999). 
C7 

89 World's coýirsc gurmn prices have moved broadly in line with those of wheat. 
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Trade in wheat was 50 M. tons when world supply was 304 M. tons representing 
16.5% of the prodUction in 1969/70. Production rose to 610 M. tons in 1997/98, 

trade also rose to 98.1 M. tons 16% of the total world production, however trade was 
represented 22% of total production in 1980. As Figure 3.2 shows the consumption 
and production level are very close, with the trade satisfying only about 15% of the 

consumptioii of the world total in 1997/98. 

The coarse grains market is larger than that of wheat. Production has varied from a 
low of 558 M. tons in 1969/70 to almost 890 M. tons in 1997/98 with the increase in 

production averaging 12M. tons a year. However, trade was relatively less 
important I-or coarse grains than for wheat; though exports rose from 39 A tons in 
1969/70 to 108M. tons in 1980/81, then reduced to 88 M. tons in 1997/98. Trade in 

coarse grain only represented about 11% of world production. Stocks have 

generally represented a sinaller share of consumption (11-15%) as compared to the 

case of wheat. 

The swings in world prices for wheat and coarse grains are perhaps the feature of I 
these markets of niost concern to economists. When prices rise, importing countries, 
in particular developing countries, face financial problems which may in turn result z: 1 

in shortages on doinestic inarkets. When prices fall, exporting countries run into 
ZD 

difficulties, and the desire to keep market share and prevent accumulation of 
surpluses leads to stronger competition and lower prices. Five such sub-periods can 
be observed froin 1969-1996 in Table 3.1. 

The period 1969/70 - 1976/77 witnessed steeply rising prices of both wheat 
and coarse grains. During this period consumption was higher than 

production, causing a rundown of stocks. High prices finally curbed 
conSL11Y1l)t1O11. 
The years 1976/77 1980/81 were characterised by falling prices of both 

wheat and coarse grains. Production exceeded consumption over this period 
and stocks were built up again. Consumption regained its upward movement. 

(iii) The main feature of the years 1981/82 - 1985/86 was a steady rise in prices of 
wheat and coarse grains. Initially consumption grew faster than production 
leading to falling stocks, but was once again reduced by the price increases. 

(iv) The period 1985/86 - 1990/91 was marked by falling prices of wheat and 
coarse grains. Production once again outran consumption and stocks rose. 
ConSUniption by 1990/91 had regained its upward trend. 
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(v) The period of 1990/91,1997/98 showed a steady rise in prices and then little 

or no change. Production and consumption match each other and stock level is 
kept constant. 90 

Consumption and production figures for wheat and coarse grains indicate the same rý' 
pattern as total grain. Figures 3.1,3.2,3.3 show the trend of the trade, production Z-ý 
and consumptiori in total grain, wheat and coarse grain respectively. They illustrate 

the same trend and cliaracteristics. 

Fig, tire 3.1: Total Grain Production, Consumption and Trade 

Total Grain Production, Consumption and Trade 
Production Trade Total use 
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Source: Bureau of Agricultural Economics (1985); USDA (1999); International Grain Council 
(2000). 

90 These can be tracked in Table 4.1. 
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Fiý, Yure 3.2: Wheat Production, Trade and Consumptio 

Wheat production Trade and consumption 

Production -Trade Total use 
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Source: BureaLi of Agricultural Economics (1985); USDA (1999); International Grain Council 
(2000). 

Fit! ure 3.3: Coarse Grain Production, Consumption and Trade 

Coarse Grain production, Consumptin and Trade 
Production Trade Total use 
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3.3 Supply Factors 

The supply of grain as it is defined in this thesis comprises a combination of 
different products. However, the supply of these products is influenced by similar 
factors. The factors which may influence the supply of these products are: land, 

yield, prices, government policy and weather. As these factors change over time the 

supply of grain has been influenced. In this section the supply factors for grain will 
be discussed. Furthermore, statistical evidence will be provided to see which supply 
factor has a major influence on changes in supply. 

Weather conditioi-is induce actual changes in output. The level of precipitation and Z71 

other meteorological phenomena are important in growing grain. Weather 

conditions may affect planting intentions, yields and harvest. In addition to weather, 
insects and diseases may affect production. Technological improvements and stock 
holding in major producer countries have helped to prevent significant changes in 

supply. However, the weather conditions could influence regional year by year 
productions. 

Land and yields are two physical factors which influence the supply of any 
agricultural pi-odUCtS. The land that would be dedicated to grain production mainly 
depend on crahi price, government policy and availability of land. 91 

Yields have Hicreased due to technological improvement in pesticides. The 
Z: ) 

revolution in the techiiology of agriculture, popularly known as the 'green z: 1 

revolution', has spread to a number of countries in Europe, Asia and Latin America. 
After decades of experience with a 'green revolution', one learns that modem inputs 

such as hi,, Ii-yieldino varieties of seeds, fertilisers, pesticides and water, if properly 
applied, are capable of greatly Increasing agricultural production. However there is z: 1 Cý 

a trade-off betweeii high yield on the one hand, and greater variability of yield on 
the other. 

In many countries the adoption of new techniques has been encouraged by either 
government gLiarantee of high output prices or by subsidisation of inputs. The 

Z7) zn 
rationale of this policy is that only the expectation of very substantial profits, and 
not merely a inarginal increase in incorne, will induce the farmers to change from 

I 
traditional to new nictliods. 

91 Land Stl'LICUII'ýll POliCy III CICll COLintrY. 
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Therefore, yields have risen in almost all regions. Three groups of factors affect 
yield. The first 

-group 
includes technology, continuance of research programmes, 

education and advisory services. The second groups of factors are economic, and 
involve more complex elements, such as the cost-price ratios for grain and 
alternative competing crops. Under general circumstances economic incentives 

reinforce the technical trend towards higher yields per acre in most countries. The C, 
third roup which involves government action is perhaps the most important in 9 Z71 

many countries. 

Table 3.2 ilhistrates yield trend in the most important producing countries. EU's 
average wheat yield experienced a growth of 90 kg/ha a year in average, from 1964 
to 1999. In the former USSR, yield was very volatile and changed from year to 
year. Other exporters such as Argentina and Australia also experienced such 
volatility. However, USA and Canada maintained a stable yield for their 
production. 

Table 3.2: Wheat Yield in Selected Countries (100 kp-/ha) 

4 1 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 1999 

EU 28.8_ 31.8 31 37.9 46.6 54.1 50.7 53.8 

Former USSR 11.0 15.3 10.7 16.0 14.4 16.1 19.1 15.0 

Canada 13.6 17.9 18 17.3 17.7 22.6 20.8 21.4 

USA 17.3 20.9 20.6 22.5 25.2 23 26.3 
1 

25.3 

Argentina 18.4 13.3 16.3 15.5 16.2 
_ 

21.7 21.6 21.4 

Australia 13.8 12.2 14.0 9.6 13.8 14.7 17.8 10.8 
World Total 12.7 15.1 15.8 18.8 21.7 24.6 25.3 24.8 

Source: International Grain Council (2000). 

* Yield growth in coarsc grain shows the similar trend. 

In recent decades an increase in yields has been the main physical source of the 
rapid growth in world grain output. As Table 3.2 shows total yield almost doubled Z: ý 
in the EU and otlier countries also maintain a high level of yields. 
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Table 3.3 indicates that the area for wheat production in major producing countries 
increased slightly froin 1965 to 1980 but afterwards it steadily decreases up to 1999 

Z: ) 92 
when the wheat area is same with year 1965 . 

Table 3.3: Wheat Area in Selected Countries (0001ha) 

196-5 )75 1980 1985 1990 1995 1999 

EU 11852 10939 14526 15649 15301 16541 15193 15905 

Former USSR 70205 65200 61985 61457 50265 48197 44408 42340 

Canada 11453 5052 9474 11098 13729 14098 12377 10919 

USA 20050 17630 28125 1 28783 24185 27964 25378 24997 

Argentina 4601 3701 5270 5023 5381 6175 4869 5000 

Australia 7088 6476 8555 11283 1173 9218 9523 8176 

World Total 211704 227100 236800 

1 

230400 229587 219007 

1 

212549 

Source: International Grain COL111CII (2000). 

The price of grain Lit the national level influences the total production. Grain policy 
could be considered the central element in price and farmers income. However, 
international grain price has played a decreasingly dominant role as a result of 
government intervention of one kind or another. 

The price of gi-affl M the EU plays an important role to increase the output of this 

product. 93 In Figui-e 3.4 the producer price in the EU is plotted together with 
production of grain. It seerns the changes in price support in the EU will affect the zn 
production in following year (there is a visual correlation). This could be in keeping 

Zý 
with cob- web theory. 94 Furtherm, ore it appears that the support price influences 

production by a lesser amount in latter years as compared to mid 1970s and early 
1980s. 9' This could be due to utilisation of resources that may have reached its 
highest point and/or clue to the producers' expectation of the level of consumption. 

92 The area for coarse grain shows a similar trend. 
93 This could be Lised as in example here. However, the detailed discussion which is beyond 

the scope ol'tlils work is provided in Heid (1993). 
94 It states t1wt (a) fliere is a prodLiction period of a certain length, so that supply does not react 

to price directly, Nit aftcr a tirne-lag, and (b) the price is determined by the quantity coming Z" 
onto the market ýind reacts immediately to it. 

95 Compare the cl'f'Cct of price support redLiction on level of the production in 1973-76 to 
1985/86. 
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Fiý),, tire 3.4: The EU Supportina Price and Grain Production 

Figure 3.4 The EU Supprting Price and Grain Production 
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Source: Bureau of Agricultural Economics (1985); USDA (1999); International Grain Council 
(2000). 

3.4 Demand Factors 

Grain is grown as a food primarily for human consumption but substantial C) 
quantities are used also for livestock feeding, seeding and for industrial purposes. 
Therefore the demand factors are not the same for every type of grain. However the 
ultimate factor is human population and life style in different areas. 

The growing world population has a strong effect on the demand for grain and 
soybean. Dernand varies according to the particular circumstances of each area and 
the most important single factor is probably income level. The general belief is that Z7, 

less developed countries population increases have been and are expected to be 

numerically larc,, e, whereas in developed countries population increases have tended 
to slow down or dropped. However the world population may exceed 8 billion by 

year 2020 (Heid, 1993). 

Population distribution also influences total consumption as well as the pattern of 
the demand for grain. Urbanisation, which is taking place at an increasing rate in the 
developing countries, has a positive effect on the demand for grain. This is because C, 

movement of population from rural areas into towns is often associated with 

significant changes in food consumption patterns. In developing countries this 
I 

causes more Consumption of wheat and in developed countries more consumption 

of animal products. Changes in the age structure of population will also affect total 
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demand. The larger the proportion of the population in the economically active age 
groups the greater, is the calorie intake requirement and therefore the greater is 
demand (Heid, 1993: 61-91). 

In addition to changes in population which affect total consumption, the rate of 
change in consuniption is affected by per capita consumption. Per capita 
consumption of gain shown considerable variation in different areas. Per capita 
consumption in eacli country is affected by so many factors, many particular to 
individual COUntries dieniselves. The general assumption is that consumption per 
capita tends to be lowest in the countries with the highest income levels and as 
incomes have continued to rise, so consumption per capita has declined (Heid, 
1993: 61-91). 

Income levels and income growth also affect demand patterns. It means that rising 
real income in devc1oping countries are accompanied by increasing demand for 

I 
grain for direct food use. However in developed countries any further rise in real 
income is likelY to be followed by decreased demand for grain as food and an 
increased dernand for anirnal products, which subsequently influences the demand 
for feed grain (Hei'd, 1993: 61-91). 

Worldwide, the minibers of both livestock and poultry are increasing as economic 
conditions linprove. Chaiiging nUmbers of livestock and poultry have a major effect 17, z::, 
on the deniand for feed grains. Subsequently, substantial quantities of low-protein 

wheat, as well as corn and soybean are demanded. 

Price and income elasticity of demand for grain is generally low, and it is much 
lower in ricli areas of the world. 

96 Government intervention and price support 
programmes have by and large, less influence on consumption in developed 4: ý 

countries than developnig, countries. However, the income elasticity strongly Z. - 
97 influences patterns of grain demand . For most goods, the price elasticity 

96 Price elasticity of demand is computed as the percentage change of quantity demanded 
divided by the perceiitage change in price. The computed coefficient thus measures 
consumers' responsiveiiess of quantity demanded to a price change. Income elasticity is 

computed as the percentage chaiige in quantity purchased divided by the percentage change Zýl : _1 in income. Measurement of income elasticity requires knowledge of the relationship between 
changes M the poteiitial buyer's incorne and the quantity taken. Z- 97 It meaiis that rismo real iiicoine in developing countries are accompanied by an increase for 
grain for dircct food use, while in developed countries any further rise in real income is 
likely to be followed by decreased demand for grain as food and an increased demand for 
aninial products, which subsequently influence the demand for feed grain (this has been 
mentioi-icd iii maiii text, but it is useful to einphasise it here). 
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coefficient sign will be negative because price and quantity demanded change in 

opposite directions. Price elasticity of demand vary greatly, both at the farm level 

and different stages of the marketing process (Heid, 1993: 61-91). 

Grain use in the EU is divided as follows: about 60% is used for animal feed, 26% 
for human coiisumption, 8% for industrial use; and 6% for seed use and losses. 
Variable levies apply to grain but not to soybean, and other non-grain feed 
ingredients. As a result, the share of grain in EU feeds has been falling over time 
(Newman, 1993: 397-422). 

Fij! tire 3.5: The EU Supportina Price and Grain Consumption 
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Source: Bureau of Agricultural Economics (1985); USDA (1999); International Grain Council 
(2000). 

Figure 3.5 ilILIstrate the EU support price and EU consumption. There is visual 
correlation between production of grain and the price in the EU, but there is not 
such a visual correlation between the price of grain and consumption in developed 

countries. This COLIld support the general notion that price support programmes in 
developed countries has less influence on consumption. 98 

98 This is an example of where grain prices have little influence on consumption in developed 
countries. 
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The demand for grain in industrial use and beverages accounts for a small 
proportion of total demand. There seems to be some correlation between income 

and the demand for arain-based industrial productions. 

3.5 Grain Production, Consumption and Trade by Major Exporting and 
lmportiný,, Countries 

As mentioiied before, as a result of the rising trend of yield, the volume of world 
grain production has steadily increased. However the growth of production has 

shown coiisiderable i-e-loiial variation and the composition of total world 
production lias cliaiiged over the years. From the post-war period to 1960, South Z__ 
America and Australia increased their proportion of the grain production, while 
production level was low in Europe. Thereafter, production in Europe expanded 
while prodUCtIO11 III the South Ainerica and Australia was constant. 

When one turns to the production and consumption of different types of grain by 

country, the situation is different. Since 1940, world grain supplies have been 
dominated by USA which in 1997 produced 11% of the world wheat outlay, 40% of 
the global inaize liarvest, 32% of the sorghum harvest and, though less important, 
6% of barley. The EU is another significant contributor by producing 15% of total 

world wheat production and 33% of total barley. Other players are former USSR, 
Australia, ArLentina and Canada which produce 16%, 5%, 6%, 7%, of world wheat 
production respcctively. 99 Other important grain producing countries including 
Brazil, India and Clinia. 

Table 3.4 illustrates wheat production levels of major producing countries. The 
EU's production increased from 34 M. tons in 1964 to 87 M. tons in 1999. The EU is 

now ranked first arnong other producers. The former USSR experienced volatile 
production throuOh the years, falling from 100 M. tons to 60 M. tons, The former 
USSR productioii was the major short term influence on world total production. 
Canada maintained a steady upward trend in her wheat production, and achieved an 
ability to respond to the market accordingly, she produced 16 M. tons in 1964 which 
increased to 23 M. tons in 1999. Her record product was in 1990 by producing of 32 
M. tons. U. S. A. was the main producer with the former USSR up to 1980 but after 
that the EU increased its production and came to the top of the producer list. 
Argentina and Australia are ranked fifth and sixth among the word exporters, their 
productions are varied from one year to another. 

99 It can be tracked in Tables 3.4-3.11. 
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Wheat is classified as a basic staple food of every developed country and most 
developing countries, but significant quantities of wheat are used also for feed in the Z7 zn 

United States, the foriiier Soviet Union, the EU, and the Eastern Europe. 100 

Comparing Table 3.4 with 3.5 it appears that the major producers of wheat are also 
major coiisumers, aiid as their level of production increased their consumption also 
increased. Iii some COLMtries the level of production increased more than their 

consumptioii sucli as the EU, the U. S. A., Canada, Argentina and Australia. The 

excess supply of wheat in these countries gives them an ability to export their 

surplus prodLICtIO11. 

Table 3.4: Wheat Production in Ma-ior Producinp, Countries (000 Tons) 

1965/66 

1 

1970/71 1974/75 1980/81 1984/85 

1 

1990/91 1994/95 1998/99 1999/00 

EU 3 
-') 

7 64 34807 44987 61453 71248 84653 90630 84831 87523 

Former USSR 74399 99664 66224 98182 72600 101891 73735 89595 63557 

Canada 16341 9022 17081 19158 24252 32098 31946 29871 1 23354 

United statcs 34928 36783 57886 64799 65973 74473 53914 66923 68235 

Ang, cmina 11260 4920 8570 7780 8700 11350 9883 9700 11100 

Australia 10038 7890 11982 10856 16167 15066 10557 1 9000 

World Total 276904 318874 359200 445300 500431 592378 543099 561470 596320 

Source: FAO (1999); USDA (1999); International Grain Council (2000). 

100 Most ofthe wlicýit that is diverted for feed use in these countries is either denatured or of low 
quality. 
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Table 3.5: Wheat Consumption in Major Producing Countries (000 Tons) 

1970/71 1974n5 1980/81 1984/85 1990/91 1994/95 1998/99 1999/00 

Flu 27726 31023 39937 44132 58950 63640 62340 60300 66060 

Former USSR --- --- --- 116500 96000 112700 101600 98900 92000 

callad. 1 
_4270 

4244 4607 1 5180 5249 6130 6800 7310 9090 

N, Icxico --- --- --- 3798 4291 4380 4150 1 4460 4730 

ullitccl stalcý 19900 21424 18506 21296 31390 37150 30800 30690 33740 

Ai,, cntina 2522 2494 4596 4403 1 4940 4520 4580 4500 4300 

BraAl --- --- 2813 6802 6528 7500 7180 7600 7500 

China --- --- --- 70000 90000 106000 111700 109000 112000 

India --- --- 25839 33445 43369 51480 56360 55560 56510 

jupall --- --- 5517 6054 6164 1 6160 6210 6410 1 6500 

Australia , 2522 2594 3031 3466 2919 3790 4100 4040 4100 

Ah ica --- --- 4792 23500 29800 33500 35300 34100 34300 

World Total 284000 342000 1 363000 451000 1 497200 570500 1 590200 621500 666000 

Source: USDA (1999); International Grain Council (2000). 

As mentioned before total production of coarse grain consists of different products. 
These different types of grains could substitute for each other to some extent. 101 

ZD 

Maize, barley and sorghum are the most important coarse grain, production of these 
three crops accounts for at least 85% of annual course grain output and some 97% 

of the world trade in coarse -rains (FAO 1999). Countries specialise in producing Z71 

specific types of coarse garam. I 

Table 3.6 shows total coarse grain production in major producing countries. The ZD 
most important producers are the U. S. A., China, former U. S. S. R. and the EU. The 

EU productions rise from 49 M. tons in 1969 to almost 90 M. tons in 1999. 

Production in U. S. A. also shows considerable increase. China's production has 

doubled since 1968.1112 

101 Substitution ni-, tiifly arises in the feed market, and depends on the national price of the 
product (whicli is often cheaper for the type of grain produced by the home country) and the 
livestock pol I cy of' the COL111try. 

102 This will be discussed M inore detail in the next section. 
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Table 3.6: Course Grain Production (000 Tons) 

1965/66 1970/71 1974/75 1980/81 1984/85 1990/91 1994/95 1998/99 
1 

1999/00 

EU 49324 66100 
ý 

60800 69500 89182 85339 90584 84843 89836 

Aftica 37265 40100 50500 52300 60173 54784 55780 63321 59328 

China 56326 68000 73200 82600 84220 112786 112920 117440 114640 

F. USSR 9ý695 102500 66600 81800 91700 104133 81843 99379 85275 

USA 150230 186800 185500 1198100 274795 230736 218611 186712 
1 
284975 

Canada 10230 20400 20000 21900 24872 24678 21763 24606 22781 

Australia 3652 4700 5400 4900 8157 1 6964 8157 10112 4948 

Brazil 11-654 14500 16700 20700 23326 23897 32163 30805 32805 

India 24231 28800 30400 1 28300 26730 32753 26284 33710 34900 

Argentina 14236 1 17000 14100 10400 18221 10888 14728 13613 14160 

World Total 563250 
1 
668200 654000 718000 864128 825488 805438 794104 867222 

Source: FAO (1999). 

Table 3.7: Course Grain Consumption (000 Tons) 

11965/66 
1970/71 1974/75 

11980/81 
1984/85 

11990/91 
1994/95 1998/99 1999/00 

EU 48458 56954 
- -- 1 

61958 

F70(58-- l 
83156 

1 
80456 73365 73365 73965 

Former USSR 83520 93489 100154 112256 123125 118451 105452 10395 11232 

Canada 9569 10125 13125 15325 18214 19125 19125 19250 19658 

Unitcd States 99236 115215 126235 142145 155256 178123 185125 190212 193232 

Argentina 15 12 1)236 3325 1 4256 5562 5456 9261 10632 11032 

Brazil 8326 13215 15256 20255 23425 25326 32235 36523 38232 

China 46125 55125 59236 74523 84236 100125 108256 123253 132621 

India 9211 12215 17215 24215 31214 33125 34215 36222 38232 

Japan 13215 14326 16236 19266 22255 21112 22154 23256 23895 

World Total 557235 613265 637523 739365 798255 817326 897839 920232 954542 

Source: FAO (Lindatcd; Bw-emi of Agricultural Economics (1985); USDA (1999); International 
Grain Council (2000). 
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The important point to note in this section is that the main producer of each type of 
grain is also the major consumer of that type of grain. In the US a very high 

proportion of the grain which is used for feed is maize, whereas in the EU barley 

produced accounts for a high proportion of feed grain. Each major grain producer ZD 
specialises in proCILIcing a specific type of grain more than the others. 103 This is due 

In 
to some constraints with the producing country, such as land limitation and the 
traditional patteni of pi-oduction and consumption. 

3.5.1 Structure of the Grain Trade 

This section will present the statistical figures regarding grain trade by products. 
Knowledge reoardin, grain trade by products will be useful for analysing the llzý zn C7, 

ultimate level and the further contribution of each major producer in this trade. ' 04 

Wheat has traditionally been the principal commodity in the grain trades and 
seaborne trade in grain is dominated by shipment of wheat. However, the 

proportion of trade represented by wheat has gradually declined as demand for 

coarse grains are growing. 105 On average about 15% of total world wheat Z: ) Z71 
production enters international trade. World wheat trade amounted to 49.8 Atons 
in 1969/70, increased to 94 M. tons in 1980/81 and totalled 98.0 M. tons in 1999/00. 
World coarse grain exports increased more than two and one-half times from 

Z: ý 
1968/69 to 1980/8 1, increasing from 37 M. ton to 108 M. ton, but decreasing to 93.8 
Aton in 1999/00. Table 3.8 illustrates world wheat and coarse grain trade with 
coarse grain share of total world grain trade. ' 06 

ZD 

103 For exaniple, the EU is producnig i-nore barley, and the U. S. A. producing more corn. 
104 For instance, 1'1' the corn trade is declining and barley is expanding, the barley exporters will 

be expected to Hicrease their sliare in the market while the corn exporters are expected to 
reduce their share. 

105 The reasons liýive beeii discussed in Section 3.3. 
106 Since the 1980s, iiiereased wheat production in many countries, and thus decreasing demand 

for iniport and growing dernand for coarse grains, reduced the share of the wheat in total 
grain trade. 
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Table 3.8: World Wheat and Course Grain Trade (M. Tons) 

1969/70 176 1980/81 1985/86 1990/91 1994/95 1999/00 

World WheatTracle 50 55 66.7 94.1 84.7 100.7 98.2 97.7 

World Coarse Grain Trade 39 46 75.2 107.9 82.7 89.1 97.5 93.2 

World Total Grain tracle 89 tol 141.9 202 167.4 189.8 195.7 190.9 
lCoarse 

grain % 43.8 45.5 53.3 

1 

53.4 49.4 46.9 49.8 48.9 

Source: Bureau of A-riCLIIWral Ecoiiomics (1985); USDA (1999); International Grain Council 
(2000). 

Since definition of grain in this work includes various products, there is a need to 

understand that the pattern of the total grain trade will be influenced not only by 

government protectionism policy but also by production of specific type of grain in 
different Countries. 

The amount and type of rain exported to or imported from a nation depends also 
on many factors other than price, such as national policies on red meat 
production. 107 COUntries will export only that output in excess of domestic 

requirements plus carry-over. Exports are used to reduce domestic supplies to 

maintain prices and incomes for domestic producers. 

Table 3.9 illustrates the export of wheat by major exporters. A major expansion in 
export volume of the EU is visible. The EU wheat exports rose from 4.3 M. tons in 
1968/69 to 18 M. tons in 1999/00. The U. S. A. dominates the export market. 
Argentina, Australia and Canada are other exporters. Considering the total and sub- 
total figures, it is apparent that these figures have not been changed since 1980. 
During this time, the export of the EU has increased considerably and other 
exporters also managed to increase their exports but not significantly. The other 
important feature in the wheat export market is the decline of the U. S. A. export 
since 1980. 

However the woi-Id's leadma wheat exporters are the United States, the EU, 
Canada, ALIStrcllia, aiid Argemma, accounting for 91% of all the wheat that is 

107 The type of coarse grain mostly used as feed grain within a country is the one mostly 
produced at honic. 
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exported. From 1988-1999, the US exported 56% of its total wheat production, 
Australia 76%, Canada 71%, Argentina 47%, and the EU 25%. Over this period, the Z: ý 
United States accotinted for 30% of the world's wheat trade, the EU 24% Canada 
14%, Australia 12% and Argentina 5%. ZD 

Most of the US wheat exports go to Brazil, Israel, Pakistan, Tunisia, China, Japan, 
South Korea, Philippines, Algeria, Morocco, and the former Soviet Union. 
Canada's wheat inarkets are Belgium, Luxembourg, Italy, United Kingdom, the 
former Soviet Union, China, Japan, Algeria, Bangladesh, Indonesia, and Egypt. 
Australia exports grain to China, Indonesia, Japan, and Egypt. Argentina exports 
wheat to Iran, the former Soviet Union, Indonesia, and China. Most EU countries 
are trading wheat aniono thernselves, with some considerable amount being Z71 Z7) 
exported to African nations, Asia, and South America. 108 

The US share of total wheat trade was 30% (14.8 M. tons) in 1968-69,43% (31.9 
M. tons) in 1975/76, and 25% (32 M. tons) in 1999-00. Though a regular supplier of 
grain accounting for up to two-third of all international movements until 1980, the 
United States has since suffered a progressive loss in its share of the world market. 
This could be clue to many factors. Firstly the U. S. A. 's exports to the EU fell, and 
secondly, the EU became an exporter to compete with USA over many markets, 
particularly in the last decade. This is the result of the growing extent of 
undercutting of US grain prices in world markets by the EU. 

II 

Table 3.10 shows wheat linport by major importing countries. EU imports reached 
its peak iii mid 1970s, aiid after that it declined. Former U. S. S. R import is volatile 
changing year by year. Explanatioii of this volatility could be found in the method 
of production which is dry farming, which is mostly dependent on weather 
conditions. Another reason could be the unstable agricultural policy and economy 
after disintegratioii. China and Japan import considerable amounts of wheat among 
other Far East countries. 

108 Trade matrix prodLiced by IWC (International Wheat Council). 
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Table 3.9: Wheat Exported by Maior Exporters (000 Tons) 

1968/69 1970/71 1975/76 1980/81 1985/86 1990/91 1994/95 1999/00 

Argentina 1370 1704 3111 3932 6197 4940 4493 4123 

Australia 7011 9492 8072 11088 16014 11925 12771 13202 

Canada 8902 11561 12136 17015 16821 20721 18169 17892 

EU 4350 3105 7729 12684 15638 19712 19124 18323 

U. S. A. 20198 19821 31522 1 42077 23495 28893 32941 32124 

Sub-Total 41831 45683 62570 86795 78164 86191 87497 85573 

, 
World Total 50823 53706 66523 94052 83722 1 92460 1 92608 1 92452 

Source: International Grain Council (2000). 

Table 3.10: Wheat Imported by Maior Importers (000 Tons) 

1967/68 1970/71 1975/76 1980/81 1984/85 1990/91 1994/95 1999/00 

EU 3494 4122 6435 4841 2701 1670 1628 1592 

Former 'USSR 1534 315 10096 14912 16465 14750 6267 7823 

China 400 687 2287 13775 6908 9444 4483 5982 

India 6697 1 2377 6427 385 7 146 47 1 85 

Japan 4028 4834 5923 5930 5579 5482 5979 6235 

World Total 94052 100420 98261 94052 82470 92460 92608 92985 

Source: Bureau of Al-'rilCUItUral Economics (1985); USDA (1999); International Grain Council 
(2000). 

The coarse grain export market is very much dominated by the U. S. A. Her total 
coarse grain export reached its peak in 1980 which is about 62.3 M. tons of various 
type of coarse grain, after whicli her exports reduced. The EU's coarse grain export ZD 
shows an increasnig trend, but the increase in wheat was more than coarse grain. 
This could be due to the earlier argument that in developed countries demand for 
coarse grain is iiicreasin-, and thus most of coarse grain productions in Europe are 
consumed within the EU. ArgeMina, Australia and Canada also export coarse grain. 
China entered into the export market when her production was high and there was 
an excess SLIPI)ly. 
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In the import market the EU was the major importer until 1980 when her import 

reached to 17 M. toi-is, thereafter her import shows a decreasing trend and in 1999 

she only imported about 3 M. tons. Other major importers are China, Japan and 
F. U. S. S. R. The EU is the world's largest barley exporter, accounting for about half 

of world trade (9.5 M. toiis in 1999) (USDA, 1999; International Grain Council, 
2000). 

It is estimated diat 111 1998/99 about 67% of total coarse grain output was used as 
livestock feed. About 85% of world coarse grain exports is used as livestock feed 

(Wilson, 1993: 229-274). Historically, coarse grains were traded among developed 

countries, but reccialy many middle-income countries have increased their use of 

grain for feed. 

Corn is the inost irnportant feed grain traded, accounting for 68% of all coarse 
grains exported in 1998/99. Barley was second with 21%, then grain sorghum at 
9%, small amounts of oats and rye are exported. 

The major exporters of coarse grains are the United States, Argentina, Canada, 
South Africa, EU, Australia, Thailand and China. The United States, Argentina, 
South Africa, Thai land, and China are the main exporters of corn. The Unites States 

and Argentina togetlier supplied more than 90% of the world's grain sorghum 
exports in 1998/99. Despite the overall dominance of the United States, perhaps the 

most prominent featLire of the grain export market since 1980s has been the decline 
in its market sliarc. '('9 

The large barley exporters are the EU, Canada and Australia. The expansion of the 
EU's barley export is caused by two factors. Firstly, surplus has been created by use 
of low-grade wheat In place of barley as feed. Secondly, the reduction in exports of 
barley by Canada which was the main competitor to the EU allowed the EU's 

exports to expari d. 110 

The largest importers of corn are Japan, the former Soviet Union, Mexico, the EU, 
Eastern Europe, Taiwan, and South Korea. The former Soviet Union, Eastern 
Europe, Saudi Ai-abia, and Japan import most of the barley Japan, Mexico, and 
Israel import most of the grain sorghum. The main exporters of oats are Argentina, 

109 As incritionecl in the previous section, the proportion of the cone trade is declining in coarse 
grain export inarket, and the U. S. A. is the main exporter of the product. Thus, it is obvious 
that the total coarse grain export has been affected. c 110 The EU became a net exporter of wheat in 1974 and a net exporter of coarse grains in 1984. 
It means that its total exports were greater than its imports. C, 
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Australia, Canada, Finland, and Sweden. The main importers of oats are the United 
States, EU, Switzei-land, Japan, and the former Soviet Union. In fact, the United 
States has gone fi-oni being the largest producer of oats in 1960s to being a net 
importer of oats M 1982-1983 and to being the largest import market for oats since 
1984-1985. The inain exporters of rye are Canada and the EU, while the main 
importers are Japan, the former Soviet Union, and Western Europe (Wilson, 1993: 
229-274). 

Table 3.11: Course Grain Exported by Maior Exporters (M. Tons) 

1969/70 1970/71 1974/75 1980/81 1985/86 1990/91 1994/95 1999/00 

Argentina 4.3 4.8 6.2 8.6 9.4 4.7 7.7 11 

Australia 2.4 2.8 3 3.1 5.6 2.8 4 4.2 

Canada 3.1 3.5 4.1 4.3 4.2 5.0 2.9 3.4 

China 0.7 2.2 3.1 3.5 5.7 5.6 0.2 4 

EU 4.6 5.3 5.4 6.9 8.3 7.5 4.4 7.6 

IU. S. A. 20.5 27.7 41.3 62.3 42.5 51 57.6 52.2 
lWorld 

Total 39 46 75.2 1 107.9 1 82.7 1 89.1 1 88.9 

Source: Bureau of A- gricultural Ecowmics (1985); USDA (1999); International Grain Council 
(2000). 

Table 3.12: Course Grain Imported by Maior Importers (M. Tons) 

1969/70 1970/71 1974n5 
1 

1981/82 1985/86 1990/91 1994/95 1999/00 

China 5.2 3.1 3.5 
F 

9.3 0.66 0.9 2.3 1.8 

Japan 8.6 9.1 12.8 11.8 6.5 3.9 3.6 4.1 

EU 16.4 16.9 17.3 17.1 6.4 3.7 4.3 2.9 

Former USSR (S. 5 12 25.3 15.4 12.4 10.98 3.5 4.2 

World Total 39 46 75.2 97.4 82.7 89.1 88.9 93.2 

Source: Bureau of Aý-, ricultural Emiomics (1985); USDA (. 1999); International Grain Council 
(2000). 
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The international grain market, as any other market, may be simply described as 
including a potential buyer(s) and seller(s) engaged in the possible exchange of 
products whicli is called trade. As supply and demand are increased within the 
market, trade will expand. 

In the last three decades the international grain market has witnessed an increase in 
the level of production and consumption in the same manner, but the volume of 
trade as it IS outlined was not changed in the same way. Due to some specification 4: ý 
of the international grain niarket, increase in production and consumption changed 
the pattern rather than Volume of the trade. "' This section will provide evidence 
regarding the ýibove discussion in more detail. 

The structure of tlie international grain trade has changed since it became stabilised Z71 

at the end of the second world war. As shown by Table 3.13, the US was not the 
leading exporter of grain until after the 1930s. Most countries were exporting to 
Europe at that time, with Latiii America the leading exporter. More recently, the 
US, Canada, the EU and Australia have dominated grain export. 

Table 3.13: World Net Importers and Exporters of Grain (M. Tons) 

Regi( 34-38 1960-63 1969-72 1972-73 1975-76 1980-85 1990-95 IE995-00 

North America 5 43 55 91 100 137 111 O4 

Latin America 11 9 1 3 0 1 -8 

E 

_2 -2 
W. Europe -23 -26 -22 -18 -18 -7 22 21 

E. Europe & F. U. S. S. R 4 -3 -27 -33 -47 -36 -34 
Africa & Middle East_ 1 -4 -9 -9 -14 -27 -46 -49 
Asia 2 -16 -28 -35 1 -36 -41 1 -62 -68 
Oceania 3 7 11 61 12 14 

1 
14 12 

Source: USDA (1996). 

The volume of total grain trade has been almost unchanged since 1982. However Z7 
the pattern of the trade in both commodities terms and country terms have changed 
dramatically. Figures 3.6 to 3.13 shown the pattern of the grain trade (by region) C, 
from 1965 to 2000. These figures are illustrative rather than analytical and the 
thickness of the lines illustrate the volume of the trade in each route. 

ProdLICtiOI1 iiicreased III the sanie area, for which potentially there was more demand. It 
ineans the inajor producers are also the major consumers. 
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Fil,, tire 3.6: Pattern of the Grain Trade By Region, 1965 

Source: Based on Fearnley (1965) 

Fignire 3.7: Pattern of the Grain Trade By Re2ion, 1970 

-. 10 

Source: Based on Fearnley (1970). 
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Fi2tire 3.8: Pattern of the Grain Trade By Region, 1975 

Source: Based on Fearnley (1975). 

Fi(, Ytire 3.9: Pattern of the Grain Trade By Region, 1980 

Source: Based on Fearnley (1980). 
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Fiv, ure 3.10: Pattern of the Grain Trade By Region, 1985 

Source: Based on Fearnley (1985). 

Figure 3.11: Pattern of the Grain Trade By Region, 1990 

c 

North-West 
Eu,. 

A"31, alla 

Source: Based on Fearnley (1990). 
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Figure 3.12: Pattern of the Grain Trade By Region, 1995 

ý77- 
Nodh-West 

Argeritina 

Source: Based on Fearnley (1995). 

Australia 

J 

Fiý! ure 3.13: Pattern of the Grain Trade By Region, 200 

Source: Based on Fearilley (2000). 
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Increase in domestic production decreased imports and in some regions created the 

exports. As a resLilt, trade flows are distorted from the pattern and quantities that 
would occur under free trade and can even give rise to trade reversal. For instance, 
the EU chan-ed to being a net exporter rather than a net importer since early 1980s Cý 1: ) 

(IMF, 19 8 8). 

3.5.2 North Atlantic Grain Trade 

Historically, Nortli Atlantic grain trade started few years after the big flow of 
migrants fi-oni Europe opened up the new lands in North America. By 1930 North 
Atlantic grain tracle reaclied a level of 5 M. tons per year. Since that time there was a 
steady increase punctuated by some violent fluctuations until mid 1970s and then 

after that it d ec IIii ed. 

As mentioned in the introdUction to the chapter, this work defines the North 

Atlantic grain trade as export of wheat and coarse grain to the EU from the US and 
Canada. 1 12 

The EU was the iiiost importaiit inarket available to grain exporters, particularly 
exporters M Nortli Ainerica. Most of the EU import was from U. S. A. and Canada 

which was a large quantity. The total grain trade in North Atlantic was 18 M. tons in 
1969/70 it reaclied 23 M. tons in 1975/76 and thereafter fell by 20 M. tons to reach 3 
M. tons in 1998/99. 

In this particular traclHig route, Canada produces a small amount of total world grain Z7 
production, altliough it rates as the largest exporter after United States and the I 
EU. 1 13 This is because consumption of grain is low in Canada. This allows Canada 
to be a major exporter iii graiii despite her low quantity of production. Furthermore, 

I 
Canada has stabilised its positioii in the wheat market through consistently high 
quality products. 

Although Canada is a prii-nary exporter of wheat, she also exports substantial 
volumes of barley. Participation of Canada in the North Atlantic grain trade could 
be limited to only wheat export to the EU because since 1970 onward the EU has 
been self-sufficient in barley and the i-nost important barley exporter. Canada's 

wheat exports to the EU shows a clear decline. Fast rising wheat production of the 

112 This is becýiusc inost of the clianges in the North Atlantic grain trade and world grain trade 
are reluted to cli,, inges \01ch havc happened in the EU grain and agricultural market. 

113 In the 1970s and 1980s Canada ranked as the biggest exporter of grain after the United 
States, althouoh its position was lost to the EU in the 1990s. z: 1 
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EU, has reduced Canadian exports to the EU from 3.4 M. tons in 1969/70 to 1.1 
M. tons in 1998/99. 

The US' role in the North Atlantic grain trade as a major exporter is important. Her 

wheat export to EU was 3.5 M. tons in 1975/76, also the US exported a volume of 
17 M. tons of coarse grain in 1975/76 to the EU. In 1998/99 the volume of North 
Atlantic grain trade fell to 3 M. tons. 

The US is the major producer and exporter of grain. Specific exports of the U. S. A. 

to the EU consist of wheat and maize in major and some other coarse grain. Until 

the mid 1970s the rriajor exports of US was wheat. However, as demand patterns for 

grain in developed countries (including the EU) changed more coarse grain have 
been exported (specifically inaize). Total wheat exports of the USA to the EU was 
3.5 M. tons in 1970, and since then has shown a downward trend, which came to 0.3 
M. tons in 1998/99. 

Table 3.14: North Atlantic Grain Trade 

1970 
F 

19-75 1980 1985 1990 1995 1999 

U. S. A. Wheat Expor To EU 2086 3534 2694 1860 906 567 319 310 

U. S. A. Coarse Gi-ain ExLoi-t To EU 8912 8965 17000 9621 3506 1693 1600 1800 

Canada Wheat Expoi-t To FU 1119 1423 3500 1756 1242 1700 962 1023 

, Total North Atlantic Grain Trade 12118 13922 1 23194 1 13237 1 5654 1 3960 1 2881 31233 

Source: Bureau of Agricultural Economics (1985); USDA (1999). 1 

3.5.3 European Union as an Exporter 

Since the mid 1970s, graiii production increased in the EU and subsequently there C, 

has been not only a declining demand for import but also a growing trend in 
Z: ) 

exporting the products. 

As was indicated, the EU has become an increasingly important and competitive 
participant in the international grain trades over the last two decades. Now the EU is 

the world's second largest expoi-ter of grain, ranking behind the United States. Its 

market share was about 22% iii 1999 compared to was 13% in 1986 and 9% in 
1980. Her shai-e in the inipoi-t market reduced dramatically from 22% in 1968 to 
3.5% in 1999. Dui-ing this t1ine production in all types of grain has grown Z7) 
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progressively. Production advanced in major crops, wheat and barley. ' 14 Table 3.15 
indicates the EU share in the total grain market. Z: ý 

Table 3.15: The EU Market Share in Total Grain (M. Ton) 

1 
1968/69 1969/70 1974/75 1980/81 1984/85 1990/91 1994/95 1999/00 

EU wheat import 3.5 4.2 5.7 3.9 3.4 1.9 1.7 1.7 

EU coarse grain Import 16.4 16.9 17.3 17.1 6.4 3.2 4.3 2.7 

EU coarse grain export 3.8 4.6 6.3 6.9 7.2 7.5 8.1 7.6 

EU wheat export 4.3 5.0 5.4 1 9.1 15.0 20.3 1 19.1 15.8 

EU total grain export 8.9 10.4 10.9 15.3 23.3 28.4 23.6 20.4 

EU total grain Import 20.4 21.3 21.9 21 9.9 4.9 5.2 3.9 

World trade 89.1 101 141.9 198.7 167.4 206.8 184.4 185.8 

Share EU Import % 25.3 21.1 18.7 11.1 8.7 3.6 3.1 

Share EU export t% 9.8 10.1 8.2 8.1 13.1 14.3 22.1 

Source: CommissJoii of the Em-opean Community (undated); USDA (1999); International Grain 
Council (2000). 

The main i-narket for the EU exports are shown in Table 3.16 EU grain are mainly 
exported to short distance destination in North Africa, other European countries, 
CIS or Middle East. The EU has traditionally been less competitive in other major 
markets such as South America, Japan and Far East where other exporters have 
freight advantages. Despite US competition, EU exports to Former Soviet Union 

and Middle East rose from 1985. 

The EU production of wfieat and all coarse grain has increased steadily in recent 
years and subsequently there has been a declining dependence on imported grain. 
As production lias increased, the EU became a major exporter of grain. The EU is 
now the largest exporter of barley and wheat. These changes could affect the 

structure of demand for gorain transport in many ways. ZD 

114 See Tables 3.4 and 3.10. 
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Table 3.16: Grain Shipments From EU (Metric Tons, 1998/99) 

Wheat Coarse Grain Total Grain 

Europe 664825 757455 1422280 

Former U. S. S. R. 1171174 133807 1304981 

N&C America 1348213 544995 1893208 

South America 859466 158707 1018173 

N. E. Asia 1277489 3399632 4677121 

F. E. Asia 1669357 1775011 3444368 

Africa 9014482 1009347 10023829 
Oceania 43197 40958 84155 
Total 16098078 7820481 23918559 

Source: International Grain Council (2000). 

3.6 Tonne-Mile Demand 

Variations in the structure of demand for ships are linked to more than just 

differences in import and export volumes or tonnage. Changes in the regional or 

geographical pattern of supply and demand, created by climatic, economic or 

political factors, are equally crucial since they affect shipping distances. This alters 
the torme-mile level of traffic generated and making due allowance for ship C, 
productivity - ultimately the number of ships required. 

The demand for bulk- carriers (same as aggregated shipping demand) is measured in C, 

torme-miles which is determined by tonnage of bulk cargoes to be moved and 
average distance over which each ton of cargo is transported can be specified in 
following forms. '' 5 

C5 

DB =f (Q, AD) 

DB = Demand. for Bulk carriers (ton miles) 

Q, = Quantity of dry bulk commodities transported in time period (ton miles) 
AD = Average Distance of'dry bulk commodities (iniles) 

115 The ao-re-ated supply of bulk carriers, rneasured in cargo ton miles, is determined by 
I-- ý 

aggregated bulk carriers dead weight tonnage and fleet productivity. SB =f (BP, BF), Where Zý C 4: 1 
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Analysing changes iii the averaý, e haul of a commodity trade could be rather 1 4: ) 
complex, requiring iiifori-natioii in detailed matrix form, but the key issue is simply 
the balance between long distance and short distance suppliers. C) 

The average haLII Cor seaborne grain trade has changed over the time, in conjunction I 
with changes hi trade pattern. Figures 3.6 to 3.14 illustrate changes in the pattern of 
the grain trade. However the average haul has not changed since early 1980s. 11 6 

3.7 Soybean I rade 

The importance of' soybean trade for this work is limited to the North Atlantic, 
because soybean trade in this route is important to model the ship size contribution 
in the grain trade. ' 17 Thus this section is mainly concerned about this trade in the 
North Atlantic. 

Compared to wheat and coarse grain, soybean is a new crop. Soybean is known as 
an inexpensive soui-ce of high quality protein. Soybean is mostly used as feed grain, 
however, hui-nan consuniption of soybean also increased. Until the 1970s, the US 

and China PrOCILICCCI i-nost of the world's soybeans. In 1975 these two countries 
produced nearly 90% of total world production. However, a decade later, the 
situation has changed. Soybean production has risen from 107.4 M. tons in 1991 to 
123.7 M. tons in 1999. Brazil and Argentina accounted for over 20% of total world 
production; the United States about 65%; and China about 8%. 118 

The lack of production in the EU, where demand for the commodity is high and 

other markets, Such as Japan, has led to large increase in trade. Raw soybeans are 
shipped from the pi-oductIoD area in the US and Brazil to EU and Japan. Growing 
livestock in the EU necessitated more consumption of feed grain and soybean. 
However, the increase of consumption in feed grain did not increase the import but 
increased the production, but increase in soybean consumption in the EU creates 
more import of this product. "9 

BP is Bulk carrier Productivity (ton iniles cargo / dwt / annum), SB is aggregated Supply of 
Bulk carricrs (cargo ton Iniles), BF is aggregated Bulk carrier Fleet (dwt). 

116 See Chaptcr One Figure 1.2 
117 This has been discLissed in i-nore detail in Chapter Seven. 
118 USDA, A(IFICUltural Research Service, Internet home age, http: //ývww. ars. usda. govl p 
119 This COLIld be due to the CAP, which covers whole grain products but does not cover 

soybean. 
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In 1979 seabonie soybean trade was 19 M. tons, in which US export accounted for 
68% of the total aiid Brazil and other South American countries dominated the rest 
of the market. The most important market is the EU. In 1979 the EU imported about 
9 M. tons of soybean fron-i US. This continued to grow and her import rose to II 
M. tons in 1995, flien decreased to 6.5 A tons by 1999. In the Far East the main 
import market is Japan, followed by South Korea. 

US export of soybean has grown almost to the level of wheat and other coarse Z7) 
grain. It was 15 M. ton in 1979 and rose to 24 M. tons in 1999. The largest 

proportion of this volun-ie 32% was exported to EU in 1999. 

The main reasoii for the rapid growth in exports until the early 1980s was the fast- Z71 

increasing demand for high-protein meal for livestock feed in the EU, Japan and 
other Asian coLintries. However, after the late 1980s, more countries increase their 
soybean PFOCILICtiOn or became self-sufficient in other substitutable products which 
prevented the so beaii trade from expanding at a higher rate. Soybean marketing is y Cý 
not as simple as that of grain. Soybean exporters not only compete with other 
exporting countries bUt also with other oilseeds and grain producers. Soybeans are Z71 

also the leadm(g), oilseed in world trade and are very important in the world oil and 
meal market as well as grain market. Soybean oil and meal are joint products from Cý 
processing operations. Soybean oil is edible oil used mainly in margarine, 
shortening and cooking oils. C, 

The share of soybean export market in 1999 was as follows: a total of 30 M. ton 

were exported to world market, the US accounting for 59% of all exports, Argentina 
12%, Brazil 5%, Paraaguay 5% and China 5%. The major importers are EU 51%, 

C 
Japan 17%, Taiwan 9%, South Korea 4% and Mexico 4%. The United States 

exports are nialifly to EU (41%), Japan (23%), and Taiwan (13%) (USDA, 1999). 

Soybean trade in North Atlantic represents a considerable parts of soybean world 
trade, about 30%. The only exporter is USA and the sole importer is the EU. 
Canada also import some from US, but this trade is small in quantity and either 
transported by land, rail or through waterways. Table 3.17 illustrates the volume of 
US export to EU since 1969. Comparing the soybean trade volume with other grain 
(wheat and coarse -rain) we could see the soybean trade in the North Atlantic has 
fluctuated year by year but the overall trend is some how upward. Furthermore, the 
quantity of the soybean trade in the North Atlantic compared to other routes for 

grain is quite high. 
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Table 3.17: EU Soybean Imports From USA (000 Tons) 

W] 
: 

1ý97]5 1980 1985 1990 1995 1999 

EU Soybeans I mport I rom USA 
1 

207 
1 

229 
1 

313 
1 

9736 8201 9576 11246 6419 

Source: USDA (t999). 

3.8 Ship Tvve and Size Specification 

The general -PLI I-I)o se bulk carriers are the main concern of this chapter. This is 
because this tyl)e of sliips carries most of the international grain trades. ' 20 The cargo 
capacity ranges fi-oin 10,000 to over 300,000 dwt. 

I 

An important featLire of shipping, markets is the availability of a wide variety of 
ships type and size. The Rochdale Report (1970) commented on this diversification 

within the industry cis follows: In other words shipping industry is highly 
disaggregated by sector (tanker, dry bulk) and differentiated by size, in to different C, 

sub-markets. FOLIF principles caii be applied to allocate the type of ship required to 
carry a cargo: "carl,,, o volume, handling characteristics, regularity and stock. " 

The transport of (,, rain is mainly performed by general purpose bulk carriers 
Larger size bulk carriers such as the 30,60, and 100 thousand dwt class began to be 

used for transport of g-rain 
in response to increase in the volume and distance of the 

trade in the later half of the 1960s. The loading share of the bulk carrier among the 
total grain car,, -o movement was about 20% in 1965, increased to 48% in 1970 and 

reached about 88% in 1977 and 95% in 1985, improving transport efficiency for 

specialised carriers (Nagatsuka, 1986: 6). This sector of the shipping industry carries 
more than 98% of the grain trade by 1997 (Fearnley, 1997). Hence any impact of Zn 
the CAP should be more visible in this sector. Thus the general purpose bulk 

carriers logically is the main concern of this work. 

It should be inentioiied that sorne shipping companies used bulk and general cargo 
ship for bulk- Cill-LIO. Shelter deckers, sinall bulk carriers, and general cargo ships 
were used for the triiisportation of grain up until the beginning of the 1960s. At one 
time also, conventioiial oil tankers were used for the transport of grain, but their 
share of 3.7% (5.4 million tons) in 1976 continued to decrease until it reached a 

120 More det. ills are provided within the chapter. 
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level of 0.2% (0-3 inillion tons) in 1983. The amount of grain carried by tankers has 

been statistically ne-gligible after 1983 (Nagatsuka, 1986: 6). 
I Zn 

I 

As mentioned hi the introduction there are three recognised sub-market within this 

sector, based oii dead-weight tonnage (dwt) capacity. These three sub-markets are Cý 

known as "Cal)esize", "Panarnax" and "Handysize". The definition of each size of 
dry bulk fleet is some how arbitrary and has been variously defined by different 

sources. Drewry shippnig consultants definition of bulk carriers specify that, 
"Handysize" flichide all dry bulk carriers of between 20-49,999 dwt. "Panamax" 

size has tended to be taken as cornprising those vessels offering a capacity of 50- 
80,000 dwt. The "Capesize" tonnage range from 80,000 tonnes dwt and above 
(Drewry, 1998a). General factors to allocate ship size for specific route and 
commodity trade are: 

* economics of scale 
the volume of shipment 
port eqUipment and draught 

However the principal consideration in terms of vessel employment is the trading 
strategy or strategies adopted by the vessel owner. These have influence over the Z, -- 
frequency witli Much individual ships are offered to charter markets. It mainly 
depends on the relative freight rate in different route and commodity markets. 

3.9 Three Major Dry Bulk Commodities, Characteristics and Vessel Size 

Preferences 

Dry bulk commodity trades have been discussed briefly in Chapter One, where the 
importance of grain anjoncy the others was highlighted. However this section 17, Z71 
discusses the Issue in more detail. This is because the supply factors for transport of 
grain is affected, as events happen in other dry bulk commodity trades. 

This section aiins to explain the nature and characteristics of three major dry bulk 

commodity trade by liai-idlint, 4, facilities needed, port constraints and other factors 

which are inipoi-tant to select the size of bulk carrier for a specific commodity trade 

and route. 121 

Port constraints are the crucial factor in selecting, bulk carrier size for a specific commodity 
trade. 
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3.9.1 Vessel Size Preferences in the Iron Ore Trade 

Iron ore sea traiisport is derived substantially by large-scale operations to reduce the 
transportatiori cost. However it is estimated that cost of transport adds between 30 

to 40% to the value of iron ore in the market (Drewry, 1998a). 

Medium VOlUIne shipment over inedium distance (4000-5000 mile) is loaded on 

either "Panainax" or ore-bulk-oil (0130) carriers. The economies of using 
"Capesize" vessel lor lai-c,, e volume shipment or over long haul (12,000 miles or 

more) are restricted by handling and port constraints at the origin and destination. Z71 

Coal is a low pi-liced commodity (Drewry, 1998a). 

The largest iron ore ports are open to ships drawing 23m, though facilities offering 
between 12-18m are widespread. Around 20% of seabome traffic is worked in ships 
of over 200,000 dwt. Moreover, about three-quarters of all the tonnage will be in 

vessels of 100,000+ dwt (Drewry, 1997a). 

The market share of the smaller (sub-Panamax) bulk carriers has dwindled to 7% of 
total seaborne traffic - in tonnage terms - while (c) some 70%+ of shipments are C 
worked by vessels for over 100,000 dwt. Although it now sounds like a clich6, iron 

ore has always been a big ship trade. The combination of large scale demand, ZD 
relatively low value material, lengthy shipping distances and global market 
competition have made this inevitable (Drewry, 1997a; Fearnley (1970-99). 

In terms of den-iand, to fulfil cargo stems (assuming ships are of acceptable 
"quality" and no "an ti -combination carrier bias"), iron ore shippers will be looking 
for the most economic option. Logically, this will focus on optimising vessel/cargo Cý 
size selections. Table 3.18 shows Iron ore Shipment by Vessel size in exporting and 
importing regions in 1999. About 80% of trade is carried out using "Capesize" Zý Z__ 

bulkers. Most exportina countries use large ships for their exports due to their 1: 1 Z: ) 
comparative advantage in iron ore trade. Many importers also use large ships for 

I 
their raw material import to ii-iaintain their position in the steel market. 
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Table 3.18: Iron Ore Shipment by Vessel Size 1999 

(% of Total Seaborne Trade in Each Area) 

Group Size (000 Dot) 

Sub-5-0-T 
- 

50-80 80-100 100+ 

Exporting A rea 

Scandinavia 30 6 53 11 

Other Europe 39 36 25 --- 
West Africa 9 15 71 5 

South Africa 18 3 36 43 

North America 2 29 42 27 

S. America Atlantiic 3 11 29 57 

S. America Pacif"ic 15 1 21 63 

Asia 17 26 34 23 

Australia 7 8 29 56 

Importing A rea 

UK/Continent 6 10 41 43 

Mediterranean '? 9 23 66 

Other Europe 26 14 35 25 

USA 4 67 29 --- 

Japan 9 6 28 57 

Other Far East 9 15 28 48 

10thers 17 13 51 15 
ITotal 

trade 8 12 33 
1 

47 

Source: Drewry, (1997a). 

3.9.2 Vessels Size Preferences in the Coal Trade 

It is estimated that approximately half of coal shipments are handled by bulk 

carriers of less tliail 80,000 dwt. This is not unexpected, given that the majority of 
coal loadin-/discliar-e ports are designed to handle Panamax and handy class bulk 4: 1 Z-- Z: ý 

carriers (Drewry, 1998a). 

Focusing oii sl)cclfic trade routes, it is known that exports from the principal Z: ) 
suppliers to the iiaeriiatiotial market - Australia, South Africa, Colombia - are 
usually shij)pe(l M Paiiaiiiax wid Capesize vessels and that the role of handysize 
bulkers is lin-utccl (Drewry, 1997a). 
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These vessel size preferences are also a reflection on the import markets which 
these suppliers serve. Wl-iile Australian and South African exports are sold primarily 
into the major inai-k-ets of Europe and east Asia, which provide sufficient scope to 

exploit the scale ccoi-ion-iies of Panamax and "Capesize" shipments, smaller scale 
exporters serve immily regional inarkets. The smaller trade volumes and shorter 
trading distaiices involved do not provide the same scope to develop scale 
economies iii sliipl)iii- (Drewry, 1998a). 

When looking at seaborne transport of steam coal, Panamax size lifting is much C, 

more in evidence. The Litilisation of larger, Cape-class vessel in steam coal trading 
is evident, especially on I'OLItes Such as between South Africa and Europe and some 
of the trades OLIt of Australia, Canada, the USA, Colombia and Indonesia. 122 Power 

station berths clo not operate on the scale and throughput of steel mill berths. 
Moreover, many of the Japanese coal distribution centres are not equipped to handle 

ships of above Panarnax carrier size limitations (Drewry, 1998b). 

Using informatioll compiled by Fearnley's on the size utilisation of the coal 
carrying fleet, important trends are noticeable. Overall, the majority of coal has 
been transported M dry bLIlk carriers which are below 80,000 dwt, with only 30% 
being transported iri Capesize vessels. What such data fails to take account of is the 

relative importance of specific trades, especially the main export routes (Fearnley, 
1970-99). 

Exports emanating from the i-najor producers - Australia, South Africa and specially 
South America - all have stron,,, performance towards "Capesize" vessels whereas 
the smaller exporting countries such as China, Europe and the former East 

European states all tend to ship coal out in vessels below 50,000 dwt. This is a 

reflection of the composition of the markets which these countries service. The likes 

of Australia and SOLIth Africa provide coal to users in Europe and Asia, trade routes 

which lend theinselves to economics of scale. Other exporters tend to service 

markets which are geographically closer and therefore smaller cargo sizes are more C) Z-- 
appropriate (Drewry, 1998a). 

According to Table 3.19 the trend of using large ships for coal is similar to that of C, 

iron ore but the I)ace of change has been less dramatic. The differing needs of the 
two product al-CaS - coking and steaming coal - has been influential in slowing the 

1 C) 

122 The key to tIIIS IICS 110t SO IIIUCII with exporter capabilities but rather with constraints at the 
dischar-e end. 
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overall move to larger ship use. The requirements, and storage capabilities, of 
power utilities arid cement makers have supported the use of smaller carriers 
(handy-class arid Panamax). The prouressive load port expansion (in Australia and, zn 

especially, at Richards Bay iri South Africa) has enabled steam grades to provide 
"Capesize" caroo operiings (Drewry, 1997a; 1997d). 

, rable 3.19: Seaborne Coal Shipment by Vessel Size 1999 

(% of Total Seaborne Trade in Each Area) 

Group Size (000 Dot) 

Sub 50-80 80-100 100+ 

Exporting Area 

North America 4 32 46 18 

Australia 10 30 39 21 

South Africa 25 21 34 20 

S. America/Car'ibbean 26 21 37 16 

China 52 44 3 1 

FUS/E. Europe 81 14 5 --- 

W. Europe 81 3 16 --- 

Others 58 32 6 4 

Impor ing Area 

UK/Continent 14 23 45 18 

Mediterranean 14 27 45 14 

Other Europe 35 32 26 7 

South America 15 62 20 13 

Japan t9 29 34 18 

Other Far East 22 31 29 18 

Others 46 20 17 17 

Total 21 1 29 1 34 1 16 

Source: Drewry (1999) 

3.9.3 Vessel Size Preferences in Grain Trade 

Considerable chmiges have taken place with respect to vessel size in seabome grain Cý 
trade over the past few decades (1970,1980s, 1990s). Although the range of ship 
sizes utilised has mcreased siGnificantly, there is still a large proportion of grain 11ý 
carried on small ships (mider 50,000 dwt). Around 48% of grain trades was shipped 
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in vessels of less thaii 50,000 dwt compared with 89% traded on the same sized 
vessel in 1970. In that year orily 1% was loaded in ships of over 60,000 dwt, 

although by 1985 dils figure had risen to 40% and subsequently declined to 26% in 
C) 

1999 (Drewry, 1986; 1997b; 1997c). 

The sea transportation of grain is not as open to economies of scale as the other 
major dry bulk- corninodities with the majority of grain shipments falling below 
50,000 tonnes and inost of the grain ports are not capable of handling large vessels. 
Table 3.20 shows the regional aspect of the ship size performance in grain trade. C) 
This table is prepared by Drewry shipping consultant based on reported voyage 
charters but can be taken as indicative of ship size utilisation as a whole. The North 
America specifically the US Gulf / US Atlantic area was the most prominent user of 
large ships to transport grain. Average cargo size for USGIUSAC was 48,800 

tonnes in 1994 aIthOLIglI this belies the true fact that nearly two-thirds of tonnage 
fixed was in shipinents of over 60,000 tonnes (Drewry, 1997b). 

50% of araiii fixed fi-oni the Pacific seaborne arain in 1994 were in cargoes of over Vý, Z: ) 
40,000 dwt, while iin the Great Lakes/St. Lawrence loading the average shipment 
size was 37,000 tonnes (Drewry, 1997b). 

Brazil loads a significant tonnage of grain. 123 Australian shipments are all under Cý 
40,000 dwt and 3% of Argentine shipments are over 50,000 dwt. Shipments from 
EU are primarily Of Under 40,000 dwt (Drewry, 1986; 1997c). The principal market 
for US Gulf grain is Japan. Since this trade is not large scale but relatively stable, it Z-- 
has been possible to justify investment in large ship and port handling facilities on 
this route. 

As shown by Table 3.20, around half of the total grain volume entering international 

seaborne trade is worked by ships of less than 50,000 dwt. The 100,000+ dwt sector 
share is small. However, the focus is moving towards lifting in Panamax ships (50- z: 1 
80,000 dwt) with this sector now having a market share of around 45% (Drewry, 
1986; 1998a). 

123 Brazil's main orain export is soybean. 
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Table 3.20: Grain Shipment by Vessel Size (dwt) 1999 

(% of Total Seaborne Trade in Each Area) 

State/ DNVT Under 50 50-60 60-80 80-100 100+ Total 

Exporting Area: 

USA 29 8 56 2 5 100 

Canada 56 9 21 1 11 100 

South America 46 18 35 1 100 

Australia 85 4 11 100 

Others 79 5 8 2 6 100 

Importing A rea: 

Europe 26 12 47 3 12 100 

Africa 70 7 22 1 100 

America 92 3 5 100 

Japan 39 5 55 1 100 

I Other Asia 41 10 41 3 5 100 
rTotal 

48 8 37 1 3 100 

Source: Drewry (1999). 

3.9.4 Loading Ports 

In the USA, whicli is the i-naiii grain loading area, there are two main regions for 
loading grairi, the Gulf of Mexico/Lower Mississippi regions and the Pacific ports 
on the Colorribia River plus Seattle and Tocoma. The Gulf region is dominated by 

the ports on the Mississippi aud accounts for over 50% of all USA export (Drewry, 
1997a). The riiain ports in the Gulf of Mexico are Mobile, the Lower Mississippi 

and Texas ports. 

The ports of Mobile (AI) and Pascagoula (Miss) offer an alternative to the lower 
Mississippi (Louisiana) ports in the New Orleans-Baton Rouge range. Pascagoula 

traffic is restricted by the cliannel into Bayou Casotte which, at 11.5m, is shallower 
than the lower Mississippi ports. 

The Mississippi has draft liniltations, which mean advantage cannot be taken of 
larger (100,00+ dwt) vessels except for part loads of up to about 80,000 tonnes. The 

river is dredged to a depth of 13.7m up to mile 150 and 12.2m from there to Baton 
Rouge. The facilities attribUted to New Orleans cover a large area, populated with a 
number of graiii loacling terniinals, including Destrehan and Myrtle Grove. The 
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largest grain loading facility in New Orleans itself is the Continental Grain elevator 
at Westwegp. The two berths offer loading at 5,000 tph from four loading belts. 

The ports on Colonibia River, especially Portland, command a sizeable portion of 
Pacific trades. The other inain grain terminals on the Colombia River are Kalama, 
Longview and VancoLiver. Longview is looking to upgrade its facilities in order to 

minimise the need to reposition and to speed up loading rates. 

The West Coast -rain has become increasingly Panamax vessel oriented since 1981 

when only two vessels in excess of 11.9 meters draft called at the ports along the 
Colombia River. By 1990 this figure had risen to more than 100 calls. The Peavey Z: ý 

Terminal at Kalaina almost exclusively loads Panamax ships sized vessels. The 

main limiting factor which currently constrains the movements towards Panamax 

ships on a greater scale is the channel depth. Plans are afoot to deepen the channel 
depth to 13.1 meters from the ocean to Portland on the Oregon side and to 
Vancouver on the Washin(gton side (the current draft is 12.2 metres. I 

Canada 
The decline of the St Lawrence/Atl antic loading region for grain export trades 

started in 1986/87, with the Pacific ports taking most of the Canadian exports from 
1987. 

By far the largest equipped gram export port in Canada is the Lakes port of Thunder tý Z: ) 
Bay, whicli Ims eleven (, rain berths. Halifax, located in Nova Scotia, is less 

restricted, witli a dral't limitation of around 11.5-12m. 

The main east coast ports are Vancouver and Prince Rupert, which have the 
advantage of offering the deepest loading berths in Canada. Loading drafts of up to Z: ) 1: 1 
15.3 metres are available. The grain traffic at Vancouver in the first half of 1992 zn 
showed gains of 20% to 7.9 million tonnes. With five berths Vancouver is one of 
the largest grain liandling ports in Canada. 

1 Z7ý 

Argentina 
The majority ol'Argeiitiiie graiii exports are short-sea, mainly going to Brazil. The 

ports can be SUbdivided iii terms of location into: 
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-Upper 

- Middle River 

- Loiver 

- Coastal 

The majority of ArIgentine ports suffer from low draft limitations due to the Mitre 

Channel and the Martiri Garcia Bar on the Uruguay and Parana rivers. The Mitre 

Channel has a inaxin-iLini draft of 8.8m and channel width of 130n metres. The 

Martin Garcia Bar is ofteri said to command the entrance to the two rivers. It has a 

maximum cli-aft of 7.92 inetres. Shipping, practices in Argentinean grain trades, Z: ' 
favour tonria-e of Lirider 40,000 dwt, because of Parana Rivers passage and port and 
infrastructure facilities aiid volume of shipment. 

Australia 
The main grain loading ports in New South Wales are Port Kembla and Newcastle. 
Port Kembla can load vessels at a rate of 5,000 tph via two loaders. The loading 
berth with a draft of 16.3 rneters and 290 metres length is one of the largest in 
Australia. Newcastle's grain bertli is situated in the West Basin at berth number Z: ) 
three, provides a loading rate of 4,000 tph and silo storage is equal to 170,000 

1 
tonnes. Australia's larogest export port is situated near Fremantle. The Kwinana 

I 
Grain Terminal offers a draft of 16.8 meters with a berth length of 291 metres. 
Other sizeable facilities exist at Brisbane, Albany and Gladstone. 

Australia's iii. iiii I)orts which have ability to handle large ships are Fremantle and 
Port Lincohi, aiid otlier ports are likely to handle ships up to "Panama" size. 
Australia's inain ý,, rain inarkets are in South East Asia, the Middle East and 
periodically the foriner USSR where there are many port constraints. 

Other Major Loading Ports 
Rouen has beeii categorised as the main export port for grains in Europe, with 

annual throtighput of 8.5 million tonnes of which over 80% or 6.9 million tonnes 

are accounted for by wheat exports. Other grains being moved in the port include 

barley at 1.5 millloii tonnes in 1991 and maize. The main destination of the grain 

exports was to the CIS, wl-tich account for close to 40% of traffic, an improvement 

on 1990 of 22%. Rotten 1-tas three grain berths, two operated by Socomac and the ZD 
third by Urtacel. 
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New developnients at Rotterdam's GEM Europort Terminal have allowed the 
loading of Capesize vessel for the first time ex-silo. The loading was partly by 

transhipment direct to the vessel with the balance coming from silo storage. The 
installation of a shore based pneumatic unloaded feeding directly into the silo has 

allowed the larger vessels to be loaded. The vessel, "Flag Diamond", loaded 90,000 

tonnes of German wheat, which had been transported in 130 barges and coasters. 

3.9.5 Discharge Ports 

The importance of the European ports is largely a reflection of their access to inland 

waterway systems, wilich allow barges and dedicated vessels to transport the grains z: I 

closer to tlie end users. The main European discharge ports are located in the 
Netherlands, Belgium and Germany. 

I 

Rotterdam has four grain discharge berths, three of which also double as Z-- 
transhipment centres. GEM Europort Terminals (European Bulk Services) and 
Interstevedoring Botlek are the only main grain terminal operators. GEM, which 
has two terminals, is by far the largest. Terminal I has the capability of handling 

vessels up to 200,000 dwt outside the pier at dolphins or up to Capesize inside the 

pier (or two Panainax). The Interstevedoring facility can accommodate vessels up to 
490m LOA and 13 meters beam. It was the opening up of ports of this size that 

encouraged the move towards larger vessels for the transatlantic trades, from what 
had traditionally been limited to Panamax size vessels. 

The other notable grain importing port in the Netherlands is Amsterdam, which has 

tow terminals - tlie IGMA and OBA Bulk terminals. The IGMA terminal was 
specially designed for the fast discharge and transhipment of grain and derivatives. 
The facility can liandle vessels up to 84,000 dot fully laden, discharging straight 
into waitin(, vessels or into silos. The fast discharge system comprises both 

elevators, grab and screw unloaders and can handle 33,000 tpd. Both facilities have 

no length limitations but the OBA Terminal has a lower draft constraint, at 13.7 

meters. The OBA Terminal is primarily a coal and ore berth, but can accept grain 
cargoes, as well as Corn gluten. 

The two ports of Antwerp and Ghent are important for European grain trades 
because of their internal transport links. Antwerp is connected to the Albert Canal 

while Ghent is linked to the Scheldt river system. Antwerp is serviced by three- 
grain dischargc terminals, the largest of which is the Sobelgra facility at the 6th C) z: 1 
Harbour Dock. With a draft of 14.6m and quay length of 620 meters, the berth can 
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discharae car-o at the rate of 2,000 t h. Both the Sobelgra and Sarnga facilities act C) -- p 
as transhipineilt mitres. 

Ghent has two discharge berths, the Grain Terminal and Euro-Silo at berth 97, Z71 

which will shortly be able to accommodate "Capesize" vessels when the sea canal is 
dredged and straiglitened, allowing vessels drawing 17m to transit the passageway. 
This is considered the greatest limitation on the port. 

The diverse port of Hamburg has a number of grain import berths, the largest of 
which is at the NeLlhofer Pier operated by NHG, with its two pneumatic elevators 
and mechanical Linloader wliich can handle 1,660 tph. The facility can handle 
Panamax size vessels and acts as a transhipment berth. The total silo storage 
capacity is equal to 600,000 tonnes and makes Hamburg the largest grain storage 
centre in Europe. 

With the dedicated grain terminal, Tilbury is the largest grain port in the UK. With 

the ability to accept both loading and discharge cargoes, Tilbury remains flexible. Z: ý Z71 

The main jetty can accornmodate Panamax vessels with a discharge rate of 2,000 

tph via two marine elevator towers. 

Lisbon has fOLir uriloadirig facilities, three of which act as transhipment facilities. 
I 

Silopor Trafaria is the largest and can handle ships of up to 80,000 dwt, while the 
two other facilities cari orily handle fully laden 30,000 dwt vessels. 

The main ports directly serving Russia in terms of grain discharge are St Petersburg tý I 

and Odessa. Vessels discliarging at St Petersburg are constrained by the entry zD 1-: ) 
channels of flie Kroiistadt Passagoe and Morskoy canal, which have been dredged to Z71 

11.3m. Grain discharge is assisted by mechanised shore equipment. Ice breaking 
g 

assistance is, liowever, necessary between November and Mid April. The port of 
Odessa, located on the north-west shore of the Black Sea, offers year-round 
navigation (30 clays ice breaking assistance necessary), imposing a depth restriction C, 

of 13.8m for %, cssels entering the port. Z71 

Planned coristrLICtioii at the Brazilian port of Suape (near Recife) was supposed to 
have offered the Nortli-cast region a deep water port to enable vessels to partly load 
before procecdHig to otlier Brazilian ports. With displacement of between 12.5- 
13.7m, the port lias clearly an advantage over other ports which only offer a Z:, 

maximum of 12.2in. 
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South Africa has responded to the changing situation with facility upgrades and 
developments. DUrbiii BLIlk Shipping (DBS) terminal has increased its present draft Z7) 

limitations to 12.8 meters, which will allow fully laden Panamax vessels to be 

accommodated. Iii Scpteinber the 110,000 dwt "Feax" discharged its maize cargo at 
DBS, the largest inaize shipment in South Africa. 

Egypt imports grain via a combination of dedicated grain and general cargo berths, 

the former covering, the ports of Damietta and Port Said and the latter Safaga. 
Z7 

The UAE has two importflig berths, the largest of which is situated in the port of 
Jebel Ali. Here, the facility which spans two berths can handle Panamax vessels, but 

with only 800 tph dischar-e, the facility appears to be grossly under-equipped. 

Japan, which irriports close to 6 million tonnes of wheat and over 20 million tonnes 

of coarse grairis, ri-iainly handles them through the grain discharge facilities of 4: 1 

Yokohama. Japaiiese imports are largely entering the ports in Panamax size vessels, 
though only the five berths of Kokusai Futo are able to Accommodate such vessels, 

since all others iii Yokohama are in the 9-12 meters range. As a result Japanese 

imports are freqUently shipped in on a combination port basis. 

3.9.6 Role or Ilandysize in Grain Trade 

From Appericlix 4, it is evident that the majority of grain loading and discharging 

ports have draft of 12 meters or less which is sufficient for Handysize 

bulkers. 124 Thus corisidei-Mg the definition of "Handysize" and her dimensional 

characteristics together with the factors governing the shipsize allocation, 
"Handysize" by their very riature have no limitations to being employed in the grain 
trade. 1 25 Gram is the most important commodity for "Handysize" employment, as 

many of the sample vessels (Handysize) analysed by Drewry Shipping Consultants 

in 1997 completed at least one voyage carrying grain (Drewry, 1998a). Furthermore 

according to Fearriley's World Bulk Trades, 48% of the seaborne grain trade in 

1993 was carried iii vessels of less than 50,000 dwt, some 98.1 m. tonnes. 

Employmem of "Haiidysize" bulk carriers is highest in the grain trades from the 
USA, Canada aud the EU to destinations in LDCs. The nature of this trade is 

irregular, niaiiily depeiidiii-, oii the year to year production in these countries (LDC) 
I 

and their foreigm Currency availability. This trade is also subject to many constraints 

124 See Appendix 4. 
125 These filctors were highlighted in the previous section. 
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such as draft-himted ports, low capacity shoreside cargo handling and limited port 
infrastructure. 

"Handysize" bLIIk- carriers have gradually been displaced from certain high volume, z: 1 
high frequency grairi trades, notably the trades from the USA to Japan (via Panama 
Canal) and to NW ELirope (Drewry, 1992). 

3.9.7 Role of Panan-iax in Grain Trade 

In case of "Paiiatmix", the importance of this size vessel varies with individual 

commodity trades, bUt developments indicate the growing importance of these 

vessels to the , i-ain aiid coal trades and their decline in the iron ore trades. In 1997, 

coal (105-110 nillljoii toiiiies/year) provided the loading cargo component followed 
by grain (85-95 nifflion tonnes/year) and iron ore (now under 50 million tons/year) 
(Drewry, 1998a). 

Grain has becoine iiicreasingly influential in the employment pattern of the fleet, 

particularly sHice tile 1980s when the deepening steel industry recession and moves 
towards lar-ei-ore cai-ryincy toniiage began to have repercussions in the "Panamax" 

4'-- Cn zn 
market. In additioii the regularity and scale of the grain trades between North 

Zý' 
America aiid Japaii - and then substantial trade to NW Europe, warranted 
substantial investmem in port facilities at both the load and discharge ends. 

By the 1980s more than 40% of all voyages of this size were with grain. The most Cý 
dramatic changes have been those occurring in the grain trade as "Panamax" in late 
1997 transported alniost 36% of seaborne grain trade compared to the early 1970s 

with only 4.2% aiid 1984 when it was 40% (Drewry, 1997a). 

The reasons behind this increasing use of "Panamax" in the 1980s are seeking of 
economies of scale which for the grain trade for most routes is limited to this size of 
ships, and the existence of substantial large shipment grain trade pattern from North Zn 
America to NW Europe. The latter no longer exists, but their implications for 

marketing of the "Panarnax" bulk carrier fleet lie in the fact that the grain trades 

generate more voyage/short-term chartering business than the ore trades (where Z__ 
long-term chartering, contracts of affreightment and direct ownership of tonnage are Z71 Z: ) 

more prevalciit). It is estirnated that the "Panamax" bulkers carried more than half 

of the Transatlantic and Transpacific grain trade by volume in the 1990s (Feamley, 
1970-99). 
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3.9.8 Role of "Capesize" in Grain Trade 

While smaller dry bulk carriers find employment across a wide range of 
commodities, the "Capesize" sector is almost entirely dependent upon just two 

cargoes - iron ore and coal (tliis is shown in Tables 3.21a and 3.21b). This 

specialisatioii lias ariseii because of a number of commercial and operational factors 

which have combined to exclude Capesize carriers from most other commodity 
markets. "Capesize" liave only a minor presence in the grain trade, and even more 
limited employment opportunities in the deep-sea tapioca and salt trades (Drewry, 
1997e). 

The "Capesize" niarket share in grain seaborne trade rose to a peak of 11% in 1982 4. -- 

but in the middle of 1980s this dropped, and in the 1990s only 2% of total seaborne 
trade volunie of grain were carried by ships of more than 80,000 dwt. The major 
route for "Capesize" bulkers regarding grain seaborne trade was the North Atlantic 4: 1 1.7 

(Drewry, 1997c). 

This route served the USA and Canada's grain exports to the EU. Both (USA and 
many EU poi-ts) sides of the route had sophisticated port facilities to handle the big 
bulkers. Furdiennorc, the quantity of shipment and economies of scale involved in 

these specific slilps made tliese vessels very popular in the North Atlantic grain 
seaborne tracle. 

Many "Capesize" foLind employment in the shipping grain across the Atlantic to the 
deep draft ports in the Antwerp /Rotterdam /Amsterdam. Once this trade folded, 

employment opportunities in grain were severely restricted. A further factor was the 

growing iron ore and coal trades which sharply decreased the volume of "Capesize" 

tonnage seeking employment in peripheral commodities, while during times of 
weakness in these trades "Capesize" may look for grain employment. 

The chief beneficiary of this downturn was the "Panamax" sector which saw its 

share of world gi-ýdii ti-ades rise from 14% to 47% between 1980 and 1990 (Drewry, 
1990; 1997e). The grain trades play a "fallback" role in the "Capesize" market. In 

general, the proportioii of total grain cargoes carried by vessels in excess of 80,000 
dwt rises dLirhig times of recession in the Capesize freight market, leading to the 
conclusion thýit when sucli units are starved of their traditional mineral trades, they 

go in search of grani cargoes as a last resort. 
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Table 3.21: Capesize Bulk Carrier Contribution in Dry Bulk Commodity 

of Scaborne Slihmuents Quantities Shipped in Million Tonnes of Cargo 

Iron Ore coll Gnahi 
] I 

Iron Ore Coal Grain 

1975 37 10 7 
F 

1975 108 13 10 t30 

1976 42 14 8 1976 123 18 12 153 

1977 1 48 19 7 1977 133 25 10 168 

1978 52 21 7 1978 145 27 12 183 

1979 59 20 8 1979 193 41 15 249 

1980 62 28 10 1980 195 53 20 267 

1981 1 65 30 8 1981 197 63 16 277 

t982 65 31 11 1982 178 65 22 264 

1983 66 35 11 1983 170 69 22 261 

1948 65 38 6 1948 199 88 12 300 

1985 1 64 39 5 1985 205 106 9 321 

1986 63 3S 5 1986 196 105 8 309 

1987 68 40 7 1987 219 117 13 349 

1988 722_ 44 4 1988 248 139 8 395 

1989 1 71 43 
_ 

3 1989 259 139 6 404 

t990 72 42 2 1990 253 146 6 405 

1991 74 44 3 1991 265 160 6 431 

1992 77 45 5 1992 260 165 10 435 

1993 76 45 9 1993 267 165 17 449 

1994 76 41 1994 291 155 13 459 

1995 77 -12 6 1995 307 166 11 484 

1996 78 45 5 1996 312 178 10 500 

1997 77 46 7 9997 311 181 14 506 

1998 79 44 
_ 

9 1 98 318 179 17 514 

1999 1 80 48 18 

L1999 
_ 

1 324 192 15 

ým 

(a) including combitied carriers Zý 
(b) estimated perceiii,, ioe 

Source: Fearriley (2000). 

(a) including combined carriers as well as bulkers 
(b) estimated totals 
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By 1993, "Capesize" bulk carriers were once again carrying nearly 10% of total 

seaborne grain trade. This upturn can be linked to the earlier comment that during 

times of weakncss in the iron ore and coal trades "Capesize" may look for grain 
employment. Reference to Tables 3.20a &b will show that opportunities in both the 
iron ore and cokitia coal sectors declined noticeably during the early years of 1990s, 

thus coinciding with the upturn in the Capesize involvement in the grain market 
(Drewry, 1997e). 

On a region by region basis the "Capesize" share of world rain trades is far more z: 1 -- 
9 

distorted, with few strong patterns evident. What is apparent, though, is that 
Capesize carriers unit recently had only a negligible role to play in the Southern 
hemisphere export market, with, for example, such vessels largely accounting for 
less than 1% of seaborne trade from Australia. Owners of Capesize vessels have 

traditionally fOL111CI oreater rewards in the export markets of the Americas. It is 

unlikely the Capesize involvement in grain seaborne trade will reach anything near 
10% of its tnide ag , ain. Many reasons for this can be presented. 

The graiii trade which is extremely diverse and volatile makes for an 
unpredictable trade pattern which in turn makes investment in port facilities 
for lar-e-vessel uneconoi-nical. 
Small shipnient of agrain I 
Cargo loading/discharging rates restricted shipload size. Z7 In Z:, 
Port iiifrasti-Licture in many developing countries is unsuitable for vessels in 4: ý 
excess of "Panamax" size. 
The spot freight market nature of much grain business does not offer the 

san-ie level of employment security as the iron ore and coal trades, which is 

an in-iportarit consideration for owners of "Capesize" bulkers. 
The North Atlantic grain trade is unlikely to be same as 1970s, due to high 

grain PrOCIUCtion within the EU. 

It is now very corninon for "Capesize" vessels to be employed in the grain seaborne 
trade load only 1)artially. Thus the "Capesize" bulk carrier fleet role is limited 
largely to iron ore and the coal trade and very little of the tonnage is employed in 

grain trade. 
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3.10 Conclusion 

This chapter lias attempted to provide statistical evidence regarding supply, 
demand, tonne-nille, volume and pattern of the grain trade. It has specified that 
despite increasing sLipply and demand, the volume of the grain trade has been 

unchanged since 1980. It also con-iments that this is because as consumption was 
increased witliln a region the production also increased in that region. 

The pattern of grain trade is foLind to have changed dramatically compared to the 

1970s and 1980s. Since the iniddle of the 1970s and beginning of the 1980s the 

pattern of grain trade started to change, North Atlantic grain trade from USA and Z7, 

Canada to ELII'Ope progressively disappeared, and new routes were stabilised 
through and oLit of Europe, to the Middle East, Eastern Europe, Former USSR, 

Africa and even South America. 

Any changes eitlier iii volume or pattern of the trade could influence tonne-mile 
demand for sliippiri- trarisport. However the statistical evidence provided in this Cý 
chapter revealed diat toiiiie-mile demand for grain is also almost unchanged since 
1980. At a iiiore detailed level, changes in pattern of the grain trade will affect 
different shippiri, iiiarket SUb-sectors, e. g. "Handysize", "Panamax" and "Capesize" 

supply/demarid eqLiation. This will be analysed in the next chapter. 

It is clear fliat the smaller size of dry bulk carrier, 50,000 dwt and under, is the 
major size pi-cferciice for grain shipments. Market differentiation assumption in 
bulk carriers SCCtO1' COUICI cotisider, each size of the bulk carriers dedicated or more 
favourable to sl)ccific dry bulk commodity trade(s) e. g. Handysize to grain, 
Panamax to coLil aild Capesize to iron ore. This dedication of bulk carrier size to 
specific commodity trade could be described as an efficiency element. It means that 
each size of the bulk carriers is more efficient in specific commodity trade(s). 

Factors go\, erimio efficieiicy of ships size in specific commodity trade could be 

defined as rOUte and port facilities at origin and destination and volume of shipment. 
The followiii. -, questioii could be asked: if the handysize is more efficient and 

appropriate for can-yfflo gain, what factors cause other sizes of bulkers to penetrate Z7 
into this trade? 

The most iniportaiit factor to niotivate the larger shipsizes to penetrate into the grain Z: ) 

trade is the relatively high freight rate for grain transportation. Low volume of 
demand geiierated by otlier dry cargoes could be highlighted as a second important 

I 
factor and avýilkibility of grain shipment ready to load in the nearest or discharging 
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port is another factoi-. 1 26 oil the other hand penetration of large ships into the grain 
trade reduced the graiii's Nial prices by a considerable amount. Cý 

The discussioii pi, esciaed in this chapter has focused on potential trade prospects 

and, with no imijor substaiitial port projects in the immediate offing, it seems a 

reasonable expectatioii that ship size preferences will develop in line with the major 
driving forces M the trade sucli as port investment and the CAP. 

126 The latter 'is not IIICaSLIrable, but the fist two factors could be measured. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: CONCEPTUAL ANALYSIS 

AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

4.1 Introduction 

Governments in developed countries including the EU intervene into domestic 

agricultural rnark-ets inainly to maintain a higher income for farmers, to increase the 

production level and I)rovide security of the food supply. The Common Agricultural 
Policy of the ELirol)ean Union (CAP) serves different objectives, firstly, objectives 
which are relatcd to agricultural production and secondly, objectives related to 

common ii-iai-kct aiid Europeaii co-ordinations. 

The CAP has heeii a InajOI- 111flUenCe on agricultural trade in recent decades and its 

effects have been a sLibject of concern to many scholars and also occupied the major 
part of the WTO (GATT) negotiations. Since its implementation by the European Z:, 
Union in 1967.127 The EU fi-om being a major importer of grain in the 1960s and 
70s up to mid 80s is now the second biggest grain exporter after the United States. ZnZD 
This has prol'Mind implications for the international grain market that was 
principally affected m three ways. 

" First, the EU's policy of pronloting self-sufficiency by means of high 

guaranteed prices has encouraged areater domestic production at the expense Z7) zn 
of cheaper linports, reduced the demand and increased the supply in world 
markets. 

" Second, Iii-Ii internal prices have led to over production requiring expensive 
export sLibsidles to dispose of EU surpluses on the world market. This has 

served to depress world market prices. 
" Third, stabilising EU farni prices has increased price instability on world 

markets. As the CAP prevents internal price adjustment, the burden of 
adjustinei-it is sliifted onto world markets via exports. Variations in quantities 
exported IeLid to price shocks to the world market. 

These effects can be analysed under different categories. The first category 
comprises effects fliat would be realised under welfare analysis. Such effects can be 
further subdivided into EU and non-EU welfare effects. 

127 It took froin 1962 until July 1967 to set into operation a Common Market organisation for 
cereals with unil'ied grain policy prices. 
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The second ý'J'OLIJ) of aiialyses involves the effects of this policy on international 

agricultural trade. This (ITOLIP could also be sub-categorised into the effects on: 
volume of imeniatiortal agriculairal trade, pattern of agricultural trade, level of 
world agricultLiral prices wid the stability of world prices as out lined by Demekas 
(1988). However, cliffereritiatiori of such effects is a matter of complication and 
paradox, becILISC these effects are so related and interdependent as addressed by 
Anderson aiid Tyers (1984). However this chapter will present conceptual analyses 
of these effects. 

The usual apl)i-oacii Lised to model the structural changes in an industry, and the one 
adopted here temis to investi, (.! ate the market structure (supply and demand) and 4: 1 

hypothesise the I)ossible relationsliips between different influential variables. 

It was established iii Chapter Three that the pattern of international grain trade has 

changed dl-161111 last decades (1980s, 1990s). The EU's grain imports from North 
America reduced cli-amatically. On the other hand, the EU's exports, mostly to 
developing coumi-les have expai-ided considerably. Meanwhile, the increasing trend 

C 
of the volunic oCii-iteniational grain trade changed to a constant trend. C, 

Chapter Three also outlined the restrictions for large ships to contribute to the 

seaborne grain trade by investigating the port and route limitation. It specified that 1: 1 Z7, 

the North Arnei-ican and the European ports can only accommodate large ships to 
load or unload gi-ai n. Cý 

In this chapter the CAP effects are analysed, to specify if such changes in pattern 
and volume ofilie trade coiiceptually could be due to the CAP measures. Therefore 

the aim of this cliapter is to hypothesise the possible impact of the CAP on the 

structure of demaiid for different bulk carriers market sub-sectors. 

Furthermore, Iliere were iie, -otiations in GATT to reduce or even remove the CAP 
I 

by the EU. Tlie EU's proposal was to reduce the CAP's protection measures by 
30%, the USA proj)osal was to reduce it by 90%. This study will investigate the 
impact of each I)i-ol)osal oii [lie structure of demand for shipping transport of grain 
by means of a sinitilation. 

This chapter is sti-Lictured as follows: Section 4.2 investigates the reason for the 
CAP meaSLIres ai-icl the objectives of the CAP. Analysis of different effects of the 
CAP will be provided in Sectioi-i 4.3, including its effects on the pattern and volume Z: ) 
of international (Traiii trade, welfare analysis, and its effects on world price Z-ý 
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instability. Sectioii 4.4 specifies the simplifying assumptions for the theoretical 
approach. Sectioii 4.5 pi-esents the main hypothesis of the study together with its 
related sub-liypotlieses, aiid Section 4.6 provides a theoretical basis for the 
simulation amilysis regai-diiig possible liberalisation of the CAP. Conclusions are Z7, 

outlined in Sectimi 4.7. 

4.2 Reasons for Government Intervention in Agricultural Market 

In Most COL11111'ICS, incInding the EU, governments intervene into the domestic 
agricultural market. This is due to some specific characteristics of agricultural 
activities. Tliese cliaracteristics could be explained under four broad features. 
Firstly, farining is generally undertaken in small sized units and gives 
comparatively little scope for division of labour; thus that part of economies of 
scale which is typical of industry is less applicable to agriculture. Secondly, in 
many developing and even in developed countries, agriculture is often regarded as a 
way of life as well as a means of livelihood, so that sociological, political and 
sentimental considerations influence its organisation more than that of industries. 
Thirdly, agricLiltUral products are mainly foodstuffs, which are basic necessities of 
life. Thus witli jinprovements of life style the demand for food grows less than 
demand for inclListrial products. Finally, because of the effects of the weather and 
biological factors, yield of farm products vary considerably; thus the farmer cannot 
fully control t11C aMOUnt of their production and consequently their income. 

The 'farm income problein', which is the most important factor for farmers and 
common to MOSt COUntries of the world, has two distinct components. Firstly per 
capita incomes hi tgricultui-e tend to be lower than per capita incomes in other 
sectors of econoiiiy, -Ivliig i-ise to the problem of farm income disparity. Secondly, 
farmers are subject to year-to-year fluctuation giving rise to the problem of income 
instability. Largely because of these differences and mostly because of farm income 
problem most Igoveniniems 

have intervened to assist agriculture. 

Considering the above explanations the Common Agricultural Policy was important 
to the developinem of the Ellropean Union. The CAP is one of the obligations laid 
upon the EU by the Treaty of Rome. It is based on six basic principles: (1) a single 
market area (2) Fi-ee flitenial mai-ket of agricultural products, (3) a uniform external Z: ) 
tariff, (4) comiiioii price foi- maiii products within the market, (5) preference in 
agricultural trade f0i- ineinbei- state, (6) sharing the financial burden of the CAP. C, 

These priiiciples cotild be SLI111111arised under three headings: market unity, member 
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state prefererice, aiid financial solidarity. The objectives of the CAP as set out in the 
first paragrapli ofarticle 39 of the Treaty of Rome are as follows: 

To increase igricultural productivity by promoting technical progress and by 

ensuring the rational development of agricultural production and the 
OptinIUM utilisation of all factors of production in particular labour; 
To ensure a fair standard of living for the a ricultural community, in Z: ) 9 
particular by increasing the individual earnings of persons engaged in Z71 

agriculture; 
To create a unified inarket with common prices. This implied free trade 

amongst Coniniunity inernbers. 
Con-iinunity Iýreference Would ensure protection from imports and fluctuating 

world prices by a systern of variable import levies. 
Finarichig the CAP would be at the Community level and a new body, the 
Europcaii A(-ITICUltUral Guidance Fund (EAGGF), was set up for this 
purposc. 

4.3 The Common AlZrictiltural Policy and Its Cereal Rellim 

The system of' support for those products covered by the CAP (it covers all main 
agricultural products except potato) is based on a hierarchy of price which is 
reviewed every yetr ýtnd fixed by the Council of Ministers on the recommendations 
of the Europeiii Cominissioii. 

The cereals stil)l)oj-t inodel as outlined in Chapter Two is of fundamental importance 
to the CAP. Mtiiy different ineasures particular to wheat and coarse grains could be 
highlighted as follows: 

I. international market and price support 
2. import ýtnd export pricing Z7 
3. seconckiry market price ineasures 

The first groLip (iiiiternatmal market and price supports) includes Target price, 
intervention price, mid sLibsidies for private storage, withdrawal price and direct 
production ald. 
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Target price is the intenial sLile price that should be obtainable under normal 
marketing cit-cw-iistaiices. It is set yearly and does not constitute a guaranteed 
price. "' 

Under the CAP, provisiou is made for intervention buying. "9 Thus, the EU 

guarantees to support the market by a system of intervention prices at which 
farmers can sell flicir products to the Intervention Boards in the event of low market 
prices. The role ot' Hitervemiort is twofold. Firstly, it is a means of supporting price 
and secondly it is also a mechanism for managing the internal market. 

The main part ol'the grairi stock is normally sold back onto the EU market at a later 
data when prices have firined Lip. An alternative to intervention price is the 

subsidies for private storage which is paid to producers. The aim is to level out the 

pattern of stock rele. tse over the marketing year, and prevent over supply to effect 
the market price. 

The second groLip (export and irnport pricing) relates to international grain trade 
measures incILidiii,,,, Piresliold price, variable levy, export refunds. 

Figure 4.1 shows how the price and market regime works for cereals. According to 

the figure, the "target price" is directly linked to the "threshold price" which 
represents the lowest price at which imports can come to the EU without interfering 

with the target price. The difference between these two prices are transport and 

storage costs. Wheii the lowest import price is below the threshold price, a levy, 

representing the clifference, is chargeable. Thus it is equivalent to the differences of 
131 world price'"' to threshold price. 

The price supl)orting ineclianism is completed by export subsidy, which subsidises 
EU exports wlieii world PFIces aFe lower than EU prices. Export restitution enables 

128 This is set at Dtirshorg, which represents the point of maximum deficit in grain production in 
the EU, wicl thei-e are separate tai-get prices for wheat and other coarse grain. z: I 129 The diffci-cilce I)ct\veeii iiitei-veiltioii price and target price reflects the transport cost between 
Ori-nes wicl DLisihorcy iii(l ai element to take into account of the differences between the C, 
market price aiicl the Hitervei-itioii price to be expected in the Ormes area in a normal year. 

130 The woi-Icl pricc (Icfiiiecl as the lowest represemative offer price corrected for EU standard 
quality. 

131 Every clay N'ýinýthlc iiiipoi-t levies are calculated iii Brussels to ensure complete protection for 
the EU faniicrs. 
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EU's farmers to scll at the world price. An export levy is considered when world 
prices are hi-lier thui EU's price (which is not the case normally). 132 

Ilig-tire 4.1: CAP Cereal Re, ý! ime Operatin2 System 

CAP cerea I regini e operating system 
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The third groLip of measures (secondary price and price measures) includes 
productioji i-eftiiicfs, guaramee threshold, co-responsibility levies and Denaturing 

premiums. 133 

Production refLijids or subsidies to manufacturers are given where there is a tight 
import regLIlatioii aiid the EU price is very much above the global market price. 
Guarantee diresliold was applied to wheat for many years, when production in 
excess of a certaiii toinia-e in one year would lead to a reduction in intervention 
price in followlii- year. Co-i-espoiisibility levies were started for cereals in 1986, 
because of the iiiefficiency of guarantee thresholds. Under this measure, producers 
are to contribUte towards the disposal excess supplies themselves. Denaturing 
premiums app Ii ed to cereals until 1976. They were subsidies which had the effect of 
diverting prodLICt froin an over-supplied market to some other outlet. 

In this sectioii the operatioii of the CAP cereals regime has been discussed briefly. 
Different nieistircs of the CAP cereal regime created different effects. In next 
section the effect oft1iis regiine will be examined. 

132 It is eclLiil to the differciice between the averaZge world price and the actual internal EU 
market price. 

133 Applied tO CCIVý11S L111til 1976. 
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4.4 Analysis or Dirferent Effects of Common Apricultural Policy (Direct 
Effects) 

This section is iii ittempt to discuss and analyse the different aspects of the CAP 

effects. The hnIxta of the CAP could be discussed under two broad topics. 
According to the existing literature, the first area which has been affected is the EU 
domestic niai-kets., niostly caused by the first and third group of the CAP 

measures. 134 Tliese effects could be subdivided to direct and indirect effects. The 
direct internal inij), ict consists of the welfare gain and losses of agricultural 
producers aiid coiisLiniers. The indirect effects are the effects on other sectors of the 

economy and dc. td-weiolit cost to the EU economy as a whole and taxpayers 

welfare. 

The second ai-ea is the international effect of the CAP, caused mainly by the second 
group of the CAII ineasures. The international effects are those on the level of world 
commodity pi-ices, instability of international prices, the volume and pattern of 
international a-nctiltnral trade, and welfare of the non-EU countries (Demekas, 
1988). 

The aim of this research is partially to evaluate the potential shipping demand 

which could be gejiei-ated by either changes or removal of the CAP. Therefore the 
impact of the CAP oii the iiitei-iiational grain trade as a major source of demand for 

shipping traiisport services is the main subject of concern in this section. The 
different effects ofthe CAP are interrelated in many ways. Therefore to analyse the 

effect of the CAP oji the imernational grain trade, we have to refer to other effects 
such as that oii EU aiid iioii EU welfare. However to present a manageable analysis 
of the CAP effects there is a need to look at each impact individually. 

Furthermore befme exaiiiiiiing the direct effects of the CAP (domestic and 
international) M iiioi-e detail it should be recognised that other developed countries 
like United States afford more protection to their agriculture due to the CAP 

measures. 

Libby (1992) ar-Liecl that the Export Enhancement Program (EEP) was successful. 
The EEP adoptccl by the USA to restore USA grain markets that had been lost to 

unfairly subsicliscd Europeaii Union grain exports and to increase EU's financial Z: ' 

burden under its CAP. This engaged the EU to a subsidy war with the United States, 

and make the EU compromise on sorne changes under Uruguay Round of GATT, 

134 See Chaptcr Two rczgarding literature review. 
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successfully achieved its pal (Anderson & Tyres, 1992: 373). This is a good 
example to SLII)1)01't the idea that agricultural protection of the CAP could indirectly 

affect the world agricultural trade by influencing other countries to adopt more 
protection ii-ieasures. 

4.4.1 The CAP Impact on International Grain Trade 

Grain is the riiaiii soLirce of food for the world. The level of grain production is 

varied in differeiit re-ioiis. Yet in many parts of the world there is insufficient food 

which in tuni iiiil)lics inadequate grain output. The reasons for inadequate grain Z: ) 

production are iriariy and varied. However, such inadequacy could be only 
overcome by Mteniational trade. 

Trade in grairt Is inore affected by national policies (which are supposed to achieve 
production, price uid Mcoine objectives of individual countries) than trade in 
industrial goocls. Policies affecting international trade in agricultural commodities 
have come wider ciihariced Scrutiny in the academic literature after Schultz 
(1964). 135 MLICII of this scrutiny has taken the form of policy analysis using 
quantitative inodels of international trade and prices (Sarris, 1981). 

The conceptLIL11 ciiiLtlysis of the CAP's impact on world grain trade will be provided 
in this sectioii Liii(lei- two different headings. The first part will be devoted to 
analysing the CAP impact on the global pattern of the grain trade and second part zn 
concentrates oii its effects oii the level of quantity of international grain trade 
(volume). 

The CAP Impact on Pattern of the Grain Trade 

As indicated in Cliýil)ter Three the Pattern of the international grain trade has 

changed since the ii-ild 1970s. Most countries were exporting to Europe at that time, 
with North Anierica being the leading exporter. Since that time, the EU has turned ID 
from being a niajoi- importer to becoming a major exporter of grain. Table 4.1 

shows the EU's self-sufficiency level in grain products. 

135 SChUltZ SLtI-'I-ICStCd that the level of agricultural production depend not so much on technical 
considerýition, but in lar-c nieasure "on what governments do to agriculture". 
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Table 4.1: EU Self-sufficiency in Grain Product (in %) 

Years 60-04 65-69 70-74 T 75-79 80-84 85-90 90-95 95-99 

EU Total 840 
- 8 S. 0 

1 
8.0 89.77 91.2 106.3 127.1 125.8 

1 
123.2 

Source: Statistical OfTice of the EU, Yearbook of Agricultural Statistics, various issues. 

According to Food aiid Agricultural Organisation (FAO) statistics the EU has been 
the world's bio-cý g st exporter barley and major exporter of wheat since early 1980s. 
The internatioiial 

-, raiii market has witnessed the growing volume of the EU's grain 
exports. It was achieved because there was no cheaper way of releasing surplus 
food. Moreover, siiice 1973 EU agricultural exports have grown faster than world 
agricultural exports. This growth in agricultural exports effectively implies a bigger Z- ZD 
share for the EU M world trade. Increasing the share of the EU in world grain trade Z: ý 
is at the cost ol' other ma 

, 
Jor traders. These are Australia, Argentina, Canada and the 

USA. 136 

Analysis 

Figure 4.2 ilh-istratcs how the CAP affected the EU's internal grain market. Before 
implementatioii of the CAP by member states, European countries had their own 
agricultural policics Lmd many of them intervened in their grain markets. However 
grain prices M these cowitries were near to the world price (pgi). At this price 
Europe was prodLiced (Q,,, ) and demand was (Qgd). The difference between these 
quantities imported from iion-inernber states, mostly from North America. 

After implenientanion of the CAP grain prices went up to (Pgc) in the consumer Z7, 
market. This price drives dernand of (Q,,, ), but the actual received price by the EU 
farmers is (P,, )) and supply for this prices is attributed to (Qgp). The difference 
between (P,,,,, ) and (P,,, ) is governi-nent subsidy to the EU farmers. The difference Z: ) 

between (Q, j and (Q,,,, ) is the export by the EU and the difference between (pgi) and 
(Pgc) is export SUbsidy. 

136 See Chaptcr Thi-ce For morc detailed data. 
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Fiý4ure 4.2: Internal Effects of the CAP 

The CAP cereal regime has encouraged quantity maximisation and large scale I ZID 

investments by iriore protectionism and guaranteed a sure and high profit for the EU 

producers. CoiiseqLICI-Itly, the result is more grain output, which shifts the domestic 

supply curve to the right as is illustrated in Figure 4.3. Moreover due to the higher 

use of variable iiipLits iii grain production and agriculture as whole a gradual In 
downward rotatioi-i of the supply curve is also visible. 

Fii4tire 4.3: SS Shift and Rotate 

Figure 4.3 
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Source: Gawei & Addy Suhut (1997: 8). 
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The overall effect of this downward rotation together with the shift of supply curve 
to the right was significant leaps in EU grain output over the four decades of the 
CAP cereal re-inie. Combined with slackening demand for grain, the level of self- 
sufficiency has incivasecl fron-i 84% in 1964 to 127% in early 1990s and reduced to 
123% at late I 990s. The surpluses generated have to be removed from the domestic 
market to prevcnt the price niechanism from working below the support price. 
Therefore "export refund" (XR) would be needed to let the EU producers match 
lower worlcl pi-Ices. Thus the EU turned from being a major importer of the grain 
into a major cxl)oi-tei-. These phenornena affected the pattern of the world grain 
trade dramaticilly. 

The Impact offhe CAP on Level of Grain Prices and Quantity of Trade 

Changes in iilteriimonal price and volume of any commodity trade are very much 
related. Therefore tlic, Impact of the CAP on the level of international grain prices 
and volume of the tr. -ide are aiialysed together in this section. 

Many empirical stLidles conclLide that removal of the CAP would significantly 
increase world grain prices. Koester (1982), Schiff (1983), Sarris and Freebarin 
(1983), Anderson and Tyers (1984), Poarlbery and Sharples (1984) estimate that 
world prices wmild Increase by 9.6%, 17%, 9.2%, 13% and 9% respectively, by 
liberalising the CAP. Sarris and Freebarin (1983) and Anderson and Tyers (1984) 

conclude that the CAP is responsible for 85% and 65% respectively of the decrease 
in world wheat prices, w1ifle Carterand Schmitz (1979) argues that the CAP 
depresses world price of wlicat in conjunction with Japan up to 50%. However the 
study by Wilke aiid Gorter (1987) attributes a much smaller impact on world wheat 
prices comparcd to the otlier results. This is due to incorporation of several 
important featiii-es of the EU wheat market including imperfect substitutability in 
demand between linports and domestic supplies; the simultaneous import and 
export of wlicat by the EU; the distinct impact of Threshold price, monetary 
compensatory aniounts, and imperfect transmission between intervention and 
market prices. This StUdy shows the wheat prices increase by 8% with the removal 
of the CAP. 137 

Analysis 

The CAP price SLIJ)1)01't caLised the EU domestic price of grain to rise above the 
world price. lleiicc it exIxtiided domestic production and reduced domestic 

137 Details of' thcsc studies ire available in Chapter Two. 
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consumption becaLise of inovements along the domestic supply and demand 

curves. 138 Since the EU is a lai-ge country and her grain production accounted for 
1/5 th of world I)i-odLiction, the CAP has a knock on effect on world grain prices 
(Gawei & Addy Suhut, 1997). 

Figure 4.4 il]LISU'ateS ]low the CAP shifts the world supply and demand curves. S, 

and D, represent world grain supply and demand before the CAP implemented by 

the EU, and S, ýind D, show the supply and demand after that. This shift in world 
supply and deniand Curve for grain is due to a reduction of demand for grain within 
the EU and expansion of world supply due to expansion of the EU exports. Thus the 

price of grain falls froin P, j to P,? and dernand reduces from Q, j to Qe2. 

Fi(,, ure 4.4: Effect of the CAP on the International Grain Market 

However, the iiierease in grain production in the early years of the CAP reduced the 
EU grain deficit but didn't crowd out imports altogether. Up to the middle 1970s 

the internal EU price (PEU) specified by cereals support regime reducesd the 

volume of the EU import demand to (m') from (m). Given (m') volume of EU 
import, the rest of the world would then be able to export only (m') amount of grain 
at the lower price (Pizow); at (in), the free-trade equilibrium quantity of traded grain, 
there would be an over supply of exports compared to the reduced demand for 
import by the EU, 1'eSLIItIIIO in the fall in grain prices for the rest of world to (PROW)- 

138 See Fi('Urc 4.2.111 reallLy, deniand by consumers did not fall much because of the relatively 
inelastic dciiiaiid Cor siicli cssciitial food. 
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Changes in the export and import quantity are illustrated in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 as 
movements almig the EU excess demand and the rest of the world excess supply 
curves. 

The lower pricc M iiitermitional markets induced Non-EU grain producers to 

produce less, resultHig, M less export, and allowed the consumers to consume more 
(diagram c), wliile tlicre are opposite effects within the EU (diagram a). 

Figure 4.5: hiftial: Market Price Support Before Mid-1970s 

Figure 4.5 
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Source: Gawei S-, Addy SLihLit (1997). 

Fi,,, ure 4.6: Market Price Support After Mid-1970s 

Figure 4.6 
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The surpluses geiienited after mid 1970 were exported to the international market. 
The burdeii of McreasHig surpluses depressed the world price as a results of 
growing the EU exports, iu turn implies a larger gap between world and the EU 

prices which iieeds to be filled by bigger export subsidies per unit of output. 
Referring to fi("Lll'e (b) the further the volume of trade moves towards the negative 
axis (the more EU export), the further world prices fall, hence the less export by 

other exporters could be expected. 

The per unit export SUbsidy expenditure should, in theory, be greater than the per 
unit import taril'I'revemic. ' 39 Reversal of the EU government cash flow results in the 
deterioration oftlie EU net welfare position but improvement of that of the rest of 
the world. 

4.4.2 Welfare Aiialysis (The EU and Non-EU Welfare Gains and Losses) 

Any trade policy well'are aiialysis should be divided into two different areas. Firstly 
the effect Of SLICII policy oi-i the economic welfare of the countries implementing the 
policy and secoi-idly, the inipact on other countries' economic welfare. Having said 
that this sectioii follows suit. 

The effects of agrictiltural price distortions on global welfare are very considerable. 
According to rese,, irch, distortion of grain, livestock and sugar markets in all 
industrial cowitries alone cost the world economy of the order of US $25 billion per 
year (in 1980 dolkirs), and they cost producers in developing countries $28 billion 

per year (Tyers & Anderson, 1986). 

For many agriCLIItUral expormig countries the agricultural protectionism of the CAP 
has led to a I-eCILICtiOll iii tlielr share of world trade. Roarty (1983) outlined that the 
CAP has a "clistortHig, eff-ects on world agricultural trade in general, and damaging 

effects on the ecoiioiiiic developmei-it of countries which are largely dependent on 
agricultural exports. Noii-EU agricultural exporters reduced their production and Zn 
consequently flicir exports to keep the grain price at reasonable level. 

On the other liaiid, the costs of such distortion in industrial countries including the 
EU will keel) i-ising over time, even if nominal protection rates remain unchanged. 
The reason for this is diat the doi-riestic markets for these products are growing, so 
the losses froiii pi-odLictioii are applying to larger production and consumption 
volumes over tu-i-ic. 

139 This is bCC. ILI. SC the world price is lower since the EU started exporting. 
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The welfare iinpact of tile CAP on non-EU countries, by transferring the price 
instability into the world inarket, is considerable. Other countries prefer more-stable 
to less-stable prices, wid welfare in both food-importing and exporting countries 
would be improved by tile reCILICU011 in instability in international food prices. 

The impact ol'tlie CAP oii offier sectors of the EU's economy is also considerable. 
The EU has divcriccl coiisicterable resources into the agricultural sector (Breckling 
& Thorpe, 1987). The bui-cleii of this resource transfer is borne by manufacturing 
and service mdustries iii the EU economy. The study by Breckling and Thorpe 
(1987) outliiied that the transfer amount to the agricultural sector within the EU is 

over 73000 111 ECU a year. Tlius the output and export of other sectors of economy 
are lower diari WIlilt Would be the case in absence of the CAP. According to the 

study the maIIL1l'. ICtLII-III(, I Output is 1.7% lower. Studying the major economies of the 
EU Brecklm- aiid Tliorpe also concluded that the effects of the CAP has been to 
lower employmem iii these Countries. 

Gowei & Addy SL111Ut (1996) welfare analysis of the CAP stated that, up to mid 
1970s the welFai-e analysis for the EU and the rest of the world under the CAP 

cereal regime involved unport tariffs. The raising of the EU domestic grain prices 
increased doniestic producer surplus to the cost of loss in consumer surplus which is 

greater. If the EU been a "sniall country" the import tariff revenue collected by the 

government WOUICI have been less than the dead-weight loss. Since the EU is a large 

country, thus it lits affected the world prices, the tariff revenue have been larger 

(this is caused by the "terrns of trade gain"). 140 The rest of the world was 

unambiguously JOSincy Out due to the CAP cereal regime before mid-1970s, as a 

result of loss in foreign producer surplus which was greater than the gain in foreign 

consumer surplus. "' 

When the gLiaraiitce systein Aifted frorn one with deficit into one with surplus after C, 

the mid-70s, the EU sliifted froni being a collector of import levy revenues into a Z:, 

payer of export subsidies. 

140 This is bcctusc die EU variable tariff lowers international export prices. Therefore, the 
overall IOSS III SLII'j)lLIS nwy be oFfset by the EU's gain in the form of tariff collection. Thus ZD 
the net gaiii or loss for the EU from the policy depends on the actual size of the dead-weight 
loss and the oCtrucle gain. 

141 In the broLid classificatioii oftlie rest of the world, grain exporters lost more than net grain 
importers wlio imiv eveii gain froin the lower international price. 
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In theory, per unit export subsidy expenditure should be greater than per unit import 
tariff revenue, since world prices are lower when the EU is exporting. As the 
direction of the (Ili-aiii trade reversed, the EU government converted from a gainer 
into a loser, by paying,, export subsidies rather than collecting import tariff. 
However, basically the CAP welfare effect is to take from EU consumers and 
foreign produccrs aiid -1ve to EU producers and foreign consumers, though the 
magnitudes of these transfers are different. These differences in magnitude together 
with the reversal ol'EU governinent cash flow results in the deterioration of the EU 

net welfare positloii but the iinproveinent of that of the rest of the world. Before the 
mid-1970s the ilet EU welfare effect was ambiguous. After the mid-70s, the EU as a 
whole is defiii1tely losing froin the implementation of the CAP. 

Even if the overal I EU IOSeS Out under this analysis which is the usual conclusion of 
partial equilibi-luiii studies oii the CAP, there are still some non-economic benefits 

such as better Mcouic distribution across sectors and compensating socio-political 
benefits transfered tO the ý1(11'ICLllftiral sector. 

4.5 The Impact or the CAP on International Grain Price Variability 

World agricultui-al pi-ice instability also has been theoretically demonstrated by the 

many scholai-s; i. e. Blandfoi-d and Lynch (1993). Mix of trade and domestic policy 
together with fluctuation in production generates different degrees of price 
variation. Variatioiis in international grain prices, not only depend on the 

agricultural policies and changes in production level themselves but also on relative 
size of the PI-OCILIC111,11, COLIIItj'ies implementing such policies. This is similar for the 1: -n Cý 
level of grain prices. 

Following Blaiidf'Ord and Lyncli (1993), world price instability is defined as the 
absolute value oftlie clifference between expected and actual prices adjusted for the 
mean. In the case oftlie EU agl'iCUItUral policy, the use of variable levies and export 
subsidies together witli price fixing reduced the mean and increased the variance of 
international g graiii prices, w[iile raising the average level and reducing the 
instability of graiii prices withiii the EU. 

Mathematical Framework 

Consider the follo\\, im, fiiietr two-COLItitry model where demand in countries I and 
2 is given by 

di =ai - bi p +, 5 iI=1,2 
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and supply is given by 

Si = ai +, 8 ip + ci i=1,2 (4.2) 

and where: cli clemmid iii comitry I 

si Supply ill Coulltry I 
P price 

The terms ai , bi, cj i, Pi are fix parameters, and 5i and ei denote random variables 
distributed as N (0 , cr, ý j) wid N (0 , cei), respectively. 

Free trade 

Under free trade, ag-re-ate excess dernand is zero, i. e. 

Idi 
- 
Y-si =0, i-1,2 

ii 
(4.3) 

From (4.3), the eqLillibi-Win price can be found to be 

aj-a,,, ý, - ci 
Pw = Y- 1,2 (4.4) 

i bi + 

and hence die vanajice of the free trade world market price is 

+ ari 
upw 2 1,2 (4.5) 

i (bi +P j) 

Price Fixing 

In most state trading nations, but also in some other countries, internal prices are 
fixed by goverrinicia policy. Trade is strictly controlled by the government which 

allows only specit'ic quantities to be imported which vary from year to year. For the 

cases where external prices rise above the internal price, a ban on exports coupled 

with import SL1hS1C11CS is neecled to maintain the policy. If the price in the importing 

country is fixecl at 1), , the cquilibriurn price in the exporting country is 

laj+ai+(5i+ci- 1), (/), + P, ) 
PI = b, J), ,i=1,2 

(4.6) 

and the price varimice is 
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UPI = 
47(51 + 17(52 + 07rl + ý7C2 

(4.7) 
(bl+fi 

12 

From (4.7) it caii be conclLided that all instability in the importing country has been 

exported to the exI)ortiii- nation. 

Comparing u,,, %villi the variaiice of price under free trade, it is found that 4: ý 

07P 1- 
(bl+b-)+Il 

I-+2P,? 
)2 

(4.8) 
orpw (bl+P 

1) 

It is clear that t1ws iiotion increases when supply and demand in the importing 

country beconic nioi-e inelastic. 

Variable Levy 

As long as the export price is below the price in the importing country, the 
imposition of' a vti-lable levy has the same affect on instability as in a pure case of 
price fixing. Ma cise where the export price rises above the price determined by the C, 

importing COLIMI-y, the latter would import the commodity as in the free trade case 
up to the self-stifficleiicy price. Since the export price can most of the time assumed 
to be below the price iii tile iinporting country, the latter can shift almost all 
internally created Histability onto the external market. 

4.6 1992 Reform and Consequences 

Indeed productioii beyoiid self-sufficiency has turned out to be a serious problem 
for the EU, due to the siniple fact that production surpluses involve very high costs 
primarily via export i-efuiids. 14 " Furthermore, dumping has created an opposition 
from other exporters while crop destruction has been regarded as unethical. 

The inevitable solLfflioii to the surplus problem has to be the reduction of output 
either by stralglit For\%, ard rccluction of the level of guaranteed prices (movement 
along the SUPI)ly Curve) ailcl/oi- by quotas (shift/rotation in the supply curve). In fact 
both these nlCaSUFCý are beffla implemented following the modification to the cereal 
regime in 1992 N/lacSliarry reform. The reform was relied on covering Price, Land 

142 In 1991: ECU 10.1 hii 
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and Income. It was decided that intervention price for grain would be reduced by 

29% over three years starting, 1993/94, an agreed amount of land was to be set aside 
1 

on a rotational basis and compensatory payments were introduced to compensate 
farmers who lost their earninos. 

The implication of this reforni for the EU and the world is to reverse the static and 
dynamic effects of' the pre-reform policies, which had induced over-production 

within the EU. It (Ilrectly reduced the CAP budget deficit by direct reduction of 

output and exI)enclitLire. Ftirtliermore, it creates less maximisation incentives than 

that generated by the level of previous Support. Its impact on the world market is to 

provide less export aiid high orain prices which could reverse the previous CAP 

effects to some extent. 

4.7 Simplifying Assum0ions for Theoretical Approach and Conceptual 

Model 

The aim of this section is to remove many details, and thus develop a simple 
framework, to facilitate aii easy Linderstanding of the principles. However it is 

C) 
envisaged that the assLiniptions and simplification that will be made in this section 

will not hinder the flieoretical atid empirical insight and the fundamental conclusion 

of this chapter. 

A proper theory ol' gi-aiii shipping markets should at least focus more on the bulk 

carriers market. Pin'oiio (1993) noted that most of the grain trades are shipped on 

general purpose bL11k carriers that are also capable of being converted to transport 

other bulk coiiiinodities, sucli as ore and coal. In reality, there are other types 

besides bulk- carnei-s which may occasionally carry grain such as oil tanks, 

combined carnei-s aiid geiieral cargo ships (see Chapter Three, Section 3.8), 
Cý C, 

however as MigatsLika (1986) outlined their share in grain transport market is 

negligible. Additloiially, eacli ship type can be distinguished according to age, 

propulsion aiid cai-go liaiidliiig technology. This study shall ignore all these Z: ý 
differences. TliLis the assumption will be that only one type of ships exists (bulk 

carriers). Howeý, ei-, diffei-ciit sub-market for this section of shipping will be 

considered. 143 

Due to the siimltrities iii fiiiaiice, operations and commodity trading among the 

different ship sizes iii wie sector of shipping market, it is believed that there is 

143 Definition ofcýtch size is provided in Chapter Three. 
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substitutability between theni in these three areas. The degree of substitutability 
between shipping sLib-markets iinplies the spill over effects among these shipping 
sub-markets. On the other hand, the extent to which these shipping sub-markets are 
not substitutes 11MY SLI(Ig(CSt that the react differently in case of external shocks. 17, y 
This study shill lignore these issues for the sake of simplification. Furthermore, it 

will be assunied thLit ships are fully loaded and there is no partial loading for any 
ship size, in any roLitc. 

In fact two types of' sliippin(y services are performed in international shipping. The 
first type is liner scrvice. 

144 The other type of ocean transport service is called tramp 

service. Tramp slilps have no regular routes or schedules, and rates are set by Z71 

negotiation bemccii shippers ind traders. Harris (1983) outlined that 93% of world 
grain shipments vvvrc transported on trampships since 1979. Given its importance to 
international trade in grain, the tramp service market is the central focus of this 

study. Therefore, it is assumed that there is perfect competition in supply and 
freight markct, eisy jxtssýtge in the inarket and free entry into the market. 

The conceptual model of the study provided here is simplified for better 

understand i ng. The CAP is considered as a major influential factor in grain 
international trade. It has affected the regularity, volume and pattern of the grain 
trade. The level of grain freight rate has affected the regularity and volume of this 

1 17, 
trade. On the other hand, 1)ort developments and investments are influenced by the 

regularity aiid volume of the trade as well as shipment sizes. Shipment size could 
also be influenced by tile pattern and volume of the trade. Furthermore, the pattern 
of the trade coLilcl chauge average distance and consequently total ton mile demand. 

1=1 

Freight markets could be characterise in long run and spot market which interact 

and could be iiifftiejice by the volume of the trade. Finally, ship size contribution in 

grain trade, infancies by port development, shipment size and average distance. 

4.8 General 11N, pothesis 

The formation (117d developniew ofthe EU together with implementation of the CAP 
have contribitied to sinioural changes in the international grain market. Such 

structural chames hmc q/ e cted the pattern and volume of demandfor different dry 

144 In the lincr shij)j)Hiq ser\ ice, shij)s travel fixed routes and schedules. Shipping territories are 
divided thl'OL11111i 11CU106.1t1oll ý-unong liner shipping firms, and liner rates are collectively set Zý Cý 
b the l'inns ptrtlCipatltig in negotiation. Thus the competition is restricted and the y ý7 
liner inarkct is oftcii coiisidered to be noii-cornpetitive (imperfect). 
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bulk carriers mal-kct sid)-sector (Capesize, Panamax and Handysize). This mainly 
occurs because ol'port and route restriction. 

The starting point Cor aii economic analysis of the shipping market is sea-borne Z71 
trade, because cleni. uid I'or shipping services totally depends on international 

Z71 
commodity trades. The StRICtUre of sea-borne trade therefore underpins the structure 
of demand for iiiinthne trmsport. Shipping operators are in the business of 
providina triiisj)ort for inovenient of cargo from origin to destination, and have tý C, 

limited inflLICIICC over deinand for their services. Naturally, the type of service 
required depends LIJ)011 the cargo to be moved and ports and routes restrictions. This 
fact demands the shil)phig inarket to be highly disaggregated by sector and 
differentiated t)y size. 'rhus any theoretical framework utilised to hypothesise this 

market should recoýiiised such disaggregation and differentiation. 
znz: ) 

Glen (1990) proposes a differeiitiation hypothesis for the tanker market. He argues 
that the theory of hoii-io(geileous, perfectly competitive market which previously was I 
suggested by the shII)piii- econornists is no longer valid (Zannetos, 1966). This 
hypothesis partially discusses the commodity flows and tonne-miles demand, which 
is affected by the chariges iii structure of demand and production. This establishes 
the argumerit tliýit structural changes in demand and production of a commodity ZD 

trade will alter the patterii of' demand for different shipsize. This arises because of 
port and routes coustraints for particular shipsize. This hypothesis was utilised to 

explain the differcritiatioii iii tanker market and never been applied to dry bulk 

carriers market. 

As discussed iii Clwl)ter Three the structure of demand and production in world 
grain market has chariged since the 1980s, in the sense that the EU gradually turned 
from being a major iml)orter of grain to a major exporter. This structural change in 
international demaiid aiid prodLiction of grain has affected the pattern and volume of Z:, 

demand for differeiit bulk- carriers market sub-sectors. Related to this general 
hypothesis there are a nUmber of interrelated but distinct sub-hypotheses. 

4.8.1 Sub-hypotheses 

HI: Development and Policy Implementation by an Economic Integration has 
Important Consequencesfor Shipping Transport Service. 
The traditional li 

, Npolhesis in the shipping literature argues that economic 
(regional) iwe,,,, r(aion normall, y leads to relatively less demand for shipping 
transport sei-vices, bccausc of(liversion of longer hauls to shorter due to more 
intra-regional Irade (WiJimist & Wei-geland, 1997). Alternatively it is more 
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valuable to ei'alitate Ihe size of demand that the external trade of the combined 
econonfies of the member states of the regional economic integration could 
generateft)r shipphig seri4ces. In this respect this workfocuses on the expansion 
andlor reductioli (ýftlie EU external trade rather than internal EU trade. 

Since the CAP was one of the first obligations placed upon the EU by the Treaty of 
Rome, it carries all the characteristics of the EU. Analysis of the CAP in Chapter 
Four and also otlicr stLiclies which were reviewed in Chapter Two revealed that the 
CAP measures have stroilgly affected the pattern of production and trade in 

17, 
international graiii inarket. This could be related to more than the CAP measures 
alone. 

The removýil offi-ontlci-s, inobility of labour and citizenship of the European Union, 

have extended the clinienslon of the CAP's effects on international grain trade 
beyond the effects that could be produced by a simple custom Union policy 

measure. Ban-, iss incl Madhavan (1996: 47) states that " the European Union was 
from its inception clesigned for economic integration well beyond the degree of co- 

operation requffecl foi- inenibei-ship of customs union". Furthermore as their 

economies hitcgi-ated within a single entity, member states can no longer maintain 

economic relations on a purely individual basis with third countries or within 
international oi-ganisations. Consequently, the community has taken the lead in 

trade policy and international econon-iic co-operation such as the GATT (W. T. 0). 

More generally, it was nicntioned in Chapter Two that integration has broadened 

the EU membei- suites role as an entity. The EU now has a major presence in the 

world, as the single inai-ket has developed against the background of 
interdependence in the globil economy. 

Therefore the iiialytical uiterest for this study in the subject of economic integration 

has broadencd, 1)ýINICUIIrly iri response to proposals for further economic and 

monetary intearatioii in the EU. It argues that for long term analyses of the CAP 

effects on uiternatioiial s1iipping transport services, instead of considering only 

conventional trade creatiori and diversion analyses. This is more useful to evaluate 
the size of dei-iwixi that the external trade of the combined economies of the 

member states coulcl gerierate for shipping services. However it remains the case Z17 C, 
that the most fliorouglily developed frainework of thought in this field still relates to 

the particular issues ol'custoins Liriiori forniation which will be also followed by this 

study. 
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H2: How Different Ship sizes are Affected 
Changes in the p(mern (ýfiiiternational grain production and trade by the CAP, 

decreased the demaii(Iftn- "Capesize" and increased the demandfor "Panamax" 

and "Handysize " bulk carriers. 

The majority ofthe graiii import volurne to the EU, imported from North America 

(USA, Canadi), formccl the North Atlantic grain trade route. 
145 This trade was an 

important proportimi of international grain trade during 1960s and 1970s, about 20 4: 1 

million tons, sýitisficcl most of the grain import demands within the EU, this trade ZD 

reduced by 90% iii 1990s. Oil the other hand, the EU become a major producer of 
the grain ancl IS the Self-SLIffiCiency level increased beyond the domestic demand 

the surplus PrOCILIC11011 was dUmped to the world market. Therefore, new shipping 

routes with clifferem characteristics and restrictions have been established. The new 

routes deparaires from the EU's ports mostly go to destinations in the Middle East, 

Africa and other cleveloping countries. With respect to the differentiation 

hypothesis, sLich a sti-Licuiral change in demand and production of grain could Z71 
influence the cliffercia clry bLIlk market sub-sector supply and demand equation. 146 

From the bulk cai-nei- ol)ei-atoi-'s point of view, the involvement of each shipsize in 

specific route aiid commodity trade is important for preparing an appropriate 

strategy. Accoi-diiig to the data and discussion presented in Chapter Three, 

contribution of' "CLil)esize" in the grain trade has reduced dramatically in the last 

two decades (I 980s and 1990s). It has been also established in Chapter Three that 

many factors preveiit the "Capesize" from contributing into the grain trade. Most 
importantly the volatility of this market in the sense of supply and demand makes 
investment iii poi-t f'acilities foi- large vessels uneconomical. However, potentially Z: ) 
only North America and the EU grain ports are capable of handling large vessels. 
Furthermore, the volLime of the trade in North Atlantic was high enough to provide 

a good source of demand for "Capesize" vessels. And finally the economies of scale 

attached to this size sliji) encouraged shippers to use this size vessel for this 

particular route. Given this, the contribution of "Capesize" to the grain trade, in 

fact, could only liipl)ejl in Noi-tli Atlantic route. As mentioned previously, the EU 

became a n-ia' - -am since i-nid the 1980s. This created new shipping jol, CXI)01-tei- of -I i 

routes witli destmatioiis iii developing countries. The ports in developing countries Z71 
according to the aiwlyýis iii Cliapter Three do not have the capacity to handle large 

ships. Thus the EU expoi-ts oeiierates more demand for smaller ships ("Panamax" 

and "Handysize"). 

145 North AtImitic grmn trade is ddined in Chapter Three. 
146 Evidenccs Lire providal in Chapter Three. 
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This hypotliesis is based on potential trading route and port facilities for grain. Thus 

further development in port facilities may invalidate the entire hypothesis. However 

the driving force for any investment in port facilities will depend on the pattern and 

volume of trade , vh1cli Cor grain depend upon reduction of trade restrictions. 

H. 3 Grain Freight Rates Influence The Supply of Shipping Capacity for Ocean 
Grain Shipping Services 
The relative , rain i 11) 

fi-eiglit rates I)lay an important role to encourage or discourage 

the ship -ope ra to rs, operatin- dy ferent shipsizes to be employed in grain sea-borne 
trade (load even I)arijally). 

The discussioii re-arclliig shipsize preferences and efficiency in different 

commodity trades (irori ore, coal and grain) based on route and port constraints at 
origin and destiriatiori alld VOILIine of shipi-rient in Chapter Three revealed that, each 
shipsize is inore FaVOUrable to specific dry bulk commodity trade(s) (e. g. 
"Handysize" to -rairi, "Pariarnax" to coal and "Capesize" to iron ore). However, 

there is an iinportaiit factor "the level of freight rates" which always could 
undermine all the rLiles aiid theories in shipping literature. This variable could 
encourage diff'crem shipsizes to penetrate into the market which is considered to be 

unfavourable bLit providiric, higher pay. Z7 

Thus in time of low deimind hi other dry bulk market (iron ore and coal), which 
consequently will cýtuse tow freight rates in these market, the shippers of other bulk 

cargoes will peiietrate into the grain market. In other words, as demand for other dry 

commodity trade clwiiges the supply in the grain market will be affected. Relatively 
higher grain I'l-cight rate created by strong demand for grain shipping services may 
also induce bulk ctrners ofother commodities (e. g. iron ore and coal) to arrange to 

carry grain. 

To support the above arýýUnlellt it should be noted that the highest volume of grain, 
carried by "Capesize" accrued in 1982 and 1983. Overall volume of demand for this 

size ship was 262 M. tons at that time. Grain generated 22 M. tons about 9% of Z: I 

overall dei-nand for this size ship at that time. The overall demand (for Capesize) of 
484 M. tons in 1995 shows the reduction of grain production in both percentage and Z-7 
actual volurne %\, hich %ý, ero 2.5% and IIM. tons respectively. The period between 
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1982 and 1983 which represeas the highest point for contribution of "Capesize" in 
Cý 

grain trade also coincides with low freight rates in iron ore and coal market. 147 
C, 

H4: Freight Rate In 
* 
fluence Volume of Grain Trade 

Grain is not o seiisiih, e coiiiniodity but it is elastic to price changes and since it is a 

- 
f-eight rates fornis a considerable proportion of their low-valited commodliv, /, 

landed prices. TlierelOre ilie whane ofsea-borne trade for this product is sensitive 
to level oj*jl-ell,,, ht rates. In the other words, volume of demand for grain shipping 

services is dctermined by the level of grain freight rates. 

Figure 4.7 i11L1St1'atCS liow pricc and volume of sea-borne trades for these products 

could be inflLiciiccd by fi-eigglit rates. It can be deduced from Figure 4.7, for low- 

valued comniodities the ClUantity of -grain Q moving by sea is dependent upon the 
I 

freight rate F %N-lilcli is eqLMI to vertical separation between the supply (in exporting 

country) and (1cinaiid (in iniporting country) curves S and D. Given that the demand 

function is: 

Pd = mIQ + Cl 

and the supply fui-iclimi is: 

Ps : -": nl2Q + C' 

then (Pd - Ps) ý:::::: F, + (C] - C2) which is the demand function for the 

maritime traiisport. 

when f=0, 

Q= 
CI-C2 

\\, IiIcIi i-epi-eseiits the value of Q at the intersection of the supply and 
ml - m2 

demand curves. 

When Q 0, 
F=C, C-, i. e. the separation between the supply and demand curves on the 
vertical axis. flei-ice the deiiiaiid function can be drawn as shown in Figure 4.7 

In general D(Q) - S(Q) = Ds(Q) where D(Q), S(Q) and Ds(Q) are the respective 
functions rej)rcsem1m, the demand for the grain, the supply of the grain and the Cý 
demand for sca trtwsport ofthe grain. 

147 See Chaptcr Three f'()r e\, Idciice. 
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However for hi gh-val Lied coinniodity trades the general assumption is that, demand 
1: 1 

for shipping services (for sLich commodities) are completely inelastic with respect to 
freight rates aiid flici-efoi-e will be treated as exogenous. 

Fi!, lure 4.7: Demand for Grain Transportation 

Figure : 4.7 

j) 

(C I-C2) 

S 

Q 

Source: Evans & Marlow (1997). 

The elasticity of dciiitiid I'Or shippiii(g, services in low value commodity trades such I 
as grain and soybeýiii is iiiiportaiit to determine the effect of freight rate changes on 
volume and patteni of dieIr trades, and depend upon the elasticity of these cargoes 
and the propoi-tioii ot'die freiglit rate with respect to their total prices. Zý 

H. 5 Protection Afeasures in Agricultural Policy Separated the Domestic Grain 
Market Froin World Allarket 
Threshold price acmall "y separates the EU market from world market and prevents 
the world prices . 

11-om infliteiicing the EU grain import, while export refunds 
encourage thc EU producers to export more. Therefore it could be argued that 
trade proteclion is (ffcoiisiderable iml)ortance in modelling grain trades. 

Classical inodels of international trade generally assume the existence of a r: ) 
frictionless enviroiinieiit wliere goods move freely between countries (see Chapter 
Two Sectioii 2.2). Tlws iiiiports are a function of domestic supply (S), 
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consumption(C) aiid \vorld price (P). Therefore the import could be modelled as 
follows: 

f (S, C, P) 

The EU goveninicias exci-t considerable control over grain prices, so those world 
prices are scl)ai-atcd by policy n-ieaSUres. The CAP Threshold price, which is the 

price set at tile EU's t'Foialei-s and must be reached by imports, is the main CAP 
instrument Liscd to control the EU's iniports and ensure that the target price cannot 
be undercut by inil)oas. 011 the other hand, the EU's Export Refunds are subsidies 
to help the EU's I)MCILICel'S conipete on world markets. It represents the approximate 
differences bctweeii avei-age world price and the actual internal EU price. 

H6: Soybean Trade and its Relation With Ocean Grain Shipping Services 
The contribution of "Capesize" into ihe sea-borne grain trade since the actual 
grain trade (wheat and coarse grain) in North Atlantic has folded, is attributed to 
increase of soybean trade iii this route. Therefore the level of soybean trade in 
North Atlantic coidd also inflnence the grain freight rates. 

Much of the atteimoii on soybean in this research has been derived from the fact 

that definitioii of ggraiii adopted by study does not include soybean. 148 However, as 
mentioned in Cliaj)ter Two Section 2.1, in the shipping literature and data, soybean 
has been included iii grain definition . 

149 Furthermore, there is substitutability 
between soybean uid gain iii many markets, especially in the feed grain sector 
where lower pnce soybeýui liave been ousting higher-priced grain especially in the 
EU markets. 15" This 1ws exacerbated surplus and expenditure problems in the EU 

grain sector. 

148 Subject to the CAP cercal rc, (, ýJnies, the level and type of protection measures are different for 

soybeaii and othei- gi-aiiis (wheat and coarse grains). 
149 Specifically. data foi- graiii traiisported by different shipsize produced by Fearnaly. 
150 It may hC HS01111 to CO111111C11t 11CI-e on the idea of demand elasticity. The most commonly used 

elasticitics ýire ()%\ ii pi-icc clasticity, cross-price elasticity and income elasticity. The measure 
will be dcl'iiicd ýis the ratio of' the propoi-tionate change in quantity demand for particular 
good to the pi-opoi-tioiwtc chaii-e iii the specified determination of demand. Primarily food 

products such ýts aiid soybean are geiierally inelastic to change of income and for grain 
specifically UICIV IS SL1bSt1tUt1O1-i (soybean), Thus, grain is elastic to cross-price. Therefore, 

cross elasticity f0i- gn-aiii iiid soybean could be expressed as follows: 

'N Q, 
10 EC A 

p, 
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Since the deniand for sliippinc, transport is a derived demand. 15 1 The substitutability 
in consumer inarkets coLild be extended to the shipping market which provides the 
same type of port facilities and shipping services for both soybean and grain. In 
other words the sliipping tonnage and port facilities which were used for grain Z-ý Z: ) 

transport coLild be Used (without any changes or further investment) to carry zn 

soybean. ThUs as iinport deniand for grain decreased (due to higher import price Z: ý 
created by iniport levy) the iniport demand for cheaper soybean has increased. 
Consequently the saine port facilities and tonnage can be employed in sea-bome 
soybean trade. 

As mentioiied M Cliq)ter I'liree, the US dominates world production and exports of 
soybean, expoi-ling A)oLit 74% of soybean in 1999.152 On the other hand the EU is 
the world's imtjor hiipoi-tcr of'soybean, importing about 42% of total world import 
in 1995 witli arowid 32% of US export being directed to the EU market. 153 
According to the liypotliesis that the "Capesize" can only contribute to grain 
Commodity (wlieat, coarse grain and soybean) in the North Atlantic. This trade 
provides a good soLirce of deinand for this ship size. I 

4.9 Possible Effects of the Liberalisation of CAP on Structure of Demand For 
Shippin(,, Transport of Grain (a Simulation Model) 

There are niany coLinterfactual analyses in the agricultural literature regarding the z: 1 

liberalisation of the CAP ýtncl its consequences for different sectors of the EU and 
international econoniy. ' 54 Most of these studies are motivated by the negotiation in 
the GATT (WTO). This woit also undertakes such a counterfactual analysis to 
investigate the inijxict of I)ossible liberalisation of CAP on structure of demand for 
shipping transpoi-t of gi-,, iln by means of a simulation model under different 

I 
scenarios. 

Positive elasticity cxIsts if S and G are perfect substitutes for each other, because changes in 
the price ol' G will provide inore dcniand for S and zero elasticity means no relationship 

151 
between these products and ncu,, itive valuation denotes the products are complementary. 
Evans and Marlow (1997), defiiie derived demand as "derived demand exists when goods or 
service arc deinýiiidcd not for theinselves but for their usefulness in producing other goods or 
services. I'lie c1cin-, uid for any ftctor of production is a derived demand as is the demand for 
sea transpoi-t. The cListicity ofdeinand for a factor of production, or any goods or service the 
demand fOr w1i1cli is derived, will depend on the elasticity of demand for the goods being 
produced or trinsported, on the ease with which a substitute can be used". 152 US Departinent of A, -, I*ICLIltLli'C (1999). 

153 US DeIxii-tinent ofAg FiCUItUre (1999). 
154 See Cliaptcr Two (IItCI", ItLII'e I*CVIeW) for details of these studies. 
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Despite the growing trend in world grain production and consumption, the sea- Z-Iý -- C) 
borne trade in this commodity is almost at the same level since 1982.155 One 

observation coLild he made. As regional consumption increased the production in 
Z: ) 

the same i-c-ion lias increased. This implies major consumers became major 

producers, wliicli rc,.,, Liltcd in a reduction of imports. Schultz (1964) stated that "the 

level of ag,, ricLiltural I)roduction depends not so much on technical consideration, but C, 

in large measLire on what government do to agriculture" (Barrass & Madhavan, 
Z: ) I-: ) Z: 5 

1997). ConcILIC1111(y thLit the rcason for expansion of regional productions, is not only 
technological mil)rm, einent but government intervention into agricultural activities Z7 

is the main rcýison bcIiInd diat. 

The CAP and its cereýtl reginies as an important agricultural protectionism policy, 
has been a rnajor inflLience on world gurain trade as outlined by many researchers. 

156 
jIz: 1 

The CAP affects world trade volume for grain products. Without the CAP, demand 

for imports woLild be i-nore and regional supply would be less which may lead to 

more international ti-ade. This probleni led to agricultural trade becoming the main 
issue of (GATT) Ui-Li-Liay Round of negotiation. The reason that led to suspension Z: ' 

of the (GATT) in Deceniber 1990 was the failure to find agreement on agricultural 
trade issues. In this ROLInd of negotiation, the EU and the USA had two different Z71 

proposals for partiýil liberalisation of agricultural support on the world grain market. 

The EU prol)osed t 30clo cut in aoricultural support in OECD countries to be 
Vý 

accompanied by re[xtLiiicM(,, of the CAP. The base year from which these changes I 
were to be mitiýttcd A,, ts 1986. The USA proposed a 90% cut in export subsidies and 

a 75% reductioii M ill otlier trade distortions in OECD countries with 1988 taken as 
the base year. 

According to the McCori-ist (1992) both these proposals would lead to more 
international Li-ain trade. However, the US proposal increases the international trade 

more than the EU one. The EU's proposal at GATT in December 1990 proved to be 

unacceptable to the US aiid the Cairns group. The magnitude of the proposed level 

of cuts was c1ceinecl to be too low and the principle of rebalancing the CAP was not 

acceptable to agi-IcLilwral exporters. There was also rejection of the EU's choice of 
base period. COIISCCILIC]Itly, the gap between the proposals of the two major parties 
in the GATT Rowicl pi-oved to be too wide to form the basis of a compromise. 
However, tlie,, e two proposals will provide grounds to for evaluating the effects of 

155 See Chaptcr Onc Fi, l'LII-C 1.2. 
156 See Ch,. iptcr Two Scction 2.2. 
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possible chan,, cs ol'the CAP policy rneasures on the structure of demand for ocean Z-- 
grain shipplii, services. Cý 

Figure 4.8 pi-cseiits a slinj)lIfied iflustration of supply and demand conditions for 

ocean graii-i ship1mi- traiisj)ort to illustrate the effects of the proposed changes. The 

supply functioii (ICIMICIS LIJ)011 prices of the variable inputs such as fuel prices. D, 

represents the cleiiiaiid fOr oceaii grain shipping service, with the CAP in operation. 
Considering the EU aiid the US proposals in the GATT, D2 represents the demand if 
the EU proposal is Mipleinemed and D3 illustrates the demand if the US proposal 
implemented. Matlicinatically, these effects could be computed by using the 
following forimiki: Z: ' 

Demand cLirve DJ was slilftcd to new position D2, D3 and new equilibrium 
situation occLir. 'I'lic 1hie connecting DI to D2 illustrates the effect of the EU 

proposalwid dielhiecoiwecthig-D] to D, ý illustrates the effect of the US proposal. It 
is possible to iiieaSL11'e the slope of the lines by the following formula. 

verticalchanl,,, es AC)/ 
horizontalchan,, es 

/AF 

If: 
SS =f (D) 

slope of the line will be: 

f (DI) -f (D2) 
D2 - DI 

S2-Sl 
01' =- D2-DI 

If we defined dcinýiiicl uid supply model in linear parameters form as follows: 

DD =a+ bd 

SS =c+ ed 

If the demand is i-cclLiced by any exogenous variables (e. g. CAP), this parameter 
should be adc1ccl to the eqUation. 

DD =a+ bd -p 

6 p' is protection level undcr CAP 

If we conslclcr, 
DD = SS 
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the reduced forin of sLipply and demand equations will be: 

a+ bd-p =c+ ed 

The only ei-icIo,, ciious variable is d thefefore, 

a -p c+ ed - bd 

a -p c ed - /V 

a -p cd (c - b) 

If we divide botli side ol'tile equation by (e - b) then, 
a-c 1) 
e-b e-h 

Now we have the reduced forin of our supply and demand equations. To understand 
the effect of 'p' oii deimuid curve, we focus on the part of the equation where 'p' is 

engaged. 

pI 
or - 

e-b e-b 

if b>0, e<0 tlici-cl'oi-e (c - b) is (- ve) 
Therefore p NvIll be multiplied by a (+ve) nUmber. 

If we consider 1) =0 then: 
a-c d= 
e-b 

I 
If 'p' obtained aiiy (+ve) ainowit then demand is reduced by 

e-b 
and d will be 

changed in same directioi-i ai-id saine proportion as 
I- 

e-b 

The above niýttlicjnatlcal explaiiation could not result in counterfactual analysis of 
the effect of i-eniovtl oi- reduction of the CAP measures, because the equilibrium 

positions are wikiiowii. Alteniatively, this study suggests a simulation approach by 

using the niodels \vIiicli will be outlined iii Chaptrs Six and Seven to evaluate the 

effects of dicse two I)rol)osals oii demand for ocean grain shipping services under 
two different scemirios. 

Scenario 1: A 3W, ý, cut m PSEs m the EU with 1986 taken as the base period. 
Scenario 2: A 901, ' cut mI -ISEs in the EU with 1988 taken as the base period. 
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Figuire 4.8: CAP Liberalisation 

4.10 Conclusion 

Conceptual analysis of the CAP measures in this chapter revealed that these 

measures InflLiencc the EU grain market as well as the international market. During 

the life of the CAP, clue ]ii-Ii producer and consumer price not the supply curve has 

shifted to the rig)it and demand has slackened. Furthermore, also constant expansion I 
of grain proclLicts \vltliln the EU gradually rotated the supply curve downwards. 

Z'-- 

This increased the level of the EU's self-sufficiency much more than 100%, 
therefore, with the lielp of the export subsidy the EU turned from a major grain 
importer to a niain exporter. Due to these changes the international pattern of the C, 
trade changed draniatically. Furthermore, the EU is a large country (effectively 
involved in international trade). Any changes in her supply and demand level will 
affect the world prices. 

To keep the woi-ld pnee at a reasonable level, non-EU exporters reduced their 

production \vhich Iiinited the level of the international grain trade. This was a 
damaging pliciionienon f0i- the inajor grain exporting countries. On the other hand, 
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importing couiaries ecoiioniies gained froin lower world price created by the 
implementatioii of the CAP by the EU. 

The analysis I)i-ovided iii this cliapter was simplified in many ways which produced 

some limitatioii to the ýiimlysjs. First of all, the general framework was a partial 

equilibrium oiic. TIms the disadvantages regarding this type of analysis as outlined 
in Chapter Two al)I)ly to these aiialyses. In addition trade, flow is one way, which 
implies that the EU ctimot be Importing while exporting grain. Hence import levies 

and export I-ei'LIIICIS C', 111110t OCCLII' slimiltaneously. The analysis also assumed that 
100% Of CII-, 1111 SLII-I)ILIS ai-e exported and that foreign and domestic grain demand 

ZD 
curves are coiismiit. Fmally, the assumption is made that foreign supply curves are 
fixed and do wt rcsj)oul to CAP or any technological developments. 

The CAP exerts a destýtbjlismg effect on world grain prices. When the EU prices do 

not have to adjList to \ý, orld clianges/shocks in demand and supply, that means the j ZD 

world prices SIIOLIICI 11LICtUate more. The 1992 CAP reform was an attempt to reduce 
the EU's bLidgetai-y problems which could help the world price to be increased to 
some extent, . 111d C011SCCILIently the production and trade. However, whether these 
theoretical ef'fccts 11MMI LIJ) to the actual outcome of the reform is yet to be studied 
as the reform , 12, ets I'Lilly Miplemeiited. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: ECONOMETRIC METHODOLOGY 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter Illustrates arid discusses the methodologies and econometric 
techniques relevam to eiiipirical analysis undertaken in this thesis to model the 
hypothesis fi-aiiiework. The traditional methodology for investigating the 

relationship betweeii variables within a model was based on the economic theory 
that provided guldclMes for Luiderlynig structure of the econometric relationship. 
The infereiices were inade ori tfie estirnated regression relationship with variables in 
levels. It was Loci- diat Graiiager and Newbold (1974) recognised that when time 

series data arc uscd hi esthmaiii- a rearession, the results may falsely indicate the 47, Z71 
existence of' a causal rclatioiisliip between the variables of the model when, in fact, 

there is not sucli a rclatiorisliip at all. This problem called "spurious regression" and 
arises becausc tlie regression variables are non-stationary. 157 Therefore it is very 
important to discover [lie wilvariate behaviour of time series data in model building 

and hypotliescs lesmig. 

The first part ofthis chal)tcr is cledicated to the Unit roots (stationary) element. This 

section discusses the wiclerlying properties of stationary and non-stationary (unit 

roots) processes. Thcii cliscussions regarding the tests that are employed to 
investigate the pi-eseilce of the Luiit roots in the time series model will be presented. 
This is inclucles Dickey Luid Fuller (1979 and 1981) in detail and Phillips-Perron 
(1988) in brief. 

The second pýirt is f0cLised on different type of dynamic modelling; this is because 
the hypothesis specifies the existence of a dynamic relationship. The simultaneous- 
equation as a niLiltl\, arlate dynamic modelling is discussed. This method will 
estimate the inodel widi dLie consideration to all the variables and equations in the 
system. Then the tests related to the shnultaneous-equation method will be 

presented si-icli as lhaisnian test, F test for specification and Identification of the 
variables (Rank ind Order Identification). Alternative multivariate dynamic 

modelling ýipj)ro. tcli known as Vector-Autoregression (VAR) discusses together 

with different inefliodological issues of such a model in analysing time series and its 
advantages ýnid dra\, Oacks. 

157 If at leist oiie of the cxplamitory variables In a reggression equation is non-stationary in the C, 
sense thýtt it dis'phtys a distHict treiid, it Is very likely the case that the dependent variable in 
the equitjoii will (Iispliy a similar ti-eiicl (Thomas, 1997: 377). 
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Moreover the use ol' impulse response analysis for investigating the dynamic 

relationship among the vai-iables in a VAR model is also discussed. In this respect 
firstly Sims (1980) approach for "orthogonali sing" the innovations in VAR model 

and constructing "oi-tliogonalisecl" impulse responses will also be discussed. Since 

these iMpUlSeS M-C 110t unique and depend on the ordering of the variables in the 
VAR model the I)i-ol)osed model of Pesaran and Shin (1997) which uses 
"generalised" Hnj)u1sc i-esponses together with the application of orthogonalised and C) 
generalised iinl)ulse i-csl)onses iii a cointegrating VAR model is also discussed. Z: ý 

gr, ttion inctliodology, which enables investigation of equilibrium The cointe, ", Cý 
relationshil) anion, iion-statioiwry series, is discussed next. The two alternative tests 
for cointegrýttioii Nvill he 1)resented, namely the two-step estimator of Engle and 
Granger (1987) aiid the Joliansen (1988) cointegration model. The latter technique C, 

involves rnodclling the non-stationary series as a Vector Autoregressive VAR 

model. 

In Appendix 9, t1le Widedii-ig assumption regarding the specification of the model, 
such as fiiieýtnty, I)Lii-aineter stability, serial correlation, homoskedasticity and 
normality aiid R's i-el)i-esei-itative will be discussed. 

Therefore t1ws CIMIAC1' StRICtUred as follows: Section 5.2 discusses different testing 

procedures for extimium! the statioiiarity of the series. Section 5.3 introduces 

structural moclollim, mcludiii- simultaneous equations and Two-Stage Least 

Squares. Sectloti 5.4 comanis discussions on multivariate dynamic modelling 

approach, Vector Aworegressloii (VAR). Different methodological issues of using 
this modellmg tCCIIIIIqUe iii aiialysing time series as well as its advantages and cg 
disadvantages will bc CIISCLIssed in this section. These include recent developments 
in estimatim, VAR moclels iii presents of nonstationarity time series; i. e. 

cointegratioii teclmiqLies, IFIIPLIlse response analysis on VAR and error correction 

model. While Sectloii 5.6 is the conclusion. 

5.2 Stationarity and Unit Root Process 

Time series analysis is in HnI)ortant factor in analysing the economic data, such a 
series in most cascs are not stationary. Maintaining the stationary condition is very I 
important, since noii-stationary variables lead to spurious regression (Thomas, 
1997: 377 & 578). In oi-cler to avoid the spurious regression problem there is a need 
to difference the scrics for statioiiarity. 
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A stochastic series, S, is said to be stationary (Covariance stationary) if the mean 

remains constant oNer tirne. Furthermore, its autocovariance between two 

observations, S, and S, k, is independent of time and depends only on the distance 

between the observitions. This could be expressed as follows: 

E(S, ) =, U, Vt 

E[(S U)2]=Va, ý(S, )=(72, Vt 

E[(S, - Al)(St-, -ý 1) 1= Co I'(S" S'-') = Yk 
IVt 

whether a senes is stationary or non-stationary depends on the presence or 

otherwise of Linit root in the (AR) representation. Considering that S, is produced by 

AR (1) process as I'Ollows: 

PS, _, 
+, Il, ; U, - IN ((), or 

2) 

where u, is ei-ror terins (norimilly distributed) with zero mean and variancea'. The 

series S, will be stýitioiiary if 1/)I<I, if lpl=], S, will not be stationary. Thus the 

behaviour of the series S, is -governed by its initial value So (see e. g. Enders, 1985). 
1 

t 

Where S, = SO + j"t1i 

It can be seeii that S, is influenced by all disturbance terms occurring between 

periods I and t. This ineaiis that a changes in itt produces a permanent effect on the 

conditional incaii of the S, Iii other words if at some point S, =C then the expected 
time until St 1'CtL1r11 to C is infinite (-). Final! y the variance of S, is ta' which is not 
constant, and becoiiie tiffiiiitely large as t approaches infinity (t --> -) . 

Furthermore, as i hicreases Cov (S,, S, 
-k) = (t-k)u'will also increase. Hence 

correlation coefficiem I)etweeii S, and S, 
-k will be as follows: 

Coi, (S,, S, 
-4) 

(t k- (5.2) k 
CF2 (t k, (T 

Tt 
Var(S, )Var(S, 

-, 
) t __ k 

(7 
Ft 

Therefore Lis t becoiiie lai-ge conipare to k than all Pk approaches to one (unity). It 

means that the ýwtoconvlatioii ftinction of the series will decay very slowly. 

In a non-statiomiry senes that follows a stochastic trend, the series illustrates an 

upward or dowim', ird treiid because of cumulative effects of the disturbances, but 
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the series does not coiiverge to its Iong run mean, zero. Taking the first difference 
I C) 

of the series could eliminate such a trend (stochastic trend). If for example taking 
the first diff'crence of the S, as follows: 

Ast ý ßt 

the process is stationai-y because: 

E(AS, ) =0 
Var(AS, ) 

Cov(AS,, AS, 
-, 

) =0 

If the first cliffcrciice of the series become stationary, it is referred to as first 
difference - stmionitry or integrated of order I series expressed as I(1) (Engle & 
Granger, 1987). However, if the series should difference for d times to become 

stationary, it cleiiotecl as I(d). 

5.2.1 Unit Root Tests 

Inspection of the aUtocorrelation function (ACF) is a useful means to detect the 

existence Of a unit mot. However, as Enders (1995) outlined, the problems may 
arise when the ACF takes values close to 1.158 This will illustrates a non-stationary 
process (the slowly c1ccay1ii- pattern), therefore, it may conclude that a series is 

non- station ary wlieii iii fact it is a stationary process. 

The popular I)I'OCCCILII'e to test for unit roots is to use the Dicky-Fuller (DF) (1979). 
In order to test for stationarity AR(1) further to equation 5.1 the linear trend and 
intercept tern-i aiid t1ine trend are considered in the following forms: 

Ast = ys, _, +pý (5.3) 
AS, =a+ YS, + /l, (5.4) 

Ast = a+JI +YS, -, +, 11, (5.5) 

Where y= 1) -I, p is an nitei-cept terin and (5t is a linear trend term. The above 

models ushig OLS estimatioii by coiistructing a t-statistics and using the critical 
values Fullei- ( 1976) test the followin--a hypothesis: 

Ho: y=O (or p=l) 
H,: y<O (or /)<[) 

158 Equation 53. 
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Each of the above inodels iinplies a different alternative hypothesis for the data 

generating process (DGP) of the services. The equation (5.3) tests the hypothesis of 
unit root a(lainst the ýilleniative that the series S, is stationary around a zero mean; 
equation (5.4) test if the series is stationary around a non-zero mean; and third 

model tests if' the series is suitionary around a linear deterministic trend. 

Considering the test stitistic for model (5.3) Z, Z,, for model (5.4) and Z, for 

model (5.5) Nvhere Z, <Z,, <Z, it is difficult to select one model to use for unit roots 

testing C5 * 

Perron (1988) to tackle the difficulties for using (DF) unit roots suggest a sequential 
testing procedure. This SeCILIC11tial procedure is provided in Appendix 9. He suggests Cý 
that the Procedure SlIOUld start from the most general specification to a more 
restrictive model. The procedure stops if the null hypothesis of unit root could be 

rejected at any stage, ýuid if the null h pothesis could not be rejected the series has 
C7 y 

unit root. 

The Augmented Dicky Fuller tests (ADF) introduced by Dicky and Fuller (1981), 
by using DF distributiori, extended the DF test to accommodate higher order 
Autorec, ressive processes, and lagged values of the dependent variable. 159 These are C, Z: ) 1-71 
included to conipet-isate for the presence of autocorrelation in the residual series. 
Hence, the appropi-mte rqressions are as follows: 

p 160 Ast ys, -, 
+I '1', AS, 

-i 
+ /1, (5.6) 

AS, =p+ yS, - I+ kjfjAS, 
-j 

+ lit (5.7) 

1, 
AS, u+ (5t + yS, 

-, 
+ TiAS, 

-i 
+ p, (5.8) 

Harris (1995) SLI(ICICStS that the appropriate lag-length (P) is the most important 
Z"7-1 Z: ) 

issue to perforri-i the ADF test. Less lags could results in over rejecting the null Z: ) 

hypothesis of wilt root when is true, however, more lags may ignore the probability 
of rejecting a false hypothesis. To overcome the problem of the appropriate time lag 

I 

159 DF distributim is 1xiscd mi the assumption that At, is white noise. 
160 To test the mill liypothesis of' a unit root, HO :y=0, the same critical value as DF test is 

used (i. e. Z, < Z,, <Z Ior niodels (5.6), (5.7), (5.8) respectively. 
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one of the Akaikc inl'onriatiori criterion (AIC) (Akaike 1973) or the Schwars 
Bayssian iriformitioii criterion (SBIQ (Schwarz 1978) should be consulted. 

The AIC criteria trades off the increase in the value of the log-likelihood function 

against the loss of degrees of freedom when the lag-length of the model increases; 
Z7 

the selected model is the one which scores the lowest value of the AIC or SBIC. 161 

Mills (1993) SLI (T cTC St IS that the SBIC is strongly consistent and always determines 
In 

the true iriodcl isyiiiptotically, while for the AIC an over-parameterised model 
could emerge therel'ore, the SBIC usually preferred by the researcher over the AIC. 

Phillips (1987) and I)hillips and Perron (PP) (1988) introduced an alternative 
approach to ADE In this approach instead of using a parametric correction for auto- zn 
correlation (tlirowfli the additional lagged terms), a non-parametric correction to the 0 Inc, 
t-statistic is UndCrtaken to account for the residual auto-correlation that may be 

present when t1le U11(lel'IyIng process is not AR(l). Thus, DF type equations such as 
5.3 to 5.5 are estiniated and ffien the t-statistic is amended to take account of any 
bias due to aUto-correlation in the error term. However, the PP test is based on a 
weaker set of assuniptions regarding, the error process than ADF test, although it 

could be a efficiently USed to test for unit roots when the underlying DGP of the 

series is quite general. 

This study uses the ADF test for unit root because of its popularity and the stronger 
set of assuini)tions regarding the error process. Furthermore, as Schwet (1989) 
highlighted the PP test lias poor size properties, (i. e. the tendency to over-reject the 

null when It IS tI`LIC) ývlien the underlying DGP has large negative moving average 
components. 

5.3 Simultaneous Equations 

In the normal ecoimmetric approach where there is a two-way flow of influence 

among ecoiloiriie virjables, tlie simultaneous equations framework is utilised to 

model the variables wliich are related to each other in different ways and affect each 

other SiMUIUMCOUSly. "" The simultaneous equation model specifies the interaction 

of the ecoriomic variabics over the time t. The necessary condition for analysing 

161 AIC=-2(1-, I--K), SBIC=-2(LL-0.5K Lo, -, T), where LL is maximum value of the log-likelihood 
function oC ADF regressimi, K is the number of regressors and T is the number of 
observations. 

162 Structurýil ecoiwinctric model means that the specific relationships between variables are 
based (citlicr I'oriiwlly or hil'ormally) on economic theory. 
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these interaction witt-iin a finite time period is the convergence of the interaction 
towards an eqUilibrinin. If such stability (moving about equilibrium position) occurs 
the model is stable. Tlils implies that exogenous impacts on endogenous variables 
of lagged t becanie smaller as t increased. It indicates that variables may not be 

related contemporaneously but with time lag. This implies that the relationship is 
dynamic. This approacli requires a division of variables into those that are 
endogenous to the model and those which could be treated as exogenous. A specific 
characteristic of the siniultaneous-equation model is that, the endogenous variable 
in one equation may be an independent variable in another equation in the system as 
follows: 

AZt = ao + DZ, 
_j + ßV, + p, u, - IN (0, E) (5.9) 

Where Z, is the vector of the endogenous variables, V, is the vector of the 

exogenous variables, a,, 6are the matrices of unknown parameters and 'Uis the 

vector white noise process with covariance matrix Z. Considering two variable 
cases for the endo,,, enous Z, and two components for the exogenous variables V 

It 
the above equatiori could be illustrated in following matrix form: 

1- a12 
1. I. t - 

YI, l Z�t-1 
+ 

ß, vi, ' + 
2", (5.9) 

a21 1 Z", 0 Yll Z2, 
i- , 

ß2 v', 
', 

e2, 
t 

In the above inodel which is indicate the structural model the a, 2 and a2l illustrate 

the simultaneous interaction of the endogenous variables. The structural model is 
Z: ) 

directly derived frorn econornic theory; to estimate the unknown parameters there is 

a need to deteri-nine the reduced form model as follows: 

zl,, I Yl, 
l 

a12Y22 Zl, 
t-I 

, '81 
a12182 V,,, 

+ 
C*I, l - a, 2 C2,, 

Z2, t 1-al2a'l a, tyll 
Y22 Z2, t-I 

#2 a2lA V2, 
t 'C2,1 - a2, 'C,,, 

(5.10) 

The above caii be re%vritteii as follows by renaming the parameters matrices. 

Zl, t 
(P 1. ý912 

+ 
J, V", 

+ 
Z2, 

t 
(to2l V22 (5, v"I P2, 

i 

The unknown parameters of the structural model can be estimated as follows: 
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Yll al2Y22 

al2all 
(P 

al2a2l 

I yl I 
Y22 

, 
021 

al2a2l 
(J022 

al2a2l 

- a,, ] A 

t5l al2all al2all 

The correlatioii betweeii ejiclogenous explanatory variables and disturbance terms ZD 

results to the pi-obleni of sii-nultaneous equation bias. Therefore in this situation the 
OLS method caii 110t I-CSLI]t in consistent estimators. ' 63 Furthermore, consistent 
estimation of any eqLiation in a model was then possible only if the equation was 
identified. This is regai-ded as the placing of a zero restriction on parameters. 1 Z71 

By using simultancoLis-equation methods the equation of the models will be 

estimated jointly. There are some other reasons for using this method for modelling 
the impact of the redtiction of the EU grain imports on the structure of demand for 
"Capesize" bulk- carriers. Firstly, it is the only method that can calculate jointly and 
severally a large mirnber of equations and variables. Secondly, correlation between 

endogenous variables and disturbance results in the problem of simultaneous 
equation bias. It eliminates the bias of OLS method and looked at the single- 
equation within the system. Finally, it eliminates bias in the simulation, since the 
equations are determined jointly. The predetermined variables will be considered, 
based on the assumption that the past will reflect on the present. 

Two alternative methods may be adopted to estimate the structural equations. 
Firstly, single eqLiation methods or limited information methods, and secondly, 
system methods or full information methods. 

In the first metliod eac)i equation within the system is estimated individually, taking 
into account any restrictions placed on the equation. In this case the restrictions on 
the other equations in the system are ignored. In the second methods all the 

equations in the model estimated simultaneously, taking due account of all 
restrictions on sucli equations by the omission or absence of some variables. 

This study L)scs the first nietliod (sin-le equation methods), because as Gujarati 
(1995) hiplilialited fliat there are many disadvantages using second method. Firstly 

computatioti bLirdeii In I'Lill Information method is enormous. Secondly, this method 

163 Estimators do iiot com, erg ,c to their true population values no matter how large the sample 
size. 
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"lead to solutions that are hi-Ifly non linear in the parameters and are therefore often 
difficult to determine. Thirdly, if there is specification error (such as, wrong 
functional forin or exclusion of relevant variables) in one or more equations of the 

system, that error is traiisi-nitted to the rest of the system. As result, the systems 
methods become \, cry scrisitive to specification errors" (Gujarati, 1995: 679). 

5.3.1 Identification 

Through idetitificatioti process it will be possible to establish that "whether 

numerical esniiiates of the parameters of structural equation can be determined from 

the estimated reclLiced foriii coefficients" (Gujarati, 1995: 657-58). 

Any reduced forin equation is either exactly identified, over identified, or under 
identified. If by estiniating the reduced form coefficients, the parameters of the r_1 

structural equation cannot be estimated, then the equation is under identified. It is 

exactly identified if unique numerical values of structural parameters can be 

estimated. Finally, it is over identified if more than one numerical structural 
parameter can he obtained frorn reduced-form equation. 

A systematic routine can be Litilised to restore the reduced -form equations to obtain 
the identification of an equation in a system of simultaneous equations. This 

systematic routine is perfornied in two folds, first order and then rank conditions of 
identification. Considering the followina notation the rank and order condition 
could be defined. 

N= number of ei-fdogenous vat-fables in the model 

n= number of enclogenotis variables in a given equation 
P= number of predetermined variables in the model 
p= number of predetermined variables in a given equation 
Definition of rank- condition (GLijarati, 1995: 665): 

In a model of N simultaneous equations, in order for an equation to be identified, 

the number of predetermined variables excluded from the equation must not be less 

than the number of endogenmis variables included in that equation less 1, that is: 

11-1 
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if P-p= ii - 1, the equation is just identified, but if P-p>n-I it is over- 
identified. 164 The order condition discussed is a necessary condition for 
identification, liowever it is not a sufficient condition, even if it is satisfied. This is 
because as Gujarati (1995) suggests " the predetermined variables excluded from 42, 

the equation but presented in the model may not all be independent, so that there 

may not be one-to-one correspondence between the structural coefficients and the 

reduced form coefficients" (Gujarati, 1995: 665). 

Thus it would not be possible to estimate the structural parameters from the reduced 
form coefficients. Hetice to have the sufficient as well as necessary condition there 
is a need to Litillse the rank condition of identification. The rank condition is both a 
necessary and stifficiem condition for identification. The rank condition specifies 
whether the equatioi-i ui)der consideration is identified or not, whereas the order 
condition indicites that if it is exactly identified or overidentified. It means that: 

"In a inodel containling N equations and N endoCVenous variables. An Z:, Zý 

equation is Identified Ir and only if at least one non-zero determinant of 
order (N-1) ýý (N-1) can be constructed from the coefficients of the 
vai-iahles (bodi endogenous and predetermined) excluded from that C 
pal-tiCU1.11' equation but included in the other equations of the model" 
(Gu-jarati, 1995: 665). 

The above diSCLISSIOI) could be summarised as bellow: 

" If P-1) > n-1 and the rank of A matrix is N-1, the equation is over identified. 

" If P-1) = n-1 and the rank of A matrix is N-1, the equation is exactly 
identified. 

" If P-pý: n-land the rank of A matrix is less than N-1, the equation is 

under identified. 

" If P-p< n-1, the strLictUral equation is unidentified. The rank of the matrix in 

this case Is boLind to be less than N-1. 

5.3.2 Test of Simultaneity (Hausman Specification Test) 

If there is no siinLiltaneity pi-oblem the OLS estimators should be employed to 

estimate the inodel, ýIternatively if simultaneity between the variables of the model 

exists and the mociel is over-identified, only 2SLS could reveal consistent and 

efficient estiniators. 

164 There is a diffffeiit countijig, rule to determine the order condition that reveals a similar 
result. 
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Technically the problen-i arises because some of the variables are assumed to be 

exogenous iii the systeni are iiot, hence could be uncorrelated with the disturbance. 
This is a very iiiiportaiit issue, since all the asymptotic properties rest on this 

assumption. 

To perform the HaLisi-nan test there is a need to obtain reduced form equations from 

structural equations. 'c5 The reduced form equations contain the reduced form error 
terms u,. Estiniatij)-, redUcecl forin equations by OLS utilised estimated endogenous 

variables p, aml estirnatecl residualsp,. Since the coefficients of p, and reduced 
form error tern) /t, are the sarrie, under the null hypothesis that there is no 

simultaneity the correlatiori between u, and the structural error term g should be 
zero, asymptotically. Therefore, if the coefficient of g is statistically zero it 

concludes that fliere is no sn-nultaneity problem and if the coefficient is statistically 

significant the sMiLiltwielty problern exists. 166 

5.3.3 Test For Exogeneity 

Normally the ericlogericity or exogeneity of the variables within a system of In 11: 1 
equations are precletern-iflied, based on a priori information available before hand. 

However, it Is possible, statistically to test for exogeneity of the variables within the 

system. 167 

In a four eqUatioiis niocle) witli four endogenous variables Y, 9Y2 
Y3 and Y, and 

four exogenoLis varlables X,, X2, X3 and X if the first equation of the model In - 41 

considered as: 

Yli :: -- ao + aY,, +... +j8X li + pli (5.12) 

lf Y2 
1 

Y3 and Y, are endogenous the above equation cannot be estimated by OLS 

because OLS estirnation in this case produces inefficient estimators. In order to find 

out the exogenous variables there is a need to obtain reduced form equation by 

165 The reduccd fOrm cqu. Moiis \vill have oifly predetermined variables on the right hand side. 
166 If more thall ol)c C11(looclIoLIS regressor is involved, the F test will implemented instead of T 

test. 
167 The relanoii betweeii causality aiid exogeiiity explain in manner of Granger's causality test. 

Howevcr, Maddala (1992: 389-395) suggests it is better to keep the concepts of causality and 
exogelicity scji-, irýitc. 
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obtaining tl)e pi-edicted valUe Of Y2 
1 

Y3 and Y, which are YY and Y ZD 2134 

respectively. 

Based on the HaLisrnýin test discussed earlier the following reduced form equation 
could be estltmite(l. 

Yli --- ao +a, Y, + 
"' 

+ 'ý' 
ýli 

+ 'ý3ý3i 
+ A4 ý4i 

+P 
Ii (5.13) 

Then the hypotliesis ffiit ý, =A, = A, =0 can be tested by using F test. If the 
hypotheses is rejected Y., Y, ind Y, can be considered endogenous but if it is not 

rejected they should be seen as exogenous. Z: ý 

5.4 Vector Autoregression (VAR) 

Sims (1980) proposed the Vector Autoregression (VAR) method as an alternative to 

simultaneous equation ri-iodelling when there is not a structural model based on an 
economic theory available. The VAR methodology is based on a reaction against 
the simultaneous equation approach that was dividing the variables into those which 
are endooenous and those exo-enous to the model. 41: 1 It, 

In a VAR framework the problems associated with identification and exogeneity 
and endogeneity of the variables is solved by assuming that all the variables in the 

economic system are in continuous interaction. Therefore, there is a need to specify 
only two things. Firstly, the set of variables (endogenous and exogenous) that is 
believed to interact nid hence should be included as part of the economic system 
that one is trying to model. Secondly, the number of lags that are needed to capture 
most of the effects that the variables have on each other (Thomas, 1997: 354). 
Furthermore, the equations of a VAR model are constrained to be linear, thus there 
is not a need to specify the functional forms of the model. 

Such equatioii lins exactly flie same set of regressors. Therefore for the vector of 
variables Z,, Shns sti-gests the following model to estimate the dynamic 

relationships. 

Zt = A, +... Ak Z, 
-k + it, u, - IN (0,1) (5.14) 

Where 
t (t =i,..., k) 
Zt Oz x 1) vcclor (ýf economic variables 
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Ai = an (nxn) matrix of parameters 
u, = an (nxii) vector of random errors 

a, y, + a,, x, -, 
+ b, ly, _2 

+ b,, x, -, = E, 

a, y, -, 
+ a,,. v, -, 

+ b, 
ly, + b,, x, -,, = El, 

The vector ofZ, and Xi, are determined as follows: 

(x Ei, 

yt t\ 'J' 
And for k=2 (Maximum lag) there are two 2x2 Matrices Ai available as follows: 

b, bJ2 

b, b22 

The above VAR model implies that each variable in the vector Zt is regressed on its 

own lag values of other variables present in the system. Therefore, the parameters in 
Ai are explainirip the dyiiaimc relations among the different variables. The VAR 

model also illustrate that all the variables depends on all other variables in the 

model, with exactly the same lag structure applied to each variable in the all 
equations. It meaiis iio-zero restrictions are imposed and all the a, and b parameters 
are non-zero. Siiice initially no restrictions are placed on any of the parameters in 

any of the equation ii) this methodology, therefore everything causes everything and 
there is no need f0l'LlIldeding economic theory. 

VAR modelling has a nuinber of advantages; for example, because all regressors 
are lagged variables, they can be assumed to be contemporaneously uncorrelated 
with the disturbance. Thus each equation can be consistently estimated by OLS. 
VAR are very often used for policy analysis, to examine the effect of changes or 
shocks on the VaI'IOUS variables in the model. 

The particLilar problein I-Or implementation of a VAR system involves selection of 
an appropriate sj)ecfficatioii Hicluding number of variables to be included and the 

In 
maximum lag Icii-t1i to be employed. The appropriate specification of the VAR 

system in order to obtaiii unbiased estimates of the matrices of parameter and draw 

correct inferences at-OLIII(I flieni, a strong condition exist and it require all the 

variables inclu(lcd hi Z, to be stationary. 
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The stability coiiditiori for VAR modet is same as the simultaneous equation model. 
Lutkepohl (1993, M Veetistra, 1999: 143) states that if the VAR (1) in equation 
(VAR equatiort) is solved repeatedly the stochastic process Z, will be achieved. 

A, )-', Ll +t=1,2 

where n is the iiiiiiibei- of variable in the VAR model and I is the identity matrix. 

Furthermore, a coniplenientary condition should also hold, this is, that the matrix A, 

have modulus less flian one, as follows: 

det(I,,, - A, v) =0 jor I'l >1 

Where det(l,,, - A, v) is d)e cliaracteristic equation of the VAR model. 

If the conditioii n) eqUation (5.16) hold, the roots to this equation are greater than 

one or unity on absointe value that means the roots lies outside the unit circle. 
Therefore, the stability condition for VAR model holds. 

5.4.1 VAR Estimation 

The VAR model is a natural analogue of the multivariate regression model. Z: ) 

Furthermore, tile equations of the model contain the same explanatory variables. 
Therefore, same as the estimation procedures for the multivariate regression model, 
the ordinary least squares (OLS) could be used to estimate equation by equation 
(see Lutkepolil, 1993: 64ff) (Veenstra (1999: 136). This particular structure of the 
VAR (all equatloi)s of the model have the same number of explanatory variables) 

cause the VAR models to be over-parameterised. On the other hand it could 
improve estlinatloii efficiency by removing insignificant coefficients. This will 
occur if the time series Z, is stationary, which led to the t-statistics of the individual 

coefficients liave the conventional t-distribution. In contrast, in the SUR model the 

maximum likelilioo(l estimator resembles a general least squares (GLS) estimator 

except in special cases. 

5.4.2 Inferences and Order Selection 

The discussion of' infei-ences on parameters, goodness of fit and diagnostic tests in 

Appendix 9 carries over directly to the VAR model. Furthermore, one hypothesis of 

considerable interest is testing the order of a VAR process. A natural procedure for 
Cý 
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VAR (P) is to choose a inaxii-nurn possible value for (P) and then fit a VAR (P). 
Within the VA R (P) inodel test that H 

1, , where 11 is the matrix of parameters. If the 

hypothesis is rejected, decide that (P) is order of process. If the hypothesis is 

accepted, conclLide that the order of the VAR is less than or equal to P-1, and 
proceed to f it a VAR, 1_1), in which the hypothesis rl, 

-, =0 is to be tested. Continuing 

in this manner. This testing down procedure selects the order of the VAR as p-j, 
using the firstj 1or which the hypothesis 11 

11-i =0 is rejected. Since this procedure 

is inherently systein wide, and need system inference some way of the 

approximation and the degrees of freedoin in the estimation has to be found, to 

avoid estimation ol'too inany undesirable parameters. 

However fornial tests could be used to specify the significance alternatively by 

setting order criterion. These tests are Schwarz (1978) criterion and Akaike's 
information criterion which \vill be discussed in detail in Section 5.7.9. 

The expressions in VAR context are 

AIC(Pý = lnýý, ý+ 2Aýj 2 
(5.16) 

T 

SC(P) = lnýj 
1, 
ý+ 2AI 2 1) In T (5.17) 

T 

where M is the nuniber of variables in the system, T is the sample size, and jP is 

the estimated covariance matrix of residual obtain with a VAR(p, model. The order 

of j will be cliosen because AIC or SC criterion is minimised. The main advantage 
of this order selection criterion is works equally for stationary and non-stationary 
VARs. This led to die order selection comes first and establishing stationarity come 
second (Veeiistra, 1999: 137). 

The models m this thesis are based on yearly data of not more than 30 observations 
which could be coiisidered as a small sample. For small samples the criterion has a 
tendency to select small order or no order at all, therefore; further criterion is 

necessary to specit-y the VAR model. Therefore in this thesis both AIC and SC 

criterion have bccii miplciiieiited (Veenstra, 1999: 137). 
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5.5 Cointe(gration and Error Correction Model (ECM) 

Maintaining the stationarity condition is quite important, since the use of non- 

stationary variables may lead to spurious regression. 168 It is quite clear that it is not 

possible to maintain the stationarity condition for all the variables specially 

shipping variables such as fi-cight rates and commodity prices. There are two ways 
In 

to overcome this problein. Firstly, use some form of transformation such as 
differencing and Construct stationary variables and use these variables to estimate 
the VAR model. Differences of variables in first approach eliminate the long run 
relationships of the variable. Furthermore, such differencing may distort 

relationships an-ion- [tie original variables. Secondly, transform the equation (5.23a) 

to a co-inteoration and Error coi-rection model representation in the equation (5.23). 

There is a close i-elation between models of cointegration and models of error 
correction. If the two vinables in Error Correction Model (ECM) are cointegrated, 
it means it is only internally consistent. If they are not cointegrated the right-hand 
side cannot be 1(0), even thought the left-hand side must be. Therefore the same I 
assumption foi- prodLicing the cointegration implies (and is implied by) the existent zn 
of ECM. 1 "9 

The major ftiiictloii of ECM is fliat, it sugggests a way to build an elaborate model of 1 1: 1 
the long run relatloti M Z, as well as a test for cointegration. It means that the 

residuals fron-i an estiniýited cointegration model which estimated equilibrium errors 
can be inclLided in an elabonite model of the long-run covariation of Z,. This is 

based on the Granger representation theorem (see Hamilton 1994, p 582). 

If a multivariate or a wiivariate framework contains a unit root, it should be 
differenced ni or(ler to become stationary. Therefore the regression model should be 

estimated usim, the differeiiced series. However, this procedure is incorrect in many 
cases, becatise, it lgiiores the information which is contained in the long-run 

relationship between the variables. Engle and Granger (1987) suggest that there 

may be a linear combmation of integrated variables that is stationary. 

Generally any IMear combination amoncy the series with order one I(]) will also be 
zn 

I(]); and also the residuals c, obtain from such a econometric model will also be 

168 if at least onc of the cxj)Linýitory variables in a regression equation is non-stationary in the C, 
sense t1lat it (11SPI'lys a Clistinct trend, it is very likely the case that the dependent variable in 
the equation will dislilay a sinillar trend (Thornas, 1997: 377). 

169 Tile result iii its gciicrýtl forin is known as the Granger Representation Theorem (Hamilton, 
1994: 582). 
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IM. ConsicIci-ing, two scries of X, and Y, of I(]) there could be a number of 8 such 
that X, -, 6Y, = c, is stationary. Engle and Granger (1987) defined such a series (X, , 
Y, ) as cointegrated of order (1,1) denoted l(l, l). 

5.5.1 The Engle-Granger (1987) and Johanson (1988) Procedure 

Engle-Granger (t987) iiin-oduced a two-step co-integration test for two non- 
stationary sei-ics. The fii-st step estimates the residuals, c, through the following 

regression: 

A ß2 yt + t't 

This model called cohitegratHig or equilibrium regression. If X, and Y, are Z: ý 
cointegrated, the estimated residual series C, is stationary. The e, illustrates of X, 

and Y, from tlieir loii, ý-, -ruii relationship; for investigating this, the following ADF 

test of e, has becii proposed by Engle and Granger (1987). zn 

TE+ If Ac, + o),; o), - IN (0, Cr2 ) (5.19) to 

where lagged values of Ac, -i ai, e entered into the equation to "whiten" the errors. ZN: ý 
The inclusion of a trend term, 9, and/or a constant, u in (5.19) depends on whether 

a constant or a trend appears in the conitegrating regression since deterministic 

components can appeýtr in eqUatlon (5.18) or in (5.19). 

When A e, - 1(0) iii riext step an error correction model (ECM) of the joint process 

should be identified in such a way that: 

E=X, 
-,, 

8, - k', Y, 
-, 

(5.20) 
A 

where -I last period estimate and provides the information on the speed of 

adjustment to eclLtillbriLini, as follows: 

k 

; V, _ 
IN(o, or2) 

-j -j +v (5.21) +j(ojAX, 1 1, 
j=l 

However, there are sonie disadvantages regarding this procedure, Harris (1995) 
highlighted fliat fl)e fii)jte sainple estimates of the long term relationship are 

potentially blased aiid Lisin, a different normalisation, that is reversing the order of 
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the variables in the cointegrating regression, could produce different results. He Z71 

added that ECM of 5,21 irnposes the restriction that Y, is weakly exogenous to X, 

. 
170 This results in due to this the Y, series appear on regressor only in 5.21 

inefficient estimates, becatise the model does not take into account all the 
information that the variables have to offer. Furthermore, this procedure does not 
allow perforimn- hypothesis test on the estimated coefficient, 8, and 82, in the Zý 
(5,18). Phillips and DUrIaLif (1986) derive the distributions of OLS estimators, 
(, 81,, 6, ) and their associated standard errors in (5.18) and highlighted these to be 

highly non-normal dius invalidating standard inference. 

The Johanson (19S(8) tCCIIIIiCjUe has the ability to perform hypothesis tests for 

restricted version ol' the cointe-g-ratin-Z) relationship by providing a test statistic with 
exact limiting clistribLition. The Johanson method uses the two-step estimator by 
directly testin- for cointe()rated relationships in a multivariable vector 
Autoregressive, (VAR) fi-arnework. The result by this test in more reliable than the 

result produced by EG test because VAR framework considered all the variables 
within the model as they are endogenous and uses the information provided by both 

Z75 
series to generate the cointe-i-ation tests. 

5.5.2 The Jolianson (1988) Tests for Cointegration 

The multivanate extemiatiori of DF test utilised by Johanson (1988) for 

cointegratioii ai)alysis. It could be illustrated by considering n variables of 1 (1), 
( X, Y,,... C, ) getierati ii- by the following niultivariate system. 

1) p 1) 

A,, (i)X, +I il,, (i)Y, 
-i 

. ..... 
I A,,, (i)C, + ex, (5.22) 

iýl iýl i-I 

A, (i) X, I + A, (i) Ij...... A,, (i)C, 
-i 

+Ex, 

Since such equation has exactly the same set of regressors, and therefore the vector 
of variables Z,, whicli cotilcl be represented as follows: 

Zt = A, +.... AkZ, 
-k 

+, u, lit - IN(0,1) (5.2 3 a) 

where Z, is (nxl) vector of variables and each Ai is an (nxn) matrix of 

parameters, aiid /e, is (axa) vector of residuals (normally distributed with zero 

mean), and virlaiicc/covýtrlaiicel- 

170 i. e. the cm-rcm valuc ol' Y is iiot affected by the current value of X. 
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If Z, is subtracted fi-om both sides of the above vector Autoregression (VAR) 

model (reparinetrising, the ryiodel) the following equation will be resulted 

AZ, = (A, - 1,, )Z, 
-, +.... A4 Z, 

-A + p, (5.23) 

Where I, is a (nxn) Identity mati-ix and if the process is continued in this fashion 
up to Z, it will generate the following set of equations 

AZ, =- 171 Z, +.... + Vý, AZ, 
-/ý + f1z, 

-ý + y' 

where 

p, - IN (0, Y-) (* *) (5.24) 

i=II 

IR = -(I - Aj -, -*- Aý) 

The equation (5.24) called Vector Error Correction model (VECM) which will led 
to estimate botli long aiid slioi, t run relationships simultaneously by estimates of 17i 

1 
and T-1, respectivoly. 

The most miportaiit paraiiieter for coflitegration among the series is the rank of Z: ý 

matrix 1-1 . 
171 1f ran k(H=0), then 1-1 is the (n x n) zero matrix specifying that the 

cointegratiori relationships does not exist between the series. Then expression 5.24 
Z: ) 

would be redUced to VAR model in first differences. If I-I has a full rank 1-1 =n then 
all the variables iii Z, 

-, are 1(0) therefore, the appropriate modelling strategy is to 

estimate a VAR niodel in levels. Finally if (FI) has reduced rank (fl = 1) Hence 

there is a single, cointegration relationship. Since the rank of 1-1 is equal to the 

number of its characteristic roots (eiggenvalue) which are different from zero, the 
Z 

number of distinct cointeggrating vectors can be obtained by estimating how many of 
these eigenvalne are significantly different from zero. 

Johanson (1988) developed a procedure to estimate the maximum likelihood of the 

parameters in equation (5.24) In this method the matrix of long run relationship 
parameters (H) is decomposed into two matrices of a (nxr) and P (nxr) 

(H = aff), wliere r Is equal to the rank of F1. Matrix 6 contains a series of elements 

171 The rank, of. i sqLI. IFC 11-VII 111,111'ix is the number of its linearly independent rows, or columns. 
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that can prodUCC station. ii-y series when combined linearly' 72 with the variables in 
Z,. Next, the twinbei- oft-ows in matrix 6 which is equivalent to the number of co- 

integrating vectors (stationary linear combinations or r) and called the co- 
integration rank will be estirnated. This is done by regressing AZ, and Z, 

-k on AZ, 
-, 

to AZ, 
-k+, : fori-ning the residual product moment matrix Sij as follows 

AZt :::: - pI AZ, 
-, 

+'*'* + 13k 
-1 

AZ, 
-k+l + Rol (3) (5.25) 

Z, 
-k=TIAZ, -, +.... +Tý, 

-IAZ, -A+I+RA. I 
(4) (5.25a) 

and forming the rcsidLMIS product moment matrix S as follows 
Cý Ii 

Sij = VI Ri, R' 1, j=0, k 

and 

-ýSkk - SkOSOOSOk I=0 (6) (5.26) 

The roots of cqwitlon (5.26) that can be sorted in descending order are known as the 

eigenvalues >>A, ) of matrix fl. Consequently the r eigenvectors can be 

obtained fron-i r largest eigenvalues which appear to have the largest canonical 
correlation between the two sets of residuals (levels and first difference regressions 
5.25 and 5.25). The eigenvectors corresponding to the r largest eigenvalues are 
quite irnportant because they are the only vectors that can make the linear 

combinations o(- Z, stationary, i. e. Vý'Z, - 1(0), (i =I .... r). 
Therefore, the r 

A 

eigenvectofs (Vjý . ...... V,. ) coinprise the maximum likelihood estimates of 6 
AAA 

(V, 

'K . ...... 

V,. 

There are two types of test for identifying of co-integration rank, r, which is 
Z: 5 

equivalent to OIC IlUmber of the largest eigenvalues and call trace statistics: Z: ý C) 

7 

-Tj lo,, (l Atrace 0,1,2 ...... 1 (5.27) 

where ýj are the estimatect eigenvalues. This test is based on the likelihood ratio 

tests between restricted Lffld Unrestricted models where restriction imposed for 

172 It has been ýtrgucd In the st', ttisucal behavIOUr of the non-stationary time series (see Engle and I Grang-er, 19S6) that it' týw or inore series are non-stationary, a linear combination of those 
variabIcs, with the ordcr ofintcgration of 1(2) may exist. 
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different valLies ol-' r. Race statistics test the null hypothesis that there are maximum 
r co-integrati w, vectoi-s agai tist the alternative of r+l. The asymptotic criteria values 
for this tests caji be obtaiiied from Osterwald-Lenum (1992). Other test statistics 
which is qLIItC similai- to the ti-ace test is called maximal-eigenvalue can be 

written as 

/l. a,, = -T lo-W - A, 
I)r=0,1,2 ...... 11 -1 (5.28) 

With identical critical valties as Maximal eiaenvalue test statistics test the null Z: ) 

hypothesis of' O)e existence of j- co-integrating vectors against the alternative of r+l 
co-inte-rating vectors. The I)roblems associated with the power and size of these 
tests are quite iniportaia and the critical values tabulated in Osterwald-Lenum 
(1992) should oifly be tisecl as Hidications when deterministic and other stationary 
variables are Included In the system. 

5.5.3 Appropriate Time Lag and Asymptotic Distribution 

There is a need for several decisions to be made before estimating the long-run 

relationships M the VECM. Firstly, the la- len(ýth of the VECM should be specified. ZZ) It) 
Using the loilgest leii-fli iri coriihination with the AIC (1978) or the SBIC (1978) to 

achieve the most p, II'SIMOIIIOUS Model. 173 

Secondly, as), iiiptotic distributions of the cointegration test statistic depend upon the 

presence of treiids aiid/or coiistants in the model, deterministic components that 

should be coiisidered iii the model must be specified. 

Five different inodel specifications utillsed by Johanson and Juselius (1990) and 
Osterwald-Lemini (1992) to expand the VECM to accommodate the different types 

of deterministic terms (sucli as an intercept, a linear trend or both). 

The most unrestricted i-no(tel is the following one, it indicates the linear trend and 
intercept in shoi-t-i-Liji moclel. to eliminate linear trends in the differenced series AZ, 

and the quadi-atic treml iii the level series AZ, - 

1, -1 

+c (5.29) Az, FjAZ, 113'Z, 

173 For instince, 4 ýuid 12 kigs can be chosen for quarterly or monthly data, respectively. 
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The second model whicli presented in following form deals with trend term in the 
long-run model atid iiitercept term in the short-run model. Therefore the presence of 
a trend term ij) the coijite,,, ratiji(gy vector so as to capture any exogenous growth in 
the long-run relatioiiship. 

p 

(5.30) AZ, FjAZ, 

The third model iiitroc[Lices an intercept term in short-run which allows for the 

existence of a lffleýir treiid M the level series. 

P-1 

-1 
(5.31) AZ, y 1ý AZ, + C-, 13'Z, 

In fourth mociel intercept term in long-run model specifies that, there is no linear 

trends in the levels of the data; the intercept is restricted in the cointegration space 
to allow for the units of measurement of the variables. 

AZ, (5.32) 

The fifth model kidicates iio deterministic components in the short-run or in the 

cointegrating ivlatioiis. Tlierefore, created the most restricted model specified that 
the mean of the data series, M AZ, is zero. 

P-1 

+ aß + e, (5.33) Azý =1 FiAz, 'Z, 

There is also some economic argument in order to specify the most appropriate t. 7 
model as well Lis the model selection criterion. 

5.5.4 The Vector Error Correction Model: Estimation 

A two variable systern sLicl) ýis a model in this study, can contain at most one co- 
integratino reLition, since the number of co-integrating relationships is determined Z: ý C, 

by rank H(l), an(l i-ýink H(I)=2 corresponds to stationarity, whiles rank 
11(i) =0 corresl)onds to sayIng, that the system is stationary in first differences. A 

VAR model wlien is stitioiwi-y in first difference or integrated of order one such as 
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the model hei-e is iionnally rel)i-esented as (2) in error correction framework. The 

steps that shmild be takeii M estimation and testing hypothesis in the presence of 
non-stationary vanables Ma VAR model is as follows: firstly, the co-integration 
relations are estimated, M this thesis the Johansen test has been used and substituted 
in the model. Sccoiidly, the other model parameters are estimated. 

5.6 Impulse Response Analysis 

Interpreting the estlinatcd coefficient of a VAR model is a difficult task. There is a I 
need to look at tI)e iinpulse response ftinctions and variance decompositions of the 

system to be able to iiitei-I)i-et the VAR results. The impulse response function tracks 
the evaluation of economic sliocks through the system. To measure the time path of ZD 

the difference sliocks on tlie variables contained in the VAR system there is a need 
to construct the Vector Moving Average (VMA) representation of the VAR model. 
This is because the covarlance matrix of the residuals is a VAR model is not 
diagonal, iniplyiiio coMeniporaiieous coyyelation among the errors. Therefore, the 

evaluation of flie VAR niodel caused jList by an innovation in one variable may not 
be appropriate, as this innovation may occur at the same time as another innovation 
in the system. 

Since an Autoregression has ati MA representation, a VAR also can be represented 
in infinite sum of tlie cm-rem and past values of shocks in e, 

Returning to the VAR equation. 

Zt = At + ... Ak Zi-k + lit it, - IN (0, Y- ) 

Sims (1980) construct the VNIA representation of the VAR model by replacing the 

z, by z, -, 
in the VAR inoclel and continued in this fashion (i. e. substitute Zt-2 into the 

model) and so on. This COUICI be denoted as follows: 

Zt = Y(I)A-i (5.34) 
i=l 

where (DI is a 2x2 imitrices, computed using the recursive relations 1, 

(1), = Al(l)i-l AA)j-, + ... +i. =1,2 

with q)() = 1" and (I)i =0 for i<O equation (5.34) can be written in matrix form as 

follows 
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S, ý01 1 (1*) ý0140) CS, -ý (5.35) 
F, ý9 21 ý922 1, , 'l-i 

The impulse response futictioiis trace the effect of an innovation in one variable 
while held otliers coiistarit. Tlien the (p,, (i) coefficient syndicates the effect of a 

shock in the error terins oii the endogenous variables of the model. Therefore, the 
coefficient ý9,, (O) is the nistmaiiieous effect of a one-unit change in E, 

', 
on X, with 

x 
where a is the partial all other vanýibles liel(I cojistant. i. e. 

0 ya, 
ý912 (0) 

yj 
differentiatioii opci-atoi-. 'I'licre is one impulse response function for each innovation 
and each endo(ICIIOUS vai-ilable. Thus the Four sets of coefficients ý0,, (! ), v12U), 

022 (*)e flie mipulse response functions. Plotting the impulse response V21 (i) and I al 
functions is a prýictlcal way to visually represent the behaviour of the z, series in 

response to Vý11'10LIS ShOCkS. 

It means that the coniponents in e, = (ex, ey, )' may be contemporaneously 

correlated in NvIiicli case EE(c,, c, ')=j is non-diagonal. If ex, and E, 
', 

are 

correlated, flien SIMUIM1011 of a shock to say e, 
', 

while assuming that -x,, is held 

constant will leid to misleading results. Sims (1980) introduced a solution by 
C, 

implementing the following Cliolesky decornposition of I where: 

TV 

where T is a 2x2 lower triatiplar matrix. By rewriting the equation (5.34) (VAM) 
Sims introduces tl)e t'ol]oN\, In,, niodel: 

(5.36a) zi ((D i T) (T 

where (Di = (1), T and ti, T-'tý,,, 

T -'E(c, c')T'-' 1 

and the new errors, p, obtained using the transformation matrix, T, which are 

contemporanCOUSly Uncorrelated and have unit standard errors. It means, the shocks 
in p, are orthogonal to each other. Therefore, by using orthogonalised shocks the 

impulse respoiises caii be coiistructed. That could be denoted as follows: 

OIX, Y, t+l? ý-: e"(1)JI-cl (5.336) 

where 01 is ot-diogomilised impulse response function of "unit shock" (which is 

equal to one stmicim'd en-o)-) ýit tin-ie t to the ortliogonalised error of the equation at Z: ) 
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time t on the I'Littires eqLiatioti at time t+n el and e2 are selection vectors such as 

e, = (1, O), e, = (0, I). The 01 of the equation at time t then a unit shock to the futures 

equation at time t+ii is ýis follows: 

OIy, 
x,, +, = e, (1), Tc, 

The problem w1fli dils ordio-onalization method is that if (e. g. Z, = (X, Y, )' changed 
instead of Z, = (Y, X, )' then a new transformation matrix will emerge and 01 will be 
different. This Is becaLtse the ordering of the variables is important in the evaluation 4-ý 

of VAR resLilt. 'me ordering depends upon the magnitude of the correlation 
coefficient betwcen c., and The larger the correlation coefficient, the larger 

the impact offlie of chan es in order of the variables. 

5.6.1 Impulse Response Aiialysis in a VECM 

Pesaran and Shiii (1997) iiitrodLiced the General Impulse Response (GIR) function 

to track the pi-oblenis associated with dependence of OIR on the ordering of 
variables in the VAR. Pesai-an and Shin (1997) discusses the multivariate 
distribution assimied for the vector of disturbance, E,. They concludes that if E, 
follows a bivariae normal distribution, atid assuming that the shock is equal to one 
standard devnitioii of the error term in the spot equation i. e. (5, = For,, then : 

e1 (1) 2 jjy,. GIy (n, (51 = Va7,92, ) = Glx. 
y, t+ll - 9xx 

(5.37) 

where Q, i's t)IC lllforiiiatioii set available to market agents at time t-1, el and e2 
are selection vectors clefiiied in (5.36) and (t),, is computed from the VMA in 

equation (5.34). Similarly, the general impulse response function of the spot 
equation at time t+n, following a unit shock to the future equation at time t is given 
by: 

GIy, 
x, t+ll (TIT 

Unlike the OIR, The GIR are iiivariant to the ordering the variables in the VAR and z: 1 

take account for Iiistorical patterns of correlation observed amongst the different 

shocks. For the first vanable Ma VAR, the OIR and the GIR are identical; for 

remaining variables tlieyare icleiitical only if I is diagonal. 
Zý 
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Impulse response aiialysis foi- the VECM of equation (5.24) can be carried out 
along the lines set otit above. However, Pesaran and Shin (1997) illustrate that, for 
VECM of (5.24). [lie OIR aiid the GIR of the futures at time t+n, following a unit 
shock at t are as follows: 

OIX, Y, I+il -ý- e' , (1),, Te, 

GIx, 
y,, +It -2" 

lei 
(T XA' 

Which are the s. tnie as ORI and GIR for the VAR model in (5.36) and (5.37), 

respectively. fIC11CC the IIIII)LIlSe responses for a VECM will be calculated in a same 
way in a normt] VAR model. The only difference which highlighted by Pesaran 
and Shin (1997) is fliat, m the VAR model lim(I)i = 0, while in the VECM 

iý- 
lim(Di = C(I) Micre C(l) is aii rion-zero inatrix with rank 1, derive from the VMA 
i--)- 
representatioii of the Lmderlyijig VECM as Pesaran and Shin (1997) outlined. 17, 

Therefore the variables in the VAR are 1(0) in levels, the effect of a shock in 

variables ultimitely vamshes, however in a VECM where the variables are not 
stationary the effect of the shock will be persistent and the variables will adjust to 
the new 1011(1-11111 Icvel once shocked. C7 

5.7 Conclusion 

This chapter pi-cscrited a brief Summary of recently developed econometric methods 
and time series niodels, wliicli are used extensively in later chapters of this thesis. 
Particularly, univariale, properties of time series including stationarity and related 
statistical probleins, Milcli inay arise in the presence of non-stationarity series in 

regression niodels, In Oils respect Dickey and Fuller (1979 and 1981) and Philips 

and Perron (1988) unit root tests discussed. 

The structural niodelfing, sumiltaneous equations introduced and Two-Stage Least 

Square was discLissed. Probleni of identification was highlighted and the method of 

rank and order identification introduced to deal with the problem. Moreover, the 
Hausman specif'ication test was presented to specify the simultaneity of the model 
together with (lie test f0i- exogenity to confirm the endogenous and exogenous 
variables. 

In context of' niultivarlatc tivne series analysis, the VAR methodology and its 

estimation pi-oblenis are presented, The rnultivariate analysis of time series is then 
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extended to inodels, wlilcli take into account stochastic properties of the series. In 

this respect the En-le-Granger (1-987) cointegration method briefly introduced, and Z: ) 
the Johansen's (1988) univariate cointegration technique was discussed in details z: 1 

because this tectinique is used in this thesis. In connection to Johansen's technique 
VECM models, wNcli captures both the short run dynamics as well as the long run 
relationships betYveen tlie variables through cointegration relationships, are also C) 
discussed. 

Finally varioLis sj)ccification ai-id diagnostic tests that normally performed to specify 
the statistical reliability of the models were presented and their functions were 
discussed. 
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CHAPTER SIX: ECONOMETRIC MODEL, ESTIMATION 

EVALUATION AND SIMULATION "CAPESIZE" 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter preserits arid esturiates a model of the distorting effect of European 
Union's AýýI-ICLIIUII'Ltl Policy (CAP) ori the structure of demand for grain 
transportatioii by "Capesize" bLilk carriers. 

It was establislied iii Chapter Three Section 3.8 that the only route by which 
174 "Capesize" vessels can contribute to the grain trade is North Atlantic. An increase Z:, 

in demand for graiii iniport hi Western Europe would increase the volume of North 
Atlantic graiii trade aiid this would in turn increase the employment opportunities 
for "Capesize" vessels In gain trade. 

Considering the above statement, it is possible to utilise a structural economic 
model for the contribution of this ship size to the grain trade. A simultaneous 
equation framework is utilised in this chapter to estimate the "Capesize" sub-market 
model. This is because the specific relationships between variables could be based 

on a proper economic theory for appropriate structural modelling. An econometric 
approach is 1101'Inally LitillSed when variables are related to each other in different 

ways and affect each otlier simultaneously. 175 After the identification process has 
been implemented the 2SLS technique is used for estimation. 176 

The model consists of four equations. The variables that influence the supply of 
"Capesize" vessels in ucneral terms are incorporated alongside other variables that 
influence the COIM-IbUtiOn of this size vessel in grain trade. Moreover, on the 
demand side the vai-Mbles that influence grain trade in North Atlantic are also Cý 
included. The CAP inipact is proxied by the one variable, Producer Subsidy 
Equivalent (PSET). "' 

The model is used to sunulate the possible effect of the liberalisation of the CAP on 
the structure or cleinand for shipping transport of grain by "Capesize" vessels. A 

number of alm-native policies have been simulated. In the Uruguay Round of 

174 North Atkiiitic L,, rtin trýide , us &I'med iii Chapter Three Section 3.7. 
175 StructUrill ECOIIOIIICtI'IC MOLICI means that the specific relationships between variables are 

based (elther I'ornwlly or Hil'ormally) on economic theory. 
176 ldentificitioii process specified that the model is over- identified, therefore 2SLS is an 

approprKae method to estimate an over-identified model. 
177 Producers Subsidy Equivalcm has been explained in Chapter Two Section 2.2.2. 
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negotiation the EU ýind the USA had different proposals for liberalisation of 
agricultural sLil)port oil the world grain market. These two proposals have been 

considered as the inost probable future changes in the international grain market, z::, 

and are used as a basis of'slimilation model. 

The structui-e of the cliaptei- is as follows: Sections 6.2,6.3 and 6.4 present a 
summary of the inodel nid definitions of the estimation period and data. The 
"Capesize" inodel is diSCLIssed in Section 6.5 while Section 6.6 provides the 

model's identificatioii (Oi-der and Rank Identification). Results of the Simultaneity 

and Exogenity tests at-e analysed in Sections 6.7 and 6.8 and further results for 

stationarity and cointegi-, itioii ai-e shown in Section 6.9 and 6.10. The econometric 
estimation oftlie niodel IS dISCLIssed in Section 6.11 while 6.12 provides an analysis 
of the possible effects of the liberalisation of the CAP based on the simulations 
carried out. 

6.2 summary or Structural Model 

The employinerit of "Capesize" vessels in the grain trade is assumed to rely on the 
North Atlantic rotite. This route is defined as the EU grain Import from the USA 

and Canada. This asstirription is based on two factors. Firstly, the ports restrictions 

means that ports ori both side of the Atlantic are capable of handling the large ships 
in grain trade. Secondly, (lie volume of the EU grain import from North America 

which was 20 M. T. in late Seventies and early eighties (see Chapter three) 

represents 25% of the total international grain trade at the time. Therefore the 4: 1 
quantity of the trade was also very high to provide sufficient demand for "Capesize" 

ZD 
vessels in this route. Moreover, economics of scale and a competitive marketing 
edge has resLiltcd in rnaiiy exporters preference to use large ships in this trading 

route. 

Moreover the graiii ti-ade iii North Atlaiitic would be affected by changes in EU 

grain imports. All other things being equal, when EU grain imports increase 
"Capesize" employmem iii graiii trade improves. The level of grain imports into the 
EU depends oii the sc,, ile of cVrJn production and consumption within the EU itself. 
The EU agriCLIIttiral imirket is a protected market in which government intervention 

strongly InFILiciices SLIIýply aml demaiid in the market. Therefore, government 
intervention is the maiii factor to influenciii-, the EU -rain trade. I C) 

The hypotheses preseiit the ideas of this study in two stages. Firstly, they address 
the CAP effects oii the structui-e of dernand for "Capesize" bulk carriers due to a 
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reduction of the EU's grýfin imports from North America. Secondly, they address 
the impact of the CAP, through its expansionary impact on the level of EU's 

exports, on the StRICtUre ol' dernand for smaller bulk carriers. This chapter is 
devoted to the moclel which qLiantifies the impact of the reduction of the EU grain 
imports from Nortli America on Capesize bulk carriers only. A dynamic 

relationship is postLilate(I Lis the variables involved interact simultaneously and 
depend on each others' movemerits, other variables outside the system as well as on 
past values. 

A simultaneous eclLiation frainework is utilized to model the variables that are 
related to eacli otlier in different ways and affect each other. 178 In the simultaneous- 
equation model the enclogenous variable in one equation may become an 
independent v. trlable in anotlier equation of the system. 

The correlatioii betweeii sucli ei-idogenous explanatory variables and disturbance Z7) 

results the problein Of SIIIILlitaiieous equation bias. Therefore in this situation the 
OLS method 'WOUld not yield consistent estimators. 179 The 2SLS method has been 
implemented to estiniate the inodel. 

6.3 Estimation Period 

Since this stLidy Irivolves estiniating the impact of the CAP on the structure of C) 
demand for cliffereiit btilk carriers market subsections, the estimation period should 
be allocated iii stich a way to produce the most reliable results. 

To produce reliable aiid useful results, two criteria should be considered. Firstly, the 
time for inipleiiieiitatioii of the CAP has to be considered. Secondly, the 
recognizable tinie for differeiination in dry bulk carriers market also should be 
taken into the cojisideratioii. 

Although the CAP was approved in 1962, it took five years to implement a common C, 
market organizition for cereals with unified grain policy prices in 1967. On the 

other hand the reco-nizable tirne for differentiation in bulk carriers market dates 
back to early 1970s, wlien C,, ipcsIze bulkers appeared in the market. 180 

178 Structural CCO1101lictric IIIOCIC'I means that the specific relationships between variables are 
based (citlier l'orimilly oi- Hil'Ornially) oil economic theorY. 

179 Estimators do not converge to their true population values, no matter how large the sample 
size. 

180 The time wlicii Cq)csi/c bulk cLirriers appeared in the market for first time. 
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Considerina the above ci-Iteria, 1970 is selected as the base year for estimating the Z: I 

three different i-nodels. 1998 is allocated as the ending year, because reliable data at 
the time of estiniation (1999) was available only up to this year. 

6.4 Data for Capesize Model 

Data for the VOILfflie ol'graiii traiisported by "Capesize" in Mt. (GTC) was collected Z7 

from different issues of woricl bulk trade published by Fearnleys. This data includes 

grain and soyheaii. " I The clata provided fi,, ures for the grain transported by bulk 
I 

and combincd c. irriers iii pereciitaoe terilis, were transformed by the author to 

actual nomirial ligures. ZD 

The US Depai-miem of Aý-Yriculture and the International Grain Council (IGC) 

publishes data for the North Atlantic grain trade (NGT). Those data include the EU 

coarse grain aiid wheat Hnport from the USA, and the EU wheat import from 4: 1 

Canada. Data for North Atlantic soybean trade (NST) is provided by the US 
182 Department of A(1'1CL11tLH-e. ' Data regarding the EU grain consumption (EGC) was Z7 Z71 Z: ý 

obtained froin the US Departnient of Agriculture. This data includes figures for 

wheat and coarse graiii ineaSUres in metric tons. Monthly data for Bunker price 
collected form Clarksoiis shipping company and the yearly average of those data 

I 
calculated by the ýfflt]101'. 

The most diffictilt data collected for this analysis were for the "Capesize" Grain 
Freight Rate (CGF). Since the base year for this estimation is 1970, there was no 
readily available yearly data regarding this variable that dated back to 1970. Hence 

there was a need for fliat autlior to construct this data set. This data set was 
constructed in t,, \, o staL)-es. 

Firstly, time cli,. ti-tei- i-ýttes t'or "Capesize" were collected from Drewry Shipping 
Consultants. By LisHig a model based oii some assumptions, this data set was Z-- 
transformed to flie spot eqtilvaleiit (freiglit rate $/ton). 183 However since this data set Zý 
(time charter r. ttes) oifly dates back to 1980, the second stage involved calculation 
of the "Capesize" fi-eiglit ratc, for anotlier ten years, back to 1970, using a C7 
regression model. 

181 The reason for Hicluding soybean in this data is explained in Section 1.2, where grain 
definition is provided. 

182 Defined is thc FU soybean iniport from USA. 
183 See Appcncllx 9 for assumption cletails. 
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The full "Capesize" spot rate equivalent series which was created using time charter 
rates for "Capesize" (I)rOCILIced as outlined above) was used in the regression model 
together witli aCtLial "Paiiarriax" freicflit rates. Correlation existed between the I 
"Capesize" SI)Ot rate eCILlivalem series and actual "Panamax" freight rates from 1980 
to 1998. Asswmri- that t1iis trend has been constant through the years, the 
correlation coell'icierit was used in a regression analysis to calculate the "Capesize" C, 

spot rate back to 1970. I-lie details are available in Appendix 8. 

6.5 Modcllin(,, the Impact of the CAP on "Capesize" Contribution in Grain 
Seaborne, rrade 

Sub-hypothesis t%\, o ar-Lies that the inaJority of the grain import volume to the EU 

was imported Froin Noi-tli Ainerica and also that most of "Capesize" contribution to 
grain trade COUld Only OCCU1' ill the Nortli Atlantic. In this section, a set of equations 
comprising a niodel are presei-ited to measure the impact of the CAP on the 
contribution of-' "Capcsize" bulk carriers to the seaborne grain trade through a 
reduction of the EU gi-ýJii ffliport from North America. 

The model COIISI*SIS Of f0tIr epations which define the volumes of various grain 
trades and the "Capesize" graiii freight rate in the North Atlantic (CGF). The grain I Cý 
trades are as follows: graln trade transported by "Capesize" (GTC), the North 
Atlantic grain trade (NGT) 184 and the North Atlantic soybean trade (NST). C) 

Many shippiii- models attempt to formlate the behaviour of freight rates by 

reference to the expectatioii hypothesis. These include a lagged dependent variables, 
to reflect the assLimption t1mt the past will affect the present. In this instance, lagged 
dependent variables have also been included. 

Equation I 
In the first eqtiatloii, the clepeiidertt variable is the volume of sea-borne grain trade 
transported by "Capesize" bLilk carriers (GTC). 185 

+Ii+ 

GTC, = fj(NG7-, ('GFý, NST,, G7"G-I, e, ) (6.1) 

184 The EU grmii import from Camida and USA. 
185 GTC is the total dcimmd mierated by grain for "Capesize" vessels. Fearnley's shipping, on 

a yearly h. tsis, prodLice tile data for transport of grain by any "Shipsize". This data includes 
C 

grain mid SOVI)C, 111 (this is (ILle to Fearnlev's definition of grain that includes soybean in the 
definitioii of'grýim). 
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In this equation, die niost iniportant independent variable is North Atlantic Grain 
Trade (NGT). Sub-hypotliesis two argues that this is the main trading route for 

ZD 
"Capesize" bulk carriers involved in the grain trade. Thus it is expected that there ZD 
should be a very close uid positive relationship between the EU's grain imports 
from North Anierica and the volume of gn-ain transported by "Capesize" vessels. I 

Sub-hypothesis t1iree states that the level of grain freight rates induces "Capesize" 

operators to eiiter into the grain market, suggesting a strong and positive 
relationship between the level of grain fi-eight rates in the North Atlantic trade and I Cý 
the contribUtIO11 ol"'Cal)csize to the grain trade. z 

The other ii-idepci-idei-it variable is soybean trade in the North Atlantic, that is EU 

soybean unpoi-ts 1'ron-i USA. As mentioned previously, data regarding grain 
transport by aiiy slilpsize includes soybean as well as grain, therefore separation of 
soybean figure froin actual grain figure is not possible. Hence, the EU's soybean 17 zn 
imports froi-n the USA is considered as an independent variable in this equation. 

Equation 2 
To specify the Mipact of the CAP on the EU grain import from North Atlantic, the zD 
second equatloii formulates the North Atlantic Grain Trade (NGT) (The EU grain 
import from USA aiid Caiiacla) as follows: 

NGT, = f(, EGC,, PSET� PSET, 
-, 

CGF ,, NGT, -1, e, ) (6.2) 

It was outfiriecl iii stib-hypothesis 5 that the EU exerts considerable control over 
grain prices (imi-iiially, the EU's prices are higher than world prices). Therefore, the I 
relationship betweeii cloiiiestic and international prices is extremely important in 
determining liow the EU responds to shifting world market condition and in 

modelling the EU's hriports. The EU chooses to ignore the world markets and C, 

controls its cloiiiestic prices. This means domestic prices (Pd) would not be a 
function of world prices (P,, ), bUt of world prices plus policy instruments, used to 

maintain doiiiestic prices, -ývhere (Aý, ) is the aggregate measure of support in the 
EU. This is expressed as follows: 

Pd =A,,, +P,, 
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A,,,, can take the foriii of aiiy of the ineasures of government intervention like 

Producer Subsidy E(jLIIVaICIIt (PSE). 186 

Furtherniore, iniport levels are generally a function of domestic production and 
consumption. Tlierel'ore, the EU Grain production (EGP) and consumption (EGC) 

could be considered as two additional variables that influence the EU grain imports 
from North Ainerica. 

The EU grain I)rocluction (EGP) is a function of both the import (threshold) price 
(Pt) and the doinestic (intei-vention) price (P), therefore it is a function of the 
Produce Subsidy ECILIlValent (IISE) as well. This is defined as follows: 

EGP = EGP(P, P, ), ivilb K, GP�<0 and EGP�, > 0187 (6.3) 

Since the EGP Is 111flUenced by PSET EGP has been removed from the equation to 

avoid serial correlation. As sub-hypothesis four argues, the cost associated with the z: 1 

shipment of goods niay be substantial. This is especially true for grain products, 
which generally are low-value and bulky. Dunn (1987) notes that the transport cost 
is a substantial proportion of -rain delivery prices. Thus the freight rates play an 
important rote in final grain prices and in the volume of trade. Additionally, it was 

assumed that *'Capesize" transports the majority of North Atlantic grain trade. 
Therefore, the "Capesize" -rain freight rate in North Atlantic "CGF' could be an 
important variable to influence the North Atlantic grain trade. 

Equation 3 
Freight rates represent aii irnportant proportion of grain prices and are often 

considered to be a furictioii of the distance between traders, or alternatively, to be a 

simple proportion of coininodity prices (Hsu & Goodwin, 1996). Neither method of 
formulating a siniple proxy for transport costs has proved to be very effective in 

analysing tracie flows or volurne (Binkley & Harrer, 1982: 140-114). However, 

many factors iiiýiy influeiice freight rates for grain in general and there are also ZD 

186 This niezisurc uicludcs ýill government policies, even those that would not directly distort 
internal niirkct price,,, whlie the other would only specify those policies that directly 
distorted prices to producers , ind consumers. Thus this study uses PSE as an indicator of 
governmem intcrventioii in grain market. PSE could be defined as follows: 

C7 
PSE= (),, (P, 1-1',, )+I)-L+B 
where Q1, Is domestic production, D is direct payments to farmers, L measures levies/taxes 

paid by Cýirmcrs to the . 0, overnments, B measures other budgetary transfers (such as input C, 

subsidies). P,, ind P,, represcm the domestic and world prices respectively. 
197 EGP, )aiicl EGI), t "tre l'inst dcrivitives of the dependent variable with respect to the subscripted 

variable. 
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specific factors re-ardHig each route. The grain freight market is subject to supply Z-77 Z: ) 
and demand shifthig factors that are specific to shipping services. 

The general theory for fi-cight market indicates that the major determinants of 
freight rates ire total deniand, variable inputs (e. g. fuel prices) and existing capacity 

of the fleet. Ilowevcr to model freight rates for a specific route, ship size and 

commodity trade, there is a need for more detail. Firstly, freight rates for a specific 

ship size in a specific route and for a specific commodity trade are influenced by the 

general conditioii of the freight market. The general condition of the freight market Z71 
could be represented by a freight rate index. This index is very important for the Zý' 

bulk carriers sector and arain freight market. ' 88 It is essential for calculating the C, 
actual rates in this sector. The Grain Frei-ht Rate Index could be defined as follows: Z71 

GFI = f(CB F, TG T, B P) (6.4) 

where: 
(CBF) is Existing bulk cirners fleet, 
(TGT) is Total \vorld Grain Trade and 
(BP) is bunker pi-'ice. 

Another variable, wliicli may hifluence the freight rate for a specific shipsize in a 
specific route aiid commodity trade, is the demand in this route generated by the 

commodity ti-ade (cmisiderii-ig the port afid route restrictions for specific shipsize). Z17 
Therefore, ffie "Capesize" -raiii freight rate in North Atlantic also depends on the 
demand for this size ship eiierated by grain and soybean "NGT" and "NST". 

Furthermore, as tlie major corrimodity trade for "Capesize" is "Iron Ore", the 
Seaborne Iron Ore trade "IST" will be considered within the equation. Many 

shipping models fliat attempt to capture the behaviour of freight rates refer to the 

expectation liypotliesis. "" To account for this the lagged value of CGF is 

considered in diis equation to specify the effect of past major freight rate for 

"Capesize" on the present. The "Capesize" grain freight rate in North Atlantic 
Z7) 

"CGF" is defined as follows: 

CGF, (Ný'1',, NST,, CIR, 
-1, 

GFI, ) (6.5) 

188 Freight rate Index will he referred to as Just freight rate in order to make it easier to 
understand. 

189 See chýlptcr Two. 
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By substitLiting CCILKItIO11 (6.4) mto equation (6.5), the resulting equation (6.6) will 
represent the strLicwrýd equttioii for supply of shipping fleet in this particular route, 

as follows: 

I+I CGF, f (NGT,, AST,, CGI, -, 
-,, 

BP,, TGT,, CBF, ) (6.6) 

Since estimation of the above structural equation is statistically problematic its 

reduced form ecluation I)resciited as follows. 190 Therefore the final equation is as 
follows: 

CGF, =f (NGT, CGF, - i, IST, ) (6.7) 

Equation 4 
Sub-hypothesis six irgucs that the North Atlantic soybean trade could influence the 

contribution of "'Capesize" bulk carriers into the grain trade. Since there is a cross 
elasticity between soybean and actual grain, the soybean trade could be influenced 
by the level of the grain price in the EU. Furthermore, since soybean is a low value 
commodity trade, the level of the freight rate could influence the volume of its 

seaborne trade. The relationship is given as follows: 

++i++ 

NST, f (ESG, ESP,, CGF,, PSET,, NST, 
-, 

) (6.8) 

Where: 
(NST) is North Atlantic Soybean trade 
(ESP) is the EU Soybean production 
(ESC) is the EU Soybewi C011SLImption 
(CGF) "Capesize" freight rate 
(PSET) is the j)I'OCfUCCI'SL)bSICJýl equivalent for grain. 

From, the above ar-wnciit, the North Atlantic soybean trade could be expressed as a 
function of the EU's soybcaji prodLICtiOll (ESP), the EU's soybean consumption 
(ESQ, the level of stipport price for grain within the EU (PSE) and "Capesize" C) 
grain freight rates M Nordi Atlaiitic (CGF) as in equation (6.8) (Geraci & Prewo, 
1977: 67-74). 

190 Prelinnnarv rc, ýIllts rcvcýll that the three deleted variables are not significant. The main reason 
for thcse Hnportaiit shipj)'M, - variables not to be significant could be due to partial modelling zn 
of tile sl)ll)l)lil, -, nwrkct. 
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6.6 Identification 

Chapter Five Sectioji 5.3.1 )ioted that through the identification process it will be 

possible to establisli "wlietlier numerical estimate of the parameters of structural 
equation can be (Ictenimied from the estimated reduced form coefficients" 
(Gujarati, 1995: 657-58). A systeiiiatic routine, as presented in Chapter Five, Section 
5.3.1 is perfornied liere so fliat the reduced-form equations will obtain the 
identification of. ui ecluimoii in a system of simultaneous equations. This procedure 
is presented iii two sui-cs, first order and then rank conditions of identification. 

Endogenotts variables: 
GTC Volume of grain transported by "Capesize"(Mt. ). g 
NGT Nortli Atlaritic grain trade (Mt. ). 
CGF -Capesize" grain freloht rates in North Atlantic ($/ton). 

1 Z7 

NST Not-Ili Atlatitic soybean trade. Defined as the EU soybean 
import from USA (Mt. ). 

Exogeizous Variables use lagged one period 
EGC The EU P-am consumption (Mt. ). 
PSET Prodticers Subsidy Equivalent ($/ton), 
PSET(- 1) ProdLicei-s Subsidy Equivalent ($/ton), lagged one period 
ESC The EU soybean consumption, 
ESP The EU so),, bean production. 
IST fron Ore seaborne trade 
CGF(-I) "Cal)esize Iron Ore freight rate, lagged one period 
GTC(- 1) Volume of grain transported by "Capesize", lagged one period 
NGT(- I) North Atlantic grain trade, lagged one period 
NST(- 1) North Atlantic soybean trade, lagged one period. ZN71 

6.6.1 Order Condition 

The similar rLile fliat w'as oLitlitied in Chapter Five, Section 5.3.1 is applied to the 
"Capesize" iiiodcl to exercise the order condition, This procedure shows that all the 

equations are over ideiint'led aiid that the order condition is satisfied. However, the 

order coildition may yield satisCactory reSLIItS in any particular equation and yet the 

relation i-nay iiot be k1cmit'led. Therefore, it Is also important to satisfy the order 
condition. TI-iis is doiie iii-i ilic iiext sectioi-i. 
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6.6.2 Rank Condition 

The rank identificition is aclijeved by assuming that some variables of the model C, 
have zero coefficients iii (lic equation. It Is an indication that some variables do not 
directly affect clependent vanables in the equation. 

The following tables dcinoiistrate the rank condition of identification. Since it was C, 
possible to COI)Stl'L)Ct LIt Jeast one non-zero determinant of order 3 (= N-1) where 
N=10 all equmioiis are over-identified. Hence, the rank condition of the 
identification is also satisficcl. 

Since the niodel is ovei-identified, it could not be estimated by indirect least squares 
(ILS) (see Sectioii 53), as there is more than one estimate of the coefficients of the 

structural model. Fui-theniioi-e, the OLS estimators are also inconsistent due to the 

correlation betweet-i (lie stochastic explanatory variables and the stochastic 
disturbance ten-ii. Tliei-efore, there is a need to find a "proxy" for the stochastic 
explanatory \,, ýti-iible ý, \, hlch will be uncorrelated with the stochastic disturbance 

term. This "I)i-oxy" is knmý, n as an instrumental variable. The two stage least 

squares techniclue (2SLS), inti-oduced by Basi-nann (1957) allows for the use of 
instrumental v. ii-Kibles. In the first stage of 2SLS, the stochastic explanatory variable 
is regressed on flie pi-edeterniiiied variables in the whole system to eliminate the 
likely correlation between the explanatory variable and the disturbance term. In the 

second sta-c, the exj)laiwtoi-y variable is replaced by its estimated value in the 

structural eqU. 1tion. Two stage least squares (2SLS) is utilised to specify the 

equations and [lie niodels. This method provides an appropriate means to estimate 
over-identified niodels zind to obtain a unique estimate for each structural 
parameter. 

6.7 Test of'Simultaneity (Hatisman Specification Test) 

This study utiliscd shmiltaiieoLis equatloiis to model the impact of the CAP on the 

structure of dcimiiid for Cýtpesize, dierefore a test of simultaneity should be 

employed to ascertaiii wlietlier there is a siniultaneity problem. 

Chapter Five Section 5.3.2 OLIthried that (it will be repeated here for convenience) if 
the coefficients of 12, and the reduced forni error term U, are the same then under 
the null hypothesis there Is no simultaneity and the correlation between u, and the 

structural ei-ror terni p, shotild be zero, asymptotically. 191 Therefore, if the 

191 See Chaptci- Five smion 5.3.21 and 5.3.3. 
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coefficient of p, Is stitistic,, illy zero, it implies that there is no simultaneity problem 

and if the coefficlent is statistically significant, a simultaneity problem exists. 

u1jull"lullu vitf 
F Statistics 40.549 

Significant LC%'Cl 0.000 

Null Hypothesis j, c, jectcd 

Simultancity probICIII CXists 

"Cliclitlullu Vill lilMu i'Nki I 

F Statistics 3.184 

Signific, 111t I-evcl 0.044 

Null Hypothesis vcJcctccl 

Sillwitancity problem exists 

"eliell(IU)lu Vill lill)IV %--"r 

F Statistics 4.224 

siallil'icalit Level 0.017 
c 

NLIII Flyj)o(llOSiS I*C, )CC(Cd 

SiMUNMICitý' IWONCIII CXiStS 

"uDulilluilt, Vitt UIMU il%a I 

F Statistics 5.809 

Siuificzml I-evc) 0.005 

NUH Hý`J)OIIICSiS lCjCCtCCI 

Simultaneity problem cxists 

The test's results inclicate tliat siniultaneity exists within the model. 

6.8 Test for EIxo, --cneifv 

The model discussed iii Cliýij)ter Five Section 5.3.3 could be applied to specify the 

exogeneity of %!,, iriables iii the "Capesize" model. The model under investigation is a 
four-equatloji iiiodel M fout- eiidogenous variables, GTC, CGF, NGT, NST and 

eight other exogc)ious výirjil)lcs. The first equation is: 
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GTC NG T+ CGF + (5, NST +AI GTC +u 

When NGT, CGF and NST are truly endogenous, the equation could not be zn 

estimated by OLS. The I)rocedure starts by obtaining the reduced-form equations 
for CGF, NST, NGT. Froin these reduced-form equations, the predicted values of 
the variables C(ýF, Ak, N6T are determined. Following the Hausman test 
discussed in the previoLis section, the following equation could be estimated by 
OLS: 

GTC, = -y, +a, NGT+ P, CGI, -+(5, NST+A, GTC, -i+ý0, N6T, +(P2C6F, +, ýý, NýTj +, Uli 

Using the F test the hypothesis, that (0, = (P2 =: (P3 =: 0 
'will be tested. If this null 

hypothesis is re. 1ccted, NIST, NGT and CGF can be deemed endogenous, but if it 

cannot be r jected they can he treated as exogenous. ej In 

NGT 
-- 7. 

i [F Statisncs 1 34.241 

Significant Level 0.045 

Null Hypothcsis reJected 

NGT is cildo-enous 

CGF 
F Statistics 2.571 

Significant Level 0.081 

Null Hypothesis rejected 

CGF is cncloý-, eiious 

NST 
F Statistics 4.080 

si-ilificalit Lovel 0.080 

Null Hypothesis rc, jectc(l 

NST is endoLonous 

The test confirnied the ciiclogenity of the predetermined variables. 
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6.9 Stationaritv of the Series 

Time series aiialysis is aii iiiiportaiit aspect in the analysis of economic data. In most 

cases, such dita series are not stationary. Maintaining the stationarity condition is 

quite importaw, sitice iioii-statioiiary variables lead to spurious regression. ' 92 

Tests for statiominly were carried out using the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test 0 4: 1 
(1981). The rcsLil(s arc I)ased mi the null hypothesis of a unit root. If the Dickey- 
Fuller t statistics of the level exceed the critical value, the null of a unit root is 

rejected. The I-OSUItS Jor each data series are presented in Table 6.1. The results of 
ADF test indicate that al I the data series are first difference stationary or I(l). 

Table 6.1: Unit Root Tests for all the Series in the Model 

11 
+ a, InX, 

-, 
+ gjAli7X, 

LN LPSET LESC LESP LIST 

ADFLevels -2.6-1 -. 045 -1.43 -2.63 -1.64 -2.34 -2.46 -1.25 -0.19 

I" diffs. - 4. S -ý. 05 --4.62 -4.12 -4.79 -9.77 -4.06 -3.71 -5.21 

1%, 5% and 10% criticýd ForADI, test are -3.70, -2.97 and -2.62, respectively. 
The lag len-th ior ADP tcst is choscii it) order to minimise tile SIBC. 
All tests include a con,, týmt u, ' indicitLýd by S113C and the t test. 

6.10 Cointegm-ation 

If a multivariatc or a uiiivariate data series contains a unit root, they should be 
differenced in orcler to create a stationary series. The regression models should be 

estimated usiti- the difference series. However, this procedure is incorrect in many 
cases, because it igiiores the information about the long-run relationship of the 

I 
variables. En-le aticl Graiiger (1987) suggested that there may be a linear 

IýC, 
combination ol' Mteurýited variables that is stationary and they introduced the 

cointegration icchiiiqLIC to establish whether any long-run relationship exists 
between the series iii ecoriorrietric model. 

192 If two vanah)cs '11-C II-CII(IML, then, even if there is no casual link between them, they are 
like]), to I)c hjLdfly conviated. But the con-elation is an entirely unmeaningful or spurious 
one. 
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This study focLises oii the 111LIltivariate cointearation method to understand the long- Z71 

run relationslilps M the study's economic models. It is emphasised that even if the 

non-stationary series ai-e used in levels to estimate an econometric model, they 

move togetlier Over tiiiic atid the difference between them will be stationary. 
Therefore, the tiiipoi-taiit featL11'e Of the cointegration for this study is to highlight the 

existence of a 10110 11111 CqUilibriurn relationship to which the economic system 
converges ovei, tinic. Iii sucli a way c, can be recognised as a dis-equilibrium error, 

that is, ffie disuiiice that the systen'i is away from equilibrium at time t. 193 

The results of the IIIUltI\1ariate cointegration method showed that there is at most 
one coiritegrathi- vector with in each Equation of the model. The linear 

combination of order oric series l(l) is normally l(I) themselves. A cointegrating 
vector has the property that it is 1(0), that is, stationary in levels even though each 
individual comporierit item is riori-stationary in levels. What is implied is that one 
can use the cointegration term to establish the existence of a long-term permanent 
link betweeri the series coiAuried within it. 

, rable 6.2: Johansen Multivariate Cointegration Test 

for Each Equation of the Model 

Equation Eigenvaloc Likelihood 5% Hypothesized 

of the model ratio Critical value No. of CE(s) 

GTC 0.6963 
-1 

6 65.80 47.21 At most 2* 

0.5090 33.62 29.68 

NGT 0.91SII 132.5 47.21 At most 2* 

0.7071 37.22 29.68 

CGF 0.8297 78.17 68.52 At most 1* 

0.4071 32.14 47.21 

NST 0.9767 192.10 68.52 At most 5* 

O. SS51 98.01 47.21 

0.6616 43.91 29.68 

0.3219 16.82 15.41 

0.2475 7.11 3.76 

Johansen's reduced ruik coimcgrmuig tests for each equation are estimated using a model with a 
constant in the co1nteL1r, 1Hii(1 vcctor and no trend as selected by SBIC, calculated through 

CSBIC =T lo,, ( 1) +v lk)L, ( T), W11CFe 7' , i: and v are the number of observations, the determinant of 

the variance- co v., ir ii ii ce initrix oi'the residuals and the number of the parameters respectively. 
* Indicates rejection ()Fthc tiull hypothesis at tile 95% significance level. 

193 The Johanscii (1988) tcchnique has been used in this study for the integration test. 
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6.11 Econometric Estimates 194 

The four equations of the model have been jointly estimated in level form, because 

simultaneity existed and also because the results of the multivariate cointegration 
method su-, est that there is at inost one cointearatina vector within each equation t717 1-: 1 Z: ) 
of the model. The estiniitcd resLilts in equations one to four reveal that the volume 
of grain transported by "Capesize" bulk carriers at time t (GTC, ), is significantly 
influenced by the výiriables which are involved in the model. 

In equation one, , rowtli in Nortli Atlantic grain and soybean trade would influence 

the volume of grain trýinsported by Capesize (GTC). The estimated coefficient 
indicates a strong positive relationship. Therefore, these results support the 

argument that the only route by which "Capesize" vessels can contribute into grain 
trade is Nortli Atlýiiitic. '()5 

Equation one Also denionstrates the iniportance of the "Capesize" grain freight rates 
for grain transported by sucli ships. Since equation one represents the demand side, 
the "Capesize" grain freight rate (CGF) demonstrates a positive and significant 
relationship %\, 'itli (G'FC, ). This supports the sub-hypothesis three, which argues that 
"Capesize" opci-, itoi-s would contribute more to grain trade if the relative grain 
freight rates are Nuh. "(' It also supports the sub-hypothesis four that freight rate in 

low value coininodity trades can influence the volume of the trade to some extent. 
Furthermore, equation mie also expressed a dynamic relationship within the model 
by relating the la-ged (GTC) to the present (GTC). The estimated coefficient for 
lagged (GTC) is \, cry significant. 

194 Skew and Kui't 'are the eMunated centralised third and fourth moment of the data, denoted 

and (a 3) i-esI)ectively; their asymptotic distribution under the null are J-a3 
-N(0,6) 

and VT(ý--'))-N(0,24)- 

The figure M (. ) aml [j are t-statistics and probability values, respectively. 
BL (Qj) ýuid (Q(, ) Is the Box-Ljun- statistic for 1" and 6"' order serial correlation in the C 
residuals, dic 5% ci-ltlcýd %7,, ilues for these tests are 3.51 and 6.43, respectively. 
ARCH is the F tc, ýt Voi- 6"' order autore-gressive conditional heteroscedasticity. The 5% 

critical foi- this tc, ý, t is 1.43. 
J-B is the Jýit-quc-Bci-, i (19SO) test for norinality. The 5% critical values for this test is 

x2 (2) = 5.44. 
The staii(Ltrd cn-oi-s u-c conýectcd for serial correlation and /or h etero sc edasti city using the 
Newey-\Vcst inethod. 

195 See Sectloii 3.9.8 Ior iiioi-e cletalls. 
196 Relative Ln-Lilii CreiLht ratcs to ii-oii ore and coal. 
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Table 6.3: Estimations of the Models 

InGTC ,=y, + u, In NGT +pI Iii CGF + (5, In NST +A, In GTC ,-i+E, 
InNGT =Y2 +a, hil'SET+, 62hi EGC+ (5,, In CGF+ IýInNGT I+ (plnPSET-1 + 6, 
InCGF, =+Y3, + CZ 3 InNGT + (53 InCGF, 

-, 
+ /ý3 MIST, + el 

InNST, = +y, + cz, b&SC + fi., MESP + (5, InPSET + 11, InCGF + OInNST, 
-, + 

Equation ofthe ýNlodel (2) G (4) 

yl -3.81 (-1.32) 

a, 0.10 (2.25) 

A 0.21) (1.67) 

(51 0.01 (2.44) 

Al 0.49 (3.59) 

Y2 -75.31 (-1.31) 

a, -0.08 (-2.85) 

16, 
4.42 (1.40) 

-0.82 (-2.02) 

0.65 (4.22) 

-0.08 (-2.15) 
Y3 -27.46 (-4.02) 

a3 0.09(2.01) 

(5, 0.17(l. 89) 

'ý3 1.59(4.30) 

Y4 -17.97 (-2.69) 

a. 1.59 (3.09) 

P4 
-0.06 (2.13) 

(54 0.04 (1.91) 
A4 

-0.25 (-1.89) 

0 0.54 (4.37) 

R squared 111 9 0.80 0.74 0.89 

R-bar squared 0.86 0.76 0.70 0.87 

D. W 1.89 1.98 2.12 2.57 

S. E 0.35 0.44 0.14 0.21 

Skew 0.45 JO. 361 -0.51 [0.301 -0.02 [0.97] 1.78 [0.001 

Kurt -0.50 10.641 -0. B 10.901 -0.90 [0.401 5.99 [0.001 

J. B 1.21 10.541 1.22 [0.541 0.92 [0631 54.73 [0.001 

ARCH L 17 10.381 3.15 [0.041 0.92 [0.471 0.57 [0.741 

B. L (Ql) 166 1- Owl 0.43 [0.511 0.98 [0.471 3.92 [0.04] 

B. L (Q6) 13.5010.031 3.4 10.751 4.90 [0.551 9.30 [0.151 
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Equation two flidleates the importance of producer subsidy equivalent (PSET) for 
North Atlantic ()rain trade (NGT). (PSET) has a negative effect on (NGT) (EU grain 
import). Mcanwlillc, EU grahi consurnption has positive impact on (NGT). 
Equation two s)iowed the effect of "Capesize" grain freight rate (CGF) on (NGT). C, 

There is a stroi)(,, iie-ative relationship between (CGF) and (NGT). This result 
supports sub-liyj)oIlicsIs five which argues that, since grain is a low value 
commodity tile h-ei-lit rate Iiighly influences the volume of its international trade. zn 
Additionally eqLiatioii two sj)ecifies a very strong dynamic relationship. The lagged 
(NGT) hig-1-ily iiii'lLiciices the present Situation. Therefore present situation could Z7 
affect the fLItLH-C. 

Equation three M(ficates tliat changes in the grain freight rate are affected by 471 4: 1 

changes in (NG'F) ýiiid tliat (NST) influences (CGF) but not as much as (NGT). 
Changes in tlie 1ron ore fi-eiglit rate also influence the (CGF). This could be 

supported by the nraiineiit fliat the main commodity trade for "Capesize" is iron ore 
and that its freiolit rate is important in determining the other commodity freight 

rates for this s1iiji size. Since the bulk carrier market is recognized as a perfect 
market, market 1)nces sliotild contain all the available information in the market. 
"This means freiglit rites ýire likely to have a sufficient information content to allow 
modelling with fi-ci(flit rate series only" (Veenstra, 1999). 

Z-- -- 

Equation four indicates fliat changes in North Atlantic soybean are affected by 

changes of EU soybean production (ESP) and consumption. Increases in EU 

production reducccl the Nortli Atlantic soybean trade while increase in EU soybean 

consumption increases this trade. Furthermore, the equation specifies that producer 

subsidy eqUIVýtIC11t ill grain positively influences the North Atlantic soybean trade. 
This Supports SUb-1-lypotliesis seven which argues that grain and soybean are zn 
substitutes for cacli otlier. The equation also illustrates that "Capesize" grain freight 

rates influence the Nortli Atlantic soybean trade significantly. This could be 

attributed to sub-Ilypotliesis four which argues that the low value commodity trade 
is significantly liffluenced by freight rates. Finally, the North Atlantic soybean trade ZD 
is also affected by its LlMled Vall-le. 

6.12 Capesize Simulation 

This section pi-cscms the i-esults of SIMUlations carried out to ascertain the possible 
effect of the ljhcrýills. ition of the CAP on the contribution of "Capesize" vessels to 
the grain ti-ade. 'Mis is ýi counterfactual analysis as discussed in Chapter Four 
Section 4.9. Using tlie model de%, eloped in Section 6.5, this section investigates the 
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possible impact ol'the EUs and the USA's proposals for the partial liberalisation of 

agricultural sLtl)l)oi-t oil the world grain market and on "Capesize" contribution to 

the grain tradc. These jvol)osals were forwarded in the WTO's Uruguay Round 

(WTO) of negotiatioti. Cý 

The StrUCtL)I'e OIAIC UICOI-ChCal model is the same as that of the econometric model 
estimated in previotis section, thus similar quantitative results are expected. 
However, there Is a need fOr certain assumptions to create an understanding about 
how the systein responds to different policy n-ieasures. This provides a basis for 

comparison oftlic sin-iLdation reSUItS With the original econometric results. 

The asSL111111(1011 is (11al Hic variables of the model would follow extrapolative 
growth (LinawfcWated). It aie. tiis that the historical trend is considered to be 
unchanged. TI)is inilflies tliýit the underlying economic pattern in the historical data C, Zý 
has remained flic sanie. Hence, Ilie same structure of institutional relationships that 
exists in the historical data sliould also remain considered unchanged. The results of 
these SinlUlatioiis are con1j)ared with the original estimates and the percentage zn 
change of the wimiticipatcd results are reported and analysed. 

Two different scenarios ýire constructed and analysed. The first scenario assumes a 
30% cut in PSET in the EU with 1986 taken as the base period (the EU proposal). 
The second scenarto is a 90% cut in PSET with 1988 as the base period (the USA 

proposal). Figw-es 6.1 to 6.4 show the response of the endogenous variables of the 

system to changes in a(, ricultural policy measures according to the EU and USA 

proposals. It is assunied that the changes -are implemented from 1992 and that they 

permanently rcdL(ce the 1LIFICUItUral protection level within the EU by 30%. These 

tables show perccnta(ye changes of the simulations results as compared to the 

original estiniate (CAP existed). 

A 30% unanticipýite(l decrezise in the CAP protection measures (PSET) leads to a 
10.63% increase in Nortli Atlantic grain trade (NGT) for a seven year average. It 

shows an increasing clwn(, c of 4.02% in grain transported by "Capesize" (GTQ in 

seven years average. I'lil's inevitably implies a change in North Atlantic soybean 
trade (NST) [)ý, 8,59%. Tlicn the "Capesize" grain freight rate in North Atlantic 

Z:, Z71 
shows a gro\\,, di (rend 45.6%. 

If the USA 1)i-oposal wei-c implen-iented from 1992 (90% cut in PSET) the North 
Atlantic Graiii Tjý, icle (NGT) would increase by an average of 93.69% over a seven 
year period. This implies an avera,, e growth in grain transported by 

"r Z7, 
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"Capesize"(GTC) of 21.1711 over the seven year period. Growth in the "Capesize" 

Freight (CGF) is more sl. (ýnlficant under the USA's proposal than the EU's. The 

USA proposal Increased the fright by an average of 50.69% in seven years. This 
17, Z-ý 

proposal hmvever cliang-ccl the Soybean trade in North Atlantic (NST) by 56.54%. 

Table 6.4: Simulated Efrects of EU Proposal 

in NVTO on Endogenous Variables of the System 

Year ORI GTC/ 

toil 

ET 

GT C l7c, 

ORI 

NIGT/ton 

EU 

NG'F% 

ORI 

CGF$/ton 

EU 

CGF% 

ORI 

NST ton 

EU 

NST% 

1992 7.08 2 07 18.22 6] 7.76 -7-64 8.22 -8.95 

1993 1 1.3 3 -33.80 2.54 14.43 7.70 -2.08 7.85 -19.87 

1994 8.16 -1.54 2.74 12.83 8.68 -0.62 7.06 2.87 

1995 11. M -27. S 4 2.76 -3.50 11.13 -15.23 9.43 -28.08 

1996 10.20 -25.41) 4.25 -33.79 8.71 6.80 9.38 -23.26 

1997 6.30 20.03 2.53 11.31 9.27 15.10 8.96 -8.48 

1998 3.74 92. -t5 2.16 54.88 7.50 42.87_ 6.42 1 25-64 

Ave 4.02 1 10.63 1 1 5.60 
-j 

-8. 

Table 6.5: Simulated Effects of USA Proposal 

in NVTO on Endogenous Variable of the Svstem 

Year ORI 

GTC/ ton 

us 

G'I'C(/(, 

ORI 

NGT/ton 

us 

NGT% 

ORI 

CGF $/ton 

us 

CGF% 

ORI 

NST ton 

us 

NST% 

19921 7.6, ý 5.44 2.07 15.29 7.7 ý L 19.38 8.22 -44.97 

1993 11.3 3 -22.33 2.54 43.94 7.70 34.36 7.85 -57.45 

1994 8.16 12.8 2.74 70.39 8.68 44.33 7.06 -49.61 

1995 11. W -2 0.7 7 2.76 93.11 t 1.13 51.9 t 9.43 -66.91 

1996 10.20 -16.78 4.25 59.39 8.7 t 59.64 9.38 -66.26 

1997 6.30 17.16 2.53 143.26 9.27 70.06 8.96 -61.48 

1998 3.74 172.04 2.16 230.47 7.50 75.16 6.42 -49.13 

Ave 21.17 93.69 50.69 -56.54 
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Fil4ure 6.1: Simulated Effects of EU and USA Proposals in WTO on Grain 

Transported by Capesize 
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Fi, (,, tire 6.2: Simulated Effects of EU and USA Proposals 

in WTO on North Atlantic Grain Trade 
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Fig, tire 6.3: Simulated Effects of EU and USA Proposals 

in WTO on Capesize Grain Frei2ht Rates 
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Figure 6.4: Simulated Effects of EU and USA Proposals 

in WTO on North Atlantic Soybean Trade 
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6.13 Discussion of the Sinitilation Results 

The EU aiid USA I)j-oposals will effect the main CAP policy instrument which 
is the t1ii-esliold I)nce. This is the price set at the EU's frontiers and must be 

reached by importers to make sure that the target price can not be undercut by 
importers. 197 These two proposals decrease the threshold price and would 
bring the world price and the EU domestic price closer and thereby increasing 

the EU's grain inil)orts. On the other hand, less CAP price support decreases 

the domesaic proclLiction and may increase domestic consumption. Therefore a 
10.63% (EU proposal) and 93.69%(USA proposal) increase of the EU grain 
import h-om North , Ntlantic are sensible. 

2. The EU ýmd USA sceiiarios will reduce the soybean trade in North Atlantic 
(EU soybcaii Milm-ts fi-orn the USA) by 8.59% and 56.54% respectively. The 

explanatloii is th. it, sHice there is substitutability between soybean and grain, 
especially M the I'Cecl -i-ain sector. More EU grain imports will lead to less EU 

soybeaii Mij)ort. ' ') ' 

ImplemeiltHi, the EU and USA proposals implies a change in "Capesize" 

grain fiviglit rates of 5.6% and 50.69% respectively. This increases the 

revenue and dILIS irnproves the level of profitability. Improvements in 

profitability in the grain trade would encourage the ship-operators of this 

vessel size to be eiiiployed more in seaborne grain trade. ' 99 This may alter the 4: 1 
chanoes M frelulit rates in longer run due to an increase in supply. Zn 

4. Compai-im-, the ongiiial results (CAP on place) with the simulated results 
specifies tliat the implementation of any of these two proposals bring more 
stability to tlie sý, stein. It means that variation in the four endogenous variables 
of the systcn-i is less if the CAP is fiberalised according to any of these 

proposals. 

Variation in iiitcrriatioiiil Lrain price and trade depends upon agricultural policies. 
The CAP exerts a dcsmbilisin- effect oii world grain market. 200 When the EU, 

which effectivcly is ýi \, cry large country involved in international trade, does not 

197 For more dctails ,; cc Chaptcr Four Section 4.3. 
198 For morc daills scc Chaptcr 4 Scetion 4.8.1. 
199 For more dctmls sec Cimptcr 4 Section 4.8.1. 
200 For more dctmls scc Chýtptcr 2 Section2.2. 
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have to adjLISt to xorld clianges/shocks in demand and supply, this imbalance 

means the world inarket ShOLIId fluctuate more. 

Variation in 111-ýiin fi-eight i-narket could partially be explained by a time varying Z7 
volatility IIIOCICI used by Kavussanos (1996a) 

. 
20 1 However the variation in 

international inark-et would extend to the grain freight market, because there is 

a close relationship between grain prices and freight rates, as considerable grain 
landed price is I'ori-ned by freight rate. 202 Moreover as Evans and Marlow (1996) 

states the deimind for shipping transport is a derived demand, variation in grain Z- 
market could be cxtended to the shipping market. C, 

Therefore it is clear tiiýit liberalisation of the CAP may reduce the international 

grain market and -gralii 
I*reI(7,, Iit mirket volatility. 

6.14 Conclusions 

The objective ol' dils cli. q)tcr was to establish a model to measure the impact of the 
CAP on "Capesize" coiitnhution to the grain trade. The four equations of the C) 
"Capesize" moclel have been jouitly estimated in level form, 203 because simultaneity 

204 
existed The i SUItS OF tlIe InUltivariate cointearation tests suggest that there is at 
most one cointegi-atino vector within each equation of the model. The estimated 
results of equations one to foui- indicate that the volume of grain transported by 
"Capesize" btilk carners is significantly influenced by the Producer Subsidy 
Equivalent wIncli is a I)roxy for the CAP and its distorting effects through 

protection is m. 

Broadly, the i-csLilts reveal that tile "Capesize" involvement in grain is mainly in the 
North Atlantic rowe and that it depends on the EU grain imports from the USA. 
Therefore, the iiivolveineia of Capesize vessels in the grain trade very much 
depends ori the Icvel of agricultural protection in the EU. 

L, 

Simulation witli the mocicl gives a clear view of the effects of changes of protection 
level within the EU according to the USA and the EU proposals in Uruguay Round 
(WTO) of neotiition on -Capesize" contribution in grain trade. The responses in 

these scenarios are diffOrcm from each other, allowing interesting inferences to be 

201 For inore dniils see Clwptcr 2 Sectloii 2.1. 
202 For inore dctýills see Appeii(fix 1. 
203 Usina Rats coll1l)[Iter prograllillic. 
204 HaLisinan Spccifiicýaioii I, est has been run, and sug-ests the simultaneity exists. Furthermore, 

'Ný 
test for cxc,, iciicity %\-ci-c also implemented. 
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drawn from tile SlInUlation series. The results imply the model can be implemented 
in different situations. Botli the USA and EU proposals lead to an increase in the 
North Atlantic grain trade and consequently more "Capesize" involvement in the 

grain trade. At the saine time, the proposals increase the "Capesize grain freight 

rates in the North Atlantic and decrease the North Atlantic soybean trade in this 

route. Howe%, cr, the hnI)act of the USA proposal is much larger than that of the EU 

proposal. 
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. 
CHAPTER SEVEN: ECONOMETRIC MODEL, ESTIMATION 

EVALUATION AND SIMULATION "HANDYSIZE" AND 

"PANAMAX" 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the inodels designed to evaluate the impact of the CAP on 
structure of cleniand fOr grain transport by "Panamax" and "Handysize" bulk 

Z7 
carriers. The rcsLitts of' (lie inodels' estimation and of the simulation exercise are 
also diSCLISSCd in tile chapter. These models seek to quantify the effect of the impact 

of the CAP on the sti-LictLire of demand for ffiese ship sizes, through an expansion of 
the EU's grain cxports. 

The theoretical specil'ication of the model and the econometric methodologies that 

were diSCLIssed in Cliapter Five are used here to estimate the models. The 
involvement ol'tliese sliq) sizes in gorain trade is complicated and covers many route 
and characteristics. This Is Linlike the case of the involvement of the "Capesize" in 

this trade and foi- diis vcýisoii, structural i-nodelling is not possible here. 

Alternatively, the Vector Atitoreggression (VAR) method has been adopted. This is 
because all the \, ariables in the econometric system are in continuous interaction. In 

order to achieve an 'Linblased estimate of the parameters of the VAR model and 
draw correct inferences froin thern, there is a need for all the variables of the model 
to be stationary, 1(0). When the variables are not stationary, the Vector Error 
Correction Mctliod (VECM) has been utilised by means of the cointegration 
relationships between \, arlables of the model. 

Both the "Haii(lysize" aiid "Panamax" model are two variable (VAR) models. 
However as M the case of the "Capesize" model, the variables that influence the 

supply of these %, esscls M general terms are incorporated together with the other 
variables that hifiLiencc the contribution of these size vessels in grain trade. 

The hypothesis developed in Chapter Four is used in the estimation and simulation 
of the model ol'tlie iniptct of the CAP on the structure of demand for "Panamax" 

and "Handysizc" iii trade. 

The structure ol' this cliýtpter is as follows: Section 7.2 discusses the data for the 

model. Sectioii 7.3) pi-ovidcs and analysis of the impact of the CAP on "Handysize" 

and "Panamax" sliip sizes. Section 7.4 outlines the models of the study while 
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Section 7.5 provides tIIC results for unit root tests together with Johansen 
Cointegratioii tests. The i-esults for the estimation of the "handysize" and 
"Panamax" mociels are discussed in Section 7.6. This is followed by impulse 

response analysis M Section 7.7 and simulation analysis in Section 7.8 with 
conclusioiis iii the kist sectioil. 

7.2 Estimation Period and Data for "Handysize" and "Panamax" Models 

The estimation pcnod I'or the "Handysize" and "Panamax" models is the same as 
"Capesize" niodel 1970-1998. The reasons for the choice of this estimation period 
were provided M Sectioii 6.3. The data for these models are collected from the I same 
sources as for the "Caj)esize" inodel. The data for the volume of grain transported 
by "Handysize" (GTI-1) aiid "Paiiamax" (GTP) were collected from different issues 

of World BLI]k Trýtdc I)LIblished by Fearnleys. As in the case of the "Capesize" data, 

these data also IIICILICIC grain and soybean and are published as a percentage of total 

grain trade transported by these size vessels. These percentage figures are 
transformed to actLial hpii-es by the author. 

The data for %vorld graiii price (WGP) is provided by International Grain Council 
(IGC). The &m l'or rest of the A7orld grain and soybean trades (RGS) was generated 
by deducting the EU grýiiii exports from total world grain and soybean trades. The 

original data wýts obtaiiied froni the US Department of Agriculture. This data was Z: ) 

then compared with the cLita froni IGC. 

The data for "fLuidysize" uid "Panamax" fleet capacity (HFC) (PFC), together with 
data for bLIIIk-CI- fleet calxicity (13P) are provided by Clarksons Shipping Company. 
The data for coal freiglit rates (CFR) and coal seaborne trade (CST) were also 
obtained from Clarksmis Sllippiiig Company. 

I 

The data for Producer SUbsidy Equivalent (PSET) are computed by Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). The mathematical model 
for computing Oils clata set is presented in Chapter Two. 

ý7 

7.3 The Inilmet of thel, ', xpansion of the EU Grain Exports on "Handysize" 

and "Ianomax" Bulk Carriers 

The bulk of EU grýiiii arc exported to developing countries and there is no port and ZD 
handlino facilities for slilps in these COLintries. It was stated in sub-hypothesis z:: ) Z7 
two that expaiisioti ol'tlic E_U grain exports provides more demand for "Handysize" 

Cý 
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and "Panainax" ships rather than "Capesize" bulk carriers. Furthermore, the rest of 
the world grain and soybean trade is also mainly transported by "Handy" and 
"Panamax" shipsize. Therefore, the involvement of these size vessels in grain trade 

concerns different rOLIteS ýiiid patterns (unlike the involvement of "Capesize" in this 

trade which concentrates only on the North Atlantic route). Furthermore, since the 

shipping industry is a -Iobal industry, Veenstra (1999: 134) suggests that it 

neutralises many local liffluences and limits its susceptibility to international 

developments only. These factors determine the nature of economic processes in 

shipping markets. The above consideration suggests that many variables in shipping Z7, 
economics procosses could be considered endogenous as well as exogenous. 

205 
Z: ý 

Considerin- the ýibove ýtrgtirneiits, the formulation of a theoretical framework for 

the contribution of "l-landysize" and "Panarnax" ship sizes in grain and other dry 

bulk corni-nodity trýidcs are problematic and need a well prepared detailed trade 

matrices which Is not avmlable. Therefore, the use of a structural econometric 

model for niodelling the liTipact of the expansion of the EU grain exports on 
"Handysize" ýiiicl "Paiwinax" Bulk carriers is not possible. The specific 

relationships bctween variables could not be based (either formally or informally) 

on a proper econornic theory which is a prerequisite for structural modelling. 
However, the niodel at Icast should be consistent with the general hypothesis and 

sub-hypothesis týý', 0.2( "' FUrtherrnore, since a dynamic relationship existed within the 

model, the la, structure ýind dynamic adjustment elements can be an important 

aspect of the inodels' specification and testing. 207 
4: 1 

One well known alteriiative methodology to structural modelling is based on the 

work of Sinis (1980), aiid iiivolves to the estimation of what are known as vector 
autoregressioris (VAR,,; ). In Sims (1980) approach, the division between 

endogenous uid exogciimis va6ables is abandoned. Effectively, all variables are 
treated as eiidogeimus. Additionally, no zero-restrictions are placed on the 

parameters of flie eclLiatioiis iii the model. Veenstra (1999) argues that as a 
consequence ol' Hiterrelatecl activities in international shipping, "the economic 
variables M slillipHig are closely related, and contain, to a certain degree, similar 
informatioii oii the stakc of sliipping markets, developments on international trade 

environment iiicl .,, o oii". Tlws it is very difficult to specify the causal relationships 

205 For iii. staticc. dcvelopinciits ill international crude oil market are present in a variable like the 
price of hLiiikcrs Lis \\, cll , is in rion-shippirig, variables like oil prices or crude oil consumption 
or productioii. 

206 See Chapicr Four For iiiorc dewils. 
207 With Illulti-equatioll 1110dek, the IeLY structure or the individual equations can critically affect 0 

the beha\, Imir ol'tlie iiio(Icl. 
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among the shipphi- vanables. Such a phenomenon could lead to mi s- specification 
of the model (Veeiistra, 1999: 134). Thus, the Vector Autoregression (VARs) 

method provides ati ippropriate ineans to model the impact of expansion of the EU 

grain exports oii "Haii(lysize" wid "Panamax" Bulk carriers. 208 

The focus Of tIIIS ISPCCt Ol'tIle StUdy is to analyse the impact of the expansion of EU 

grain exports on the sti-LictLire of demand for "Handysize" and "Panamax" bulk 

carriers. Hence, the niodels shoLild be defined in such a manner that the role of the 
EU grain exports is asoLirce of demand for these bulk carriers is highlighted among 
the other SOUI-CCS Of CIC111MICI (rest of the world grain and soybean trade). 

7.4 Modelliný,, The Impact of Expansion of the EU Grain Exports on 
"Handi, size" Iltilk Carriers. 

Since there is ýiliiiost rio rcstriction for "Handysize" involvement in the grain trade, 
this size ship coi-ild COMI-IbUte to all grairi routes. To model the volume of grain C, 

transported by 'Thiridysize", given the focus of this study on the impact of EU grain 
expansion the model is dehned as follows: 

+4 

GTH f (EGE, GFR,, . RGS) 

where 
(GTH) is volun-ic, of grmii tvaiisported by "Handysize 
(EGE) is the EU Gi-am Export 
(GFRH) is (gralil frelglit i-atc for "Handysize" 

II 
(RGS) is rest of the woi-Ici Gi-ain and Soybean Trade. 

To evaluate the hiipact of the (EGE) on the structure of demand for "Handysize", 

there is a need to specify the variables which could influence this variable. This 

study considered these vanables as grain freight rates for "Handysize" (GFRH), the ltý 

EU excess suliply (EES), Rest of the world Excess demand for EU Grain Export 
(RED). Therefore, die cquation is defined as follows: 

EGE=. I*(GI-R, 1, EES, RED) (7.3) 

where D is domcstic supplies, D,, and DpI are first derivatives of the dependent 

variable witli I'CSI)CCt tO tIIC SUbscripted variable. 

D(P, P'), wil/i DI)< 0, Dp'> 0 (7.4) 

208 See Chapter Five for morc details. 
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The excess clemmid (RED) m the rest of the world for EU grain is given by: 

RED = RED(P,,, ), ivil/i (RED) P, <0 (7.5) 

where P, is the world grýdii pi-ice. The EU excess supply of grain (to domestic 

market and world deinaiids) is rcpresented by: 

EES =EES(P), ii'ith EESI, >0 (7.6) 

where EES is the excess supply function for the EU grain and is domestic 

production net deniand wlilcli includes food and feed, inventory (public and private) 
and residual uses. The relationship between domestic and the world prices is given 
by: 

P=PW+S (7.7) 

where S is nornmIly greiter than zero and represents the variable per unit export Z7 
restitution payincia. The importmit threshold price is related to the world price by a 
variable per innt imports levy t: 

P, = P"' +t (7.8) 

where t>s is the noi-mal SItUation, thus implying that C) 

P, 
->p 

(7.9) 

By definition, exports (E) from the EU are 

E= EES-D (7.10) 

clearing prices on the \vorld market are determined by equating the EU's grain z: n 
exports to world deniaiid: 

EES -D= RED (7. t 1) 

It is envisaged diat a s1n,,,., , 
le price (world price) can adequately represent the same 

information that coLild be provided by different variables. Therefore, the 
international grýiln price 1ws been entered into the models to replace equation (7.1). 

The grain frciLdit rate I'oi- "Handysize" is an important variable which could be 
influenced by otlier vii-Mblcs such as the volume of grain transported by this size 
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ship (GTH), Grain Freight Index (GFI) 209 and grain freight rates in the previous 
period (GFI? 11). Therefore, the third equation in the system could be defined as 
follows: 

GFRH =f(GTII, GFI, GFR'll') (7.12) 

(GFI) has been clc('Iilcd in ecItiation 6.4. For convenience it is reproduced here. 

GFI = f'(CBF, TGT, BP) 

where 
(CBF) is Existim, bulk carriers fleet 
(TGT) is Total world Grmii Trade and 
(BP) is bunker priice. 

Another variible wl-iicli COUld influence the freight rate for specific ship sizes in 
47) 

particular I'OLItCS ýind coniniodity trades could be the demand in this route generated 
by the corni-rioclity ti-acle (considering the port and route restrictions for specific ship 
sizes). 

7.4.1 Modelling, the Iml), ict of the EU Grain Export on "Panamax" Bulk 
Carriers 

The volume ol' demaiid gcnerated by international grain trade for "Panamax" 

vessels could by Hifluciiced by the same factors which have been considered for 
"Handysize" bulk carnei-s. flowever, on the supply side there are additional factors 

involved. 

As mentioned Hi Chaptcr 'Fliree, there are port and route restrictions which affect 
"Panamax" vessels' comribution to the seaborne grain trade. Moreover, as 
discussed in Clial)ter Tliree. "Panamax" bulk carriers are more favourable for 

carrying coal than (grain. C, Cý 

A similar niodel COL11cl be clevised for the "Panarnax" sub-market. However, since 
the main coniiiioclity trtdc for "Panamax" is coal, its freight rate and volume of 
trade may hil'Iticiice the coiAribLition of this ship size to the grain trade. Therefore, 

these variable,,, limc becri Aded to the "Panarnax" model which also takes into 

account the fi-cwlit rates ýtricl fleet capacity of this ship size. 

209 The determimmits h. ive been explain m Chapter Six Section 6.5. 
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7.5 Stationaritv or the Series 

The Augmented Dickey- l'-LIller unit root test (ADF) explained in Chapter Five, is 

performed on logaritliniic levels and logarithmic first differences of the variables of 
the models in order to detci-i-nine the order of integration of the series. The results of Z: ' 

the ADF tests on the vanable of the "Handysize" and "Panamax" models are 
presented in Table, 7.1 The i-i-iost general forni of the ADF test which is indicated by Z71 

the formula above the table is estimated and the number of lagged dependent 

variables in cicli test is then adjusted to remove any residual autocorrelation 
detected by LM test. Moreover, the sequential inethod that outlined in Chapter Five 
is followed until the best niodel for the ADF test is determined. The ADF unit root 
test results SLII)I)01't tile hyl)othesis that the log level of the series are integrated of 
first order l(l). Tliercforc, it can be concluded that the log levels of the variables of 
the models are not statioiwi-y, wliile first differences are stationary. 

Table 7.1: ADF Unit RootTests For All the Series of the Models in Logarithmic Form 

Iý 
AInX, = a,, + cl, X, + (ýjA hiX, j 

Panel (A) Handysize Model 

Variables II(I"I'll IAISET LWGP LBP LRGS LHFC 

Levels -2.7 2 -2.73 -2.68 -2.43 -2.88 -4.34 
I" cliffs. -4.14 -5.67 -4.4 t -5.49 -6.48 ------ 

Panel (B) Panamax Model 

Variables 1, (;, I, p I, IIGF LCST LPFC LCFR 

-1.38 -1.75 Levels -1.89 -1.36 -2.92 
- 

ls'diffs. -6.16 -3.64 -4.63 -3.09 -5.18 

1%, 5%and 10', 'ý ciiticn I %iducs for A DFtc,, t are -3.70, -2.97 and -2.62, respectively. 
The lag len-th for ADF tcst is chosk2n in order to minimise tile SIBC. 
All tests include ýi constant ýis indicatcd by SIBC and tile t test. 
LPSET, LWGII ýmd LB11 ýirc ýiko Uscd in Panamax model. 
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7.5.1 Johansen Cointegration Tests 

Johansen's (1988) cointe-i-ation method is implemented here to eliminate the 

existence of a long-i-tin cointegrating relationship between the variables of the 
I Z. 7 

models, becatisc tile L111ilt mot tests show that the series are not stationary. The 

cointegration tests I'C*CCt t1le 111_111 hypothesis that there is no cointegrating vector, CI J 
against the altcniative of tliei-e being one cointegrating vector. Results are presented zn 

in Table 7.2. Once the existence of the long-run relationship is estimated, the 

restrictions (VECM) , ii-e linposed on the cointegration vector to test the models of 4n 
the study. 

Table 7.2johansen Cointeý, rration Test 

Panel (A) Hantlysize Model 
ALGTH, + ý, (LGYI_ + JI,, + IILPIIGF, 

-, 
) 

+, 5,., LPSET, I. NGS, +6,1 HFC, + 

ALPGF + ýl,, AU; JI/ +V A1,14; F + y, (LG7'11 ++j, LH(; I, 

+ 52, LPSET + 5, 
ýLUW' ; I. Rlý 04; S + . 5, I, IIFC + 

Eigenvalue Likelihood 5% Hypothesized Normalized 

Ratio Critical value No. of CE(s) Cointegrating 

Coefficients 

0.66 27.89 15.41 None* LGTH LHGF C 

0.02 0.50 3.76 At most 1* 1.00 33.68 -98.33 

Panel (B) Panamax Model 
ALGTP, =a(, + 

ýu,, 
A U; ý(ý_ýIJIGF_ 

+ y, (LGTP, 
-, + fi, + PLPGF, 

-, 
) 

+ (5,., LPSET, +, 5, ýLýý(; P, -5, ý1-81% +, 5,, LPFC, + 6LCST, + 

ALPGF q),, + Al, (; /P (LGTP + /1,, + 13LPGF 

+ S, LPSET + 5, 
ýIJVGP 4 5, OW 1, RGS + LPFC + ý, 

ýLCST + 

Eigenvalue Likelihood 5% Hypothesized Normalized 

Ratio Critical value No. of CE(s) Cointegrating 

0.85 67.41 15.41 None* LGTH LHGF C 

0.477 16.86 3.76 At most 1* 1.00 -. 074 -15.34 

Johansen's rcduccýl i-itiik coliitcLmitiii- tests for eacli equation are estimated using a model with a 
model witli a coiiýt,, tiit M the cointe, -n-ating vector and no trend as selected by SBIC, calculated Z7 
through csIqc 1, )L( 1,, ý -I-), where 7, .1 and i, are the number of observations, the 
determinant of the \., inaiice-covanwice matrix of the residuals and the number of the parameters 
respectively. 

* Indicates rejecuoii of Ilic null hypothesis at the 95% significance level. 
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7.6 Econometric Estimations 

The Vector Autoregi-essloii (VAR) method is used for estimating the impact of the 

expansion of the EU gi-affl trade on the "Handysize" and "Panamax" market sub- 
sector. This is a two system in which every equation has the same right 
hand variables iiicl these variables include lagged values of the endogenous 
variables (left haiid side). The principles of the VARs model were discussed in 
Chapter Five Sectioi-i 5.4. 

VARs have 1)1'0\, 'CCI to he SLICCCSSfUl for analysing the dynamic impact of different 

types of randoili distti rhzi i ices aiid policy measures on system of variables. VARs 

models allow Cor sj)ccll'ýýMg flexible lag structures on the endogenous variables. It 
Z-- 

may include am, 11L1111bC1- O1'1aC, 1 Hitervals, each intervals with pair of numbers. 

To model the 'Tlaiidysize and "Panarnax" Market sub-sectors a restricted VAR 

model has beeii tised. A Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) is a restricted 
VAR with the sniillest miniber of parameters, it is a VAR strictly in first difference. 
The VECNI specificatioii restricts the long-run behaviour of the endogenous 
variables to specify dicir cointe-rating relationshi s. Moreover it allows for short - Z71 p 
run dynamics. 

The VECM sj)ccihcatioii and structure are given in Chapter Five. The general 
VECM of equkon 5.24 is estimated for "Handysize" and "Panamax" subsectors as 
follows: 

Hand size Model y 

ALGTH, = ao + jr/, 
ý,; 
ALG7'11, 

-j + ja,, 
jALHGF, -, + yl (LGTH, 

-, +, 80 +, OLHGF, 
-, 

) 
1--l 1=1 

+(5,, ILPSET, +(ýIJIVGI, +(ý, JBP, LRGS, LHFC, + el', +(51,4 +(51,5 

I1 11 
ALHGF, = (, Do + (pj, jAl-GTlJ, -j 

+ (P2, iALHGF, -i 
+ Y2 (LGTHt-I +, 60 +, 8LHGF, 

-, 
) 

+(52,, LPSET, + (5, LýVGPI + (513LBP, + (5,, 4LRGSt + (5, LHFC, c2a 
.5+' 
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Panamax Model 
17 

ALGTP, = al, ) + al., A[-G7'1-11-, + ALPGF, 
-i 

+ y, (LGTP, 
-, 

+, 8() +, 8LPGF, 
-, 

) 

+, 5,,, LPSET, +L IVGI 
I+ 

LBII, + (5,, 4LRGS, +. 5,, 
5LHFC, + (5,, 6 LCST, + el, 

11 11 
,88 

ALPGF, =cPo+lcýl. iALG-l'I', -i+lý92, iALPGIý-, -, 
+Y2(LGTP, 

-, 
+ 0+ LPGF, 

+(52,, LPSET, +(ý,, LI, IIGI-', -4-(ý', 3LBP, +(5,, LRGS, +(5,,, LPFC, +(5 LCST, c 452,6 
+'2,1 

where: 
EGC EU Cil-, 1111 PI-OCILICtIOll HGF Handysize Grain Freight Rate 

EGP EU Gi-mil CmisLiml)timi NGT North Atlantic Grain Trade 

ESC EU Soybem Coii. sumption NST North Atlantic Soybean Trade 

ESP EU Soyhemi Productim PFC Panamax Fleet Capacity 

GFI GraM Iýreiý-, Iit hiclex PGF Panamax Grain Freight Rate 

GTH Graiii Ti-misIm-led PSET Producers Subsidy Equivalent 

by limclys'ize 

GTP Gram Traiispoi-ted by RGS Rest of the World Grain and 
Pammwx soybean Trade 

HFC Haiicly Flect Ctj)ýtcity 

Using GMM, \\/I,, Ile staii(lird error of the estimated parameters are corrected for 

serial correlatiori arid/or licteroscadastisity using the newly-west (1987) method. 
The lag lengt1i IS SCICCtCCI LISIIIg SBIC. 

Z. 7 

As outlined hi Clwl)ter Five Sections 5.5 the Johansen test procedure is 
implemented to conil)ute the likelihood ratio statistic for each added equation. 
Diagnostic tests for residual autocorrelation, heteroscedasticity, ARCH and 
normality for c. tch short-ruii equation were carried out. LJung-Box test statistics for 
6 th order resicluýil autocorrelation do not reject the null hypothesis of no auto- 
correlation at the 5% slLnilficant level in both models (Panamax and Handysize). In 

equations with si, mificaiit ARCH effects it is envisaged that these are stationary. 
Hence unconditiouil vii-Muce of residuals are constant, therefore, OLS and SURE 

estimation methods would revealed the BLUE estimator (Greene, 1997: 570). 
Heteroscedasticity tests illustrate that there is no heteroscedasticity in any of the 

short-run modcls. 
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The estimate of the VECM iiiodel for Handysize and Panamax size dry bulk carriers 
are shown in 'I'Ale 7. Coefficient y, , Y2 in the short run model indicate the speed at 

which the indepeiidem vzirlable will move in the next period to restore the long-run 

equilibrium rcLitioiiship. For instance, in the Handysize model the negative and 
significant coefficient M(Ilcýites that when the long-run relationship between the 
(GTH) and (HGF) Mcreases, the (GTH) decrease in next period. 

Most of the independent varlables in both Handysize and Panamax models 
significantly i ii I'l uence the systein. However, the significant coefficient of (PSE7) (5, 
in the first ecjLtýitloll of' N)tl' "'Odels rneans CAP protection measures significantly 
and positivcly ilifiLiciice the volume of grain transported by Handysize and I 1=1 

Panamax. 
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Table 7.3a: Handysize Model 

ALGTH a, + ol, AI, I IGF, 
-, + y, (LGY'fi _ +/I,, + 8LIIGF, 

-, 
) 

+ t5,., LPSET, 5, ýI, RGS ýLHFC, + 

, ALIIGI-" A LIIGF + y, (1, (; l 11 + 13, + 13LHGF 

+ 6, , LIISI-- I OW, + LRGS + 011- C+ 

Coeff. COCIT. ALGTH ALHGF 

ao 1 16.033 [1.877] (8.540) 32.286 [-3.5971 (8.974) 

al'i - 0958 [4.1301 (. 0023) -0.023 [-1.970] (. 0143) 

a2, 
i -0.130 [-0.7411 (2.947) 0.5469 [2.9471 (0.185) 

Yi Y, -0.001 [-0.1411 (0.009)- -0.0487 [-4.968] (0.048) 

98.334 98.334 

33.684 [0.1531 (219.417) 33.684 [0.153] (219.417) 

(51,1 0.035 [1.982] (0.027) -0.077 [-2.714] (0.028) 

(51,2 0.512 [1.4041 (0.365) 0.728 [1.8981 (0.383) 

'51,3 -0.0946 [-0.7091 (0.133) -0.148 [-1.005] (0.140) 

(51,4 1.011 [1.9631 (0.023) 0.604 [1.8321 (0.232) 

(51,5 -0.978 [-0.123] (0.0124) -0.930 L-2.1201 (0.0458) 

R squared 0.73 0.88 

R-bar squared 0.54 0.81 

D. W 1.83 2.21 

S. E 0.1.8 0.44 

Skew 0.38 [0.311 -0.41 [0.301 

Kurt -0.50 [0.64] -0.20 [0.951 

J. B 1.21 [0.541 1.17 [0.501 

ARCH 1.81 [0.471 2.83 [0.06] 

B. L (Ql) 2.43 [0.101 0.41 [0.55] 

B. L (Q6) 13.4 [0.031 2.3 [0.771 
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Table 7.3b: Panamax Model 

ALG7-11, - a, i a,, ALPGF, 
-, 

+ y, (LGTP, 3, +, 6LPGF, + 

+ +(ý,, LRGS, + c5,, LPFC, + 6,, LCST, + E,, 

A LM; F (p, A 1, (i IP+ LPGF + (LG-1-11 + fi, + IILPGP* 

+ 5,, LPSL I ý5, I, RGS + 5, LPI-C + 5,,, LCST + 

Coeff. COCIT. ALGTP ALPGF 

ao 9.001 [1.474] (6.106) -15.169 [-1.984] (7.644) 

a,,, -0.059 [-0.3351 (0.176) -0.966 [-4.377] (0.220) 

a2, 
i -0.052 [-0.44331 (0.117) 0.072 [0.492] (0.147) 

Yi -0.476 [-2.7701 (0.172) 1.296 [6.016] (0.215) 

180 -0.744 [-4.8531 (0.153) -0.744 [-4.853] (0.153) 

,8 -15.345 -15.345 
(51', 0.014 [1.9651 (0.025) 0.038 [1.205] (0.032) 

'51,2 6", 0.071 [0.240] (0.297) 0.312 [0.838] (0.372) 

(51,3 -0.031 [-0.208] (0.152) 0.118 [2.623] (0.019) 

(51,4 4 -0.473 [-1.3971 (0.339) 0.604 [1.4231 (0.424) 

(51,5 (51, 0.825 [1.8111 (0.455) -2.567 [-4.502] (0.570) 

(51,6 (5"6 -0.739 [-1.4391 (0.513) 2.360 [3.670] (0.643) 

R squared 0.63 0.85 
R-bar squared 0.42 0.76 
D. W 1.92 2.11 
S. E 0.14 0.18 
Skew 0.42 10.381 -0.51 [0.28] 
Kurt -0.50 [0.581 -0.17 [0.811 
J. B 1.57 [0.321 1.28 [0.531 
ARCH 1.19 [0.441 2.95 [0.02] 
B. L (Qj) 2.32 [0.181 0.48 [0.571 
B. L (Q6) 13.4 [0.051 3.1 [2.25] 

Skew and Kurt are Ilic es(iimited mitralised third and fourth moment of the data, denoted ý, and 3) 

respectively; their asym I) totic (I isti ih Lit im un der the nu II are jioý3 
-N(0,6) and VT(a4-3)-N(0,24). 

The figure in (. ) aml [. 1 are t-stalistics and probability values, respectively. Z' 
BL (Qj) and (Q6) is the Box-ljmn-, statistic for I" and 6"' order serial correlation in the residuals, the 5% 
critical values for dwse tests are I and 6.43, respectively. 
ARCH is the F test For 0"' ordcr ýmtoi-egressive conditional lieteroscedasticity. The 5% critical values for this 
test is 1.43. 
J-B is the Jarquc-Bcrýi ( 1980) icst fOr normality. Tile 511c critical values for this test is X2 (2) = 5.44. 

The standard en-ors mv correctcd for scrial correlation and /or heteroscedasticity using the Newey-West 

method. 
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7.7 Impulse Response AnalYsis 

Figures 7.1 to 7.4 plots the results for General Impulse Response analysis (GIRs) 

based on the estMiatecl VECM for the "Haudysize" and "Panamax" subsectors to a 

shock, with a iiiaguitucle of one standard error. It illustrates that in the Handysize 
Z7 

model, grain trtiisportecl by Handysize (GTH) increases initially and then settles 
I 

permanently at the previous level. This is also the same for Grain Freight rates 
(GFT). 

This can be exl)laliied, Cirstly by the fact that the variables are non-stationary and 

retain the shoclý I'or a loiig pei-iod (see Cliapter Five). Secondly, the existence of Zý 
long-run relatioiislill)s between the variables and that the effects of shocks to one 

variable can be trtiisimttccl tliroLigh the system. That means, once the system is in 

disequilibriuiii CILIC to a sdiock to one variable, other variables respond by adjusting 
to the new level to I'CStOl'e 1011g-11M equilibrium relationship. 

Furthermore, the figurcs I'or Handysize indicates the GIR of the two identified 

cointegrated vcctors to a sliock with magnitude of one standard error. The response 

of cointeLratni- \, ectors to sliocks in Handysize model are negative and of a smaller C -- 
magnitude than Panaimix. The Panamax model is identical to the Handysize except 
for the fact tliat the rcsl)onsc of cointegrating vectors to shocks are more significant Z. 7 C 
for "Pananiax" model. Pils ineans the system will respond to disequilibrium more 

promptly and clTiciently. 
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Figure 7.1 - 7.4: Resi)onse or LGTP, LPGF, I. GTH & LHGF to One S. D. Innovation 
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7.8 Simulation A nalysis 

This section investigates the possible impact of the EU and the USA proposals for 

partial liberallsation of agricultural support on the world grain market in Uruguay 

Round (WTO) of negotiation on "Panamax" and "Handysize" contribution in grain 
trade. The econometric models estimated in the previous section have been used for 

simulation analysis here. Therefore, similar quantitative results are expected. The 

assumptions of how the system responds to different policy measures are the same 
as Section 6.12 where simulation analysis is presented for "Capesize" vessels. 
These assumptions provide a basis for comparison of the simulation results with the 

econometric results. 

Fillure 7.5 & 7.6: Simulated Effects of the EU and USA Proposals in WTO on Grain 

Transported by flandysize, and on HandySize Grain Freight Rates 

Simulated Effects of the ELJ and USA proposala in WTO on 
Grain Transported by HlandySize 
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FilZure 7.7 & 7.8: Simulated Effects of the EU and USA Proposals in WTO on 
Panamax Grain Freight Rates, and on Grain Transported by Panamax 

Simulated Effects of the ELJ and USA proposala in WTO on 
Panamax Grain freight Rates 
ORI EU USA 
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Sirmlated Effects of the EU and USA proposala in WrO 
on Grain Transported by Panamax 
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7.9 Discussion 

The EU and USA proposals as mentioned in Chapter Four will reduce both the 

main CAP policy instrument (threshold price)"O as well as the export subsidy of the 
EU. This will affect domestic production and exports. 

A comparison of the ori-inal results with the simulated results indicates that in the 

case of "Hanclysize" the US and the EU proposals will not change the volume of 

210 See Chapter Four, Section 4.3 for further details. 
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grain trade dramatically. It means the volume of grain transported by Handysize 

will fluctuate trouiid 60 M. tons per year as it did in the original case. 

The Handysize graiii I'reiglit rates also will not change dramatically as a result of 
any of the GATT proposals. Tlils could be rnainly due to involvement of this ship 
size in many graiii I'OLIteS ýtiid different commodity trades. The results discussed in 

the previous scctiori sliowed that PSET (producer subsidy equivalents) in the EU 
influence the volume ol' graiii trade by Handysize significantly. Given this, it could Z: ' 
be expected tliýit the rccluctiori iri EU exports due to any of the WTO proposals will 
be replaced by otlier graiii exporters. Since there is no restriction (route and port 
constraint) for I-Ltiidysize iii grain trade, significant changes will not occur in the Z: ý 1-7 
grain transported by Haiidyslze and consequently in its freight rates. 

Despite the sWiffl'icant inFluence of PSET in the original model, the simulation 
model ilILIStratCS t1lat a I-CCILICtiOn or removal of the protection measures in the EU 

would not afl'cct the voILiinc of grain transported by "Panamax" significantly. This 

could be due to ail inci-case of world grain trade due to a reduction of CAP 

protection measLii'es. Since there are few constraints for "Panamax" contributions to 
the grain trade, this slilp size can find more opportunities in the grain trade. The 

other reason coLild be the involvement of this size of vessel in other dry bulk trades 
and consequently the niflLience of other dry bulk trades on freight grain rates. 

7.10 Conclusion 

The purpose of dils cliaj)ter was to quantify for "Handysize" and "Panamax" vessels 
the impact of the CAP oii the structure of demand for these ships. It was pointed out 
that due to lhiiitatioii of' data on trade matrices structural modelling was 
inappropriate in these cases. Tlie use of VAR as an alternative to structural 
modelling was cxainliiecl M tins cliapter. The VAR technique was employed to test 
the hypothesis tliat the deinand for "Handysize" and "Panamax" vessels increased 

as a result of the expaiisioii of EU grain exports. It was pointed out that this scenario 
was dissfinilar to that of "Cal)esize" vessels discussed in the previous Chapter 

which were fowid to be 1ý11-(Tely influenced by the EU grain imports. The chapter 
also hiol-ilighted the in-ij)ortaiice of these vessels in the rest of the world grain and Z-ý 1ý5 
soybean trades. These obsci-vations are due to the fact that there is little or no port 
and route restr'lctioiis foi- *11anaiiiax" and "Handysize" vessels in this trade, unlike 
as for "Capesize". 
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The models tested eiiiphasised the role of EU grain exports in influencing the 
demand for these vessels wid also considered the role of other sources of demand. 
The "Panarnax" inodel accowited for additional variables, namely the coal trade and 
freight rate. The restilts showed that CAP protection measurers significantly and 
positively infItteiiced the volunie of dernaiid for these ship sizes. These results 
supported the ,,, ciieral hypothesise of the thesis as in the previous cases for 
"Capesize" vessels. 

The simulatioii exercise revealed that chaiiges to CAP protection measures would 
not affect the \, 'olwne ol' deinarict for "Panamax" and "Handysize" vessels. This is 
because the %7crsatility ol' these ships, ClUe to the absence of port and route 
restrictions, 111,1keS tIICIII SUitable for use iii rest of the world grain and other trade. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: CONCLUSION 

8.1 Introduction 

This chapter siii-ninariscs and pi-ovides conclusions to the thesis. The objective of 
this study was to In vest, --gate 

the impact of the Common Agricultural Policy on 
shipping transport via its impact on the international grain trade. Proposals for C) 

further economic and monetary integration in the EU have stimulated an interest in 

the analysis of economic integration and the EU's external trade. Cý 

The findings of this study are of interest to ship operators, ship owners and 

charterers. This stLidy is ýilso of interest to those academics, consultants and other 

experts who are Involvcd in modelling and forecasting shipping variables and the Z: ) 
international ý-, run niarket. 

In particular, the stLiLly aiiiied to quantify the possible distorting effects of the 
European Unioii's Coniiiioii Agricultural Policy (CAP) on the dry bulk shipping 
sector in sizc-clisa-i-eoated fonn. The study considers "Capesize", "Handysize" 

ý7 
"Panamax" vessels. This is because the type of shipping service required depends 

on the cargo to be njoved, as well as oii ports and routes restrictions. This fact 
demands the shippiti- inarket to be highly disaggregated by sector and 1= Zn 

differentiated by size. Such differentiation suggests that the underlying supply and 'ýZ: ) 
demand factors are cliffei-ent foi- each sub-niarket and external influences could 
affect these factors differently. 

This study makes a 11LIMM' of valuable contributions to the literature on shipping 
data analysis, C011CePtUalISHIG shipping and trade theories, shipping market 
modelling as weil as econometric estimation. The study fills a lacuna in the 
literature on tile inipact ol-' CAP on the structure of demand and supply of grain in 
international niarket by incorporating the role of shipping transport. Instead of 
considering onlý/ conventional trade creation and diversion analyses as in previous 
studies, this thesis exteiicis the literature by evaluating the size and pattern of 
demand that the external trade of the combined economies of the EU member states 
generated forshipping services due to economic and monetary integration. 
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8.2 Data A nalysis, Conceptual Model and Theoretical Framework 

Evaluation of the impact of' any policy is subject to time. For the purposes of this 
thesis, a 28 ycýir period (1970-1998) was considered to be long enough to capture 
the required inipacts. Initiil claw analysis of port, route and shipsize contribution in 

grain trade was necessýiry to provide a foundation for constructing plausible 
theoretical arpiiiicnts Cor the study hypotheses. Given that it was not possible to 

collect monthly data for all the series used in the estimation, annual data was used 
throughout the study. 

Data analysis of' the sliII)IiHig industry and international grain statistics revealed 
interesting pattenis M the international grain trade. The data analysis established 
that while dry hLtIk coinmodity trades sucli as iron ore and coal have exhibited a 
growth trend since 1980, the volume of seaborne grain trade has remained 
unchanged since 1980 at ahout 200 M. ton. Thus when compared to other major dry 
bulk commodities, the sliare of the international seaborne grain in the overall trade 
for bulk commodities has i-educed. 

However, the 1xittem offlie Hiteniational graiii trade has changed dramatically since 
the 1970s. The EU's total -rain imports redLiced from 25 M. ton to 3 M. t during this 
time. The i-nost hiiportaiit roLite regarding the EU's imports was the North Atlantic, 

where the U. S., Caiiada aiid the EU are involved in grain trade. Significantly, the 
EU grain imports froiii North Anierica (USA and Canada) reduced from 20 M. ton 
to 2 M. ton since the imd 1970s. Oti the other hand, the EU's grain exports rose from 
2 M. ton to 22 NI. toii sMcc the inid 1980s. The main destinations for the EU grain 
exports are the Middle East, North and East Africa and Far East. These changes in 

the patterii of the graiii trade ha\, e affected the supply/demand equation for different 

shipping markct sub-sectors, which are "Haiidysize", "Panamax" and "Capesize". z: I 

The analysis ol. ' ship hamlling characteristics, port constraints and vessel size 
performance in grýtiii ti-ýtcle showed that the only route by which "Capesize" carriers 
could contribLItO to the seiborne grain trade is the North Atlantic which covers EU 

grain imports fi-oin USA iiicl Cýtiwda. This finding led to this study's argument that 

a reduction of the EU gi-idii imports from North America limited the o portunity for P 
"Capesize" vessels to coiitrihute to the seaborne (Train trade, while the expansion of 
the EU grain cxports Mci-cýtsed opportunities for "Panai-nax" and "Handysize" to 

contribLILe to this trale. 

The use Of thC C0nCCj)tLItI analysis is an important dimension of this study. Supply 

and demand rclitionsliII)s for grain market in international and EU level were 
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manipulated oraj)hIcally so as to conceptualise the effect of the CAP protectionism 
measures. The coiiceptual analysis of the CAP measures indicates that the measures 
influenced the EU graiii niarket as well as the international market. During the life 

I 
of the CAP, hi-h pi-oducer aiid consumer prices not only shifted the supply curve to 
the right and sl. ickciied clemaiid, but also led to a gradual downwards rotation of the 
Supply Curve dLie to a coiistmit expansion of grain products within the EU. 

This occurreiice iiicreased the level of the EU's self-sufficiency much more than 
100%. SubseCILICIltly, with the help of the export subsidy the EU turned from a 
major grain iiiiporter to a in,, iiii exporter. Since the EU is a large country (effectively Z: ý 
involved M fliteniatloiial ti-acle), aiiy chailges in her supply and demand level affect 
the world graiii iiiarkct. I 

The theoretical frýtmework established that the EU governments exert considerable 
control over gr,, mi prices, lience world prices are separated by policy measures. 
These policy measLires play ari important role iii modelling international grain trade. Z. 7 

The insights dj, awii fi-oin the conceptual analysis led to the development of a 
number of inten-ehited hypotlieses. The study's main hypothesis argues that, 

structural chawies iii the cleinwid for and the production of grain (caused by the 
CAP) has altei, eci the patteni and volume of demand for different shipsizes. This 

arises because of poi-t wicl routes constraints for particular shipsizes. The hypotheses 

and general aiins of the Iliesis dictated the economic model and econometric 
methodology acloptecl. Z) 

It was establishcd M the stLidy that there is no (,, eneral theory of shipping transport 
I 

which Could be Lised to swdy the irnpact of the CAP on the structure of demand for 

shipping. Giveii the slioi-tcoiiiin(Ts of the existing literature, a theoretical framework z: 1 Z-) 

based on recopiltioi-i of frejol-it rates and transport cost in grain trade (as a low value 
commodity trade) was specified. The frainework hypothesesize the influence of 
external factors oi-i the sli1pping markets. I'Lli-thermore, these hypotheses made it Z: ý 
necessary for the stLidy to einploy highly disagogregated models based on shipping C, 

sub-sector arid coi-i-iii-iodity trade to quantify the impact of CAP on structure of 
demand for shippiii,, trýtiispoi-t ofgrain. 7) 

The interaction [)et\\, ccii the internatioiial graiii trade, other major dry bulk trades 

and grain freiglit iiiai-ket is liypotliesised iii this tliesis. The stud 's sub-hypotheses IIIy 
states that the iii-lier graiii frei-fit rate created a strong dernand for grain shipping 
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services which iiidLiced bLIIk carriers of other commodities such as iron ore and coal 
to carry graiii. This shift cmild also have beeii caused by low demand in other dry 

bulk market. Moreover, the study argues that grain freight rates are influencing the 4D 
volume and pattcrri of the Hiteniational grairi trade. This is because grain is a low 

value corni-nodity trade for which the freight rate forms a significant proportion of 
its final price. 

8.3 Econometric Estimation and Simulation Analyses (Findinp-s) 

The theoreticýil 1'rainework and economic models provided the basis for the 

construction ol' the econometric models. These models add a unique dimension to 

the development ol' shipping models. For the first time, different econometric 
techniques are titllisccl to clil-Cerentiate the specific nature of individual sub-markets 
in the grain tricle. Furthcrinore unlike most of the studies in the literature which 
failed to take into iccount the univariate properties of the variables including 

stationarity , m(l incorpoi-Lite interrelationship between grain trade and shipping 

variables and their stocliistic properties, this study highlights these problems and C, Cý 
brings forwarcl specific solutions by using unit root and cointegration techniques. 

I 

Therefore the stLidy pi-oOdes now evidence on and insight into the interrelationship 
Z-ý 

between the inteniational gi-ain trade and the shipping market. Consequently, the 

protectionist nawi-e ol'tlie CAP and its impact on the shipping market is highlighted 

and quantified for first time. 

At a more detailed level, the econometric process sought to quantify the effect of a 

reduction iii EU gain iiiiports from North America on the "Capesize" sub-sector 

and to deterniiiie, the iiiipact of an increase iii EU grain exports on the "Panamax" 

and "Handysize" SUb-sectors. The analytical framework adopted to address the 

above issues coiisisted of three different models for each sub-sector. A unique 
feature of the ecoiwiiietric inodels which were estimated is the high level of 
disaggregatioii Of Supply as well as demand. This study used the same variable zn 
(Producer Subsidy EqUivaleiit) iii each shipping sector model as an indicator of the Z: ) 
CAP intervemloii M -raiii trade. 

Since in the '*C'. tl)cslzc'*' inodel the specific relationships between variables are 
based oii aii ecoimimc thcoi-y a sti-Licairal ecoimi-rietric model was used in modelling 
the "Capeslzc" scctoi-. Vic slinLiltaneoiis eqLiatioii framework made it possible to 

model vanabl(ý, s that ýii-c i-clated to each other iii different ways and which affect 
each other simultaneously. 
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The formulatioii of-a tlieoretical framework for the contribution of "Handysize" and 
"Panamax" sliq) sizes m grain and other dry bulk commodity trades was 
complicated as the slijl)s cover many route and characteristics. This is unlike the 

case of the involvcinciit of'tlie "Capesize" in this trade and for this reason, structural 
modelling is not I)ossible licre. Z71 

The Vector Aiitoregressioii (VAR) method is used for estimating the impact of the 
expansiori of the EU grýiffl trade on the "Handysize" and "Panamax" market sub- 
sector. Iii these inodels is M the case of the "Capesize" model, the variables that 
influence the sLiI)j)Iy of tlicsc vessels in gerieral terms are incorporated together with Z71 

the other varlýililes t1wt Hilluerice the coriti-Ibutioii of these size vessels in grain 
trade. Since dic Paiiam,, ix mid "liindysize" models contain co-integration relations, 
the VAR model i's represemed iii VEC format. 

These suggest diat the co-ijiteg-ration relations are presumed to be (1, -1) relations Zý' Z!, 1ý 
and there is oiic coiimioii stochastic ti-eiid. Using the Johansen co-integration 
estimation coLild efficleii(ly luohlighted the iiumber of co-integration relations, as I Zý 
well as the esnimaccl co-hitc, ration parameters. 

The significant , iiid correctly sloned coefficients on the variables from the results of 
the econometric estiniýition provided support for the a priorl' views regarding the 
relationships bet\, \, een (lie protectionist rneasure of CAP and the pattern and volume 
of international grain tnicle. They also hiohlighted the contribution of different ship 
sizes to this tr,. i(le. To iiicorporate the expectation hypothesis which states that the 

-, ed dependent variable was included in the past will refIccl on the present, a la,,,,, 
model to estini. ito the short-terni effects. 

The results of the "Cal)csIze" niodel revealed that the volume of grain transported 

by "Capesize" bulk can-jers at tin-ie t, is significantly influenced by growth in the 

North Atlantic grain trade. Therefore, the results confirm that an increase in North 

Atlantic trade which is the EU grain import from North America would increase the 
demand for "Caj-)csj7e" vessels in the grain trade. On the other hand, the CAP 

intervention in the gi-ain trade has a negative and significant effect on North 

Atlantic grain ti-, icle (EU grýiin iniport). Meanwhile the EU grain consumption has a Z. -- - 
positive and sf2iiII'Icin[ Iiiij), tct on the North Atlantic trade. These findings suggest 
that the North A(kintic gi-, iin trade and consequently the volume of grain transported 
by "Capesize" ýii-e signil'Icantly influenced by the CAP protection measure. 
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The ecoiiometi-ic aiialysis also demonstrates a positive relationship between the 
"Capesize" graiii Crewlit rates and the volume of , (,;, rain transported by these ships. 
This indicates tliýit "Cipcslzo" operators woLild contribute more to the grain trade if 

the relative gaiii 1-rei-lit ratcs were high 
. 
21 1 There is a strong negative relationship 

between "Capesize" graM Creight rate and North Atlantic grain trade. This result 
indicates that the rate could highly influence the volume of international 

grain trade. Fiiiilly tIIC, FCSLIItS from three models expressed a dynamic relationship 

within the nioclcl by ha\, M- positive and significant coefficient of the lagged 
Z: ) 

dependent varKibles. 

The results for "Hamlysizo" aiid "Paiiarnax" niodels revealed that the demand for 
these vessels mcreased iii graiii trade as a result of the expansion of EU grain 
export. Thus the cleiiiind I'Or these sliipsizes in the grain trade is significantly and 
positively influciiced by the CAP protection nieasures. 

The Simulation niodels investigated the possible irnpact of the EU's and the USA's 

proposals for the partial liberalisation of agricultural support on the world grain 
market and on clil'Cerent s1iipsize contribution to the grain trade. These proposals 
were forwarcicci in the WTO's Uruguay Round (WTO) of negotiation. The results 
show that these two pi-ol)osals decrease the threshold price and would bring the 
world price and the EU doinestic price closer thereby increasing the EU's grain 
imports and conscqLlClltlýl the cleinand for "Capesize" in grain trade. However the 
effect of the USA proposal IS Much larger than the EU proposal. In the case of 
"Panamax" aii(I "Hanclysizc" vessels both proposals would not affect the volume of 
demand for thesc shipsizes. 

The structure of the dicoretical inodel is tlie same as that of the econometric model 
estimated in Clial)ters Six ai-id Seven. The assumption is that the variables of the 
model would follow exti-al)olative growtli (unanticipated). It means that the Z: ) 
historical trend is coiisidei-ed to be unchanged. Z7, 

211 Relative grtm f'reight iitcs to ii-on ore and coal. 
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8.4 Estimated Results and Validation of the Hypotheses 

This section prm, ides I SUininery of the hypotheses, and validates them against the 

econometric results. The 
-geiieral 

hypothesis states that: 

The formatioii ýtiicl clevelopiiieiit of the EU together with implementation of the 
I 

CAP have cownbLited tO StRICtUral changes iii the international grain market. Such ZD 
structural cliaiwes liave al'I'Med the pattem and volume of demand for different dry 
bulk carriers inai-ket SLIh-sector (Capesize, Panamax and Handysize). This mainly 
occurs becUISC OC 1)01't iiid i'mite restrictioii. 

The estimated rcsLilts from three different models (Capesize, Panamax and 
Handysize) flidlcLite that the pattern of demand for different shipsizes has been 

changed in grýijn ti-, ide. The North Atlantic grain trades have been dramatically 

reduced while new roLites from the EU to Far East, Middle East and Africa are 
created. ConSCCjLICIItIý' duc to port restrictions in these regions, the demand for 
"Capesaze" vcsscls In gi-ailn trade have been reduced while because of less 

rustication for similler \,, esscls in theses routes the demand for "Handysize" and 
"Panamax" vessels were increased. 

These results ilso SLIPI)OI-t tIIC SLib-hypotheses one that state: 

Alternative to the tniclitioiial hypothesis iii the shipping literature, it is more 
valuable to cvýtlLiate the size of demand that the external trade of the combined 
economies of the iiieiiibci-smtes of the regioiial economic integration could generate zn Zn 

for shippiiig sci-vices 
212 

. 

The "Haiidysize" aml "Ptiiaiiiax" inodel used to test the hypothesis that the demand 
for "Handysize" ýiiid "Pýtnainax" vessels hicreased as a result of the expansion of 
EU grain expoi-ts. It w,, ts 1)offlted out that this sceiiario was dissimilar to that of the 
demand for "Ctl)cslze" vessels which wei-e found to be largely influenced by the 
EU graiii inipoi-ts. These iiiodels also hig-lilig-lited the im ortance of these vessels in p 

ý,. iid soybean trades. the rest of the ý\ýoi-ld ,: ' 

These results support the Suh-hypotheses two that state: 

212 The traditional hYpoilicsis in ihe shipping literature argues that economic (regional) integration 
normally /cad, s to relalivel ,v 

less demand /Or shipping transport services, because of 
diversion of loii,, (, I- hoid, s to shorter duc to more intra-regional trade (Wijnolst & 
Wci-clwi(l, 1997). 
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Changes in the patterii of hiternational grain production and trade by the CAP, 
ZD 

decreased the clciiiaiicl for "Capesize" and increased the demand for "Panamax" and 
"Handysize" bulk cýirners. 

The "Capesize" iiioclcl (lenionstrates the importance of the "Capesize" grain freight 

rates for grain ti-, insportccl by such ships. The equation one in this model represents Z. -- 

the demand si'dc, the "Cýipcsize" grain freig-lit rate (CGF) demonstrates a positive Z7 
and si(gnificant relationsliq) witli (GTCt). This supports the sub-hypothesis three, I 
which ar, ("Lies tlitt "Capeslzc" operators would contribute more to grain trade if the 4: 1 
relative -rani 1'reiglit ratcs ire Iii-h. 213 It also supports the sub-hypothesis four that Z__ -1 C) 
freight rate in low valtic connnodity trades can influence the volume of the trade to 
some extent. 

The models also iiidic,, ite the importance of producer subsidy equivalent (PSET) for 
North Atlantic grtiii trade (NGT). (PSET) has a negative effect on (NGT) (EU grain L7 C, 
import) and positive effect oii the EU export (the demand for "Handysize and 
"Panamax"). Mcýiiiwliile, EU grain coiisuiiiption has positive impact on (NGT). 
This shows the cl'fect of-Capesize" graiii freight rate (CGF) on (NGT). There is a C, 11-: 1 

strong negative rclatioiisliip between (CGF) aiid (NGT). This result supports sub- C, -- 
hypothesis five wlilcli argoLies fliat, since graiii is a low value commodity the freight 

rate highly influences the volume of its international trade. Z: ý 

Further the i-nodcls sI)ecify that changes in North Atlantic soybean are affected by Z:, 

changes of EU soybeaii I)rodLiction (ESP) and consumption. Increases in EU 

production redLICCd the TNortli Atlantic soybean trade while increase in EU soybean 
consumption hicreases (his trade. Furthermore, the models specifie that producer 
subsidy equivýilcnt in -raiii liositively influences the North Atlantic soybean trade. 
This supports sLib-Iiyj)otIicsIs Six which argues that grain and soybean are Z-ý 
substitutes for each otlier. Finally, the models also illustrate that "Capesize" grain 
freight rates inflLience the Nortli Atlantic soybean trade significantly. This could be 

attributed to st-ib-liypotlicsis four which argues that the low value commodity trade C, 
is significantly lifflueiicecl hý, freight rates. the North Atlantic soybean trade is also 
affected by its kiggecl %, 'ýtluc. 

213 Relative grmn 1'rel-Ldit i-ýttcs to iron ore and coal. 
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8.5 SCOI)e of the Study and Recommendation for Future Research 

It would be uiireýtlistic to sLi, (Yloest that every possible aspects of the CAP impact on 

shipping transportatloii of' graiii has been covered in this study. Space and time Z: ) ý7 
limitations have hnposecf a coinprornised. However, there are questions left open for 

further rescarcli, mid tlIC ýMtIIOF SLIggests some here. 
1ý471 

The study is Ifflilted to bulk carriers. Within this category of ship type, the focus of 
the study is chi-ected to the tranip service market, because it is assumed that most of 
the grain shipnient is transliorted on tramp ships. 

The thesis lias t)een lorced to use annual data; the reason is Taq many of the 

va6abls exarnined are annual data. Therene annul data is closest can be estimated 
in this thesis. I-lo\\,, e%,, cr, wlietlier n-iwithly data will be available to future research 
and whether the rcsLilt \\ýill I)e better than annual data is something to be discovering 
in the fLitLire rescýircli. 

The conceptual aiialysis of the CAP provides a simplified version of the mechanism 
of the CAP. 11is iiiay Iiimt the use of the analysis for other purposes. First of all, 
the general flieoretical friiiic\vork is a partial equilibrium one. Thus the limitations 

which generally apply to t1lis type of analysis are also applicable in this case. In 4: ) 

addition, trade f1o\v Is assLiiiied to be one way in the model which implies that the 
EU cannot siiimltaiiemisly ffliport and export (,, rain and thereby charge import levies 

and pay export i-cft-iiicls at the same time. The study also assumed that 100% of grain 
surplus are cxported aiicl that foreign and domestic grain demand curves are 
constant. If dils Is iiot the ctse for every observation, the results could be affected. 
Finally it is 1111portaw to iiote diat the assumption that foreign supply curves are 
fixed and iiot respoiidlii- to CAP or any tecluiological developments is restrictive. 

Ship performaiice aiialysis is based on potential trading route and port facilities for 

grain. Thus ftirtber develoj)rnent in port facilities may invalidate the entire 
hypothesis. Ho%%, ever the drIvM(,, force foi- any investment in port facilities will l 
depend on the j,,, itteri,. ai, ýd , 'olLinic of trade which for grain depend upon reduction 
of trade restrictioi-is. 
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APPENDIX 1: BULK COMMODITY PRICES AND FREIGHT COSTS 

BULK COMMODITY PRICES AND FREIGHT 

COSTS* (US dollars per tonne) 

Cargo From To Cargo Size Fob Price Approximate Fob + Freight Cost 

Freight Rate freight as % of Landed 

Cost 

Iron Ore Australia Japan Cape 17.1 7.0 24.1 29 

Brazil N. Europe Cape 17.4 7.0 24.4 29 

Steam Australia(NS Japan Cape 40.9 8.5 49.4 17 

Coal W) N. Europe Cape 32.9 8.2 41.1 20 

S. Africa N. Europe Cape 37.5 7.5 45.0 17 

Colombia 

Coking Australia Japan Cape 51.0 8.0 59.0 14 

Coal (Queensland) N. Europe Cape 48.0 7.0 55.0 13 

USEC 

Maize US Gulf Japan Panamax 124,5 32,5 157 21 

Wheat US Gulf N. Af rica Handy 177.0 33.0 210.0 16 

Argentina China Handy 147.5 45.0 192.5 23 

Estimates based on the mid-1 997 position. 

Average of shredded and No. 1 heavy melti ng. 

Indicative CIF price in the UK. 

Source: Drewry Shipping Consultants 

A PPEýINDIX 2: The Principle of ARCH Model 

Engle (1982) test Lises the followirig, auxiliary regression on the square of residuals. 
I Z-- 

This is done to see if the past values of the residuals significantly effect the current C, 

values. 
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p 
y+ C2 

The significance of flie ptst values of the square residuals can be tested by LM or F 
tests. 

The measuremei-it of time varyli-ig volatility of a time series through Autoregressive 
Conditional Yleteroscc(lastisity rriodels first introduced in a seminal paper by Engle 
(1982). In tlils tyl)e of' iiiodels, the variance ofthe residuals (equivalent to error term 
variance) in the regressloi-i ecluatiori is conditiorial on its past values and the model 
is called AL1tO1'C1-11'eSS1Ve Coiiditiorial Heteroscedastisity (ARCH). Engle suggested 
the followim, riiodel iii order to coriditiori the variance on the past values of the 
square residuals. 

11 yt= [31+ Y-)8ix, +t-, I i=l 

20+ 
at I-i 

2) IN (0. uItT 

Where Y, is the clepemlew \, ariable, Xt are the independent variables and the ai,, 6i 

are the parameters of Hitei-est. Notice that if the parameters of the squared error 
terms are not statistically skmificant, theii variance will be constant and there will 
not be any lietei-osceckisticity in the error terms. 

Bollerslev (1986) extended the idea in the class of ARCH to the more flexible form 

of General ALItore-ressive Conditional Heteroscedastisity (GARCH). In the more 
general forin (GARCH) \, arlance is conditioned on both its past values as well as 
past values of'dic ei-i-or terins. 

17 Yt =, 81+ 1,8iXi+c, 
i=l 

U2 t= 
ao +ai 

I IN (. u, -) tT 

where the variabIcs are stine as before and a,, [3 /, )ý I are the parameters of interest. 
Significance of' /11 ptriinctcrs iii the iriodel indicate the dependence of the current 
value of the vtrlaricc oii its past values. Again it can be said that if the parameters of Lý I 

past values of' scjLiýircd cri-ors arid variance are not statistically significant, then the 
variance of the i-cgression is coi-istant. 
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The number of the la-ged error terms and variances in the equation is called the 

order of ARCH or GARCH model [denoted as ARCH (m) or GARCH (m, n)]. It is 

cleat that a GARCH (111,0) niodel is the same as ARCH (m) model. Although many 

versions of the GARCH inodels have been introduced since Engle's first paper on 
this area. But the most corninoii type of model used in the literature extensively to 

model the economic variables is GARCH (1, I). 
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APPENDIX 3: The Model of Two Ways Trade in Grain (Simultaneous Import 

and Export) 

The two-way trade I ii wlicat is accommodated by specifying EU food demand from 
imported (M) aiid domestic (D) supplies as functions of both the import (threshold) 

price P' and the domestic (intervention) price P: 

M= M(P', P), with M ,, <0, Mp > 0, and (1) 

D= D(P, P'), with D, ) <0 and D,., > 0 (2) 

where Mj,,, MI), DI, aml Dp, are first derivatives of the dependent variable with 
respect to the suhscribed variable. 

The excess demmicl (Z) M the rcst of the world for EC wheat is given by: 

Z= Z(P'), with Z/) ý, 9o 

where P' is flie woricl \vheat price. The EC excess supply of wheat (to domestic 
food and woOd (Ieniaiicls) is i-epresented by: 

S= S(P), With sp >0 

where S is the excess sLil)ply fuiietion for 'low quality' wheat and is domestic 

productioii iiet of iioii-food demaiid which includes feed, inventory (public and 
private) and I'CSICItI. tl LISCS. The relationship between domestic and world prices is 

given by: 

P=pw +s (5) 

where s is normally greatei- than zero and represents the variable per unit export 
restitution payment. The import threshold price is related to the world price by a 
variable per Linit impoi-t levy t: 

P, = pw 

where t>s is the 1101AM11 Sittiation, thus implying that 
I 

P, 
->p 
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By definition, exports (E) from the EC are 

E=S-D (8) 

and net trade (NT) is 

NT=E-M--S - D-M (9) 

Clearing prices mi the \voi-ld market are determined by equating the EC's net trade 4: 1 

to world demmid: 

S-D-M=Z 

The impacts of EC policy can be illustrated by substituting equations (1) to (4) into 

equation (10), tot,. ffly cliffei-entiating, and solving for 
I 

d P" 
=-I 

M/)w+[)pl] 
(11) 

dpt Z1,11, 

and 

d P' 
Dl)+ Al I)- 

dP Z1, W 

Conditions (11) mid (12) show that increases in threshold and intervention prices 
have a negative impact oii world prices, assuming, the other price is held constant, if C5 

Mpt + Dpi< 0 mid DI) + MI) - Sp <0, representative. These conditions can be 

expressed uslii,, 
_, 

elasticity as 

-Fe A", (Al / (D / Z) 
I 

and 

Is (1) / Z) + E=- jýl 
(M / Z) 

P(s 
/ Z) 
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where clj is the elasticity of i with respect to j. In a two-goods world the Coumot 

aggregation coiWitiou of consumer demand theory implies that the elasticity of 
demand from domestic supplies with respect to the threshold price Dt) is less P 
than the direct price elasticity of import demand (c pMt), provided the expenditure 

share of imported wheat is smaller than the expenditure share of domestic wheat. 
However, this does not appear sufficient to sign the derivative (11) of the elasticity 
(13). A similar argunicilt holds for (12) and (14). In general, it seems more likely 

I 
that (14) will be iiegative tliaii (13) because of the inclusion of the Es term. Note 

IP 
also that a lame value of c-, 7P,, reduces the impact of EC price changes on world 

price levels. 

The effect of EC price policies on EC trade is shown in equation (15) to (18). 
Increasing the Mterveiitioi-i price or reducing the threshold price, while holding the 

other constant, increases gross exports by the Community (equation 15 and 16) but 

the effect on net trade is indeterminate (equation 17 and 18). 

E= 
E-=p cs(SI E) - El)(DI E)> 0 pp 

ED 

pt 1, 
(D / E) <0 

E NT - Es (S I NT) -cl)(D I NT) -cPm(M I NT) p-p 

NT D (D / NT) -c '11 (M / NT) ->o pt pI p/ < 

An econometric inodel of the EC wheat sector is developed in the next section in 

order to obtaiii estiniates of these parameters that determine the impact of EC price 
policies on EC wheat trade and world prices. 
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APPENDIX 4: 
-ALTERNATIVE 

MEASURES OF PROTECTION FOR 

-CE-REALS, 
1988 ($ PER UNIT) 

Wheat Coarse grains 

Producer to 
border price 
differences 

PSE TDE 

Producer to 
border price 
differences 

Australia 14.0 0.0 -46.7 7.8 0.0 0.0 

Austria 182.5 195.2 198.7 110.7 122.8 102 

Canada 78.8 21.5 6.2 25.2 11.5 8.9 

Finland 475.8 372.9 373.2 410.1 325.5 322.3 

Japan 137-1.9 1077.2 1035.1 1357.3 1055.7 1044.5 

N. Zealand I (). () 0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 

Sweden 78.0 82.9 83 69.6 70.7 72.2 

U. S. A. 
I 

23.8 11.3 
I 

55.0 9.1 
1 

0.0 

EU 
1 

6'- 1 
1 

57.3 
j 

66.2 
1 

61.4 61.1 

Source: OECD (1989). 
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APPENDIX 5: A Model of Customs Union Effects on International Trade 

As Barrass ai-id Madhavaii (1997) illustrated the economic effect of a customs union 
in followim, (IKt-raiii. Countries A and B form a custom union. The Figure 
illustrates the ivlatioiiships between the price of the good, the quantity demanded, 

and quantities SLII)I)]IeCl Lincler different tariff regimes. Cl 

Trade creation, diversion and expansion 

SA 

1. increased international trade (from (01- 02) to (Q3 - Q4); 
2. increased consumption in country A (from Q1 to 03); 
3. generated imports from country B (03 - 04); 
4. eliminated imports from the rest of the wofld (which previously amounted to (01 - Q2). 

PT 

SAB 

PB 
0 0 0 0 

0 
0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pw. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Pw 
DA 

Q4 Q2 Q, Q3 Q5 

Trýidc Diversion from Trade 
clcýltioll W to 13 expansion 

I' Qllýllltity 

The demand In COLIntry A is given by the curve DA- SA represents the supply in 
214 

country A. P, is the \voi-ld n-iarket price . 
If imports into country A are subject to 

tariff (P-1-P11) whci-e P-/- is the consumer price in country A and Pw is world price. At 

price PT the p 1'0(1 LI Cer 111 COLI ii try A would produce Q2, total consumption is Q 1, with 
the balance (QI-Q2) accounted for by irnports from the rest of the world at Pw plus 
tariff. If country ., ý Joins in I customs union with country B, imports from B will no 
longer be Sub J cct to the tariff. The tariff-free supply of the good is then shown by 

C, I zn 

214 It is assumcd thtt the world market is perfectly competitive. 
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the curve SAI,,. \vlilch rel)resents the aggregate amounts (depending on the level of 
price) that the industries M both A and B are prepared to supply to A's market. 
Imports from the rest of the world continue to be subject to the tariff, and so in the 

customs union it is chealicr to iinport (free of tariffs) from country B than from the 

rest of the world. The new market price in country A is PB, and consumption 
increases frorn 01 to Q,,. The new level of demand T3) is met by a combination of 
supply from country ý1 T4) (the quantity that A's industry is prepared to supply at 
price PB), and iniports frorn B (Q3 - Q4)- (This is the quantity that B is prepared to 
export to A at price PB). Imports from the rest of the world cease, because their 

price after the tai-11T is levied (P7) renders them uncompetitive following the 
formation of the, customs union between A and B. 

Some trade lias been crcited, ýind some diverted from low-cost suppliers in the rest 
of the world, and also Froin Iiioh-cost suppliers in country A. I 

1n terms of the FigLire, it could be assumed that the effects of the EU policy on 
structure of dciiiiiid for ii-iteniatioiial shipping are measured as follows: 

Gross increasc in trade T3 - Q4) 
Minus Trade divcrsion (QI - Q2) 
Equals Net increase hi Irade, 
comprising Tradc creation -ý:: T2 - QJ 

plus Trade expansion + (Q3 - (21) 

The single mai-ket is the nucleus of the European community. The central is 
integration of the ecoiioiiiies of member states within an economic entity, which is Z: ' 

greater than the SLIM Of Its P, 11'tS. 
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APPENDIX 6: Different Stnes of Economic rel4ional Integratio 

Different stage ol'the cconornic (regional) integration could be classified as follows: 

1. Sectional Inicgralion, i. e. the removal of barriers to trade in output of a single 
industry, l'or example in the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSQ; 

2. Free Trade Arca, where member states remove all trade barriers among 
themselves hut retain tlieii- freedom with regard to the determination of their Z: ) 
policies the third country, e. g. the European Free trade Association Z: ' 

(EFTA) ýtncl [lie, Litin American Free Trade Area (LAFTA), etc. 215 

3. Customs Unions, which is very much like free trade areas, expect that member 
countries ', irc obliged to contact common external relations. For instance, they 

must adopt common external tariffs on imports from the outside world. The 
Eufopean Economic Community (EEC) was in this sense, a custom union, but 

there was more to it flian just that; 
4. Common Harkets, , vNch are customs union that also allow for free factor 

mobility ýict-oss member state, i. e. capital, labour and enterprise should move 
without limclraiice between the member states, e. g. East African Common 
Market (L-ACNI), and the EC (in Its time) 

5. Comj)lete Economic Unimi, which are common markets that call for complete 
unificatioii of moiietary and fiscal policies, i. e. there is a central authority 
which cowi-ols thcse aspects so that existing nations become regions of the 

union, sucli ýis the EU (since 1992). 
6. Complete political integration, where the participants become literally one 

nation, i. e. ilie ceim-al authority not only controls monetary and fiscal policies 
but also liýts a cciiti-al parliament with the sovereignty of the member states 
govern incii t,,,, i. e. the former Soviet union. 

215 EFTA excludcs ý11-'IACUIWI', il products from its arrangements. 
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APPENDIX 7: A Model of Full Political Intel4ration for the EU 

Penteland (1973) is as follows: 

National States Superstate 

Politicýll Pluralism: a community of Federalism: a federation of 
sovereign states states 

ECO1101111C I- Unctionalism: a transitional Neo-functionalism: a 
net work of organisations I supranational state 

performing specific tasks 
-z II 

Source: Ilciitclaii(I ( 1973) 

Elements of all of fliese inodels can be found in the EU Treaty. The 

intergovernrnent,,, I provision for political co-operationare principally a 
manifestation ol' plurallsin, and in so far as activities are co-ordinated between 

countries therc , irc clenients of functionalism. 

The super-state niodel rej)resents an opposite extreme. Federalism would depict the 

community as a 1'rarnework for a United States of Europe', similar to the United 

States of America. witli a separate tire of government above those of member states. 
From the neofmictionalist perspective, the interaction of economic interests is a 
driving force %N, litcli sliiks loyalties to new centres, and which is liable to render the C) 
nation state absolLite. Tlie coini-nunity in this scenario is an entity distinct from the 

sum of its rnenihcr states. 

When the conmmiiity was first established, Europe was divided by superpower 
dominated bloc,,. aiid i-fiember states' economies were recovering from the ravages 
of war. The prc.,, crit ccoiiomic context is different in many ways. The European 
Community lws cii , joyed mariy years of sustained economic growth and political 
stability. Meamvhile, the commumty has proceeded with economic integration, but 

it has also become more diverse, as its membership has enlarged. Changes which 
have occurred iii Europe sMcc the Second Word War are also manifested in the 

global economy. lritcriiatioiial trade and irivestment have increased, and tariff 
barriers have bccii lowered. The European Cornrriunity, as a result of its integration 

into a single imirket, is iiow a major economic eritity in its own right, and to a large 
Zý 
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extent is the coiiduit for its inei-ilber states' influence on the global economic 
system. 
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AP )rts Specifigtion 

ANALYSIS OF THE DRY BULK FLEET BY'LEN&H, BEAM ANd DKAFr 

BULK CARRIERS; LENGTH OVERALL 

Dwt Ran ýe 
Metres 

10-30,000 
No. '000 Dwt 

1 30-50,000 
No. '000 Dwt 

5MO, 000 
No. WO Dwt 

80-100,000 
No. 'ODO Dwt 

100-150,000 
No. 'ODD Dwt 

150,000+ 
No. WO Dwt 

Total 
No. '000 Dwt 

<120 7 77 7 77 
120-130 66 756 66 756 
1-1&. 140 75 959 75 959 
140-150 287 4,678 287 4,67B 
150-160 357 7,098 1 32 358 7,130 
160-IM 460 10,723 1 32 461 10,755 
170-180 496 12,806 180 6,061 666 18,867 
180-190 3Q4 8,065 670 25,268 974 33,1U 
190-200 32 866 412 15,976 10 529 454 17,371 
200-210 1 24 113 4,527 32 1,683 146 6,234 
210-220 - - 36 1,592 80 4,349 115,5,941 
220-230 2 57 25 954 505 31,966 2 174 - 534 33,151 
230-240 - - 55 3,710 3 255 1 110 59 4,075 
240-250 50 3,711 9 798 1 105 - 60 4,614 
250-260 46 3,263 17 1,423 20 2,3U7 83 6993 

260-270 1 74 - - 89 11,115 - 90 11,189 

2M-280 70 9,971 2 302 72 10,273 

2W290 21 Z931 12 1,981 33 4,912 

290-300 2 297 so 8,851 52 9,148 

300-310 4 585 16 2,972 20 3,557 

310-320 9 1,898 9 1,398 

320+ 2 501 2 501 

Unspecified 10 246 12 494 2 135 1 91 10 1,284 1 188 36 2,438 

Total 2,087 46,355 1,450 54,936 781 49,420 32 2,741 218 28,705 92 16,693 4,660198,850 

Source: Drrwry Shipping Consultants (based on Pessel information as recorded by Clarbon Research Services Ltd. ) 
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BULK CARRIERS; DRAFT 

L)%l Range 
Metres 

10-30,000 
No. '000 Dwt 

30-50,000 
No. '000 Dwt 

5040,000 
No, '000 DVA 

80-100,000 
No. TW DeA 

IOD-150,000 
No. '000 Dwt 

150,000+ 
No. '000 Dwt 

Total 
No. '000 Dwt 

<7.0 2 ý4 - - - - - 2 39 
7.0-7.5 15 184 - - 15 184 
7.5-8.0 45 516 3 106 - 48 622 
8.0-8.5 118 1,541 118 1,541 
8.5-9.0 135 2,094 135 2,094 
9. D-9.5 327 6,138 1 32 328 6,170 
9.5-10.0 616 14,128 32 1,160 648 15,288 
10.0-10.5 503 12,793 56 2,011 559 14,804 
10.5-11.0 293 8,080 531 18,972 1 59 825 27,111 
11.0-11.5 21 561 527 20,095 6 350 554 21,006 
11.5-12.0 3 87 185 7,632 14 767 2 175 204 8,661 
12.0-12.5 2 43 96 4,051 230 13,377 - 3Z8 17,471 
12.5-13.0 1 27 12 581 144 8,865 5 433 162 9,906 
13.0-13.5 1 S3 258 16,733 2 177 1 110 262 17,053 
13.5-14-0 1 29 - 74 5,276 3 245 1 100 79 5,650 
14.0-14.5 1 27 49 3,624 14 1,164 8 877 72 5,692 
14.5-15.0 - - 4 305 1 94 9 11091 14 1,480 
15ý0-15.5 - 1 64 4 373 21 2,502 26 2,939 
iS. 5-16.0 40 5,037 40 5,037 
16.0-16.5 56 7,490 1 183 57 7,673 
16.5-17.0 54 7,805 3 499 57 8,304 
17.0-17.5 22 3,002 is 2,436 37 5,438 
17.5-18.0 1 145 23 3,949 24 4,094 

16.0-18.5 - - 39 7,288 39 7,288 
1,966 9 1,966 

Unspecified 4 68 6 263 1 90 5 S* 2 372 IS 1,339 

To tal 2,087 46,355 1,450 54,936 781 49,420 32 2,741 215 28,705 92 16,693 4,660 198,850 

Soura. - Drimy Shipping Consultants (based on vessel informlim as recorded by Clarkson &-scarch Serrkes LtdJ 
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APPENDIX 9: Constructinm Data for Capesize Freilzht rates 

First stage: 
The aim of this ýta(,, e is to calculate the grain spot rate equivalent back to 1980 

I 
C, 

based on time-chirter rates. A method of converting time-charter rate ($/day) into 

their spot rate eq Li I valent ($/ton) introduced by Zannetos (1966) and used by Glen et 
al. (1981), Hale iiid Vaiiaus (1992) and Veenstra (1999), has been used here to 
convert the ara I ii time charter rates into its spot rate equivalent. Z: I 

This approach issmiies that the charter vessel is employed in a particular route (here 
North Atlantic, US Gulf to Rotterdam). Then respective voyage costs are estimated, 
using vessel pirlictilars (speed and consumption etc. ) and added to time charter 
rates. The followim,, table presents details of the typical vessel: 

Tabi ý Appendix 8.1: Fuel Consumption for Clarkson's Standard Capesize, 

as Quoted in Shipping Intelligence Weekly 

Ycar of Build Early 1990s 

D\vt 100,513 

Spcccl - Loaded 13.5 

Spcccl - Ballast 13.5 

Coti. sumptilon atsea (t/day): 

Loaded 41.4 
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Ballast 33.5 

MDO 0 

Consumption in Port (t/day): 

FO I 

MDO, 4 

Source: Clarksoil's, Shipping, 

Finally the toml cost is sti-LictLired by the amount of cargo (in ton) to obtain spot 
equivalent of tinic-cliarter rates on a dollar per ton ($/ton) basis. In this way the 
conversion adds \, oyage costs fluctuates to time-charter rates. The following model 17, 
was used: 

[(TCR* DUR) + VOCI / TON = SPE ($/Ton) 

Drewry Shippin, 
-, 

Consultants provided the Time-charter rate data. There is a need 
to calculate voytge duration and cost. To calculate the duration, assumptions are 
made regarding speed of the ship and time spent in loading and discharging ports. 
Furthermore, distance is assumed to be 3300 miles, which is the distance between 
Rotterdam and I kinipton Roads. With reference to Clarkson Shipping Company, the 
speed of the slilp is assumed to be 13.5 N. miles /h for a modern ship. Port stay is 
2.5 days for a Iýir-e ship in Rotterdam which is the same as at Hampton Roads. 
There is no consideration rcLardinc, anchoraae or waiting for berth. Therefore, the 11ý C, z: l Z: ) 
port stay is considered to be five days in a round trip. A consultant with Clarkson 

research departnicia suggests that consumption for a large ship be assumed to be 13 0ý 
ton/d. Data regirding port charges is provided by Rotterdam and Hampton Roads zlý 
port authorities. Data for fuel oil and diesel oil prices is provided by Clarkson 
Shipping Cornpiny. 

DIS / SPS*24 = DAS + PRS = DUR 

Therefore voyagc cost could be calculated as follows: 

SFC = SDC +PDC = TFC 
TFC + PTC = VOC 

Where: 

SFC At scýi Fucl oil consumption DUR Duration 
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SDC At scýi Diesel oil consumption TON Tonnage Z", 

PDC At Port Diesel oil Consumption SPE Spot Equivalent 

TFC Total I'Licl cost DIS Distance 

FR, FreiLflit [\', IteS (ilICILICling SPS Speed at See 

cost) 

PTC Port C11,11, 
-'es 

(11,1111pton DAS Day at See 
Rod.,, charges + lZotterdam charges) 

PRS Port Stýlv TCt Time Charter Rates (including 
Operation Cost) 

voc voy"ILC Cost 
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Data Process foi- First Stage: 

7= 7 

3V 

-. 
ii 

f. t 
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Data Process I'm- Second Stage: 

xx T 

= zz z =111. - 

ý= == ý -- zz 

=ill v 

: Z--=z z -. ý :wý, - :III:. 
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APPENDI, X 10: STATISTICAL TESTS FOR THE REGRESSION, 

SIMULTANEOUS AND VAR MODEL 

This appendix discuses different specification tests; i. e. serial correlation LM test, 

Arch LM test ctc. to find the number and nature of the explanatory variables to 

include into the iiiodels of the study. The specification error arises from inability to 
formulate the ii-iodel precisely. It could be associated with the underlying economic 

theory that does iiot explaiii the functional form of the model. Following sections 

present and clis'cuss the various specification tests and approaches to solve the 

problem of ml,, s-specification. 

Newey-West-VtOmst Estimator 

Data series rn. tv litve individual observation(s) that is disproportionate effects on 

the sample re, -i-(-,,,, sioii. This is sometimes happened when one uses OLS estimation. 
If there is an ohsci-vatioii(s) with large residual, the OLS minimises the sum of zn 
squares of the such large residuals strongly influence the OLS estimator. Z: ) 

This problem Could be detected by applying OLS estimator and check the residuals. 
If the residual k large then there could be a sign of this problem. However, the OLS 

estimator is vei-y sensitive to violation of the classical assumptions. Hence it is 

sometimes essciuMl to use some estimator which is less sensitive to violation of 

classical assunij)l ions. Such estimators are called robust estimators. 

There is diffei-cia I-ObUst estimation, such as Least absolute residual (LAR) also 
knows as meaii A)solute deviation. This estimator designed to minimise the sum of 

the absolute výiltics of the residuals rather than the sum of their squares as in OLS. 
LAR is defined , is s i, ý- / ej which estimator is minimising a weighed sum of the 

the residuals. However, in OLS s* e2 absolute value,, (, I i which s* are equal to 

absolute valuc, ý Ofthe residLials. 

Newey and V, "cst (1987) suggested a robust and consistent estimator for 
tý -- 

autocorrelated diswrbances with an unspecified structure as follows: 

s= +x x so +-11 iv(j)eet-j[x, -j t-j t] T 

where w(j)=I- /+ 
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In this case the niaxii-nuin lag L must be determined in advance to be large enough 
that autocorrelations at lags longer than L are small enough to ignore. 

I C, 

Durban- Wats (-. ý Statistic: Autocorrelation 

One of the ass!!; njitioris underlying a great of the time-series analysis is that the 
I 

error terms in ý1111'Crciit observations of the variables are not related. When error 
terms are corrc! -, iiccI fliere is a problern of autocorrelation. It exists if the value of the 
disturbance terin zissociated with one observation is correlated with the disturbance 

term of the ad. Picciit obsei-vatioii that called autocorrelation. This occurs frequently 

with time-serles (kaa. 

There is four dil'I'civnt type of autocorrelation which further categorise in two main 

categories, po, ýiti\, e autocorrelation and negative autocorrelation. Positive 

autocorrelation nicans if a positive disturbance term in one period is associated with 

positive distui-hýmcc terin in next, or a negative disturbance term in period one is 

associated witli ýi ne-ative disturbance in the next. Negative disturbance term means 
if a positive diswi-bance terin in one period is associated with a negative disturbance 

term in the next, or a negative disturbance term in one period is associated with a Zý 
positive disturkince temi in the next. 

Autocorrelatioi,, could arise when some 'shock' is applied to the system and the 

effects of the shoA last for several periods. The system may react very sluggishly 
to external sho(Aks. The other cause of autocorrelation is an omitted variable or 

variables that ii,, -Ly generate the shocks to the system. Furthermore autocorrelation 
sometimes cawcd by an incorrect functional form such as applying a linear 

estimation to i iioii-linear relationship. 

The major prohicni Witil aUtocorrelation is that it may cause the researcher to accept 

a partial regres,, imi coefficient as being significantly different from zero when it is 
Zý 

not. This occLirs because the estimated standard error of the coefficient has a 

sampling disti-11)[ition that causes the error variance of the estimated coefficients to 
be wrong. This dso may cause over-estimates or under-estimates of the partial 

regression coelTiciems'. 

Therefore it i,, imiýoi, tant to test for autocorrelation whenever time series data is 

analysed. Mo, ýt (d I the computer packages calculate the Durbin-Watson statistics C, 

using Durbin md GS Watson (1951) test of hypothesis y=o. The Durbin Watson 

test is based on thc ýtatisuc 
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ct- 

DW=d= 1-2 

where e, are lest square's residuals. This test is mostly used for non- 

dynamic models, that are inodels without any lagged dependent variables. Hence, 
z:,:. 7 

the following diýýnissioii is restricted initially to the case, C, 

1= 
I- NID (0,072; t=I n) y x, 8 + g; p, 

and e, are the OLS i-esicluals from this model. 

Even under the iuffl hypothesis of no serial correlation, the distribution of (1) is not 
entirely straight ý*oi-ý\, ýii-cl, as it depends on the observed regressor matrix X. However, 
it is possible to olmaiii Lipper and lower bounds for critical values, which depend 

only on the iw! iihci- of observation (n) and the number of regressors (k). Table 
below gives lo\\/ci- bounds (dI) and upper bounds for selected values of (du) for 

selected value ol'(ii) aiid (k). 

Durbin-Watsm simstic are summarised in the following table: 

2 

(') dl du 4-du 4 

il, ), iLl, e Don't Don't 
Negative 

\L[toc"iclation Konw No Autocorelation Autocorelation 
Konw 

There is an i'lli'mi-tim drawback about this test that is the uncertainty where we do 

not know whethci- or iiot the data illustrate an autocorrelation. In a dynamic model 
however testinL, 1'or senal correlation should carried out before describing an 
estimation method tliat is appropriate if serial correlation is present. Hence in this 

study for seriýil con-clatioti also Breusch-Godfrey LM tests and Q statistic also is 
implemented. 
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Langarange MuPiplier (Lm) Tes 

The procedurcs I'or likelihood ratio (LR) test, and the Langrange Multiplier (LM) 

test are developfAl within the framework of maximum likelihood estimation by 

using the asyniltotic nori-nality of the ML estimators. This is because some other 

estimator is ecjmvýileiit to that obtained by maximising, the likelihood function, or it 
Z: ' 

is some approxmiýaion to maximuni likelihood. Therefore in this thesis only the LM 

testis used. 

The objective ()! ' the LM test is to test the validity of a set of (p) independent linear 

restrictions (Stc\\m-1,1998). If H=0, where 0 is a (in x 1) vector of parameters, 

the basic assuiiipnoii is that there should be a model that satisfies whatever 

conditions are iiecessary to establish that 

, 
[n-(Ö 

- N(O, Q-l) 

Where Q= fini 11 '(0) dien in the context of Least Squares estimation will be as 
follows: 

-vfnH(ý-0)-'--,, 110-'ij - N(O, HQ-'H') 

and under Ho :1 /0 = h: 
V-n(Hj-h) ll, -ý110-'ij-N(O, HQ-'H 

1) ý IC2 _ K2 

=> (Hj - h)[Il (,, 1 -'0 -') H']-'(Hý - h) -ILý ic'-' - ICI- 9 

In practice, n-'() -' is replaced by I-10 

with set of P re,, trictioris which are feasible and contain no redundancies. If HO is 

stated that the rc,, trictioris are valid then test statistics base on ML estimator j, is as 

follows: 

In L(01, ) LM= D In L(j, ) 1, U 

If HO is true ý,, c, \j)cctcd to be close to the unrestricted estimator 0. Expansion of 

D In L(jR) abow, ý)- 1)rovide the approximation: 

D In L(jR) 
-= 

DIn /, tý))+ D'hiL(ý)(jj, -j) 
Since D In L(j) ý () 
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D In L(ýR) -= D'hi 

and 
LM Iý, ý)]-'D 

2 In L(j)(j - 
ji, ) 

Under the null liypotlicsis, ý, and ý are both consistent estimator of 0 and 

plimn-'I(ý, ) 

plim[iz-'D 

If HO is true, lhýts the limiting distribution approximately K', with p degrees of 

freedom. As SI,,., \v. trt (1998) stats there could be "considerable advantage in using 

an LM test, nither than Wald test. The former uses only unrestricted estimators, 
which are appi-upi-late under H, and the latter uses both restricted and unrestricted 

estimators to ohtýiiii both restricted and unrestricted values of the maximised log 

likelihood". 216 

It is applicable \\'hcther the disturbances follow an AR(P) or MA(P) process, where 
p can be any positive order. It could also be used to specify whether or not lagged 

values of the c1cpciidmit variable appear among the regressor. Z: ' C) 

Correlograms.: ý,,!,, d Q-Statistics 

Correlograms iý; id Q-Statistics test check the autocorrelation and partial Z: ) 
autocorrelatimis ()I' FOSICILtals up to any specific number of lags. It also gives the 
Ljung-Box Q ')', md'stIcs for serial correlation. This test could apply to residuals from 
least squares, t,, ý o , wge least squares, and non-linear test squares estimation. Using 

the E-views con, ilputer package for computing the probability of Q-Statistics, Z: ý Z71 

degrees of frec(! ý)w. are automatically adjusted for the inclusion of ARMA terms. 

The Durbin-W. tlsoii is an important test for autocorrelation which perform partial 
test. This is bcc: m, ýc it is need both an intercept in the regression and no lagged 
dependant varlý, Ncs aniong the regressors. It is important to test for further order 
autocorrelation. Tlici-cfore there is a need for an approach in dynamic model which 
use the dependent variable to test autocorrelations and partial 
autocorrelatiot-i,. (4the residLials up to any specific number of lags. The Ljung - Box 
Q-Statistic pro% ldc ýiiid is giveii by : 

216 For more dc! ýi! l,, scc Stcwirt & Gill (1998). 
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T(T + 2)N QLB 

where ý- is the 1- ýaitocorrelation and T is the number of observations. Q can be 

used to test the 1)othesis that all of the autocorrelations are zero; that is, that the 

series is white Under the null hypothesis Q is distributed as K, with degrees 

of freedom eqtrý! to the nuri-iber of autocorrelations, P. 

Arch LM Test 

If the data violýocs the assumption that the disturbance terms all have the same 

variance, the h,,,, -i-oýceckisticity exists in the disturbances. This is including any 
systematic M the size of the error terms, it means the variance of error 
terms varies diivctlý/ with the size of the error term. If the variance of error terms is 

constant, the coiiditioii is known as Homo scedasticity. 

The Homoscc(l;,: -, l 1city cause the partial regression coefficients to be either too large 

or too small, ou the exact pattern representing the heteroscedasticity. 

ARCH LM lc, lt is designed to diagnose the particular specification of 
heteroscedasticliv. it is Autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (ARCH) 

(Engle, 1982: 9(ý', 'i-1008). This particular test is performed to detect if in the data 

series the size ol 1, -csi(luals appeared to be related to tile size of recent residuals. The 

test is based oii the re-ressiori of the squared residuals on lagged, squared residuals. 
Therefore, theiv *,! ý t rieed to specify the number of lagged residuals to include. For 

three lagged rcsi(lu. ils the model will be as follows: 

'Ut2 =A+ 
P2/112 

1+ 
A' j2 

F-Statistic and ý,, T! '\'ý statistic are the test results, base on K'distribution, each with 
the relevant prol), A)11 ity value. The K2 statistic is the output of the LM test and 
provides an asyi,, ijýtotl c distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the number 
of lagged, sq,,, i, ýircd residuals. This statistic rests on the null hypothesis that 

coefficients oI* 1ýiguccl squared residuals are all zero, i. e. there is no ARCH. 

Skewness and ', '; irtosis - (Histogram and Normality Test) i- 

There is a lai-Lc Ikci-awre i'egardiiig normality test, mostly concern about how far 

estimate of the 1,1,, ird atict fourtli moments, ýi, and ýi, deviated from zero and 36', 

respectively xlici-c is ýin estimated of E[e, 21 = U2 . Hence scale versions of u, and 
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, u, could be coiisldcred as illustration of Skewness and Kurtosis respectively Bera 

and Jarque (19', ý !, ) sti-g-cst the following formulas: Skewness is Z7 

I 

T 
(7 

3 

Kurtosis is : 

I, 

- T 
Y, 

107t 
(7 

4 

The Skewness oF clistribtition refers to its degree of symmetrical distribution (or C, 

lack of it). If it is zero there is a normal distribution, and if the upper tail of 
distribution is thick-cr than the lower tail, Skewness is positive. 

Kurtosis of a cliý, ', nlhLttion refers to peakness of the distribution and thickness of its 

tails. For norniýl I (11, Stl'IbLition Kurtosis is 3, while if distribution has thicker tails than 
the normal dII strih,, it'oii, Kurtosis is more than 3. 

The Jarque -Bci-! i st,, itistic tests whether a series is normally distributed using the 
following: 

T-k[S2 
+1 (K 

64 

where T is the n,, mil)cr of observations, k is zero when there is an ordinary series 
being tested and ý! )-, iwinber of regressors when examinin residuals to an equation, Z: ) 9 
S is Skewness lial K is Kurtosis, using ýC2 distribution with 2 degrees of freedom, 

test the null hypoilicsis of norinality. 

The S. tandard ý,,, rors or the Estimate 

The standard ci-iýor of estimate (SEE) provides information about statistical 

reliability of th,,, r,.,, -, rcssion coefficients (the predictive power of the model). The 
(SEE) is direct]\ rAttecl to the stochastic error term Ai . 

This provide information 

about the estiimitcd oferi-or terin (the residual) as well as providing a measure of the 
"spread" of thc troLind the estimated regression line. The size of the (SEE) on D 
its own is not whether it is large or small in absolute terms does not 

matter. The ISSLIe IS Its Size relative to the mean of the dependant. The 
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smaller the ratio ()C the SEE to the rnean of dependant, the greater is the productive 

power of the modcl. If Y is the dependatit variable and X is the matrix of the 

independent vai-*!, d)1c. s, the least squares regression coefficients are: 

b= (X>)'X'' 

The fitted valuc, ýtrc 
yf = Xb 

and the residu. il,, l irc 

lu ýy-yf 

The standard cri-or ol'the regression is the standard deviation of the residuals: 

FT- 

k 

Where T is the r. iiiid)er of observations and k is the number of regressors, including 

the constant. 

The covarjancc i-iittnx of die estimated coefficients and the standard errors of the 

estimated coefficMits are the square roots of the diagonal elements of this matrix. 

2(xX)-t 

The standard ervor ol' the estimated coefficient is used to determine the statistical 

significance of ilic coefficient. It refers to how significant the estimated partial 4: ) 
regression coefficiciit i-epresents the true regression coefficient. Cý 

R-bar-squared 

Multiple cletern-: 1' :ý . 'iti ý)n 01, R2 provides a measure of how good the model it means 

how well the inf), 'cii explain the data. It represents the proportion of the variation in 

the depenclant v:. ii-Uthle explained by the variation in the independent variables, 

defined as 

R2 =I-RS 
YTs. 

ý, ' 
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=1_,, /( Y) 

Since RS YTSS i., I 1)ct\veeii 0 and 1, R' also lies between 0 and 1. The prefect fit is 

when all the rc,, i,, i'imIs ai-e equal to zero, then RSS is equal to zero and R' is equal to 
1. and if RSS=',, -'., ý'. 1)' md R2 is equal to zero the estimated equation is so poor that 

non-of the variýitioii M the depeudant variable is explained. 

It is possible to i.;: civýtse the R2 by adding explanatory variables to the model. This 

gives no indicxýon ()I' -, goodness of fit If R2 increased this way. Then the adjusted 
measure is a bctýc; - iiiclicýttor for goodness of fit, defined as: Z71 

R2 

1- where n is nun)P.., r ol' observations and k is nurnber of explanatory variables. To 

prevent the proh!, -, ni diat discussed above formula has been weighting in term 
(n - 1)/ 

/(n k) 

The Akaike ar -' S, 111i Nva rz Information Criterion 

Both Akaike and Schwarz (1978) criterion provide a means for model 
selection, in o, ' acctiracy of estimation and the best approximation. The base 

arguments for /%\! -iI'kc criterion (AIC) started from following denotation 
Z: ý 

Y= aX =e= o-ý, \ I- (/, X, 

where Y is an (Ii, mciisioiial vector of observation; X= [X,, X, l is a (TxK) matrix of 

constant of raiii, /, iii ; X, atid X, are known matrices of dimension (TxK, ) and 
(TxK, ) respccti'vcI\,, xith 1)11 + 1)12 = 1)1; a is m-dimensional vector of unknown 

parameters th. ii 1., ý I)m-titioiied into components aland a,. e is a (TxK) normal 

random vector v,! th mcaii vector zero and covariance matrix U 21 
K with the scalar 

a2 unknown. oii above definition and considering should be minimised C, 
amono all flic, pos,; Ihle linear hypothesis, Ra=[O(K,, xK, ), IK2]a =0 Akaike 

C) - 
information critcrM 1ý is I'Ollows: 

AIC(R(x=o) 
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Schwarz criterwii (SC) is based on Bayesian arguments (see Judge et al., 1988: 122, 
281,284). "As, ýiiiimi, - a priori probability of the true model bein K, and a prior 9 
conditional clisti-thLition of the parameters given that K, is the true model", Z: I 

according to Sclixtrz the a posteriori most probable model which he suggests the 
following to tlic cnitenon ininirnise. 

yI InT 
SC = In(Yin 

I 
X,, 

. x ý- T 
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APPELý . ý'X It: PERRON'S (1988) SEQUENTIAL TESTING 

Model 

AS,, =)IS, -, 
+/i+ 

AS,, = yS, -, 
+Ii+ 

AS,, = YS, 
-, 

+p+ 

Astt yst-I + 'tl + '11ý 

AS, :: -- yS, II -1 +p 

AS,, = ýSj 

Astt + ý11 

PROCEDURE FOR UNIT ROOTS 

Mill Hypothesis Test Statistic 5% Critical 
Values 

j, / =0 Tz. -3.45 
Y0 q) 6.49 

0 Standard normal 1.96 
0 -2.89 

/1 0 4.71 

0 Standard normal -1.96 

-1.95 

5% critical values lor tho te-sts are based on a sample size of 100 observations. 
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